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2ABSTRACT
It has been proposed that literacy development follows a sequence from simple
to complex rules: children acquire simple phonological rules before they learn more
complex orthographic rules such as conditional rules or morphological rules. I
hypothesise that Greek children start reading and spelling by using a simple
phonological strategy and later develop more complex phonological and
morphological strategies. The hypothesis that young children fail to use complex
phonological and morphological rules, the processes involved in reading words with
complex phonological rules, the predictors of children's use of morphological
strategies in spelling and the relations between different instances of morphological
spellings were investigated in six studies.
In the first three studies the hypothesis that young children fail to use complex
phonological strategies in reading and the processes involved in reading words which
involve complex rules were examined. Children (6-8 years) were asked to read words
and non-words (analogous and not-analogous to real words) either in isolation or in
the context of a sentence, assigned to three categories in tenns of the rules involved
in reading them. The children - especially the younger ones - performed better in
words and non-words that involve constant relations between graphemes and
phonemes than in words and non-words that involve variant relations between
graphemes and phonemes. All the age groups performed better in the analogous non-
words that involve complex phonological rules than in the not-analogous non-words.
Children and adults read words that involve variant but predictable spelling patterns
either by establishing connections to whole words or segments of known words.
Younger children benefited more from context than the older ones and the effect was
bigger for more difficult words.
In the fourth study the hypothesis that younger children fail to use
morphological strategies in spelling was tested. Children (7-10 years) were given a
task involving three instances of spelling of the final morpheme. Young children
spelled the final morpheme using phonological strategies while older children used
morphological ones. In the last two studies, children (7-10 years) were given oral
measures of grammatical awareness, a standardised verbal ability test, measures of
grammatical spelling knowledge and a measure of their ability to interpret novel
words. Significant correlations between grammatical awareness, different instances of
morphological spelling and children's ability to interpret novel words were found
even after age and verbal ability were partialled out.
I conclude that even in a language that is transparent (at least from spelling to
phonology) a stage model of simple rules first, complex rules later still holds. In
reading, complex phonological strategies must be acquired for the reading of words
that involve conditional rules. Morphological spelling strategies are important for
correct spelling in Greek (which is not transparent from phonology to spelling) and
their development is highly correlated with children's grammatical awareness.
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INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, the hypothesis that literacy development starts from simple basic
rules whereas the more complex sophisticated rules are learned later is examined
in connection with the Greek language. In English, a stage model from simple to
complex has been proposed for literacy development by a number of researchers
(Nunes, Bryant and Bindman, 1997; Frith, 1985; Marsh, Friedman, Welch and
Desberg, 1980). However, in every alphabetic script there are both general and
specific features of the represented language which influence the acquisition of
reading and spelling. Thereby the findings of this thesis will contribute both to
our understanding of general processes and to the description of literacy
acquisition in Greek
Any study of literacy development is carried out in a particular language. To
disentangle general from specific aspects of literacy development in alphabetic
scripts, cross-linguistic comparisons are needed. Languages may vary in the
complexity of their phonological structure (for example, in the diversity of their
syllable types), but also in the ways in which orthography represents the structure
of the language (for example, in the constancy of letter-sound correspondences).
Perfetti (1997), suggested that the transparency of an orthography has two
components: the transparency of the phonology through spelling and the
transparency of the spelling through the phonology. He further suggested that an
orthography may be symmetrically transparent, when both components of
transparency are present, or asymmetrically transparent, when only one
component, usually the second one, is present.
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I. Does reading develop from sim ple to complex rules in a transparent
ortho2raphy?
Theories of literacy development propose that children learning to read and write
in English go through an "alphabetic" phase (Frith, 1985; Marsh et al., 1981;
Treiman, 1993), where they learn the simple rules, before they learn the more
complex rules that charactense the "orthographic" phase (Fnth, 1985; Marsh et
a!., 1985; Beers and Beers, 1992; Schlagal, 1992; Bryant, Devine, Ledward and
Nunes, 1997; Bryant, Nunes and Bindman, 1997; Nunes, Bryant and Bindman,
1997). Frith (1985), for example, has proposed that during the alphabetic phase
children learn about the basic relationships between letters and sounds and only
later during the orthographic phase do they grasp the higher order, more
sophisticated aspects of their language. A similar distinction about an early stage
in which children master letter-sound correspondences and more advanced stages
in which they grasp more sophisticated aspects of reading and spelling has been
made by Marsh et a!. (1980). The shifting from one phase to another is
characterised by the acquisition of new strategies that children can use. However,
the acquisition of new strategies does not necessarily imply that earlier acquired
strategies cannot be used (Fnth, 1985).
I propose to test this theory in the Greek language through an analysis of the
specific characteristics of the language. Greek is a shallow orthography for
reading with few complex rules. Greek language involves both simple, invariant
letter-sound rules and spelling patterns called "variant but predictable" (Venezky,
1995). These latter rules have also been called "hierarchical" or "conditional"
(Marsh et al., 1981) to indicate that, if a certain condition applies, orthography
will depart from the simple rules in a predictable way. Some of these variable but
predictable spelling patterns have to do with the representation of sounds: e.g. in
the au-eu combinations the second letter is pronounced as If! or M (which are
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commonly represented by the letters "p" and '13" respectively) depending on the
subsequent letter (whether it is a voiced consonant or a vowel, or a voiceless
consonant).
In exemplifying the distinction between words that involve conditional rules and
irregular words, Treiman (1993), argued that the existence of one-to-many
relations between phonemes and graphemes by itself does not make a group of
words irregular. For example, if the phoneme Ia/is spelled as 'a' in some words
and as 'u' in some other, and there is a rule which says that at the beginning of
the words the phoneme /a/is spelled with 'a' and at the end of the words is
spelled with 'u' then a child who knows the rule can read or write any word that
contains this phoneme. In this sense, irregular words could be charactensed as
those that violate the rule and have 'u' at the beginning. These are the words that
involve variant unpredictable spelling patterns (Venezky, 1995). Unfortunately,
in the English writing system, rule plus exception words are often found in
contrast with Greek where they are veiy rare. The existence, however, of both
invariant and variant but predictable spelling patterns in the Greek language,
although it eliminates the presence of a group of irregular words, leads to a
further distinction of the regular words in terms of the relation between
graphemes and phonemes.
The shallowness of the Greek orthography for reading and the absence of
irregular words leads to the question of whether a stage model from simple to
complex rules will still hold for reading. Studies of the development of reading in
Greek support the hypothesis that children seem to employ phonological
strategies in their reading and spelling right from the beginning of schooling
(Porpodas, 1993). Even in the upper grades of pnmary school Greek children use
phonological strategies with resulting phonological errors in reading and spelling
of more complex words (Porpodas, 1990). In forming this hypothesis the notion
of a strategy is conceived as Marsh et at (1980) define it as an "active change in
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processing modes to accommodate task demands" (p. 340). This hypothesis leads
to two questions. Firstly, do Greek children use a sequential strategy in the first
stages of their reading development, and if they do so is this strategy efficient for
reading all words? The second question follows from the first: If a sequential
strategy is not sufficient for reading a word do they use other, more complex
strategies and for which words? A possible alternative hypothesis is that Greek
children master both linear and complex strategies right from the beginning and
these strategies can be detected by using different experimental paradigms.
Conditional rules are veiy difficult for children to learn (Goswarni and Bryant,
1990; Marsh et a!., 1981). According to Marsh et al. (1981) conditional rules are
learned quite late in children's development. Do children learn these complex
spelling patterns by rule or by analogy? Analogy is a strategy that is used at some
levels of reading although a controversy exists concerning the time of this use
(Gombert, Biyant and Warrick, 1997). On the one hand, some researchers argue
that analogy is an advanced kind of reasoning and consequently is a late
development (Marsh et al., 1981). On the other hand, other researchers suggest
that the strategy of analogy can be used quite early (Goswanii, 1992; Goswami
and Bryant, 1990). In the second case, however, in order to use analogy children
must have some decoding skills. Although analogy is proposed to be a useful
strategy for English it is of no use in languages with transparent orthographies
such as Spanish (Gombert et al., 1997). In Greek there are spelling patterns that
involve complex orthographic rules. Do Greek children use analogy for learning
these rules and at what age?
II. When do children use contextual cues in readtn!?
Segmentation strategies enable children to read words that can be characterised
as phonologically regular. However, phonological awareness is not an all or
nothing process. It develops over time and as children are exposed more to
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reading and spelling (Goswami and Bryant, 1990). What do children do when
they have to read words which require decoding skills that surpass the ones
available to them? Do they fail to read these words? There are suggestions in the
literature that children overcome these difficulties by using contextual cues
(Tunmer et al., 1994; Stanovich, 1986). Studies of the relationship between
children's language prediction abilities and reading indicate that this relationship
may vary for the same subject across time and also across subjects. Tunmer and
colleagues (1994) hypothesise that the linguistic context is most useful for non-
expert readers (beginning and backward readers) who guess rather than read the
word and might not recognise it on its own: expert readers rely less on the
linguistic context for word identification. It may be a strategy that plays a lesser
part in reading as children become better readers.
Greek language has constant or variable but predictable relations between
graphemes and phonemes and there is not a class of irregular words, according to
Treiman's argument (Treiman, 1993). All Greek words can be read by the
application of phonological rules either simple or hierarchical. The existence of
both simple and complex phonological rules which allows a differentiation
between Greek words leads to the question of whether Greek children use
contextual cues when they are reading and for which words. It might be the case
that at the beginning of their development, before they master the more complex
phonological strategies, Greek children use contextual cues as a strategy to
overcome incomplete graphophonemic information.
III. Morpholo2ical strate2ies in spellin2
In many alphabetic scripts literacy acquisition is assumed to be a process which
develops over time. The outcome of this developmental process is the skilled
reader. Some theoretical models propose that skilled readers read words through
independent sublexical and lexical routes. The sub-lexical route of word
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recognition operates by translating the word's graphemic code on the basis of
grapheme phoneme correspondence rules. Recent research on children's reading
and spelling has focused on the development of this route and has shown that the
acquisition of the sublexical route depends on children's phonological awareness
(Bryant & Bradley, 1983; Goswami & Bryant, 1990). It has been shown that this
route does not operate only on the level of single phonemes or letters but it
involves different levels of phonological analysis such as nmes and syllables
(Bryant et al., 1989; Aidinis & Nunes, 1997; Hoein et al., 1995). The lexical
processing route involves recognition of words by a direct mapping of a word's
visual characteristics onto a stored lexical representation. Recent research
indicates that this route does not operate only at the level of whole words but it
involves also smaller units such as morphemes (Taft, 1991; Caramazza et al.,
1988, Morton, 1982). Although there is much evidence for the use of lexical
route in adult reading, little is known of how children acquire this route. Do
children simply learn whole words? Do they segment words into morphemes? A
lexical route operating at the level of morphemes allows for the reading or
spelling of novel words (morphemes from known words can be used for the
reading or spelling of unknown words) whereas a lexical route operating with
whole words does not allow for the reading of novel words (each word must have
its own lexical representation acquired through past experience in order to be
recognised) (Caramazza et al., 1988).
Phonological awareness is undoubtedly an important skill for the first stages of
literacy development (Bryant et al., 1989; Goswami and Bryant, 1990; Porpodas,
1989, 1993; Aidims and Nunes, 1997). It is during these stages that children learn
how to decode words into smaller units, such as syllables, onset-rime or
phonemes, and they understand that letters represent sounds and eventually the
way that the alphabet works. As children go on to more advanced stages and
grasp more sophisticated principles of reading and spelling, phonological
awareness although important is not enough. It is during these stages that another
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kind of awareness, namely morphological awareness, becomes important. One
important question to consider in order to understand literacy development is
whether children learn phonology first and morphology later.
Evidence from the work of Read (1986) and Treiman (1993) on children's
invented spelling allows us to conclude that children, at least at the beginning,
tend to represent the sounds of the words phonetically. In spelling, as in evely-
thing that we have to learn, it is reasonable to start learning the basics first and
later on to use more complex strategies. Nunes, Bryant and Bindman (1997) have
shown that in English the use of morphological strategies is observed later than
phonological strategies and shows a developmental progression, which is
predicted by children's morpho-syntactic awareness.
An important hypothesis for the Greek language is that it is necessary to use
morphological strategies in spelling: some endings of words which have the same
sound will differ in their spelling as a function of their grammatical category. The
use of morphological strategies in reading, although plausible, is difficult to test
because of the transparency of orthography. However, the use of morphological
strategies in spelling can be easily tested because there are plenty of
morphological markers. To make this point, conditional rules that are related to
grammar in a broad sense, including morphology and syntax (Chomsky and
Halle, 1968) can be considered: for example, the last phonemes in plural
masculine and singular feminine nouns and adjectives sound the same hi but are
spelled differently as "of' and "if' respectively. The last letter(s) of the word can
indicate the category (whether it is a verb or a noun), the gender (for a noun or an
adjective), the number (whether the word is singular or plural), or the voice (for
verbs). Spelling these words using only phonological strategies could result in a
number of errors since the same phoneme can be spelled with a number of
different letters and there is no differentiation of the spelling in phonology. In
contrast, the application of phonological rules will result in correct reading.
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Morphological awareness seems to be essential for the correct spelling of these
words since these spelling patterns are based on grammar.
Because morphology has been found to be important for the development of
spelling in English and there are a lot of morphological markers in Greek, a first
question to be asked is whether Greek children use morphological spelling
strategies. Moreover, if they do use morphological strategies in spelling do they
attend to them from the start or as their English counterparts tend to spell
phonologically at the beginning and later morphologically? Is there a
developmental model in the acquisition of morphology? A very useful way to
answer these questions is to look specifically at particular spelling patterns, and
to see when and how children learn them.
Not only suffixes but also stems are important for correct spelling. For example
the words produce, producer, product, production, productivity, share the same
stem which is spelled consistently while they have different suffixes. Is the
consistency of stems easier than the consistency of suffixes? In Greek for many
phonemes there are alternative correct spellings and there is no indication of the
correct spelling of these phonemes in the stem either in phonology or in
grammar. The only indication that children can use in their spelling is the
consistency of the stem. As Bryant, Nunes and Aidinis (1998) argue "it is an
advantage in understanding connections between words with the same stem over
a strategy of treating such spellings as irregular and attempting to learn them all
in a rote fashion" (p. 10).
So far in this chapter the role of morphology has only been considered in
relation to spelling. However, there is a strong relation between morphology and
meaning as well. To make this point the role of prefixes can be examined: for
example, "re" is a denvational morpheme that can be added in front of almost
any verb or its derivative adding to the meaning of the verb senses such as "once
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more", "afresh", "anew", "back", "with return to previous state" (e.g. turn-return,
new-renew). Do children understand the different meaning that prefixes add to
the words?
IV. The oranisation of the thesis
In the first chapter the evidence for the existence of a developmental sequence in
the acquisition of reading and writing and the processes that promote
development are examined. The major question to be answered in this chapter is
whether a sequence from simple to complex rules exists in literacy acquisition.
The specific characteristics of the Greek language are also considered in order to
develop predictions from this model for reading and writing in Greek. The main
focus is on recent studies which have investigated the connection between
different sorts of metalinguistic awareness and children's progress in reading and
spelling and the strategies that children use in reading and spelling.
In Chapter 2, the hypothesis that Greek children develop their reading skill
according to a stage model from simple to complex rules is examined. A second
hypothesis that is tested in this chapter is whether Greek children use a sequential
decoding strategy when they are reading right from the first year of schooling and
if this strategy is sufficient for reading words involving different spelling
patterns. The questions which arise from this experiment are whether something
more than a sequential strategy is used by children in order to read words for
which a sequential strategy is not enough and which these strategies are. These
issues are examined in the studies subsequently presented.
In Chapter 3, a second study is presented. In this study, the hypothesis that
children make inferences or analogies from the pronunciation of known words in
order to read difficult or unknown words (e.g. words that involve conditional
rules) was tested.
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Chapter 4 describes an experiment designed to test the hypothesis that use of
context depends both on the reading ability of the reader and the difficulty of the
word.
In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 three studies concerning morphological spelling strategies
and their relation with morphological awareness are presented. The hypothesis
that children master phonological strategies before mastering more complex
morphological strategies was tested. The importance of the consistency of the
stems as well as children's understanding of the different meaning that prefixes
assign to the words is also examined in these chapters. The use of morphological
spelling strategies amongst children attending Years 2 through 5 in school was
investigated using a battery of spelling and morphological awareness tests.
In the final chapter, an attempt is made to summarise the major findings of this
thesis and to relate them to current theories. Children start reading by using
simple phonological strategies before they use more complex ones. Phonological
awareness, although important throughout literacy development, is more vital in
the earlier stages, and is not sufficient in the later stages. Children have and do
find other than phonological strategies but they use them only for the reading of
more difficult words. In spelling there is a developmental sequence in the
acquisition of the phonetic and morphological spelling strategies. Although the
alphabetic principle is crucial for the acquisition of the morphological strategy,
children's morphosyntactic awareness also plays a major role. Lastly educational
implications and implications for future research are discussed in this final
chapter.
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CHAPTER 1
PROCESSES INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF READING AND
SPELLING
Literacy acquisition is a highly demanding task that requires the participation of
more than one sort of metalinguistic awareness (e.g. phonological awareness,
morphological awareness and awareness of grammar). Although the relation
between metalinguistic awareness and literacy development may be similar in
many alphabetic scripts, the significance of the sort of metalinguistic analysis
might be related to specific characteristics of the language. In this chapter the
developmental sequence and the processes involved in the acquisition of reading
and spelling are examined. The idea that children develop literacy in a sequence
starting with simple and moving on to complex rules is examined through the
analysis of existing evidence in different languages. The processes that promote
this development and the strategies that children use in different stages of their
development are also considered.
Different theories regarding the development of reading and spelling in English
have been proposed (see, for example Marsh, Friedman, Welsh and Desberg,
1981; Fnth, 1985). In spite of differences in the explanations for why children
progress and in the conception of whether progress is qualitative or quantitative,
these theories have made the implicit assumption that literacy acquisition is
similar in all alphabetic scripts. However, it may be necessary to test this
assumption. Morals (1995) argues that now "everybody admits that it is
important to check how and to what extent the orthographic peculiarities of
alphabetic languages influence the course of development" (p. 1).
English orthography has been characterised as complex and highly irregular
(Treiman, 1993). It involves three kinds of grapheme - phoneme patterns:
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invariant, variant-predictable, and variant-unpredictable (Venezky, 1995). The
English writing system contains a large number of variant-unpredictable spelling
patterns. In other words the large number of exceptions to the rules contributes to
the poor fit between graphemes and phonemes in it. In contrast, there are
languages such as Italian, Gennan, and Greek that present a much higher degree
of constant relations between graphemes and phonemes. Although these are all
alphabetic scripts, it might be easier to learn to read in the latter languages and
the acquisition progress might differ.
Developmental and structural models of literacy acquisition are considered in the
first two sections of this chapter in order to provide a theoretical framework on
which some hypotheses for the development of literacy in Greek can be based.
Characteristics of the Greek language which might influence the development of
reading and spelling are presented in the next section. Evidence that children start
reading and spelling by using simple phonological strategies before they use
more complex ones is reviewed in the next section in order to see whether a
developmental sequence from simple to complex still holds for literacy
development in Greek. Children's ability to make inferences (also known as the
strategy of analogy) from the pronunciation of known words in order to
pronounce unknown words is examined in relation to the hypothesis that the use
of this strategy depends on the difficulty of the word and is improved with age. In
the following section studies for the use of contextual cues in reading are
reviewed in order to provide possible answers to the hypothesis that the use of
context to improve accuracy in reading depends both on the skill of the reader
and on the difficulty of the word.. Following this, the development of
morphological strategies in spelling is considered. In Greek, as in many other
languages, the application of a phonological strategy alone cannot result in
correct spelling because there are spelling patterns the spelling which are
determined by morphology in a way that cannot be reduced to phonology. In the
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last section some conclusions are discussed and some questions about the
development of reading and spelling in Greek are asked.
1.!. Theories of Literacy Acquisition
There are both structural and developmental models for literacy acquisition.
Structural models of skilled reading, although helpful, consider only the
"outcome" of the developmental sequence. As Fnth (1985) argues "a
developmental model has certain requirements that are not met by a structural
model of skilled reading. Above all, it needs to explain how the various strategies
that are mastered by the skilled reader come into being" (p. 301). A
developmental model can be understood as sequence of steps. A step forward in
the developmental sequence is meant to be the adoption of a new strategy.
Viewed in this way reading can be conceived as a developmental sequence of
steps with different strategies acquired at different points in the sequence.
Structural models of skilled reading, however, can be useful when considering
developmental models since a skilled reader has already acquired all the
strategies needed for reading.
1.I.a. Developmental models of literacy acquisition
A basic idea in developmental theories of literacy acquisition is that different
classes of words involve diverse sources of difficulties in word reading. The
classes of words are constituted in such a way that different underlying strategies
are expected to be required from the reader to get the words right. One word
class, for example, is made up of words that can be read on the basis of a
sequential strategy that (a) treats each letter as representing a phoneme; (b)
assumes that each letter has just one phonemic value (usually the most common
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one); and (c) there is no need to look ahead to identify the phoneme represented
by a letter. Words like "word", "cat", "is", "relevant", "poverty" are examples of
this category. A second word class is composed of words where the sequential
strategy is still basically sufficient for reading but some concessions are made
with respect to the one-to-one correspondence principle to encompass the reading
of digraphs and double consonants with a fixed pronunciation but maintaining the
idea that each grapheme rather than each letter has a fixed pronunciation. Words
like "hill", "week", "telephone", "glass", "three", "shed" etc. are examples of this
second category. Together they constitute the so called regular words, in which
each grapheme represents a phoneme with its preferred pronunciation. Venezky
(1995) has charactensed these words as involving invariant orthographic patterns.
Although theories developed for English do not as a rule distinguish between
these two initial classes and tend to treat all regular words as a single class, it is
possible that they differ in the difficulty they pose to children, at least when they
start to learn to read.
Another word class is constituted by words that contain variant but predictable
spelling patterns (Venezky, 1995), also known as conditional or hierarchical
rules. In order to read these words it is necessary to look at what comes later in
order to know how to pronounce what comes earlier on in the word. Although
conditional rules may appear rather simple, they have been shown by Marsh et al.
(1981) to cause difficulties for children. An example is the rule known amongst
teachers as "the magic E", that relates to the short/long vowel contrast (such as in
-at and -ate, for example). To sort out this contrast, all the child needs to do is to
check whether there is an E at the end of the word to figure out the pronunciation
of the A. Other conditional rules studied by Marsh et al. were the pronunciation
of 0 and C as a function of the vowel that follows these consonants.
Conditional rules do not make the reading of the word unpredictable but simply
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require a different, non-sequential strategy. There is, however, a further class of
words in English where the pronunciation is not totally predictable from the
spelling, the class of irregular words or the words that involve variable
unpredictable spelling patterns (Venezky, 1995). This unpredictability may
result, for example, from the fact that a grapheme may have different
pronunciations which cannot be chosen on a rule-based fashion (for example,
OW has different pronunciations in "know" and "now", CH is pronounced
differently in "chemistry" and "cherish") or from the fact that certain words are
simply considered exceptions (for example, the magic E does not work in "have"
or "love").
1.I.a.i. Marsh's cognitive-developmental theory of reading acquisition
Marsh, Friedman, Welch and Desberg (1981) proposed a four stage theory for
reading development. According to their claim, at each stage of development the
reader has particular intellectual skills that change as s/he grows up. These
intellectual skills are highly associated with the stage of intellectual development
that the reader is at. The four stages that Marsh et al. propose are:
Stage 1 - Linguistic Guessing. At the onset of reading acquisition children learn
"rote associations between an unsynthesized visual stimulus and an analysed oral
response" (Marsh et al., 1981, p.201). In this stage the child is not able to use the
phonological code in order to decode words. The strategies available to children
are rote learning and linguistic guessing. Children are unable to read unknown
words in isolation. When reading an unknown word in context children substitute
the unknown word with a syntactically and semantically appropriate word
without paying any attention to the graphic features of that unfamiliar word.
Stage 2. Discrimination Net Guessing. In this stage the child begins to pay
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attention to graphemic features of words and also to use context and linguistic
cues to help him read. The strategies that children use in this stage are rote
learning, guessing based on visual cues and guessing based on visual and
linguistic cues. The graphemic features that children use are limited to the first
letter at the beginning; later on additional features such as word length, final
letter etc. are processed.
Stage 3. Sequential Decoding. Entering this stage of reading development
coincides with entering the stage that Piaget called concrete operations (at about
the age of eight years). The new strategy that children acquire in this stage is
decoding from left to right. There are two major factors involved in the
development of this strategy. The first one is environmental and has to do with
the increase in the number of printed items that the child encounters. As the print
vocabulary grows it places a greater load on the child's memory. The second
factor is cognitive and is related to the ability that children have to master quite
complex rules when entering the stage of concrete operations. So the child now
can attend both to the sounds and to the meaning of a word, s/he can analyse
words into phonemes, and s/he can use grapheme-phoneme correspondences to
read unfamiliar words. However, only regular words can be decoded at this stage
because children are still unable to use higher order hierarchical rules such as the
"magic E".
Stage 4. Hierarchical Decodin g. In this last stage the child is able to use a
decoding strategy using higher order rules. Children are now able to read words
that involve conditional rules such as the magic E. It is also at this stage that
children can spontaneously use the strategy of analogy in order to read unknown
words. As Marsh et al. suggest, because these word patterns require conjunctive,
disjunctive and class inclusion rules, the child will typically not enter this stage
until the middle years of childhood (after the age of 10 years).
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Two experiments were carried out by Marsh et al. in order to provide an
empirical foundation for the proposed developmental sequence. In the first
experiment 20 second grade and 60 fifth grade children, 40 college students and
15 reading- disabled children were asked to read two passages of the Gray Oral
Reading Test. 18 non-words were entered in nouns positions in the story
sentences. Four of the non-words were CVC words (e.g. han); another four were
long vowel silent e patterns (e.g. hane); three non-words for the vowel shift
patterns (e.g. hane, hanity); three for the conditional c-rule (e.g. cim, cime,
cimity); and four words for the assessment of the children's use of analogy
strategies (e.g. faugh, which is pronounced as faw by a decoding strategy and as
faff by analogy to laugh). Children had to read the words both in the passages
and in isolation. All the groups differed significantly from each other in
performance on the strategies except the second graders and the reading-disabled
children. Significant differences between subjects' performance in the various
groups of words were also found with older subjects performing better on the
long vowel and the conditional c-rule. Only 25% of the responses of the reading-
disabled children were classified as substitution strategies. As the authors say,
Stage 1 and 2 performance is characteristic of the first year of reading instruction
when the instruction is started at 5 or 6 years of age. Normal second graders were
predominantly in Stage 3, because they performed very well in the CVC words
while they were significant differences between second and fifth graders in the
conditional rules. Lastly, fifth graders and college students' performance was
classified as Stage 4.
The second experiment was designed to investigate the role of visual familiarity
and phonemic regularity in reading. The subjects were 20 second, 21 fourth
graders and 24 fourth grade reading-disabled children who were two years below
their grade level. The children were asked to read or spell two lists of 20 words.
The first list contained 20 high-frequency words half of which were regularly
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spelled and the other half were irregularly spelled. The second list contained 20
non-words which were produced by transforming the 20 real words on the first
list. There was significant interaction between word type and age group.
Phonemic regularity was a significant factor in both reading and spelling for all
grade levels and there was no significant difference in second and fourth graders'
performance in words and non-words. Second graders and reading-disabled
children showed more stage 2 substitution errors than the fourth graders. Most of
the subjects however were in stages three and four as expected.
Marsh's theoiy has been criticised on the grounds of an absence of discrimination
between the different levels of phonological awareness (Goswami and Bryant,
1990). Marsh views phonological awareness as being purely a thorough
knowledge of phonemes and grapheme-phoneme correspondences, and ignores
larger phonological units such as onsets and rimes which have been shown to be
important in the development of reading and spelling in English.
Another criticism that this theory has received is related to the claim that it is the
vocabulary growth that causes children to shift to a decoding strategy for reading
(Stuart and Coltheart, 1988). Stuart and Coltheart (1988) suggest that it is the
development of phonological skills that leads children to use a decoding strategy
and not vocabulary growth. There are suggestions in the literature, however, that
the phonological strategy develops from bigger to smaller units through reading
(Goswami and Bryant, 1990). Hence, it is possible that vocabulary growth help
children to develop their phonological skills further at the level of phonemes.
Lastly, Marsh et al. 's theory cannot account for the development of spelling, at
least for the first stages, since there is evidence opposing the use of a logographic
strategy (Goswami and Bryant, 1990). On the contrary, evidence from children's
invented spelling (Read, 1986) suggests that very young children tend to use their
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letter sound knowledge in their writing. In languages where the syllabic structure
is simpler, young children tend to represent whole syllables in their writing
(Ferreiro and Teberoski, 1983). This criticism is answered by Marsh et al.
(1980), when they admit that "except for the substitution strategies, there is
considerable congruence in the development of strategies in reading and in
spelling" (p.351). According to this suggestion, children start writing by using a
phonological strategy that enables them to spell words that involve simple
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. Later, they develop a hierarchical
decoding strategy and in the end they develop a strategy of spelling unknown
words by analogy to known words.
1.I.a.ii. Fnth's theory of reading acquisition
Frith (1985) modified Marsh's theory of reading development in order to provide
links with models of skilled reading. She generated a three phases - six steps
model of literacy development with each phase identified by the strategies that
the child uses. She called these three strategies "logographic, "alphabetic" and
"orthographic" and she hypothesised that they follow each other in strict
sequential order.
Phase 1. The first phase of reading acquisition according to Frith's model
involves a logographic strategy. Children can instantly recognise familiar words
probably by using salient graphic features. The first phase is divided into two
steps indicating that there is a differentiation in terms of the level of skill in a
particular strategy. A dissociation between reading and writing also exists and
Fnth argues that it is only when the logographic strategy has reached the second
more advanced level that it can be used for writing. This phase covers the two
first stages of Marsh's theory for reading development where the predominant
strategy is rote learning.
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Phase 2. The alphabetic strategy is acquired in this stage. The child adopts the
alphabetic strategy first for writing and later for reading. Hence, in the first step
of this phase the child is reading using a logographic strategy (although in an
even more advanced level 3 than the level 2 of the first phase) but s/he is writing
using a basic level 1 alphabetic strategy. In the second step of this phase the child
uses the more advanced level 2 alphabetic strategy for both reading and writing.
The child knows and uses grapheme phoneme correspondences; letter order and
phonological factors are crucial and the child is able to pronounce unfamiliar and
non-words since words are sequentially decoded grapheme by grapheme. The
conversion rules for sounds and letters are acquired gradually; first the simple
ones and then the more complex, such as the conditional rules. This second phase
covers the stages 3 and 4 of Marsh's theory where the strategy of sequential and
hierarchical decoding is predominant.
Phase 3. This is the last phase in the development of reading and writing where
children shift to an orthographic strategy. As Fnth (1985) states "orthographic
skills refer to the instant analysis of words into orthographic units without
phonological conversion. The orthographic units ideally coincide with
morphemes" (p.306). The orthographic strategy replaces the analogy strategy
used by Marsh et al. and can be differentiated from the logographic and the
alphabetic strategies in the sense that in order to form these larger units
(morphemes) in the orthographic strategy, the child has to synthesise phonemic
elements into meaningful units. Therefore, the child has to pass through an
alphabetic phase in order to be able to recognise the phonemic elements.
Moreover, a further distinction between the orthographic and the logographic
strategies is that the orthographic strategy is analytic in a systematic way and it is
non-visual. Again a differential exists between reading and writing since in the
first step of this phase the child is using a level 1 orthographic strategy for
reading and an advanced level 3 alphabetic strategy for writing. In the second
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step of this phase an advanced level 2 orthographic strategy is used for both
reading and writing.
Fnth' s evidence for her proposed model of reading development come from other
people's research and Stuart and Coitheart (1988) argued that sometimes this
evidence is questionable. As an example they referred to the evidence for the
logographic strategy which is based on a review paper by Torrey (1979). In this
paper, which examined seven studies of early readers, it was found that these
children performed relatively highly in tests investigating knowledge of letters. It
was also noted from interviews with the parents that they had taught them letter-
sound correspondences.
Frith's model suggests that there are causal links between reading and spelling.
Experiences with reading influence children's spelling and experiences with
spelling influence children's reading. However, there is no reference in this
model to how phonological skills that are acquired before children learn to read
influence their reading and spelling (Goswami and Bryant, 1990). Furthermore,
Frith, similarly to Marsh, suggests that the first phase of writing is dominated by
the use of a logographic strategy, although at an advanced level, while there is
evidence that this is not the case (Read, 1986; Ferreiro and Teberoski; 1983;
Treiman, 1993).
Both Marsh's (1981) and Frith's (1985) theories of literacy development are
based on evidence from the English language. Can these theories account for
literacy development in other languages? Marsh et al. (1980) argue that "the
sequence of strategies of reading and spelling is therefore not necessarily seen as
universal and invariant, although there may be an invariant sequence of basic
cognitive processing strategies as proposed by Piaget and others" (p. 340).
Marsh's statement allows for an alternative hypothesis that specific features of
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the orthography may influence the literacy development.
1.I.b. Structural Models of Literacy Acquisition
A very influential structural model for literacy acquisition is the model proposed
by Morton and Patterson (Murell and Morton, 1974; Morton and Patterson, 1980;
Morton, 1980; Morton, 1982; Patterson and Morton, 1985;) known as the dual
route model. According to this theory, which is based exclusively on skilled
reading, there are two types of processes involved in reading. Words can be read
either via a direct lexical route or via an indirect sublexical route that involves
phonological analysis and letter-sound relationships.
Research on adult skilled reading, including naming and lexical decision tasks,
suggests that fluent readers use the direct lexical route when they are reading and
the indirect sublexical route is used as a back-up strategy in the reading of
unfamiliar words or pseudowords. Evidence for the existence of the two routes
also comes from studies of dyslexic readers which have shown that dyslexia is
associated with both phonological (Rack, Snowling and Olson, 1992) and visual
(Goulandris and Snowling, 1991) deficits. According to the dual route model the
sublexical route is of limited use because there are words that cannot be read or
spelled by the application of phonological rules. In the original version of the
model (Morton and Patterson, 1980) the sublexical route involved analysis at the
level of phonemes and the lexical route involved whole words. Children right
from the beginning of their literacy acquisition have two possible processes in
learning the words: either as wholes or by applying grapheme - phoneme
correspondence rules.
Research on beginning reading is inconclusive about whether children at the
beginning of literacy acquisition use a phonological strategy and then start to use
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a visual strategy (Bryant and Bradley, 1983; Goswanii and Bryant, 1990) or
whether they start by using a direct visual strategy and later develop a
phonological strategy (Marsh, Freidman, Welch and Desberg, 1981; Fnth, 1985).
Theorists in favour of the second view claim that children, like skilled readers,
use the lexical route and later develop the sublexical route which is used as a
backup strategy (Goodman, 1967; Smith, 1979); theorists in favour of the first
view claim that children start by using the sublexical route and later develop the
lexical route (for a review see Goswami and Bryant, 1990).
There is rich evidence for the use of the sublexical route by children at the
beginning of their literacy acquisition. Recent studies on literacy development
have demonstrated that phonological awareness plays a major role in learning to
read and spell (see Goswami and Bryant, 1990). In these studies it has been
shown that the sublexical route does not operate only at the level of phonemes
but it involves bigger phonological units such as onset - rime and syllables (see
Aidinis and Nunes, 1997). Patterson and Morton (1985) have expanded the
sublexical route of the dual route model so that the assembly of a phonological
representation is not limited to orthographic units that map onto phonemes.
According to this revised model the sublexical route employs an orthography to
phonology system that uses larger orthographic units called bodies (e.g. rime) as
well as small orthographic units (i.e. graphemes).
Although the sublexical route for literacy acquisition is well documented, little is
known about the acquisition of the lexical route by children. Research on adult
reading has shown that this route does not operate on the level of whole words
but it involves smaller units such as morphemes (Taft and Zhu, 1995). The
importance of the difference between a lexical route operating on the level of
words and one that operates on the level of units smaller than whole words lies in
the assumption that the latter allows for reading of novel words while the former
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does not (Nunes and Bryant, 1997). A lexical route operating on the whole word
level implies that each word has its own representation and that it has been
acquired through past experience. Consequently, a novel word that has not been
seen before cannot possibly be read because there is no representation of this
word in the lexicon. Lexical access based on morphemes would allow the
processing of a novel word such as "fetched" assuming that the subject has a
lexical representation of "fetch" (the stem) and "ed" (the inflectional morpheme
for past tense) (Caramazza et a!., 1988).
The role of morphemes in adult reading has been documented in a variety of
languages including English (Fowler & Liberman, 1995; Kelliher & Henderson,
1990; Morton, 1982; Murrel & Morton, 1974; Taft, 1985; 1991), Danish (Elbro,
1990), Italian (Caramazza, Laudana and Romarn, 1988) and Hebrew (Bentin &
Frost, 1995). Murrel and Morton (1974), for example, found that words were
recognised more accurately when the subjects were pretrained with words that
shared the same root morpheme with the target words than when they were
pretrained with words that resemble the target words in visual-acoustic features.
More recently, Taft (1991) proposed a multi-level model of processing in reading
according to which different orthographic units are visually processed, ranging
from single letters to whole words passing through other units smaller than a
word such as syllables and morphemes. Much of the evidence for this model
comes from lexical decision tasks, where subjects are asked to decide whether a
visually presented string of letters is a word or not. Morphological effects are
demonstrated in that the decision takes significantly longer when real morphemes
are components of the pseudo-words than when the letter strings do not contain
real morphemes.
These observations suggest that, when real morphemes are identified, the subjects
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still need to consider whether, when put together, the morphemes form a word or
not. Stimuli containing units which do not coincide with any morpheme can be
rejected more quickly because they do not coincide with units of processing. The
lexical decision is also influenced by the violation of grammatical relationships
between morphemes in pseudo-words.
Caramazza, Laudana and Romani (1988), presented Italian adults with two types
of stimuli. In one type of stimulus, the letter string was composed of a real stem
and a real inflectional morpheme in a plausible grammatical combination (the
correct inflection for the type of verb that the pseudo-word could have been); in
the second type, the stimulus contained a real stem and inflectional morpheme
but the combination was not appropriate grammatically. Lexical decisions took
significantly longer when the combination was grammatically plausible than
when it was not, suggesting that the grammatical violation abbreviated the
decision process, although both types of stimuli only contained real morphemes.
The use of a phonological strategy in reading and spelling could result in correct
reading and spelling of regular words but it would be of little use for irregular
words that involve variant - unpredictable spelling patterns. This is the major
reason for the existence of the lexical route. Because there is no possible way of
reading or spelling these words by the application of grapheme - phoneme
correspondence rules they must be acquired by rote learning. Taft (1991) argues
that "information about the correct pronunciation of an irregular word can only
be determined from information stored within its lexical entry, and therefore,
only a direct visual route to the lexicon can be used in recognising irregular
words" (p. 74). This might be true for the English language. Then, the argument
goes, if we had a transparent orthography with constant grapheme - phoneme
relations, the sublexical route would be able to account for the reading and
spelling of every word in this language. A single route model would be more
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appropriate in describing the processes involved in reading and spelling in such
languages.
The dual route model of literacy acquisition has been criticised as incomplete in
explaining the processes of reading acquisition in the first stages (Barron, 1986).
This criticism focuses on the assumption that, when children begin to read, they
can use only one procedure for accessing word meaning - either via a direct
lexical route or via an indirect phonological route - and they acquire a second
independent procedure as they develop their reading skill. Humphreys and Evett
(1985) in an evaluation of the dual route model came to the conclusion that
"there is no sound empirical basis for the existence of independent lexical and
non-lexical route" (p. 690). They proposed an alternative view that lexical
knowledge can guide the assembly of phonological information.
Barron (1986) took this assumption further in proposing a single process lexical
model in which acquisition and performance of word recognition can be
accounted for by interactions among orthographic and phonological units of
various sizes in the lexicon. According to this model learning to read words
entails the acquisition of an orthographic lexicon with multiple levels of
interacting units smaller than whole words. Grapheme-phoneme correspondence
rules participate in this model by segmenting the letter string into grapheme-
phoneme units which are stored as part of the lexical entry of the word. These
units can be used on subsequent occasions as part of the process of recognising
the word. The role of grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules in this model is
to contribute a set of procedures for segmenting, sequencing and retaining one
level of orthographic units within an interactive system of developing lexical
knowledge. Other procedures might contribute different levels of units (for
example, analogies can contribute bodies).
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A visual-phonological route in reading has also been proposed by Ehri (1992).
According to this model connections that are established between the word's
spelling and pronunciation are more useful and less arbitrary than connections
that are established between the word's spelling and its meaning. The former
connections which are visual-phonological ones help the reader to recall the word
faster because the connections are between letters and sounds. The difference
between reading by phonological recoding and by visual-phonological
connections is that once the visual-phonological connections have been
established there is no need of phonological recoding the words again because
the connections have been stored in memory as images of the words amalgamated
with their meaning. However, recoding ability is essential in establishing these
connections and children with poor recoding skills are the less skilled readers.
Ebri defines three phases in the development of sight word reading. Each phase is
defined by the kind of connections that are formed between visual cues seen in
print and information about a specific word stored in memory. The first phase is
the logographic phase or visual cue reading. The connections that are formed
during this phase are between spelling and meaning. These connections, as Ehri
argues, are arbitrary and easily forgotten unless they are frequently practised.
These visual connections are not specific to individual words and children can
mistake visually similar words. The second phase is the rudimentary alphabetic
phase or phonetic cue reading. During this phase children start to use their
knowledge of letter-names and sounds to form systematic connections between
the letters of the words and sounds detected in their pronunciations. Visual-
phonological connections in this phase are incomplete and they are confined only
to some letters of the word usually the first and the last. The last phase is the
mature alphabetic phase or cipher reading. Readers in this phase use their
complete phonemic segmentation and phonological recoding skills to form
complete visual-phonological connections between all the letters of the word and
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their corresponding phonemes. The connections are not limited to individual
letters but involve sequences of letters or digraphs.
Rack, Hulme Snowling and Wightman (1994) tested the hypothesis that young
children associate visual cues with spoken words. They presented reception and
year 1 children with word cues in which all but one of the letters corresponded to
phonemes in the spoken word. Some of the cues were phonetic where the
exception letter in the cue corresponded to a phoneme that was articulate
similarly (for example, bzn for basin) and some other were control where the
exception letter did not articulated similarly (for example, bfn for basin). They
found that children found the phonetic cues easier to learn than the control ones.
A similar view that the logographic stage of reading development is not purely
visual but it also involves phonological cues was found by Stuart and Coltheart
(1988).
Greek has a transparent orthography and all the words can be read with the
application of phonological rules whether simple or hierarchical. A single route
model (either sublexical or visual-phonological) that involves phonological cues
seems to be sufficient for explaining reading acquisition in Greek A lexical route
operating at the level of morphemes may be of little use for reading. This is
because the predictability of pronunciation from print suggests that morphology
may play a minimal role in reading although correct spelling might be a different
matter.
Reading Greek is highly dependent on grapheme - phoneme correspondences but
spelling is not predictable just on the basis of phoneme - grapheme correspondence.
Spelling depends on morphology but even morphology does not specify spelling
completely. For example the phoneme hi can be spelled in five different ways (as i, r,
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u, oi, et)'. When it is a suffix, it has a fixed spelling: for example "t" is used with
neuter nouns, "rj" for feminine nouns and adjectives, "oi." masculine plural nouns and
adjectives and "et" for third person singular active verbs in one conjugation. The
phoneme 111 in a stem can take any of the five letters. Lexical information can be used
in spelling (for example "vcwayth" (be wrecked) and "vaoa'yóç" (shipwrecked
person) share the same stem). Yet, for the reasons that I have just given, it is quite
impossible to spell Greek words just on the basis of a thorough knowledge of letter-
sound relationships. One needs to use morphological strategies in spelling as well as
phonological strategies.
Although there is evidence from diverse languages regarding the use of
morphemes by adults in reading, little is known about children's use of
morphemes in reading and spelling. It is only in recent years that new studies
have shown how important it is for children to understand the connection
between grammar and spelling in a variety of scripts but also that this acquisition
is not simple and happens over an extended period of time. These studies also
reveal that children learn about the connection between grammar and spelling in
strikingly similar ways across different languages.
1.11. Reading acquisition in different languages
1.11. a. The influence of the transparency of the language on literacy acquisition
Wiminer and Goswami (1994) proposed that there are two kinds of effects of the
orthography on reading and spelling: a direct effect and an indirect effect. The
direct effect is attributed to the transparency of the orthography, for example
constant relations between graphemes and phonemes. The indirect effect is also
'A sixth possible spelling of the phoneme /1/ exists the cligraph "ut" but is very rare and appears only in
a few svrds.
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connected to the transparency of the orthography in terms of influencing the
teaching methods that are used which indirectly can influence literacy
development. For example, a phonics approach could be a very good strategy for
a highly transparent orthography while it might not be equally adequate for a less
transparent one. Along similar lines Seymour and Evans (1994) in studying
different levels of phonological awareness argued that "it is inappropriate to
formulate theories of the relationship between PA (phonological awareness) and
literacy in universal terms. The instructional approach which is adopted is
probably critical. Hence, the developmental theories are more properly seen as
accounts of the impact of instruction" (p. 243).
Research in different languages which use alphabetic scripts has shown that
specific characteristics of the language might influence the course of literacy
development (Wimmer and Hummer, 1990; Wimmer and Goswami, 1994;
Porpodas, Pantelis and Hatziou, 1990). Wimmer and Hummer (1990), for
example, examined whether first grade Austrian German-speaking children use
logographic or alphabetic strategies in the first stages of their reading and
spelling development. A logographic strategy implies a number of substitutions
of non-words with real words (logograliic or visual errors) or no reading attempt
of non-words. On the contraly, an alphabetic strategy implies quite infrequent
reading refusals because each letter can be sounded out and quite frequent non-
word responses since recoding errors lead to incomplete or erroneous
pronunciations that do not correspond to any existing word (phonological errors).
Children were divided into two groups, a normal and a reading/writing delayed
group. Tasks included standardised tests of reading and spelling, a test of
grapheme knowledge, a word and pseudoword reading task and a word and
pseudoword spelling task. If children use an alphabetic strategy in their reading
and spelling then they should read both words and non-words similarly and their
errors should be phonological.
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There was a significant difference in children's reading between words and
pseudowords but their errors were predominantly phonological indicating the use
of an alphabetic strategy. This was true for both normal and delayed children.
However, in spelling there were more traces of the use of a logographic strategy
by the delayed children since they spelled phonologically correct or partially
correct only 70% of the words and pseudowords compared to almost 100%
correct or partially correct spellings in the normal group. Based on these results
and on previous studies for German pre-schoolers, the authors concluded that for
German-speaking children the logographic strategy is of limited importance. The
lack of a logographic strategy in the first stages of literacy development for
German speaking children was attributed to the phonetic transparency of the
German language. Another explanation of this finding might be that Austrian
children are exposed to reading and spelling at the age of seven compared with
the British and American children who start literacy instruction at ages of four
and five.
An attempt to provide a more direct test of the assumption that the transparency
of the orthography influences literacy development was made by Wimmer and
Goswami (1994). Wimmer and Goswanu, comparing English-speaking and
German-speaking children, tested the hypothesis that there is a difference
between these two group of children in terms of the strategies that they use in the
first stages of literacy development. Their hypothesis was based on the greater
consistency of the German orthography - in terms of grapheme phoneme
correspondences - as compared to English orthography. They gave 153 seven,
eight and nine year old English and Austrian children a numeral reading task, a
number word reading task and a non-word reading task. Their prediction was that
there would be a difference in the non-word reading task because the German-
speaking children were used to assembling pronunciations.
/ 1
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Wimmer and Goswanii found a significant difference between English and
German speaking children in the errors for non-word reading for all the age-
groups. This result indicates a difference in the strategies that the two groups of
children use. This conclusion was strengthened even more when the errors made
by the children in the two different languages were examined. There were 37
cases where English children refused to read a non-word while even the younger
Austrian children never refused to read a non-word. The conclusion of the
authors was that "it is the nature of the orthography that determines initial
differences in reading strategy, and the nature of the task that ensures eventual
convergence towards direct access" (p. 102).
Working with Greek children, Porpodas, Pantelis and Hantziou (1990) examined
whether first grade children read and spell using a logographic or an alphabetic
strategy. They tested 40 six to seven year old children in three different reading
tasks: in the first task half the words were nouns and the other half were adverbs,
conjunctions and prepositions; in the second task half the words were high
imageable and the other half low imageable; and in the third task half the items
were words and the other half were non-words, which were created by changing
two or three letters of the real word, equally divided between homophomc and
non-homophonic to real words. All the words were controlled for frequency and
length.
There was no significant effect of frequency in any of the three tasks. Also there
was no significant difference either between the words belonging to different
grammatical classes or between the words of high or low imageability. Similarly,
there was no significant difference between words and non-words in the third
task but there was a significant regularity effect on all but the second task These
results indicate the use of an alphabetic strategy by Greek children even at the
beginning stages of literacy development (children in this study had been at
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school for only six months). The existence of many visual errors in children's
reading, however, indicates that they might use a visual strategy as well. The
authors conclude that these children might be in a transition stage by starting to
adopt a visual strategy in addition to the phonological strategy they already
employed.
Using a sample of older children, Porpodas (1990) obtained results similar to
those described above. The participants in this study were 36 fourth grade
children (equally divided into three groups (good readers - good spellers, good
readers - poor spellers, poor readers - poor spellers). Children had to read and
spell a list of 24 words and 24 non-words derived from the words. Half the words
were regular and the other half were involving variable but predictable spelling
patterns (the authors called them exceptions) with controls for frequency, word
length, consonant complexity and grammatical class.
No significant differences in reading regular and words that involve variant
spelling patterns were found for any of the groups except the poor readers - poor
spellers. Reading non-words was not more difficult than reading words for the
good readers - good spellers while it was significantly more difficult for the other
two groups of children. For spelling, significant differences between regular and
words which involve variant but predictable spelling patterns were found for all
the groups of children. In spelling non-words children made significantly fewer
errors than in spelling words. These results show that Cheek children even at the
fourth grade (nine years of age) predominantly use a phonological strategy both
in their reading and spelling. The author concludes that these results does not rule
out the possibility that better readers use a visual strategy, especially in reading,
since both regular and words that involve variant but predictable spelling patterns
(exception words according to the author) were read correctly by the good
readers. However, even this second class of words can be read using a
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phonological strategy albeit a more complex one than a simple sequential
strategy.
In summary, studies from languages characterised as transparent such as Gennan
and Greek, show that children right from the very beginning of their schooling
use a phonological strategy in reading. In contrast, English speaking children start
by using a logographic strategy in their reading (Marsh et a!., 1981; Frith, 1985)
although there are indications that this visual strategy has phonological
underpinning at least at the level of the onset-rime distinction (Goswami and
Bryant, 1990; Hummer and Goswami, 1994). Having in mind the models of
reading development presented earlier and the evidence for the influence of the
transparency of the orthography on literacy development an attempt to describe
reading development in Greek will be made.
1.11.b. Some hypotheses about word reading in Greek based on the models of
reading development
1.11.b.i. Word classes in Greek
According to both Marsh's and Fnth's theories children acquire the simple rules
first (the alphabetic phase) and the more complex one later (the orthographic
phase). A major question to be asked in this thesis is whether Greek children
develop literacy skills in a similar way. Greek language is very shallow when
reading and it can be questioned whether a stage model from simple to complex
strategies still holds.
Phonological representation in written Greek is much simpler than in written
English. Word reading in Greek is always predictable although not all words
could be characterised as depending on simple grapheme - phoneme
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correspondence rules. The Greek language involves both simple, invariant letter
sound rules and spelling patterns called "variant but predictable" (Venezky,
1995). Tn order to clarify the distinct word classes in Greek word reading, I will
now describe the representation of consonants and vowels.
Three different classes of words can be found in Greek: 1) words that have one-
to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes; 2) words that have
two-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes (those that
involve digraphs and double letters); and 3) the words that have one-to-one
variable relations between graphemes and phonemes (those that involve
conditional rules).
In Greek there is one-to-one correspondence for almost all the consonants but
there is a need to distinguish between two classes of regular words. In the first
class of words, the correspondence is obtained at the level of letter-sound (e.g.
"tpait", (trapzi), "table"). Most Greek consonantal sounds involve such
invariant correspondences between graphemes and phonemes. Some consonantal
sounds are represented by digraphs and the particular combinations of letters
have a fixed pronunciation (e.g. "i,ic", /b/ "iajiirãva", (kabana) "bell"; "var"
"v'rvotui.", (dinome), "get dressed"). Although digraphs have fixed
pronunciations the "one letter for one sound" rule does not apply in these words.
There are also some words where doubling of the consonant appears such as
("ac" "Oó.?cwaa" (Oalasa), "sea"; ")," "ico)c", (pola), "many"). This doubling
of the consonant does not affect its pronunciation but the "one sound for one
letter" rule also does not apply in these words and, like those involving digraphs,
they will be considered as belonging to the second class of regular words.
A conditional rule involving consonantal sounds also exists. It has to do with the
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"au-eu" combinations. There are two difficulties with these combinations: 1) "if
written on its own is pronounced Iii, a vocalic sound, whereas in these
combinations it represents a consonant; and 2) the two combinations are
pronounced as af-cf and sometimes are pronounced as av-cv depending on which
letter follows this sequence. Children in first grade are taught words in which
these two combinations are pronounced differently but they are not taught the
rule, which might be taught only in fifth or sixth grade.
Rules for the pronunciation of vowels are more complex in Greek First, there is
a difference between the rules for spelling and reading. A vowel sound may be
spelled in different ways; however, one spelling, in the majority of the cases, has
only one pronunciation. Second, the consistency in pronunciation is greater at the
level of the grapheme than at the level of the letter. For example, the two letters
"at" together represent the sound hi.! as in "ivagco", (pzo), "play", but separately
"a" represents the sound IaI and "t" represents the sound lu. Thus there is a need
to distinguish between the first two classes of regular words on the basis of
vowels just as there is for consonants. Third, two conditional rules also exist in
the case of vowels in Greek These conditional rules have to do with vowel
digraphs. When the stress mark"' "is on the first letter of a vowel digraph "at"
then the two letters are pronounced separately as /ai/. Similarly when a diacritic
mark called dialitika" "appears on the second letter of the vowel digraph "ar'
again the two letters are pronounced as /ai/.
1 .11.b.ii. The syllabic structure of Greek
Apart from the fact that Greek has a more transparent orthography than English,
another difference between Greek and English concerns the linguistic units that may
influence children's reading. In contrast to the English language, Greek has vely few
monosyllabic words, except for function words such as articles, prepositions etc.
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(Tombaidis, 1992). It has many two syllable words and a great number of
multisyllabic words. The syllabic structure is simple and there are clear rules for
syllabification. Thus it is possible that the syllable plays a significant role in word
reading as a unit of sublexical analysis. In languages where the syllabic structure is
simple, the syllable has been shown to play a significant role in the acquisition of
reading and spelling Ferreiro and Teberoski (1983) have found that Spanish-
speaking Argentinean children as young as four and five years old seem to be able to
divide words into syllables and use syllables as significant units in spelling. Similar
results have been obtained for Portuguese, a language with a simple syllabic structure
(Carraher, 1987).
In contrast, there are many monosyllabic words in English and the analysis of a word
into syllables is veiy complex whereas the analysis of onset and rime (which are also
sublexical units) is not as difficult. There is evidence that children use nme as a
significant linguistic unit in reading (Goswami and Biyant, 1990). In other languages,
such as Norwegian and Greek it has been found that syllable is an important
linguistic unit in reading (lloein et al, 1995; Aidinis and Nunes, 1997). The role of
syllables in word reading in English is not quite so clear. Perhaps as a consequence
of the complexity of the syllabic structure, linguists agree among themselves with
respect to the number of syllables in a word but they do not always agree about the
location of syllable boundaries in words of more than one syllable (Treiman, 1993).
This difficulty may be responsible for the lack of interest among English researchers
in the role of syllables in reading acquisition.
Given the greater simplicity of wntten Greek but the fact that there are still three
classes of words requiring different underlying strategies in reading, I expect to be
able to replicate the sequence of acquisition observed in English but perhaps at a
faster pace. I also expect that children i1l read regular words of class one with
greater ease than those of class two and they ll find words that include conditional
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rules the most difficult. Lastly, words th complex syllables may be more difficult
than words th simple syllables.
1.111. Phonological awareness and simple phonological strategies as the first
step in reading acquisition
The vast majority of researchers on literacy acquisition, in recent years, agree
that the most important step that a beginning reader has to take is to crack the
phonological code and to be able to use it in order to form relations between
graphemes and phonemes (Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Rego & Biyant, 1993).
Reading by using phonological strategies involves different levels of
phonological and orthographic analysis such as phonemes or letters, onset-rime
or syllables. Evidence for the use of the phonological code in reading comes from
a variety of languages including English.
1 .ffl. a. The connection between phonological awareness and reading acquisition
1.ffl.a.i Evidence from English
A very influential study for the connection between phonological awareness and
reading was carried out by Bradley and Bryant (1983). In order to test the
hypothesis that there is a relation between children's phonological awareness and
their progress in reading Bradley and Bryant carried out a longitudinal study in
which they measured four and five year old children's sensitivity to rhyme and
alliteration before they had started to read, and related these measures to their
progress in reading and spelling over the next four years. The measure of
phonological awareness was the oddity task In this task the experimenter says
three or four words, all but one of which share a common sound. The child has to
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detect the odd word out. A measure of verbal intelligence was also included. At
the end of the project, after four years, they gave children a reading test, a
spelling test and an arithmetic test. A high relation between the children's initial
sensitivity to rhyme and alliteration and their progress in reading and spelling
more than three years later was observed. These relations remained strong when
the influence of intellectual level and the difference in memory were removed.
From these results it is clear that there is a strong and specific relation between
children's sensitivity to rhyme (alliteration was also predicted children's
arithmetic skills) and their later success in reading and spelling. The more
sensitive the child is to rhyme the quicker s/he will learn to read.
In another longitudinal study Bryant, Bradley, Maclean and Crossland (1989,
1990) and Bryant, Maclean and Bradley (1990) examined what sort of
phonological awareness (rhyme and alliteration or phoneme detection) is more
important for literacy acquisition. In this study the children (mean age 3;4 at the
beginning and 6;7 at the end of the project) received training in a number of
tasks. The children were given tests of rhyme and alliteration at different points
in the project. They were also given phoneme oddity tests of two types: a
phoneme deletion test and a phoneme tapping test.
Children performed quite well in the rhyme oddity tasks even at the age of three
years and four months. In contrast both phoneme tasks were very difficult for
these very young children and the ability to manipulate phonemes appeared only
after children were five years old. Both rhyme and phoneme detection scores
predicted reading, even after controls for differences in the children's
intelligence, their vocabulary and their social background were included.
Children's rhyme scores were strongly related to their success in the phoneme
detection tasks later. Children's ability to detect rhyme predicted their reading
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ability even after controlling for differences in the phoneme detection tasks. The
relationship between spelling and children's rhyme scores disappeared when
controls were made for differences in the phoneme detection tasks.
In the light of the above results, a proposed model for the links between rhyme,
phoneme detection and reading and spelling could take the following shape:
and Alliteration	 Reading
Detection
	 Spelling
As we can see from the above diagram, rhyme leads to phoneme detection but it
has also a separate path to reading but not to spelling. Phoneme detection had a
separate path to reading and also to spelling.
These results show that phonological awareness is related both to reading and
spelling but they do not give any evidence for a possible relation between reading
and spelling. Goulandris (1991) carried out a small longitudinal study of 27
British children to assess whether there are causal interactions between early
spelling and later reading. Verbal intelligence (vocabulary), non-word spelling,
reading, and spelling were used to predict reading and spelling one year later.
Even when verbal intellingence, reading age, and spelling age were partialled out,
nonword spelling still predicted reading and spelling one year later. This finding
demonstrates that children's ability to generate phonetic spellings is the precursor
of the eventual acquisition of alphabetic reading.
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1.ffl.a.ii. Evidence from languages other than English
The connection between phonological awareness and literacy acquisition is not
particular to learning written English. It has also been shown in many other
written languages which use alphabetical representation such as Spanish (Carrilo,
1994; Defior & Tubela, 1994), Portuguese (Carraher, 1987; Alegria, Pignot &
Morals, 1992; Cary & Verhaigjie, 1994), German (Wimnier & Hummer, 1990;
Wimmer, Lander! & Schneider, 1994), Norwegian (Lundberg, 1991; Hoein,
Lundberg, Stanovich & Bjaalid, 1995) and Greek (Porpodas 1993; Porpodas,
1990; Porpodas, Pantelis & Hantziou, 1990; Porpodas, 1989; Aidinis, 1994;
Aidinis & Nunes, 1997).
There are at least three ways of breaking up words into sounds. It is possible to
break up words in syllables, phonemes, and also to separate out onset and rime
(Goswanii and Bryant, 1990; Treiman, 1983; Morals, 1991). Some languages,
like English and German, have many monosyllabic words and quite complex
syllables. In these languages, it is likely that, alongside awareness of phonemes,
onset-rime awareness can make an independent contribution to reading. Onset-
rime awareness, when tested with monosyllabic words, requires children to analyse a
complex syllable into units which differ from an analysis of the same syllable into
phonemes. The onset-rime distinction is not only a simpler phonological analysis task
but also allows for different sorts of insight into the regulanties of the language: the
greater regularity in the phonological and orthographic correspondences at the level
of onset-rime in English was already pointed out by Goswarni and Bryant (1990).
Other languages, like Portuguese and Greek, have fewer monosyllabic words and a
simpler syllabic structure. In fact, in Portuguese it is not easy to construct onset-rime
or phoneme oddity tasks (testing for initial, middle, and end phoneme) with
monosyllabic words because there are too few monosyllabic words that can be used
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in developing such tasks. In these latter languages, syllables seem to have a simpler
structure and play a different role in learning to read and write: in fact, the syllable is
often used as a unit of analysis in reading instruction and even in the measurement of
reading skills (see Martins, 1994).
In examining whether different levels of phonological analysis influence children's
reading and writing, Hoein, Lundberg, Stanovich, and Bjaalid (1995), working th a
large sample of Norwegian first graders (8-year-olds; n = 1509), obtained results that
indicated an independent contribution of different sorts of phonological analysis to
the prediction of reading and writing. They included in their study phoneme,
syllable, and onset-rime tasks and found that the three factors which were extracted
from the set of eight tasks used contributed significantly to reading as measured by a
word recognition task Phoneme awareness explained far more variance than the
other two; rhyme awareness made an independent contribution to reading even after
the other variables were included in the equation; syllable awareness was the weakest
predictor and explained a veiy small amount of unique variance but remained
significant (a finding that the authors attribute to the fact that their sample was vely
large).
Another study which shows that different sorts of phonological analysis might play
different roles in learning to read and write was carried out by Winimer, Landerl, and
Schneider (1994). Working th German children, they confinned the finding that
different levels of phonological analysis make separate contributions to the prediction
of word reading but observed in German a slightly different picture from that
described for English and Norwegian. The study by Wimmer, Landerl, and
Schneider was a longitudinal analysis of reading predictors. They presented the
onset-rime and phonological analysis tasks (involving initial, middle, and final
consonants) to pre-schoolers (age range 6 to 7 years). The reading and spelling tasks
were given twice: in one study, when the children were in grades one and three, and
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in the second study when they were in grades one and four. Winimer, Landerl, and
Schneider used two predictors - the initial sounds were combined in one score (onset)
whereas the middle and final sounds and rhyme detection were combined in a second
score. The significance of these two predictors varied with the time of the reading
test. In their first study, onset detection was a significant predictor of one reading
and one spelling task in grade one, after IQ and age had been partialled out, but
rhyme detection was not. By grade three, the importance of the predictors had
changed completely: their rhyme score was a significant predictor of all tasks
whereas onset was no longer significant. In the second study, canied out with a
larger sample, the increase in significance of their rhyme score as a predictor of
speffing (no reading tests were reported in grade four in the second study) was
replicated however, this second study did not show a decrease in the predictive
power of the onset score. Although the results of this study are difficult to interpret in
detail (because their rhyme score included the results from the middle and final
phoneme detection tasks), they indicate that different sorts of phonological analysis
should be considered in the prediction of learning to read and spell in Gennan and
that the significance of the same sort of phonological analysis might vary across time.
Working with Greek children, Aidinis and Nunes (1997) investigated whether
analysis at the levels of phoneme and syllable make significant and independent
contributions to reading and writing. They gave first and second graders syllable
and phoneme oddity tasks, and reading and spelling tasks. The phonemic and the
syllable tasks made independent and significant contributions to reading and
writing even after age and the other phonological task were partialled out. These
results show that both syllables and phonemes should be considered in the
prediction of reading and spelling in Greek and that the significance of the same
sort of phonological analysis might vary across time.
In summary, research in the area of phonological awareness has shown that when
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children begin to read and write they rely on different types of phonological
strategy. Children, at least at the age of five, have the ability to analyse spoken
words into smaller units such as syllables, onset-rime and phonemes, with the
latter being more difficult. The evidence from these studies supports the
hypothesis that reading is a complex task and requires the participation of more
than one sort of phonological awareness. The use of phonological strategies
cannot be related only to the awareness of phonemes. The larger phonological
units that children use at the beginning of their literacy development may vary
from language to language. Onset-rime, for example, might be of little
importance for Greek because of the very small number of monosyllabic words.
Syllable segmentation seems to play a very important role for literacy acquisition
in Greek Strategies related to the segmentation of units larger than phonemes
may be important at the beginning of reading development, If this is the case then
the syllabic structure of the words might influence children's reading.
1 .ffl.b. Regularity effects in reading
What seems to be important in the use of phonological strategies in reading and
writing is the spelling to sound regularity. Words are usually divided into two
major categories: regular and irregular or exception words. Words that can be
read by the application of phonological rules fall into the first category while
words that break the phonological rules fall in the second category. Words
belonging in the latter category have also been characterised as involving variant-
unpredictable spelling patterns (Venezky, 1995). Regular words have also been
divided into two groups: words where their letters map directly onto the sounds
present in them - words involving invariant spelling patterns (Venezky, 1995) or
transparent words (Rack et a!., 1994) - and words where their letters do not map
directly onto the sounds present in them - words involving variant but predictable
spelling patterns (Venezky, 1995) or opaque words (Rack et a!., 1994) or words
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involving conditional rules (Marsh et al, 1981).
Differences in reading regular and irregular words have been reported in the
literature by a number of researchers (Backman, Bruck, Hebert and Seidenberg,
1984; Seymour and Porpodas, 1980; Coitheart, Laxon, Keating and Pool, 1986;
Barron, 1980; Glushko, 1979; Olson, Kliegel, Davidson and Foltz, 1984; Ellis,
1984). Backman et al. (1984), for example, gave children from second to fourth
grade and high school students a list of 80 words and 60 non-words to read. Both
words and non-words were divided into three groups: exception and regular
inconsistent, ambiguous and regular. They found that children of all age levels
made significantly more errors in exception, regular inconsistent and ambiguous
words than in regular words. This difference was greater for the younger groups
and the poor readers while both the fourth grade children and the high school
students performed similarly indicating that they have both started to cope with
the reading of these words. The vast majority of errors in word reading were
regularizations and in non-word reading children preferred to apply grapheme-
phoneme correspondence rules in pronouncing them, resulting in regular
pronunciations, rather than by analogy to irregular words.
Barron (1980) tested whether there is a regularity effect on reading by using a
lexical decision task. Working with grade six children (24 good readers and 24
poor readers) Barron asked them to decide whether a string of letters was a word
or not. Half the items were regular words and the other half were irregular words.
Non-words were generated by changing one letter of the real word. He found that
good readers were influenced by spelling to sound regularity, as was shown by
their reaction times, but not the poor readers. Both groups made more errors on
the irregular than regular words. From this study it can be concluded that it is
easier for children to decide whether a string of letters is a real word when
invariant spelling patterns are involved than when variant unpredictable spelling
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patterns are involved.
In contrast to the above studies, Coitheart, Laxon, Keating and Pool (1986) did
not find a regularity effect on reading. They gave 46 year two children a lexical
decision task and a reading task In both tasks there were words and non-words.
The words were divided into regular and irregular and the non-words were
divided into homophomc and non-homophomc to real words. In both the lexical
decision and the reading tasks they did not find any significant differences
between regular and irregular words but significant differences between the
homophomc and non-homophonic non-words were found.
Rack, Hulme, Snowling and Wightman (1994, experiment 3) tested the
hypothesis that there is a difference in the ease with which words that involve
invariant spelling patterns (transparent according to the authors) and words
involving variable but predictable spelling patterns (opaque words according to
the authors) are learned by children. In this study 15 five year old children were
taught to name unfamiliar words which were in their spoken vocabulary but not
in their reading vocabulary. The words were divided into two groups, transparent
and opaque. All the letters of the transparent words corresponded to a sound in
the words' pronunciation and this sound was the most frequent or typical sound
of this letter (e.g. sand, basket). In the opaque words at least one letter did not
correspond to a sound or it corresponded to a sound that was atypical of this
letter (e.g. knife, watch). The results showed that the children recalled the
transparent words more easily than the opaque words (average scores 34.2 and
24.4 respectively). These results show that for words that can be read on the basis
of phonological rules there is a developmental progression from simple to
complex.
In GTeek, regularity effects have been reported by Porpodas (1989; Porpodas,
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Pantelis and Hantziou, 1990; Porpodas, 1990; Porpodas, 1993). In all these
studies children's reading (children were either in the first grade or in the fourth
grade at school) was assessed by a list of words half of which were regarded as
orthographically regular and the other half as orthographically irregular. The
distinction, however, between regular and irregular words employed in these
studies does not fit the characteristics of the Greek language where reading is
always predictable based on phonological rules, simple or hierarchical. A
distinction between regular words that involve invariant spelling patterns and
regular words involving variant but predictable spelling patterns would be more
appropriate in describing the two groups of words used in these studies. Children
performed significantly better on regular than irregular words - as classified by
the author - and the difference was greater for the younger children and for the
poor readers and spellers. These results offer an indication that even in a
transparent orthography children acquire the simple phonological rules first and
the more complex ones later.
The results of the above studies are consistent with both Marsh's and Frith's
models of reading development. In Marsh Ct al.'s theory (1981) words involving
conditional rules are learned during the last stage of literacy development (the
orthographic stage). Bryant and Goswami (1990) agree with Marsh's claim that
complex, conditional orthographic rules are not learned till quite late on. In
Frith's theory (1985) these words are learned during the second phase of literacy
development, the alphabetic phase. It is during this phase that children use
phonological rules in their reading and as Fnth argues there is a developmental
progression during this phase from simple phonological rules at the beginning to
complex later on.
Drawing together the results of these studies and the characteristics of the Greek
language, a question that can be asked is whether Greek children use different
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phonological strategies in reading and whether the acquisition of these strategies
follow a developmental progression from simple to complex. If they use different
phonological strategies at different stages of their development then differences
between words involving invariant spelling patterns and words involving variant
but predictable spelling patterns should be found. Alternatively, it might be the
case that they master both linear and complex strategies from the start because of
the transparency of the orthography. Another question that can be asked is at
what age do Greek children learn these more complex spelling patterns? Do
children learn these spelling patterns by rule or by analogy? Do Greek children
use contextual cues in their reading in order to overcome their incomplete
graphophonemic information.
1.ffl.c. Analogical reasoning and reading
Analogical reasoning has been a focus for study in cognitive psychology. It is
thought to be a major strategy for learning and classification. In the classical
definition, provided by Aristotle, analogy involves at least four terms with
relational similarity where the second term is related to the first as the fourth is
related to the second (Goswami, 1992). Analogical reasoning has been used in
problem solving where children had to understand the relation between a "base"
problem and its solution in order to solve another problem.
A veiy useful strategy for reading unknown words is by drawing inferences from
the pronunciation of familiar words in order to work out the pronunciation of the
unfamiliar word with a similar spelling pattern. This process of reading has been
referred to as use of analogy (Goswami, 1986; 1988; 1990; 1991; 1992; 1993;
Goswami and Bryant, 1990). Analogical reasoning has been found to be available
even to children of the second grade (Sternberg, 1977). The use of the strategy of
analogy in reading as it is defined by Baron (1979) is a conscious strategy of
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recalling a similar word and then modifying its pronunciation. A similar
definition for analogy in reading is given by Marsh and Desberg (1983) when
they say that "in the analogy strategy the child searches for a known form in
memory and produces a novel form by analogy to the known form" (p. 150).
Goswami (1992) argues that in using analogies in reading it is important to pay
attention to the relations between spelling patterns and sound.
Conscious use of analogies has been reported by adults (Baron, 1977; Glushko,
1979) and by elementary children (Baron, 1979). According to Marsh et al.'s
theory (1981) of reading development, adults and older children have and use a
number of different strategies including analogy. The explanation for this late
involvement of various strategies in reading is based on the claim that as reading
proficiency increases and the reader has to encounter materials with uncontrolled
vocabulary there would be a shift from word recognition based on access to
phonemic form to word recognition on access to meaning. In addition the reader
may internalise visual word forms.
In an experiment carried out by Marsh, Friedman, Welch and Desberg (1981,
experiment 1) they tested whether second and fifth grade children and college
students use the strategy of analogy. They gave children two paragraphs to read
in which were included four words that could be pronounced one way if subjects
used a decoding strategy and a different way if they used analogy (for example
the word "faugh" can be read as /faw/ using a decoding strategy or /faff/ by
analogy to laugh). They found that both fifth grade children and college students
produced the same percentage of analogy responses (about 38%) a percentage
that differed from Marsh et aI.'s (1977) study where adults' analogy responses
were about 70%. They also found a significant difference in the analogy
responses between fifth and second grade children. The authors concluded the
analogy strategy is an optional strategy for adults and its use depends on task
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factors although this strategy is available by stage four (according to Marsh's
theory) of reading development.
In another experiment the same authors tested whether the analogy strategy is
available by stage three (according to Marsh's theory) of reading development
(Marsh et al., 1981, experiment 2). They asked 20 second and 21 fourth grade
children to read two lists of words. The first list contained 20 high frequency
words, half of them regular and the other half irregular. The second list contained
20 non-words generated by changing one letter of the words from the first list.
The children were told that non-words were real words with one letter changed.
The results showed that there was no significant difference between children in
grade two and grade four in the use of analogy, suggesting that even stage three
children can read by analogy but they do not do so spontaneously. This
conclusion arose from the fact that all the children were instructed in a way to
use the strategy of analogy.
Using a different experimental paradigm Goswami (1986) gave kindergarten,
first and second grade children words and non-words to read that were either
analogous or not-analogous to a clue word. Non-words derived from the real
words by changing one letter so that the spelling pattern for the analogy remained
intact. The words and non-words shared the same orthographic sequence (always
consisting of three letters) with the clue word either at the beginning or at the end
of the word. There was also a list of control words which shared the same three
letters with the clue word but were not in sequence. The children were divided
into three groups: beginning, where the target words were analogous to the clue
word at the beginning; end, where the target words were analogous to the clue
word at the end; no clue, where no clue word was presented. Children were seen
in six sessions and in each session, depending on condition, there were two target
words, two common letter words and three control words which were either
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target or conunon words but for another clue word. Children performed
significantly better in the target words when there was a clue word present than
when there was none. Children used the shared orthographic sequences in order
to read words or non-words and this resulted in better scores for target words
than for common letter or control words. This was true for the two older groups.
For the youngest group, the non-readers, there were very small scores (hardly
above zero) but there was some indication of the use of analogy especially for the
words or non-words that shared an orthographic sequence with the clue word at
the end. These results, according to the author, showed that even young children
can use analogies in reading. They certainly show that even young children can
use their knowledge about fixed pronunciations in order to read unknown words
but it is doubtful whether this is analogy according to Marsh's definition of
analogy.
Similar results have been obtained in other studies (Goswami, 1988; 1990a;
1990b; 1991; 1992; Goswanii and Bryant, 1992). In all these studies children's
phonological skills in segmenting words into onset and rimes were essential
because all the analogies were based on those two phonological units, in these
studies it was established that children make more analogies when the basis for
the analogies is the rime of words than when the basis for the analogy involves
orthographic sequences formed by the onset and part of the rime.
1 .ffl.c.i. An analogy model of reading development
Goswami (1993) proposed an interactive analogy model of reading development.
According to this model children's phonological knowledge before entering
school guides their expectations about how the language works. Based on their
phonological knowledge children use a cognitive strategy (Goswami names this
strategy as analogy) in order to work out consistent relations between spelling
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patterns and sound. The better the child is at phonological awareness - especially
in segmenting words into onset and rime - the more likely s/he is to read
unknown words based on shared spelling patterns with known words. The child
starts to read unknown words by using consistent spelling patterns that
correspond to the onset-rime features of words whose pronunciation s/he knows.
Later, as the child's phonological knowledge develops further, the child starts to
use all the constituent phonemes in the word and to include context sensitive
pronunciation rules in reading. Phonological skills and the pronunciation of
consistent spelling patterns in reading cannot be seen as separate skills but as
intimately connected.
Evidence for this theory comes from Goswami (1993) who carried out three
experiments. In the first experiment she tested the hypothesis that children at the
beginning concentrate on spelling patterns that correspond to the onset-rime
distinction. Twenty children from infant classes (mean age 6 years 5 months)
with a reading age equivalent to their chronological age were asked to read a total
of 36 words once at the pre-test and once at the analogy test which followed the
pre-test. Before the analogy test children were taught how to read a clue word
and were told that knowing how to read this word would help them to read some
of the words that they had tried in the pre-test. There were four clue words for
each of which there were nine words divided into three groups: onset-vowel
words that shared the onset and the following vowel with the clue word; rime
words that had the same rime with the clue word; and vowel only words that
shared only the vowel with the clue word. The results showed an improvement in
children's scores from pre-test to analogy test which was significant only for the
rime words. These results confinned the hypothesis that children at the beginning
read words based on the pronunciation of consistent spelling patterns that
correspond to the rime of the word.
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In the second experiment the same experimental paradigm as in the previous
experiment was used with the difference that the vowel of the words was always
a digraph. Also a fourth group of words was added. The words in this group
shared three letters with the clue word but not in sequence. Twenty grade one and
grade two children (mean age 6 years 4 months) with reading ages of 6 years 7
months to 7 years 2 months) participated in this study. Children in this
experiment were better readers than the children in the previous experiment.
Goswanu hypothesised that children would perform better on the words that
shared their rime with the clue words. She also hypothesised that these children,
because they were better readers than in the previous experiment, might use the
onset-vowel spelling pattern or only the shared vowel digraph and read better the
words that shared this spelling pattern with the clue word. Children performed
better in the analogy test than in the pre-test for rime, onset-vowel and vowel
only words but not in the common letter words. Children's performance was
superior in the rime and the onset-vowel words than in the vowel only words.
These results show that as children become better readers they can use their
knowledge of fixed pronunciations of spelling patterns that does not correspond
only to the rime of the words.
In the third experiment the children (24 grade 1 and grade 2 children, mean age 7
years 3 months) were even better readers than the children from the two previous
experiments (mean reading age 7 years 6 months). All the words in this
experiment began or ended with a consonant cluster. There were four different
kinds of words in relation to the clue word: consonant cluster words that shared a
consonant cluster with the clue word either at the beginning or at the end; cluster
vowel words that shared either the initial consonant cluster and the vowel or the
rime with the clue word; vowel only words that shared only the vowel with the
clue word; and common unit control words which share a few or no graphemes
with the clue word. Because children in this experiment were better readers than
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in the other two experiments and they were expected to have better phonological
skills they were expected to read the words that shared only one vowel or a
consonant cluster with the clue word better than the common unit control words.
In addition they were expected to read the words that shared the onset-vowel
spelling pattern and the rime better. The results showed that children performed
better in the analogy test than in the pre-test for the rime or the consonant cluster
vowel words but not for the consonant cluster and the vowel only words. That
means that children can use their knowledge of how to pronounce specific
spelling patterns in order to read unknown words but these spelling patterns must
correspond to rime or onset and vowel units. Children are unable at this age to
use pronunciation of single phonemes or clusters even though these clusters
correspond to the onset of the word.
The three experiments described above show that even six year old children can
use their knowledge of fixed pronunciations - corresponding to the rime of the
word - in order to pronounce unknown words. As children become better readers
they can use fixed pronunciations that correspond to rime plus the following
vowel. Goswami argues that this is evidence that even young children can make
analogies. Two points of caution have to be made about the results of the above
studies. The first one has to do with the spontaneous use of the strategy of
analogy by young children (Marsh et a!., 1981). Goswami (1986) concludes that
children can make analogies in reading if the basis for these analogies is
provided. Baron's and Marsh's definition of analogy implies that the child
consciously is searching for a similar word in memory and modifies the
pronunciation of this word in order to read the unknown word. Goswami's results
cannot be taken as evidence for the spontaneous use of analogy in reading since
the clue word was always in front of the children and they were allowed to refer
back to it at any time. The second point has to do with the basis for the analogy.
All the target words shared either the beginning or the end (which formed the
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rime) orthographic sequence with the clue word and they were monosyllabic.
There is no evidence that children can use analogies in order to read polysyllabic
words. Also, this experiment does not provide any information about whether
children would still use analogies if the middle letter of the words used had been
changed. Hence, the results of these experiments can be seen as demonstrating
children's use of their knowledge about fixed pronunciations rather than
analogies at least in the sense that Marsh defines analogy in reading or in the
classical definition of analogy.
In a longitudinal study, Muter, Snowling and Taylor (1994) investigated whether
children can read words that share spelling patterns with a known (clue) word.
The children were studied from the age of four onwards and at the age of six
years they received an analogy test. The children were pretested on a list of
analogy and control items. Then children were trained to criterion on a series of
clue words on which the analogy words were based. The analogy words shared
the rime with the clue word while the control words also shared three letters with
the clue words but they could not be read by rime analogy. At post-test children
were assigned to two groups. Half of the children had the clue word exposed
while the other half were tested without being able to look at the clue word. The
children performed better at the post-test than at the pre-test but the size of the
effect was substantially smaller if the clue word was not exposed at the post-test.
This result makes it doubtful whether or not young children can use the strategy
of analogy spontaneously. They also found that the better reader a child is the
better s/he can use his/her knowledge of spelling patterns in reading. In another
study with the same children (Muter et al., 1994, experiment 2) they found a
strong connection between children's rhyming skills at the age of six (the same
age that the analogy test was given) and use of analogy. However, the rhyming
skills as measured at the ages of four and five did not significantly predict the
scores in the analogy tasks. These results do not support a strong causal
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connection between rhyming awareness and use of analogy as hypothesised by
Goswami (1993).
1 .ffl.c.ii. Training studies for the use of analo gy in reading
In a training study, Peterson and Haines (1992) tested the hypothesis that
orthographic analogies based on onset and rime units are importantly related to
children's letter-sound knowledge and also facilitate their segmentation skills.
They trained kindergarten children (mean age 5 years 10 months) to read words
based on shared orthographic units that conesponded to the onset and rime units.
Before the training both the experimental and the control groups were tested in
segmentation ability, letter sound knowledge and word recognition by analogy.
After the pre-test the children were divided into three groups - high, middle and
low - based on their segmentation skills. Then the children in the experimental
group received a maximum of seven 15 minutes training sessions while the
children in the control group remained in the regular kindergarten curriculum.
The training sessions focused on the segmentation of words into onset rime units
and the relation between the words that share these units. After the training
sessions the children were tested again on segmentation ability, letter sound
knowledge and word recognition by analogy. The results showed a greater
improvement in the experimental group children's performance on segmentation
ability compared with the improvement of the control group. In letter sound
knowledge the experimental group showed a significant improvement but there
was no improvement for the control group. In the word recognition test the high
and middle segmenters showed a significant improvement in their performance
while the low segmenters did not improve significantly. These results showed
that training children to use spelling patterns that correspond to the onset rime
units of the syllable does not only improve their ability to read words using their
knowledge of the pronunciation of these units but also improves their
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segmentation skills and letter sound knowledge. These results also show that
there is a connection between children's segmentation ability, letter sound
knowledge and reading by making inferences from the pronunciation of known
spelling patterns in order to read unknown words that share the same spelling
patterns. The presence of the clue word throughout the testing in the word
recognition by analogy test and the absence of multisyllabic words and words
with complex onsets and rimes in the testing and training words advises some
caution in the interpretation of these results.
The hypothesis that readers who possess some decoding ability would be able to
read words that share an orthographic pattern with a known word whereas the
readers that do not have this decoding ability will not, was tested by Ehri and
Robbins (1992). This hypothesis was based on Ehri's theory (1992) that
phonological decoding ability enables children to form connections between the
spelling and the pronunciation of the words and to keep these connections in the
memory in order to access the pronunciation and the meaning of the words. Thus,
in order to read an unknown word based on shared spelling patterns the child
must form connections to the base word and store these connections in the
memory. Some sort of phonological decoding is needed, however, to form these
connections.
In the study carried out by Ebri and Robbins (1992) kindergarten and Grade one
children (mean age 6 years and 4 months) were divided into two groups, decoders
and non-decoders according to whether they could decode simple CVC non-
words. Children were pretested on a word reading test, a nonsense word reading
test and a letter naming test. Then children were divided into two groups, an
analogy training group and a control. Both groups received training but with
different sets of words. The words in the analogy group shared rimes with the
transfer words while the words in the control group shared the two vowels in the
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middle of the word. All the words had a long vowel but this vowel was spelled
with double vowel (e.g. KAAV for cave). After the word training all the children
had to read the transfer words which was then followed by a spelling task in
which children had to spell the words that they had just practised in reading.
Children were told that the transfer words shared all the letters except the first
with the training words. For the decoders there was a significant difference
between the analogy and control groups in reading the transfer words. For the
non-decoders there was not such a difference and the improvement between pre-
test and post-test was the same for both the control and the analogy group. These
findings show that children who are good in segmentation benefit more from
training in using the fixed pronunciation of spelling patterns and support the
hypothesis that beginners need some decoding skill to transfer their knowledge of
a spelling pattern of a known word in order to read an unknown word.
In the studies described above and in the studies carried out by Goswami simple
words were used. According to Marsh et al. (1981) the strategy of analogy is
used for the reading of words like "laugh", where pronunciation cannot be
obtained from linear grapheme-phoneme strategies or even from contextual rules.
None of the words used in these experiment surpass simple phoneme-grapheme
correspondences or contextual and there was no need to use analogy in reading
these words according to Marsh's claim. The importance of the onset-rime
phonological units in children's reading can be explained by the strong relation
between rhyme awareness and reading found in several studies (see for example,
Go swami and Bryant, 1990) and not by the use of the analogy strategy.
1.ffl.c.iii. Studies in languages other than the English
Children's ability to use analogy from known words in order to read unknown
words that share spelling patterns with the familiar words have been well
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documented in English. English has been referred to as a deep orthography
involving complex spelling patterns (Treiman, 1993). In other alphabetic
languages with a shallow orthography such as Spanish, German or Greek this
strategy might not be used because beginning readers rely more on an alphabetic
strategy (Wimmer and Hummer, 1990; Porpodas, 1993).
Sebastian and Vacchiano (1995) tested whether or not young Spanish children
and adults use the strategy that has been referred to as analogy. In one experiment
they gave six to ten year old children a story to read which included 34
experimental items all of them involving the pronunciation of two letters, C and
G. The pronunciation of these two letters is dependent on the following letter.
The experimental items were divided into three groups: control words, change
pseudowords and unchanged pseudowords. Control words were real words which
always included either C or G. Both groups of pseudowords were generated from
real words, other than those used as control words, by changing one or two
letters. The difference between changed and unchanged pseudowords was that in
the former the changing of the letter in order to create the pseudoword signified a
change in the pronunciation of the critical letter (C or G) while in the latter the
pronunciation of the critical letter remained the same. Children at all ages made
more mispronunciations in the changed pseudowords than in the unchanged ones.
The absence of a significant interaction between age and type of stimuli indicates
that the same mechanisms for reading these words were operating in all the age
groups.
In a second study Sebastian and Vacchiano (1995, experiment 2) gave 9 to 13
year old children and adults words and pseudowords to read similar to the
previous experiment. In this study the subjects were assigned to two groups. The
first group read two stories in which the words and pseudowords were included
and the second group read them in isolation. Subjects performed better in the
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isolation task than in the story task There were more mispronunciation errors for
the changed than the unchanged pseudowords. The percentage of
mispronunciation errors of changed pseudowords did not decreased with age.
Given these results and the results of the previous experiment the authors
concluded that Spanish readers, whether beginners or skilled, use the strategy of
analogy when they are reading similar to their English counterparts.
There are, however, some reasons for caution about the authors' main
conclusion. The first is that the stimuli used in these experiments involved
complex phonological rules, known as conditional or hierarchical (Marsh et al.,
1981) which are not learned till quite late in reading development (Marsh et al.,
1981; Goswami and Bryant 1990). Because there was an improvement in reading
of the pseudowords with age there is no way to know whether this improvement
was due to the use of the strategy of analogy or due to the learning of the
conditional rule. Secondly, in the English studies on the use of the strategy of
analogy in reading the target words always shared a spelling pattern that
corresponded either to the rime or to the onset and the vowel of the clue word. In
the English experiments the fixed pronunciations of specific spelling patterns
enable children to draw inferences in order to read the target words. This cannot
be said for the target words in the Spanish experiments because there was no
constant spelling patterns and the clue word was not taught as in the English
studies. There is no indication that children knew how to read the real words
from which the changed and unchanged words were generated since these words
were not included in these studies.
In summary, the studies on children's use of constant spelling patterns (usually
onset-rime) or fixed pronunciations for reading unknown words show that even
very young children can use this strategy in reading if they are instructed to do so
and also have the clue word in front of them. Based on the classical definition of
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analogy this strategy cannot be characterised as analogy because there are not
four tenns with relational similarity in which the fourth is related to the third as
the second to the first. The use of this inference strategy in other languages with
more transparent orthographies than English is doubtful. In some of these
languages, in Greek for example, onset and rime may not play a significant role
in children's literacy development because there are very few monosyllabic
words. It might be that in these orthographies an alphabetic strategy might be
good enough for reading all the words. In these languages phonological units
larger than phonemes, e.g. syllables, may help children to read at the beginning
of their development.
1.IV. The use of contextual cues in reading
Although phonological strategies are important for reading development some
theorists believe that the most important factor in reading is meaning. According
to this view reading is like speaking where children use contextual cues to work
out the meaning of the language they are trying to interpret. This claim is based
largely on the work of Goodman (1967, 1982) and Smith (1979, 1994) according
to whom skilled reading is primarily an activity of using the syntactic and
semantic redundancies of language to generate hypotheses, or guesses, about the
text yet to be encountered (Tunmer and Chapman, 1995). In the words of
Goodman (1967) "reading is a selective process. It involves partial use of
available minimal language cues selected from perceptual input on the basis of
the reader's expectation. As this partial information is processed, tentative
decisions are made to be confirmed, rejected or refined as reading progresses.
More simply stated, reading is a psycholinguistic guessing game" (p. 126-127).
Fluent readers, according to Goodman and Smith, are more able to make use of
contextual cues in ongoing sentence processing while beginning and poor readers
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are less able to use contextual cues.
A second view concerning the use of contextual cues in reading is that language
prediction skills are not important either for beginners or for fluent readers. The
basis for this view comes from the results of Gough (1983) who claimed that the
average predictability of content words in running texts is about 10%. Because
the meaning of the text depends disproportionately on the meanings of its least
familiar and predictable words children will have a one in ten chance of guessing
the correct word unless they are reading low level texts with repeated sentence
structures, a high degree of predictability and a large amount of picture support.
A different view that the effect of context on speed of ongoing word recognition
during reading decreases with increasing age has been proposed by Stanovich
(1984, 1986). Stanovich (1980) in her interactive compensatory model of reading
acquisition argued that poor readers rely on context to compensate for their poor
decoding skills, whereas good readers, who are good decoders, have less need to
do so.
Evidence for Stanovich's claim come from Nicholson (1991). Nicholson (1991)
tried to replicate Goodman's classic studies on the effect of context in reading.
He gave six to eight year old children passages to read in context and then asked
them to read the same material in list form (the order of presentation was
opposite to that in Goodman's study). Nicholson found that poor and average
readers of six and seven years old showed significant gains in word reading with
context. When the materials used were at a comparable level of difficulty only
the poor readers in all the age groups and the average younger readers showed
significant gains with context. In a second experiment Nicholson used the same
materials but he changed the order of presentation. In this experiment children
were given first the words in a list and then in passages providing context (the
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same order as in Goodman's study). Most groups gained significantly in context.
When children were given materials of comparable difficulty the benefits of
context went to the poor and average readers and to the younger good readers. In
conclusion, Nicholson's study showed that the effect of context in reading may
have been overestimated. The results also showed that the use of context
decreases with increasing age and skill.
Adams and Huggins (1985) assessed whether there are ability related differences
in the use of context. In their studies two hypotheses were tested. The first one
was that poor readers should be encouraged to rely on context in order to identify
words and discouraged from using the words' phonics codes. The second one
was that poor readers' greater reliance on context results from poor decoding
skills. The authors claimed that poor readers, in order to overcome their
difficulties in word recognition, should improve their decoding skills and in this
sense they should be discouraged from relying on contextual facilitation and
encouraged to attend to words' phonics codes. In a series of experiments Adams
and Huggins gave children from second to fifth grade 50 words to read, first in
isolation and then in sentences. All the words were irregularly spelled and they
were presented in order of frequency (from high to low). In the sentence the
target word was always the last word. They found that children from all age and
ability groups improved significantly in their accuracy scores of reading irregular
words when they were presented in context. They also found that 'the facilitative
potential of context is a function of the subjective familiarity of the word to be
recognised" (p. 274). In other words context facilitated the recognition of words
of intermediate familiarity (which varied with age and ability). Words of greater
familiarity were not read better in context than in isolation and words of lesser
familiarity were not read more accurately in context than in isolation.
Based on their results Adams and Huggins (1985) identified three stages in the
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development of sight word acquisition. In the first stage children tend to read
words by applying spelling to sound rules. This results in incorrect reading of
irregular words especially of low frequency ones such as the last words on
Adams and Huggins' list. This ability to produce pronunciations for irregular
words which although incorrect can also be seen as "not-so-distant
approximations of the correct words" (Adams and Huggins, 1985, p. 276)
reinforces the claim that phonological recoding ability is essential for acquiring
word specific knowledge (Gough and Walsh, 1991). In a second or transitional
stage children are able to recognise words correctly in context but in isolation
either recognise them with hesitation or do not recognise them. In this stage,
although children have internalised the representations of these words, these
representations have not yet been refined to support automatic or reliable direct
access. In the last stage, the most sophisticated one, the word is securely
represented in the children's visual lexicon. These are the words that can be
correctly recognised both in isolation and in context.
On the basis of such findings Tunmer and Hoover (1992) proposed that language
prediction skill enables beginning readers to use their incomplete
graphophonemic knowledge in combination with their knowledge of the
constraints of the sentence context in identify unfamiliar words, both regular and
irregular. This combination helps children increase both their word-specific
knowledge and their knowledge of phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
According to Tunmer and Chapman (1995) use of contextual cues will enable
beginning readers to monitor accuracy in word identification by providing them
with immediate feedback when they attempt to read an unfamiliar word and their
response does not conform with the surrounding grammatical text. Contextual
information could be a backup support when children attempt to read an
unfamiliar word based on their incomplete spelling-sound correspondences and
confirm their response from the surrounding context. In this case children's
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knowledge of grapheme-phoneme correspondences wlhl also be improved by
connecting the pronunciation of this word with its spelling (Ehri, 1992).
In studying the hypothesis that less skilled readers are inferior relative to skilled
readers in syntactic awareness, which results in slower progress through the
stages of sight word reading (Adams and Huggins, 1985), Bowey (1986) gave
fourth and fifth grade skilled and less skilled readers a reading task and a
syntactic awareness task. She found that skilled and less skilled readers differed
significantly on the grammatical awareness measure. The results also showed a
high correlation between grammatical awareness and decoding skills.
In a more direct test of the relation between syntactic awareness and reading
acquisition, Tunmer, Nesdale and Wright (1987) gave some 60 second and fourth
grade children a reading test and a syntactic awareness test. Children were
divided into three groups, good, average and poor readers. Syntactic awareness
was assessed by an oral doze task and an oral correction task. Significant
differences in syntactic awareness across ability groups for each grade were
observed. Good second grade readers performed better than poor fourth grade
readers and similarly to average fourth grade readers. Taken together these results
suggest that syntactic awareness is strongly related to learning to read.
In a longitudinal study Rego and Biyant (1993) tested the hypothesis that both
phonological skills and language prediction skills are related to children's
reading. They gave children initially (at the age of 5 years and 6 months) tests of
phonological awareness (a phoneme oddity and a phoneme tapping task) and
semantic and syntactic skills (a close task, a sentence anagram task and a
sentence completion task) and a standardised reading test. In a second session (at
the age of 5 years and 11 months) they gave children a contextual facilitation task
in which they placed in sentence contexts the ten first words that children missed
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on the reading test. The sentence was read aloud by the experimenter and the
child had to read only the target word which was presented on a card. Rego and
Bryant found that the measures of semantic and syntactic awareness taken in the
first session predicted contextual facilitation in the second session. However,
neither of the two phonological awareness measures made an independent
contribution to contextual facilitation.
In exploring the connection between phonological recoding skill in reading
exception words in context and in isolation, Tunmer and Chapman (1995) gave
second and third grade children a mispronunciation correction task This task
comprised 80 regularised pronunciations of exception words which were
presented first in isolation and then in sentence context. The sentence contexts
were underdetermining ones. The task for the child was to find the word that a
puppet was trying to say. The puppet always mispronounced the words using a
regularised pronunciation. In the sentence task children were told that one of the
words in the sentence was pronounced wrongly and they had to find this word
and provide the correct pronunciation. Tunmer and Chapman found that
mispronounced words were identified more easily when presented in context than
in isolation. This was true for both the age groups although third grade children
performed better than the second graders. Also more common words were easier
to identify than less frequent words. The authors concluded that sentence context
makes a contribution to the identification of mispronounced exception words
beyond that provided by graphophonemic information and greatly improves
children's ability to identify mispronounced exception words even when the
contexts are underdeternuning ones.
In a second experiment Tunmer and Chapman (1995, experiment 2) tried to
determine more precisely the relation of language prediction skill and
phonological recoding ability to the identification of unfamiliar words in context.
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They gave 289 year 2 and year 3 children four tests: a word reading test, an oral
doze task, a contextual facilitation task and a pseudoword naming task In the
contextual facilitation task children had to read 80 exception words of different
frequency presented in isolation and in context. When the words were presented
in context the experimenter read the sentence but not the target word. In the
pseudoword naming task children had to read thirty monosyllabic pseudowords
with increasing difficulty ranging from simple CVC patterns to blends, digraphs
and vowel variations.
They found significant age and frequency effects. They also found that the 80
words were easier to read when presented in context than in isolation. The results
showed that year 3 children made greater gains from context when they read
words of lower frequency which reinforces Adams and Huggins' claim that
contextual facilitation is greatest for words of intermediate difficulty. The
correlations between contextual facilitation, reading and pseudoword naming task
showed that beginning readers with moderate decoding ability can use their
incomplete graphophonemic information in combination with sentence context
information to read unfamiliar words. Language prediction skill and phonological
recoding ability accounted for independent variance in beginning readers' ability
to read unfamiliar words in context; the independent variance due to
phonological recoding ability was four times larger than that of language
prediction skill. The authors concluded that phonological recoding ability is
necessary but not sufficient for the development of word specific knowledge and
cannot be used as a substitute for word level information but only as backup
support to confirm hypotheses about what unfamiliar words might be, based on
available word level information.
This hypothesis can also account for words reading in Greek In Greek,
phonological strategies are used by young children right from the beginning of
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schooling (Porpodas, 1993; Aidinis and Nunes, 1997), and there are no irregular
words. There are, however, words that involve both simple and complex
phonological rules. It is possible that Greek children, at the beginning of their
reading, use contextual cues to facilitate their incomplete knowledge of spelling
to sound correspondences. As their phonological awareness improves and they
master the more complex rules there might be no need to rely on context for
reading.
In summary, the results show that the relationship between context effects and
reading may vary for the same subject across time. Tunmer and colleagues
propose that linguistic context is most useful for non-expert readers (beginning or
backward readers) who use context to guess when they cannot read a word.
Expert readers rely less on linguistic context for word identification. However, it
might be that the use of context in reading depends both on the skill of the reader
and on the difficulty of the word. Young children might not rely on context to
improve their accuracy when reading easier regular words but might show
benefits from context when the word cannot be read on the basis of simple one-
to-one phoneme-grapheme correspondence. In contrast, expert readers might not
depend on context to increase accuracy even when reading more complex words.
Thus it should be possible to observe within-subject and between-subject
variation in the use of linguistic context for word reading.
1.V. Morphological strategies in spelling
There is no doubt that phonological strategies are of great importance especially
in the first stages of literacy development. Children must learn to represent
sounds by letters and vice versa in order to understand how language is
represented in print. But learning to read and spell is not just a matter of
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representing sounds by letters. Although essentially important, this is only a part
of becoming literate. Biyant, Nunes and Aidinis (1997) have argued that another
fundamental element in learning to read and spell is the link between morphology
and script. According to their argument, in many alphabetic scripts it is
impossible to learn to read and spell properly without taking into account another
kind of building block used to form words, the morphemes. According to the
definition of the Oxford Dictionaiy, morphemes are linguistic units which have a
meaning or grammatical function and which cannot be further subdivided. The
word ypthpw (write), for example, has two morphemes: the stem "ypwp-" which
has meaning and the inflectional morpheme "of' which has the grammatical
function of marking the present tense of a verb. Stems are significant units of
meaning - words with same stem are usually related in meaning for example the
words 'ypdp-co, 'ypaq)-1, ypwp-io, 'ypwp-aç (write, writing, desk, clerk) have the
same stem and are related in meaning - but stems do not have grammatical
functions. Other morphemes convey meaning and also have a grammatical
function - the "of', for example, has the function of marking the present tense of
regular verbs in the active voice. Both types of morphemes have a particular
form. Another class of morphemes that conveys meaning are the prefixes - the
addition of the denvational morpheme "re", for example, in the verb write
(rewrite) adds a different sense in its meaning (i.e. once more). As Bryant, Nunes
and Aidinis (1997) point out "morphology is not independent of either grammar
or meaning: it involves both grammar and meaning expressed in a particular
form. Because of this constancy of form, morphemes are fundamental in learning
to read and write in many scripts that are commonly referred to as "alphabetic",
but could perhaps more appropriately be termed "morpho-phonic" (p. 2).
1.V.a. The links between morphology and writing
The importance of morphology in spelling can be documented in a variety of
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languages. In many languages children cannot learn to write properly without
taking into account morphology because there are instances in these languages in
which spelling patterns are determined by morphology in a way that cannot be
reduced to phonology. Bryant, Nunes and Aidinis (1997) have identified three
kinds of link between morphology and writing: the first one is to decide between
two or more alternative spelling sequences; the second is the spelling of silent
morphemes; and the third one is the conventional spellings for morphemes which
flout letter-sound correspondence rules. In some scripts one can find all three
types, but other scripts contain instances of only one or two of them.
1. Deciding between two or more acceptable spelling sequences The first and
probably the most common way in which spelling depends on grammar is in
specifying a choice of one particular spelling pattern when there are two or more
perfectly acceptable spellings of the same sound. For example, many Greek
words end in the sound hi and this ending can be spelled in one of four ways -
with single letters [r, t] or with digraphs [ot, ci]. Feminine singular nouns and
adjectives take the first of these spellings (e.g. ri), neuter singular nouns the
second (e.g. t), masculine plural nouns and adjectives the third (e.g. oi '), and third
person singular active verbs in one conjugation take the fourth (e.g. ct). Because
of this variety of alternative spellings for the same sound it is quite impossible to
spell Greek words just on the basis of a thorough knowledge of these letter-sound
relationships. One needs to use morphological as well as phonological strategies
in spelling.
In English too, morphemes are the key to deciding between alternative spellings
for word endings. The sound /ks/ for example, whenever it is the ending of a
written word, is spelled either "x" or "cks". In deciding which of these endings to
use, the decision must be based on morphology, If the word is a singular noun
("tax") or an adjective ("lax"), it has the "x" ending: if it is a plural noun or a
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verb in the third person singular, present tense, the ending is "cks" ("cracks,
"licks"). In other words, the presence of either the morpheme "s" for the plural of
nouns or the "s" for the present third person singular of verbs determines the
"cks" spelling for the fks/.
2. Spelling silent morphemes The second link between morphology and grammar
has to do with words which are homophones but are grammatically distinct.
Although these grammatical distinctions are not pronounced, they are captured in
writing. A striking example is the use of apostrophes in English. In English,
apostrophes are used to represent possession but one does not actually pronounce
an apostrophe: "the boys' sail" and "the boys sail" are pronounced in the same
way, but have quite different meanings, and the apostrophe captures this
difference. In French too, singular and plural nouns are written differently
because the plural is marked with an "s" ending ("maison, maisons") but are
usually pronounced in the same way: the written "s" ending is typically silent.
3. Conventional spelling for morphemes which flout letter-sound correspondence
rules In this final link between morphology and spelling there is a direct conflict
between letter-sound correspondence rules and the way in which morphemes are
spelled. A very good example of this kind of link is the "ed" spelling at the end of
regular past verbs in English. The final consonant in these verbs is pronounced in
three different ways - It', Id!, or lid! - in different verbs (e.g. "helped", "hired",
"hated") and the constant spelling, "ed", on strict letter-sound correspondence
rules does not represent any of these three spoken endings. The grammatical
status of words like "helped", "hired" and "hated" is marked in the spelling of
the endings of these words even though these endings are pronounced quite
differently.
All these three links between morphology and spelling are related to the endings
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of the words. Another important morpheme - in terms of its connection to the
correct spelling of a word - is the stem, that is the morpheme defined by meaning
rather than grammatical function. In many languages (e.g. English, Greek,
Hebrew) the spelling of stems often remains constant even though the
pronunciation might change when a derivational morpheme is added. In Greek,
for example, the words "cuxaptaw", "uxápta'roc" and "suapa'rrar" have
the same stem. The second letter "u" of all these words represents the sound If],
usually represented by the letter "qf', although "if' usually represents the sound
Iii. In English too, in pairs such as know-knowledge and magic-magician, there
are phonological differences but a common spelling. These examples suggest that
there is an advantage in understanding connections between words with the same
stem over a strategy of treating such spellings as irregular and attempting to learn
them all in a rote fashion. Similar examples are found in Hebrew, where words
sharing the same stem are spelled with the same three consonants which define
their root, even if there are phonological changes when the root is embedded in a
word of a different category (Bindman, 1997).
1.V.b. Evidence for the use of morphological strategies in speljhg
Before becoming good spellers, children go through a developmental sequence
leading to fluent spelling. There is clear evidence that when children begin to
spell, they concentrate on alphabetic rules. This is very well demonstrated in
children's invented spelling where there are numerous examples showing that
children tend at first to represent the sounds of words phonetically (Read, 1986;
Treiman, 1993). In the developmental sequence of spelling acquisition after this
earliest stage, the "alphabetic stage" according to Frith (1985), children go
beyond basic letter-sound relations to grasp more sophisticated rules of their
written language. This is the "orthographic stage" of spelling development in
which children learn higher order rules (Frith, 1985; Marsh et al., 1981). One
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very important set of higher order rules is based on morphology and syntax and
the term that is usually used to include both of them is grammar.
Beers and Beers (1992) examined the use of inflected endings in children's
writing. They used Berko's (1958) paradigm where the child was presented with
a picture of a cartoon like person with a pseudoword underneath and asked to
generate versions of these pseudowords with morphological endings. The
children were in grades one to six and the types of morphologically determined
spelling they used were the "s" for plurals, the "ed" for regular past verbs, and
the "ing" for the present continuous tense, all of which can be phonetically
modified by what precedes the inflectional morpheme. They found that children's
ability to use morphological information to generate spellings increased with age.
Younger children spelled the endings of the pseudowords phonetically whereas
older children used a morphological strategy in spelling.
Nunes Carraher (1985, cited in Bryant, Nunes and Aidinis, 1997) working with
Brazilian children also found that children's use of morphological information in
their spellings increases with age. hi her study children had to spell pseudowords
generated from a real stem and a real derivational morpheme. For each
pseudoword either the stem or the suffix contained a spelling sequence that could
be spelled in two different ways. She found that younger children showed a
strong preference for one of the two alternative spelling patterns and used the
same spelling irrespective of the morphological interpretation to be assigned to
the pseudoword. In contrast, older children used the correct spelling pattern most
of the time although no phonological cues to spelling exist in the pseudowords.
Similar results have been obtained by Totereau, Thevemn and Fayol (1997) who
studied French speaking children's comprehension and production of the written
markers of plural in nouns and verbs. In the first experiment which was designed
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to study the acquisition of written French morphology, they gave to 60 seven to
nine year old children a production and a comprehension task In the production
task the children had to write the number inflections for the nouns and verbs. All
the words were included in sentences or phrases provided to the children and
were accompanied by pictures. In the comprehension task the children were
presented with two pictures, one of them with one object or person or action and
the other one with several objects, persons or actions, and they had to select the
one that corresponded to the linguistic item provided with the pictures.
Significant age differences were found. Children performed better in the
comprehension task than in the production task and better in nouns than in verbs.
First and second graders performed very weakly in both comprehension and
production tasks.
In order to examine in more detail young children's performance in the task
Totereau et al. gave to 272 first and second grade children (6 and 7 years old) the
same production tasks and similar comprehension tasks. In the comprehension
tasks there were two different terms and only one picture and the children had to
match this picture with the relevant linguistic item. All the comprehension items
concerned the article + noun or pronoun + verb configurations. The results were
similar to those of the first experiment. French children who initially leave out
both plural spellings eventually begin to adopt the "s" spelling which they put at
the end of plural, and not of singular, nouns. However, they do not get the
morphological rationale completely right, for they begin to use the "s" ending for
plural third person verbs as well. They have made the right distinction between
singular and plural but they ignore the distinction between nouns and verbs. Later
on they add "nt" ending to their repertoire but here again they show a remarkable
confusion between nouns and verbs. They begin to make the reverse error, giving
the plural verb ending to plural nouns. Eventually, both confusions are overcome:
the children appear to understand the morphological basis for these different
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spellings.
All the above studies indicate that there is a developmental sequence in children's
acquisition of spelling strategies. An important question concerns the causes for
this later development of morphologically based strategies. There are indications
in the literature that some aspects of morphological awareness, usually the easier
ones such as the plural inflections to nouns, develop before children enter school
while some more complex inflectional forms such as plurals and possessives that
involve adding a syllable are learned later on (Berko, 1958). Children's
morphological awareness continues to develop as they learn to read and write
(Carlisle, 1988; 1995). Studies of the relation between morphological awareness -
as measured by morphological recognition and production of morphologically
associated words tasks - and spelling show that children's scores on the
morphological tasks correlate and predict spelling scores even after controlling
for age and vocabulaiy (Derwing, Smith and Wiebe, 1995; Fowler and Liberman,
1995). The spelling scores used in these correlational analysis, however, were
scores of general spelling ability and they did not concentrate on the use of
morphological spelling strategies specifically.
More recently, Nunes, Bryant and Bindman (1997a; 199Th) used a longitudinal
design to test the hypothesis that there is a developmental sequence in the
acquisition of morphological spelling strategies and this development is based on
children's morpho-syntactic awareness. They hypothesised three possible reasons
for the connection between morphosyntactic awareness and spelling: an internal
process, according to which as children develop their knowledge of letter sound
correspondences and as they have more experiences with reading and spelling,
they realise that there are exceptions and search for an explanation for these
exceptions; according to the second hypothesis, the external one, children's
learning of morphological based spellings is determined by their level of explicit
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awareness of morphological and syntactic distinctions in spoken language; the
third hypothesis, the interaction hypothesis, proposes that children need both to
reach a certain level of reading and spelling (in order to be able to notice the
exceptions) and to reach a certain level of morpho-syntactic awareness (in order
to know how to interpret the exceptions).
They followed second, third and fourth grade children for a period of 20 months.
They saw the children three times, at the beginning and seven and 20 months
after the first session. In all the three sessions they gave children 30 words to
spell. Ten of them were regular verbs ending with "ed"; another 10 were irregular
verbs and their endings were spelled phonetically; and ten of the words were
non-verbs whose final consonant was spelled phonetically. Before spelling the
word, children heard a sentence with the word in it in order to understand its
meaning. Children in the first session were also tested on three grammatical
awareness tasks. The first one was a sentence analogy task where the
experimenter, with the help of two puppets, said two similar sentences with a
change in the tense of the second sentence. The child then heard a third sentence
and he had to make the same change to the tense of the verb of the third sentence
as the puppet did to the first. A second test was a word analogy test which was
comparable to the sentence analogy but the analogies were between words. The
last grammatical test they gave the children was an adaptation of Berko's
pseudoword task. All the children were tested on an IQ test and on standardised
reading and spelling tests.
They found a sharp increase in the correct use of the "ed" spelling with age. In
examining children's errors they found a large number of phonetic transcriptions
for the regular past verbs which declined sharply as children grew older. The
striking result was that children's generalisations - that is assigning the "ed"
spelling to irregular past verbs and to non-verbs - increased with age especially
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for the irregular verbs. Based on these results they formed a five stage
developmental model for the acquisition of the "ed" spelling. In the first stage,
the pre-phonetic, children produce unsystematic spellings of word endings. In
stage 2, the phonetic stage, children produce a lot of phonetic transcriptions and
not the conventional spelling of morphemes. Children in stage 3 start to produce
"ed" endings but they generalise them to irregular past verbs and to non-verbs. In
stage 4, children confine "ed" spellings to past verbs with generalisations to
irregular past verbs. Finally, in stage 5, children confine the "ed" spellings to the
regular past verbs. The relationships between children's age (both chronological
and reading) and their allocation to the stages were significant in a positive
direction. In a series of multiple regressions they found strong correlations
between grammatical awareness (as measured in sentence and word analogy
tasks) in the initial session and progress in spelling the "ed" morpheme later.
Children's spelling level was also a significant predictor for children's correct
spelling of the "ed" morpheme. More importantly, for children at a relatively
advanced spelling level, grammatical awareness plays a more significant part.
In order to see whether the conclusions of this study can be generalised Nunes,
Bryant and Bindman (1997c, studies 1 & 2) carried out another study similar to
the previous one with the difference that children had to spell pseudo-verbs, If
children's spellings of the ending of pseudo-verbs follows a similar
developmental sequence as their spelling of real verbs then the correct spelling
can more confidently be attributed to morphological spelling strategies than to
rote learning. In addition they tested whether children's grammatical awareness
is related to their spelling of pseudo-verbs and the role of phonological awareness
in the learning about this spelling. Finally they examined if children use the
strategy of analogy in spelling the endings of regular and irregular words. The
children at the beginning of the study were 6,7, and 8 years old and they were
followed up for three school years. The children were seen in four sessions, 12,
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21 and 33 months after the first session respectively. In the first session children
received a word analogy task, in the second session the phoneme oddity task, in
the third session a pseudo-verb and a real verb spelling task and in the last
session another pseudo-verb spelling task In the real verb spelling task, children
had to spell regular and irregular verbs in the past tense presented orally with the
help of sentence context. For the pseudo-verb spelling task in the third session
children had to spell the past tense of five regular and five irregular pseudo-verbs,
analogous to real verbs. All the pseudo-verbs were presented in the context of a
passage which contained two or three instances of the pseudo-verb. Children had
a written form of each passage in front of them with the past pseudo-verb missing
and they had to write in this missing form. The pseudo-verb task given in the last
session was exactly the same but only four regular and four irregular pseudo-
verbs were analogous to real verbs while there were another two irregular
pseudo-verbs whose stems were not analogous to any real irregular verb.
The results showed an increase in the use of the conventional spelling for the
"ed" ending with age. Similarly to the previous study, Nunes et al. found that
children's performance in earlier grammatical awareness tasks was related to
their use of "ed" in the pseudo-verb task They also found a second independent
link between phonological awareness and growing understanding of the "ed"
spelling pattern. So both grammatical and phonological awareness helped
children to notice and understand the spelling of past verbs. Lastly another
finding is that children learn the distinction between regular and irregular pseudo-
verbs either by rule or by analogy to real verbs. The authors conclude that
children can learn a highly sophisticated rule (that regular past verbs, which are
spelled with ed in the past tense, are the ones in which their present and past
tense stems sound the same, while a difference in the pronunciation of the two
stems indicates that the verb is irregular and is spelled phonetically in the past
tense) without any formal teaching in school. Although Nunes et al. 's studies
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revealed veiy important information for the development of the morphological
spelling strategies it was based only on the spelling of one morpheme.
Bryant, Devine, Ledward and Nunes (1997) examined another pattern that
depends on morpho-syntactic strategies, namely the use of apostrophes. In a first
study they divided 75 year 5, 6, and 7 children into three groups: an experimental
group, the children of which received training for the use of apostrophes with
genitive nouns; a taught control group which received the same amount of
training but was taught to distinguish between homophone words on the basis of
their meaning; and an untaught group which received no training. In the pre-test
children had to fill in the missing word of a list of 16 sentences which were read
out by the experimenter. All the missing words ended either with "-s" (plural) or
with "-'s" (singular genitive). In the intervention, children in the experimental
group were taught what an apostrophe is, what it looks like and that its use is to
denote ownership. In the post-intervention test, children received the same task as
in the pre-intervention session. The results showed that all three groups had great
difficulty with the apostrophe. Year 6 and 7 children improved after the
intervention but not the year 5 children. Surprisingly, the improvement after the
intervention was restricted to the use of the apostrophe and not to the correct
spelling of the plural. Children even after the intervention continued to use as
many apostrophes with plural nouns as they used before the intervention.
In a second study, Bryant et al. (1997) worked with children in the fourth and
fifth years of schooling. The children were divided into the same three training
groups and received the same spelling task with the addition of eight sentences in
which the target word needed an apostrophe because it contained a contraction.
Bryant et al. gave also children two metalinguistic tasks, an oddity task and a
sentence analogy task, designed to measure their explicit awareness of gemtive
words and their difference from the plural words. The results showed that
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children performed better in the contraction sentences than in the apostrophe
sentences. The experimental group of both the Year groups showed a significant
improvement in the appropriate use of apostrophes. The number of inappropriate
use of apostrophes with plural nouns was significantly lower after training for
the older group but not for the younger one. Biyant et al. also found a strong
relationship between children's scores in the metalinguistic tasks (only in the
sentence analogy task) and their spelling scores for apostrophes. No such
relationship was found for the spelling scores for the contraction. As the authors
concluded, children's awareness of grammatical distinctions plays a significant
role in their learning about apostrophes.
All these studies show that there is a strong relationship between children's
grammatical awareness (the term grammatical awareness is used in a broad sense
including morphology and syntax (Nunes et al., 1997)), and their use of
morphological spelling strategies in spelling. The existence of a developmental
model in the acquisition and use of these strategies is well documented by these
studies for the English language. It remains to be seen, however, whether this
model could equally account for the development of morphological spelling
strategies in other languages.
1.VI. Conclusions
A number of studies have been reviewed in this chapter aiming to provide a
theoretical framework on which some hypotheses for the development of literacy
in Greek can be based. The diversity of languages in which these studies have
been carried out strengthens the argument that in order to form a theory of
literacy development both the general (characteristics that can be found in a
variety of alphabetic scripts) and the specific (characteristics related to the
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language in question) features of the language studied must be taken into account.
The more important characteristics of the Greek language are the consistent
relations between graphemes and phonemes for reading, the existence of one to
many correspondences between phonemes and graphemes in spelling and the
simple syllabic structure. A very important general characteristic of the Greek
language is that both simple and complex rules are involved in reading and
spelling implying that literacy acquisition is not an all or nothing process.
Models of fluent reading have demonstrated that skilled readers can read by using
both a lexical route and a non-lexical phonological route (Morton and Patterson,
1980). According to developmental models there is a sequence in the acquisition
of literacy and this sequence shows a developmental progression (Marsh et al.,
1981; Frith, 1985). The core idea in this developmental sequence is that children
learn the simple rules first and the more complex ones later. The cognitive
strategies that children use in reading and spelling also change in order to be
effective for the reading of more complex words.
A common idea in theories of reading development is that beginning readers have
only one strategy available, either a visual (Marsh et al., 1981; Frith, 1985) or a
phonological (Goswami and Bryant, 1990) one. According to the first view, a
phonological strategy is acquired and used at a later stage in development
("sequential decoding" according to Marsh or "alphabetic phase" according to
Frith). According to the second view, children, right from the beginning, use their
phonological knowledge in reading and the better the child's phonological
awareness the better reader s/he will be. Based on the transparency of the Greek
language the first hypothesis to be tested in this thesis, is whether Greek children
use a phonological strategy in the first stages of reading development. Existing
research suggests that a phonological strategy is dominant both at the beginning
and at the later stages of literacy acquisition in Greek (Porpodas, 1991; 1993).
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A second hypothesis follows from the first. If Greek children use an alphabetic
strategy in their reading can all the words be read correctly? In addition, is there
any developmental progression in the use of an alphabetic strategy? The Greek
language, like many other languages, involves both simple and more complex
(hierarchical) phonological rules. According to Marsh (1981) the latter rules are
acquired in the last stage of reading development (the orthographic stage) and not
in the sequential decoding stage where a phonological strategy is dominant. In
contrast, in Frith's theory, all the phonological rules are acquired in the
alphabetic phase with simple rules first and more complex later.
An alternative view to the claim that children use only one strategy in the first
stages of reading development is that various strategies are available to children
in these stages and their use depends on the material they have to read. Tunmer
and his colleagues (Tunmer and Chapman, 1995; Tunmer and Hoover, 1992;
Tunmer et a!., 1988) proposed that children can use contextual cues in reading as
an additional help to overcome incomplete graphophonemic information.
According to them the use of context is assumed to be a strategy that plays a
lesser part in reading as children become better readers. This hypothesis can be
formulated in a more general way that increases its power of explanation and
adds new possibilities of testing it. In this thesis it is suggested that the use of
context to improve accuracy in reading depends both on the skill of the reader
and on the difficulty of the word for the reader.
Another strategy that can be used by readers, even young ones, is the ability to
make inferences (this strategy has been also termed as analogy) from known
spelling patterns with fixed pronunciations in order to read unknown words that
share those spelling patterns. On the one hand, children's ability to use this
strategy in reading has been explicitly demonstrated in Goswami's experiments
(1986, 1988, 1990). On the other hand, according to Marsh (Marsh et a!., 1981)
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this strategy can only be used spontaneously by children in the last stage of
reading development. According to Bruck and Treiman (1992) children's use of
this strategy depends on their knowledge of grapheme phoneme correspondences.
Children need to know some correspondences between single graphemes and
single phonemes in order to make inferences from the pronunciation of known
words to the pronunciation of unknown words successfully. The hypothesis that
children at various ages make inferences from the pronunciation of known words
in order to read unknown words is also tested in the present thesis. It is further
hypothesised that this strategy depends on the difficulty of the word to be read
and that it improves with age.
Finally, the hypothesis that children learn the simple rules first and the more
complex later is also examined in relation to spelling In Greek, and in many
other languages, the application of a phonological strategy will not always result
in correct spelling because there are spelling patterns which are determined by
morphology in a way that cannot be reduced to phonology. A developmental
sequence in the acquisition and use of morphological spelling strategies in
English has been proposed by Nunes et al. (1997). According to this view
English children start by using phonological strategies in spelling and gradually
move on to the use of morphological ones. Nunes et al. also found that children's
progress is predicted by their morpho-syntactic awareness. Since in Greek there
are instances in which morphemes are the key to deciding between alternative
spellings, the hypothesis that a similar model of acquisition of morphological
spelling strategies can be identified in Greek is tested in the present thesis.
All these hypotheses were investigated using a number of experiments in which
Greek children in the first five grades of the primary school were tested in
different tasks involving reading, spelling and morphological awareness.
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CHAPTER 2: STUDY 1
THE USE OF PHONOLOGICAL STRATEGIES IN READING GREEK
2.1. Introduction
The aim of this experiment is to test whether reading in Greek develops from simple
to complex rules. In English it has been proposed that children go through an
"alphabetic stage" first, where they learn the simple rules, before they move to an
"orthographic stage" where the more complex rules are learned (Marsh et a!., 1981;
Frith, 1985; Nunes and Aidinis, 1997).
A number of different strategies have been proposed to be used by children in
different stages of reading development (Marsh, Friedman, Welch, and Desberg,
1981; Frith, 1985; Goswanii and Biyant, 1990. Many studies in the existing
literature, have demonstrated that children in the first stages of reading acquisition
rely more on a sequential strategy (see Goswami & Bryant, 1990 for a review).
There is also evidence that children can use conditional rules effectively only in the
last stages of reading development (Marsh et a!., 1980; Goswanii & Bryant, 1990).
The strategies that children use in reading are related to the difficulty of the words to
be read. Using a phonological strategy, for example, can result in correct reading of
words that involve constant or variable but predictable spelling patterns while the
same strategy is of little use in reading words that involve variable unpredictable
spelling patterns. It is clear then, that alphabetic scripts that have constant relations
between graphemes and phonemes require simple strategies for reading while
alphabetic scripts with variable relations between graphemes and phonemes require
the use of more complex strategies.
As Treiman (1993) points out "the ideal alphabet, it is often thought, has one-to-one
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relations between phonemes and graphemes" (p. 22). English appears to have one-
to-many relations between graphemes and phonemes and also from phonemes to
graphemes. In other words, one phoneme can be represented by more than one
grapheme and one grapheme can represent more than one phoneme.
There are suggestions in the literature that the English writing system is complex and
irregular (Treiman, 1993). As a result of the complexity and irregularity, the English
writing system is very difficult for children to learn. According to that argument,
difficulties in learning to read and write result from the irregularities of the system.
So, the argument goes, if the system was a regular one then children would learn to
read and write more rapidly and with more ease (Treiman, 1993). Hence, if we could
find an alphabetical writing system which is more regular than the English one, we
would expect that children learning to read and write in that system would have
fewer difficulties and would learn more easily.
The very fact of the existence of one-to-many relations between phonemes and
graphemes does not make a group of words irregular. For example, if the phoneme
Ia! is spelled as "a" in some words and as "u" in others, and there is a rule which
says that at the beginning of words the phoneme /a / is spelled with "a" and at the
end of words is spelled with "u", then a child who knows the rule can read or write
any word that contains this phoneme. In this sense, irregular words could be
characterised as those that violate the rule and they have "u" at the beginning
(Treiman, 1993).
According to Treiman's argument, only the words that violate grammatical rules
could be characterised as irregular. That does not mean that all regular words pose
the same difficulty in reading. A further segregation of these regular words may
exist. To illustrate that further, these words can be divided into three groups. The
first one is the group that has one-to-one constant relations between graphemes and
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phonemes. These words can easily be read using a simple sequential strategy; you
simply read what you see. A second group is the words that have two-to-one
constant relations between graphemes and phonemes. In this category belong the
digraphs and the double letters. A sequential strategy can be applied in reading of
these words too, since the two letters of the digraph always represent the same
phoneme. The last category is made up of words that have one-to-one relations
between graphemes and phonemes, but these relations are variable. In this category
belong the words whose reading depends on conditional rules. Although a sequential
strategy could be applied to these words, the reader must know the importance of the
following letter in determining the pronunciation of the previous ones. A similar
discrimination between different spelling patterns (invariant and variant-predictable),
for the English language, has been made by Venezky (1995). Significant differences
between reading words that involve constant spelling patterns and words that involve
variant but predictable spelling patterns have been reported by Rack et al. (1994).
As far as reading is concerned, it could be said that the Greek language is quite
regular. Although there are exceptions to the one-to-one relations between
graphemes and phonemes, there is always a rule that makes the reading of those
exceptions totally predictable. Consequently, according to Treiman's argument, it
can be claimed that the Greek language has no irregular words; although some words
violate the one-to-one relations they may not be more difficult to read. Three classes
of words exist in Greek: a) words with constant one-to-one correspondence between
graphemes and phonemes; b) words with constant two-to-one correspondence
between graphemes and phonemes; and c) words with variable one-to-one
correspondence between graphemes and phonemes. Given that Greek has a more
transparent orthography than English but still involves variable but predictable
spelling patterns, a question to be asked in this experiment is whether a
developmental model from simple to complex will still hold for reading acquisition
in Greek.
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A second question has to do with the strategies that Greek children use in the first
stage of their development. Do they start by using a simple sequential strategy and
later develop more complex strategies? An alternative hypothesis might be that
Greek children are using both simple and complex strategies right from the
beginning of their reading development. If we assume that children use a grapheme-
phoneme sequential strategy for all words, do they read words that violate the
constant relation between graphemes and phonemes correctly? For example, words
with digraphs or double letters and words that involve conditional rules, although
they can be read on the basis of a phonological strategy, might be more difficult
because, in the first case the reader must know that two consecutive letters represent
one phoneme, and in the second case the reader must know that the pronunciation of
a letter depends on the letter that follows.
A logical argument for words involving digraphs and conditional rules could be that
they are of the same difficulty since the following letter determines the
pronunciation of the previous one. For example, the letter "p?' represents the
phoneme lm/ when it appears alone in a word. When the same letter is followed by
the letter "1V" which represents the phoneme ipi then the two letters represent the
phoneme fbi. Similarly, one could say, in the case of the "au" combination, the letter
"u" is pronounced If! if it followed by certain letters and fyi if is followed by others.
There are two major differences between the two cases. Firstly, in the case of a
digraph both letters change pronunciation and instead of two phonemes they
represent one. Thus, a digraph could be regarded as one letter. On the other hand, in
the case of a conditional rule only the pronunciation of one letter is changed
depending on the following letter. Secondly, there is a constant relation between the
two letters of a digraph and the phoneme that they represent (e.g. ".i.ir" is always
pronounced as /bf), whereas in a conditional rule there is variable relation between
the letter and the phoneme that this letter represents depending on the following
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letter (e.g. "au" is pronounced as /afl when is followed by "v" or as la y! when is
followed by "?").
According to Marsh et al. (1981), in English conditional rules are acquired during
the last stage of reading development. Marsh et a!. have reached this conclusion by
studying different conditional rules (e.g. the final e, the C etc.) It is possible, that
children do not acquire all the conditional rules at the same time. Some conditional
rules might be more difficult than others. In Greek there are three different
conditional rules. Do Greek children master these rules at the same time?
English-speaking children in the first stage of reading acquisition rely on
phonological units bigger than phonemes, such as onset and rime (Goswami and
Bryant, 1990; Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Bryant et al., 1989, 1990a, 1990b). Along
similar lines, Aidinis and Nunes (1997) found that Greek-speaking children use both
phonemes and syllables when they read. Do Greek children rely on bigger
phonological units at the beginning of their reading development? If this hypothesis
is correct, does the structure of the syllable make the reading of the words harder?
Do more complex syllables pose more difficulty for children's reading?
Greek contains many common, long words. Does the length of the words influence
children's reading? Another question has to do with frequency. What is the effect of
frequency on the reading of different words? Do Greek children read with the same
ease words which they have seen many times and words which appear only a few
times in their books? Lastly, is there any difference between real words and non-
words? On the one hand, if children are asked to read only real words, there is a
possibility that they might have seen these words and have memorised their
pronunciation. On the other hand, by using non-words the only way for children to
figure out their pronunciation is to use a phonological strategy. Hence, the reading of
non-words is a purer measure of the strategies that children use when they are
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reading. As Marsh et al. (1980) point out "in order to assess different strategies, it is
desirable to design the pseudowords so that alternative responses are indicative of
the use of a particular strategy" (p. 341).
The hypothesis to be tested in this experiment is that Greek children at the beginning
of their reading development use a simple sequential strategy before they learn more
complex phonological strategies. I expect children's performance to vary as a
function of the classes to which words belong and the age of the children.
2.11. Method
2.11.a. Participants
104 children participated in the study (50 girls, 52 boys), equally divided between
three age groups: 6 years old (ranging from 6 years 1 month to 7 years, with mean
age 6 years and 6 months), 7 years old (ranging from 7 years 1 month to 8 years,
with mean age 7 years 5 months), and 8 years old (ranging from 8 years 1 month to
9 years, with mean age 8 years 6 months). The three groups were in 1St grade, 2nd
grade, and 3rd grade respectively. They were attending four different public schools
in the city of Katenni, in Northern Greece. Subjects were selected randomly from
the register list. The teacher of each class was asked to exclude from the list the
children who had a serious problem with reading. Six children (all of them in the
first grade) were excluded from the study because they could not recognise all the
letters of the alphabet.
2.11.b. Reading and spelling instruction in Greek
Because instruction may influence the way in which reading is acquired in Greek, a
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brief description of reading instruction will be presented. The vast majority of the
children begin school at the age of five in kindergarten. Some children attend public or
private nursery schools before that. Reading and spelling are not included among the
activities for kindergarten children.
Compulsory education starts in first grade. All children receive the same reading
books from the government, free of charge. Although teachers can develop their
techniques to complement the use of the readers, much of the work done in the
classroom is influenced by what is contained in them. In the first half of the first year
children are taught the sounds and names of letters in the context of short words and
phrases. An example of a lesson is presented in Figure 2.1, where the letter j (m) was
being introduced. It can easily be seen that children are taught to divide words into
syllables and phonemes and then reassemble them.
The method of instruction thus relies on two levels of analysis, the syllable and the
phoneme. This form of instruction could therefore lead children to use both syllabic
and phonemic strategies in reading and result in a differentiation of word classes as a
function of the type of syllables present in the word -- that is, words containing the
simplest syllables (e.g. CV, V) may be easier to read than those that include more
complex syllables (e.g. CVC, CCV, CCCV etc.).
In the second half of first grade children are exposed to reading and writing text and
by the end of the year they are expected to read a text of over a hundred words.
2.11.c. Design
In order to test the above hypotheses, words from three different classes in terms of
the relations between graphemes and phonemes were used. Because frequency has
IMAGE REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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been found to have a significant effect on reading, the first concern was to determine
the frequency for each word. The frequencies of the words came from the reading
books of the first three grades. Every word from all the books was entered into the
computer; at the end frequency tables for each word in the list were produced,
separately for each grade. A word was counted as frequent when it appeared more
than ten times in the books, and as infrequent when it appeared once or twice in the
reading books. A total of 126 words, 42 for each class, half frequent and half not
frequent were selected. These words allow us to see the differences in the level of
difficulty between the three classes of words, as a result of the use of a sequential
strategy, and the effect of word frequency on reading.
Differences within the classes of words were included to control for other variables
that might influence children's reading. Word length was controlled in the words
that involve one-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes. In
order to be certain that it is word length that influences children's reading, word
length must be the only factor that differentiates the words and only words with one-
to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes allow for this kind of
control.
The structure of the syllable was also controlled in both words with one-to-one
constant relations and two-to-one constant relations between graphemes and
phonemes. Simple CV syllables might be easier than more complex CCV or CCCV
syllables. If children rely on phonological units bigger than phonemes in their
reading then a difference between the words with simple syllables and those with
more complex syllables would be found.
The second step was to generate non-words. Non words were prepared which, like
the words, were divided between three different classes (making a total of 63 non-
words). Non-words were created to look like real Greek words, i.e. to have the
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endings, the syllables and the clusters of letters that are found in Greek There were
no real words that matched the pronunciation and the appearance of the non-words.
By having non words for each category the hypothesis that Greek children use a
sequential strategy in reading rather than simple visual recognition can be tested. If
children' s performance in non words is the same as in words then we may conclude
that they use a sequential strategy.
Each child was seen in one session and asked to read a total of 189 words and non-
words randomly presented in a list. Table 2.1 summarises the design; there were 27
cells with 7 words per cell.
2.11.d. Materials and Procedure
All children, individually interviewed in a separate room within their school, were
given the same list of words. There were 63 non-words randomly mixed with the
126 words. The children were asked to read aloud all the words in the list. Before
beginning to read the words, the child was told that some of the words were easy to
read but some of them were really very hard, even for older people. They were also
told that some of the words were not real ones and that is why they did not make
sense. There was no early discontinuation and all the children read all the 189
words. One child from the first grade who refused to read all the words was
excluded from the study.
a) One-to-one constant relations words. These words and non-words were equally
divided into three groups: short words with simple syllables, long words with simple
syllables and words with complex syllables (both short and long words were
included in this group).
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Table 2.1
Design of Experiment 1
Words	 Non-Words
	
Word Categories	 Frequent	 Not-Frequent
A. Simple Syllable	 7*	 7	 7
One -to-One	 Short
Constant	 Simple Syllable	 7	 7	 7
Relations	 Long
Complex syllable	 7	 7	 7
B. Digraph	 7	 7	 7
Two-to-One Digraph plus	 7	 7	 7
Constant	 Consonant
Relations	 Double Letter	 7	 7	 7
au-cu Combination 	 7	 7	 7
C.
	
One-to-One Vowel Cluster 	 7	 7	 7
Variable	 Stress
Relations	 Vowel Cluster	 7	 7	 7
Dialitika
* Number of words used for each group
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b) Two-to-one constant relations words. These words and non-words were divided
into three groups: words with digraphs and simple syllables; words with digraphs
followed by a consonant which consequently had complex syllables; and words with
double letters.
c) One-to-one variable relations words. These words and non-words were divided
into three different groups according to the conditional rule involved: the first group
included words that involved the au-eu combinations; the second group included
words that involved the conditional rule where two vowels are pronounced
separately because of the stress marlç and the third group included words where two
vowels are pronounced separately because of a diacritical mark called dialitika (all
these conditional rules have been explained in a previous chapter).
Words were written in lower case, in font size 16 and were presented on A4 paper,
fifteen per page (the list of the words to be read is presented in Appendix 1). The
procedure lasted from 10 to 20 minutes for each child and all the interviews were
tape recorded. During the interview the experimenter had a different sheet, similar to
the one that the child had, and he marked the mistakes that the child made, out of
the sight of the child.
2.111. Results
The results are described in four sections. The first section describes the coding
procedure and the children's performance on the task. The second section focuses on
the question of whether children start reading using simple phonological strategies
before they use more complex strategies by comparing children's performance for
different classes of words that require the use of different strategies. In the third
section factors that influence children's reading are considered. The last section
focuses on the question of whether children master all the conditional rules at the
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same time, by comparing their performance on the three conditional rules.
2.ffl.a. Descriptive statistics
The data obtained were coded separately for each word as correct (1) or wrong (0).
A third category was concerned with the cases when the children read the word
wrongly but then corrected themselves and read the word correctly. These cases
were coded as 2. An intermediate solution was to give half a point to these cases.
However, the same analyses were performed three times (a: the 2s were recoded as
0, b: the 2s were recoded as 1, and C: the 2s were recoded as .5). All three ways of
analysis produced similar results. In the analyses that follows the results of the
intermediate solution (when 2s were coded as .5) are presented.
Cronbach's Alpha for item analysis on additive scale reliability analysis was
performed for all the words in the scale. The analysis revealed that, except for some
one-to-one constant relation words in which there was no variance, all the other
words were highly reliable (Alpha> .96).
Mean scores, frequencies and distributions were examined. The mean scores and
standard deviations are presented in Table 2.2. Figure 2.2 presents the distribution of
scores in the three categories of words. The mean scores presented in Table 2.2
show that children had little or no difficulty in reading the words that have constant
relations between graphemes and phonemes, despite the fact that the two-to-one
constant relations class of words violated the one letter for one sound rule. On the
other hand, words with variable relations between graphemes and phonemes pose
great difficulty for children's reading.
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Table 2.2
Means and Standard Deviations for the Three Categories of Words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent
One-to-One (1-1)	 20.90	 20.20	 20.30
Constant	 (33)*	 (.94)	 (1.20)
Two-to-one (2-1)	 20.80	 20.40	 19.40
Constant	 (.55)	 (1.15)	 (2.00)
One-to-one (1-1)	 18.60	 14.50	 11.70
Variable	 (4.00)	 (4.72)	 (4.87)
* Standard Deviation in brackets
Maximum score = 21 for each variable
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Grade 1 (6 years old)
12-15 1-2I 21-25 2-3I 31-35 3-4I 41-45 4-5S 51-55 54S	 1-43
Score
1-1 constant ---- - 2-1 constant - - - 1-1 variable
Grade 2 (7 years old)
3.
24
0
12
1' /
II	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
12-15 1-2S 21-25 2-3I 31-35 3-4I 41-45 4-5I 51-55 5 .4I	 1-43
Score
I1-1 constant	 2-1 constant - - - 1-1 variable
Grade 3 (8 years old)
12-15 1-2S 21-25 2-3l 31-35 3-4I 41-45 4-5I 51-55 5-4I 	 1-3
Score
1-1 constant ---- - 2-1 constant - - - 1-1 variable
Figure 2.2
Frequency distribution of scores for each class of words
N =34 for each grade; Maximum score = 63
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The differences between the mean scores were analysed using Anovas with repeated
measures across groups of words and age as the between factor. One variable (total
score in frequent simple syllable short words) had no variance and instead of
Analysis of Variance, Friedman's test for k correlated samples was used in
the analyses where this variable was involved.
2.ffl.b. Do Greek children develop their reading ability from simple to complex
rules?
It was hypothesised that Greek children start reading by using a simple phonological
strategy and as they get older and improve their phonological skills they start to use
more complex strategies. It was expected that there would be significant differences
between children's performance in words of different classes. It was also expected
that these differences would decrease with age. As described earlier, three categories
of words can be found in Greek: a) those that have one-to-one constant relations
between graphemes and phonemes (1-1 Constant); b) those that have two-to-one
constant relations between graphemes and phonemes (2-1 Constant); and c) those
that have one-to-one variable relations between phonemes and graphemes (1-1
Variable).
The prediction was that 1-1 constant words would be easier than 2-1 constant; the
latter type of words was in turn predicted to be easier than 1-1 variable words.
Assuming that children use a sequential strategy, it was expected that the words that
violate the one-to-one correspondence or have variable relations between graphemes
and phonemes would be harder for children. Lastly, if children rely only on a
phonological strategy we would not expect to find any significant effect for
frequency. In other words, if this hypothesis is correct, then we do not expect any
differences between frequent, not-frequent and non-words, or a decrease in these
differences, as children get older.
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The number of correct responses was subjected to a mixed Analysis of Variance, in
which the age (3: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds, 8 year-olds) was the between subjects
factor, and the type of words (3: 1-1 Constant, 2-1 Constant, and 1-1 variable) and
the frequency (3: frequent, not-frequent, non-words) were the within-subjects
factors. Mean scores for the three age groups are presented in Figure 2.3. As can be
seen children's performance improves with age especially for the one-to-one
variable words. Figure 2.4 presents the mean scores for each of the classes of words
in relation to age and frequency of the words. As can be seen, not-frequent words
and non-words are more difficult than frequent words but only for younger children
and words that belong to the one-to-one variable class.
The main factor of age was significant (F(2,99)=57.27, p<.001). A subsequent post
hoc (Newman Keuls) test revealed that all the comparisons were significant
(J)<.001). The type of words factor was also significant (F(2,198)350.52, p<.00l).
Post hoc (Newman Keuls) test showed that all the contrasts were significant
(p<z.001). The two-way interaction, age by type of words was significant
(F(4,198)=35.54, p<.001). Lastly, the analysis produced a significant effect for the
frequency factor (F(2,198)=326.24, p<.001). As a Newman Keuls test established,
all the comparisons were significant. The interaction between age and frequency was
significant (F(4,198)=1 1.01, p<.00l). Similarly, the two-way interaction between
type of words and frequency was significant (F(4,396)=209.99, p<.00l). The three-
way interaction was also significant (F(8,396)=2. 11, p<.05).
Figure 2.3 shows that, although there is a significant difference between all three age
groups, the difference between the performance of the second and third graders is
rather small. The only age group that has a clear difference from the others is the
first graders. It is worth noting, as can be seen from figure 2.4, that almost all
children performed at ceiling level for certain groups of words, e.g. frequent 1-1
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Figure 2.3
Mean no. of words read correctly by word class and age group
Maximum score = 63
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One-to-one constant
Two-to-one constant
One-to-one variable
1-igure z.'
Mean no. of words read correctly by age and frequency in the three classes of
words
Maximum score = 21
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constant, frequent 2-1 constant 1 . Lastly, it is important to note that all the age groups
- and especially the first graders - performed poorly in the category of one-to-one
variable relations words.
In brief, reading words in which there are one-to-one constant relations between
graphemes and phonemes is easier than reading words that violate the one-to-one
relation or words whose reading depends on contextual rules. Frequency was found
to have a significant effect on children's reading, and non-words were found to be
harder than words (frequent or not). Significant age differences were found showing
that there is a developmental sequence in the acquisition of reading. As it was
hypothesised, Greek children use a sequential strategy in the first stage of reading
development. It was predicted that the use of a sequential strategy will result in more
incorrect reading of the two-to-one constant and one-to-one variable relations
categories of words. This was confirmed by the significant differences between the
three categories of words. These results also confirmed the hypothesis that reading
develops from simple to complex rules. As children get older and develop their
phonological skills they master more complex rules and they can read more difficult
words. The small, although significant, differences between one-to-one and two-to-
one constant relations categories of words, indicate that children even from the age
of six have the ability to read words that involve digraphs and double letters.
Children's performance in not-frequent and non-words is a clearer indicator of the
use of a sequential strategy. Children from all the age groups read most of the not-
frequent words and the non-words correctly. The differences between frequent, not-
frequent and non-word items were smaller for the categories of words that have
constant relations between graphemes and phonemes, and they waned as children get
older. Thus it can be concluded that as children get older they can use more complex
phonological strategies.
1 There was no significant difference between these two groups of words.
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2.ffl.c. Does Word Length and Complexity of S yllable Influence Reading?
It was hypothesised that Greek children at the beginning of their reading
development rely on larger phonological units than phonemes, such as syllables
(Aidinis and Nunes, 1997). In Greek there are several types of syllable (e.g. V, CV,
CCV, CCCV, CCVC etc.) and some of them (e.g. CV) can be characterised as more
complex than others (e.g. CCCV). Therefore, it was predicted that words with more
complex syllables will be more difficult than words with simpler syllable types.
It was also hypothesised that word length influences children's performance in
reading. It is known that short term memoiy influences children's performance in
phonological oddity tasks but that the memoiy demands do not explain all the
variance which such tasks have in common with reading and spelling (see, for
example, Oakhill, Cain and Bryant, 1997). The prediction was that long words
would be more difficult to read than short words.
In order to test the above hypotheses two different sets of analyses were carried out.
The first one dealt with the effect of word length and complexity of syllable on
children's performance in the one-to-one constant relations class of words. The
second set of analyses considered the effect of the complexity of the syllable on
children's performance in the two-to-one constant relations class of words and if
there are any differences between words that involve digraphs and words that
involve double letters. Because in the previous analysis frequency was found to
influence children's reading it was also included in these analyses.
2.ffl.c.i. Effects of word length and complexity of the syllable on children's
performance in the one-to-one constant relations class of words
Three subgroups of words that involve one-to-one constant relations were defined:
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one-to-one constant relations simple (words with CV or V syllables but no more
than three syllables); one-to-one constant relations long (words with CV or V
syllables but with more than three syllables); and one-to-one constant relations
complex (words with consonant clusters). For each of the subgroups of one-to-one
constant relations words there were three subcategories: frequent, not-frequent, and
non-words.
The total numbers of correct answers were subjected to an 3 X 3 X 3 Analysis of
Variance in which the main factors were age (3: 6 year olds, 7 year olds, and 8 year
olds), group of words (3: 1-1 constant simple, 1-1 constant long, and 1-1 constant
complex), and frequency (3: frequent, not-frequent and non-words), with repeated
measures on the second and third factors. Mean scores are presented in Table 2.3.
As can be seen from this table, children performed at ceiling levels on the words that
involved simple syllables irrespective of length. By contrast, children performed
slightly worse on the words that involved complex syllables.
The main term of age was significant (F(2,99)=22.56, p<.001). Post hoc (Newman-
Keuls) tests revealed that all the comparisons were significant (p<.001). Age
differences can be seen in Figure 2.5. As Figure 2.5 shows, the age differences,
although significant, are very small. The analysis produced a significant difference
between the three groups of one-to-one constant relations category of words
(F(2,198)=84.95, p<.001) (see Figure 2.6). Post hoc (Newman-Keuls) tests
established that this difference was due to the children performing significantly
worse in 1-1 constant complex words (p<.001) than in 1-1 simple and 1-1 complex
groups of words. The interaction between age and group of words was significant
(F(4,198)=24.65, p<.001). The frequency factor was also significant (F(2,98)30.48,
p<.001) (see Figure 2.6). As post hoc (Newman Keuls) tests showed, children
performed significantly better on frequent words than on both not frequent words
and non words (p<.00I) while there was no significant difference between not-
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Table 2.3
Means and Standard Deviations for the subgroups of the one-to-one constant
relations class of words
One-to-One
Constant
Relations
Simple Syllable
Short
Simple Syllable
Long
Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent
7.00	 6.98
(0. 00)*	 (.14)
Non-Words
7.00
(.20)
6.99	 6.99
	 6.98
(.10)	 (.10)	 (.14)
Complex Syllable	 6.91
	 6.30
	 6.40
(.32)	 (.88)	 (1.07)
* Standard Deviation in brackets
maximum score=7 for each variable
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Figure 2.5
Mean scores of words read correctly by age and group of words for one-to-one
constant relations class of words
Maximum score = 21
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Figure 2. b
Mean score of words read correctly by age and frequency for the goups of one-to-
one constant relations words
Maximum score = 7
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frequent words and non-words 1. The two-way interactions between age and
frequency, and between group of words and frequency were also significant
(F(4, 1 98)=7. 56, p<.001 & F(4,3 96)=3 1.37, p<.001, respectively). The three way
interaction, age by group of words by frequency, was also significant
(F(8,396)=6.74, p<.001).
The above results can be seen more clearly in Figure 2.6. This figure shows that
from the one-to-one constant relations category of words, only the words with
complex syllables posed some difficulty in reading. The fact that children
perfonned almost at ceiling level in this category of words (even for the complex
syllable group the mean was about 6 for not-frequent words and non-words while
the maximum score was 7) shows that when one-to-one constant relations between
graphemes and phonemes are applicable, then the reading of these words is an easy
task for children, even for those who are in first grade and have just learned how to
read.
In summary, the results revealed that the length of word by itself has no effect on
children's reading. This was true for all frequent words, not-frequent words, and
non-words. It was also found that words or non-words which contain more complex
syllable types (such as consonant clusters) are harder to read than words with
simple syllables, especially for the younger children. At least in the first stages of
reading development, children rely on larger phonological units than phonemes.
Frequency had an effect on children's reading but only for the complex
syllable words. Lastly, there was no significant difference between not-frequent
words and non-words.
1 Subsequent analyses showed that there were no significant differences between frequent words, not
frequent words, and non-words for the simple syllable short and the simple syllable long subcategories of
the one-to-one constant relations category of words.
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2.ffl.c.ii. Effects of the complexity of the syllable on children's performance in the
two-to-one constant relations class of words
Differences between the groups of two-to-one constant relations category of words
are examined in this section. Three different groups of two-to-one constant relations
class of words have been identified: two-to-one digraph (words that
involve digraphs); two-to-one complex syllable (words that involve a digraph that is
followed by a consonant); and two-to-one double letter (words that involve double
letters). As in the previous analysis, a difference between words that have
consonantal clusters (a digraph plus a consonant) and those without consonantal
clusters was predicted, because in the former, more complex syllables are involved.
Secondly, a difference between the words that involve digraphs and the words that
involve double letters is predicted. This results from the fact that in the case of the
digraphs the two letters of the digraph represent a different phoneme when they
appear separately compared with when they appear together, while a double letter
represents the same phoneme which the two letters represent when they appear
separately. Because frequency was found in the previous analyses to influence
children's performance it was also included in this analysis.
The number of correct responses was subjected to a mixed model Analysis of
Variance in which age (3: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds, and 8 year-olds) was the between
subjects factor, and the group of words (3: words containing respectively a
digraph, a complex syllable (a digraph followed by a consonant), and double letter)
and frequency (3: frequent words, not-frequent words, non-words) were the within
subjects factors. Means are presented in Table 2.4. As we can see from this Table
there are no large differences between the mean scores of the three different groups
of words.
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Table 2.4
Means and Standard Deviations for the subgroups of the two-to-one constant
relations class of words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent
Digraph
	
6.99	 6.94
	 6.82
(.10)	 (.24)	 (.41)
Two-to-one
Constant	 Complex syllable	 6.90
	 6.60
	 6.00
Relations	 (.43)	 (.96)	 (1.59)
Double Letter	 6.95
	 6.90
	 6.60
(.22)	 (.45)	 (.64)
* Standard Deviation in brackets
maximum score=7 for each variable
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The main term of age was significant (F(2,99) =26.18, p<.00l). Figure 2.7 shows the
age differences in children's performance. A subsequent post hoc (Newman-Keuls)
test showed that all the comparisons were significant (p<.005). The analysis revealed
a significant effect for the group of word factor (F(2,198)=24.53, p<.00l). Post hoc
(Newman-Keuls) test showed that all the confrasts were significant' (see Figure 2.8).
The interaction between age and group of words was also significant
(F(4,198)=13.13, p<.001). The frequency factor was significant (F(2,198)=66.91,
p<.001). Post-hoc (Newman Keuls) test showed that all the comparisons were
significant (p<.001)2. The two-way interactions, age by frequency, and group of
words by frequency, were significant (F(4,198)13.33, p<.001 & F(4,396)10,87,
p<.00i respectively). Lastly, the three-way interaction, age by group of words by
frequency, was also significant (F(8,396)=4.88, p<.001).
In brief, the results for the two-to-one constant relations category of words showed
that words which contain a consonant digraph followed by a consonant are
significantly more difficult for children to read than words with digraphs or double
letters. In general, frequent words are easier than non-words but the difference
between frequent and not frequent words was only significant when difficult words
were involved. By looking at Figure 2.8 we can see that the only group in which
children performed worse was the group of words that contain complex syllables (a
digraph followed by a consonant). These results replicated and reinforced those for
the one-to-one constant relations category of words, confirming that Greek children
in the first stages of reading development rely on phonological units larger than
phonemes. The structure of the syllable seems to play a very important role in the
first stage of reading development. The results also showed that there are no
significant differences between words that involve digraphs and those that involve
1 Further analyses showed that there was no significant differences between frequent digraph and frequent
double letter words as well as between not-frequent digraph and not-frequent double letter words.
2 Subsequent analyses revealed that there was no significant differences between frequent and not frequent
words for both the digraph and the double letter groups of words.
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Figure 2.7
Mean scores of words read correctly by age and group of words for two-to-one
constant relations class of words
Maximum score = 21
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Figure 2.S
Mean score of words read correctly by age and frequency for the groups of two-to-
one constant relations words
Maximum score = 7
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double letters.
2.ffl.d. Do children master different conditional rules at the same time?
The main purpose of this analysis is to test whether conditional rules are mastered at
the same time. In testing this hypothesis three different groups of words that
have one-to-one variable relations between graphemes and phonemes were included
in the analysis. The three conditional rules are: the au-eu combination (the
pronunciation of the second letter varies depending on the following letter), the
vowel cluster tonos (a digraph is pronounced as two separate letters if the stress
mark appears on the first letter of the digraph), and the vowel cluster dialitika (a
digraph is pronounced as two separate letters if a diacritic mark called dialitika
appears on the second letter of the digraph). Because frequency was found in the
previous analyses to influence children's reading it was also included in this
analysis.
Mean scores of correct responses were subjected to a 3 X 3 X 3 mixed model
Analysis of Variance (age: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds, and 8 year-olds; group of
words: ao-u combinations, vowel cluster tonos, and vowel cluster dialitika; and
frequency: frequent words, not-frequent words, and non-words) with age as the
between-subjects factor and group of words and frequency as the within-subjects
factors. Means are presented in Table 2.5.
The main term of age was significant (F(2,99)=47.89, p<.00l). A subsequent post
hoc (Newman Keuls) test showed that all the comparisons were significant (p<.001)
(see Figure 2.9). The analysis produced a significant effect for the group of words
factor (F(2,198)=49.88, p<.00l). Post hoc (Newman Keuls) test revealed that all
the contrasts were significant (p<. 001) (see Figure 2.10). The two way interaction,
age by group of words, was significant (F(4,198)7.82, p<.001). The frequency
Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent
6.96	 6.30
(.20)	 (1.27)
5.50
	 3.80
(2.23)	 (2.17)
6.10	 4.50
(2.00)	 (1.95)
Non-Words
au-eu
Combination
Vowel Cluster
Tonos
Vowel Cluster
Dialitika
3.90
(1.81)
3.60
(2.07)
4.20
(2.24)
One-to-one
Variable
Relations
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Table 2.5
Means and standard deviations for the subgroups of the one-to-one variable
relations class of words
* Standard Deviation in brackets
Maximum score=7 for each variable
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Figure 2.9
Mean scores of words read correctly by age and group of words for the one-to-one
variable relations class of words
Maximum score = 21
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Figure 2.10
Mean score of words read correctly by age and frequency for the groups of one-to-
one variable relations words
Maximum score = 7
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factor was also significant (F(2,198)322.96, p<.001). As a Newman Keuls test
revealed all the comparisons were significant (p<.001). The two way interactions,
age by frequency and group of words by frequency, were significant (F(4,198)4.O1,
p<.005 & F(4,396)=40.77, p<.001 respectively). The three way interaction, age by
group of words by frequency, was also significant (F(8,396)5.05, p<.001).
Considering the low scores obtained by all children and especially by the first
graders in the not-frequent and non-words, a further analysis examined whether they
performed above chance level (that is, significantly better than one in two correct,
because in all three conditional rules there were two possible pronunciations). The
maximum score for each category of the three conditional rules (frequent, not-
frequent, non-words) is 7. A binomial test showed that the third graders performed
above chance level in all categories of words and non-words (p<.001). Grade two
children performed above chance level in all categories of words and non-words
(p<.001) but not in au-eu combination non-words, vowel cluster tonos not-frequent
words and vowel cluster tonos non-words (p.229; p=.229; and p.727
respectively). First grade children performed above chance level only in four
categories of words: au-eu combination frequent and not-frequent words, vowel
cluster dialitika frequent and not-frequent words (p<.001).
In summary, the hypothesis that some conditional rules are learned easier and
faster than others was confirmed by the results of this analysis. The results showed
that vowel cluster tonos category was the most difficult one amongst the one-to-one
variable relations class of words. Different hypotheses for the development of
children's knowledge of conditional rules will be explored in the discussion section.
The above results also replicated the earlier observation that f requency has an
effect on children's reading but only when difficult words are involved.. This is
clearly shown in Figure 2.10.
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2.IV. Discussion and Conclusions
2.IV.a. Summary of the results
1. There were significant age differences between the three groups of children. In
general, younger children performed worse than older children showing a
developmental progression.
2. There were significant differences between children's reading of words of
different classes which varied across different age groups. In general, words and
non-words with one-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes
were easier than words and non-words with two-to-one constant relations between
graphemes and phonemes; both were easier than words and non-words with one-to-
one variable relations between graphemes and phonemes. The differences were more
marked for the younger children.
3. There were significant differences between children's reading of words of
different frequency which varied across age and word class. The effect of frequency
was more pronounced on the reading of younger children and the reading of more
difficult words.
4. There were significant differences between children's reading of words and non-
words which varied across age and word class. Words (both frequent and not-
frequent) were easier than non-words for the younger children and for the more
difficult words.
5. There were significant differences between children's reading of words that
involve different syllable types (simple and complex) which varied across age.
Words with complex syllables were more difficult than words with simple syllables
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for the younger children.
6. There were no significant differences between children's reading of words of
different length.
7. There were significant differences between children's reading of words that
involved different conditional rules.
In the next section, these results are discussed in more detail in relation to each of
the hypotheses of the study.
2.IV.b. Discussion of results
Hypothesis 1: The development of reading in Greek, as in English, first goes
through an alphabetic stage where segmentation strategies are used before the
use of more complex strategies for representing phonemes.
This hypothesis was supported by the data. Looking first at the children's overall
performance, the significant differences between the three age groups showed that
reading Greek is a developmental process. Greek is different from English at least in
two ways: a) it presents constant relations between graphemes and phonemes and it
does not have irregular words; and b) it has a more clear syllabic structure. Despite
these differences between the two languages a stage model from simple to complex
still holds for Greek. This was shown by the significant differences between
children's performance in the different classes of words. Words that involve constant
relations between graphemes and phonemes can be read earlier than words that
involve more complex relations between graphemes and phonemes. This result is
consistent with Marsh et al.'s (1981) and Frith's (1985) theories of reading
development which have shown that English-speaking children follow a similar
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developmental path. However, Greek children seem to progress faster than their
English counterparts. By the age of eight Greek children can read the majority of
words, including those that involve conditional rules, while, according to Marsh, it is
only after the age of ten that English children master these rules. This result is
consistent with Wimmer and Goswami's (1994) findings, that German speaking
children progress faster in reading than English speaking children.
Turning now to the strategies that children use, the results showed that Greek
children in the first stage of their reading development use a sequential strategy and
later develop more complex strategies. To make this point the results for each of the
age groups will be discussed separately. Firstly, the younger children (6 years old)
performed differently in the different classes of words. Words with constant
relations between graphemes and phonemes were easier than words with variable
relations between graphemes and phonemes. The former can be easily read using a
simple sequential strategy whereas the latter need a more complex phonological
strategy. The small, though significant difference between first graders' performance
in the one-to-one constant relations and two-to-one constant relations classes of
words show that even these children do not use a simple, one letter for one sound,
sequential strategy. They know that two letters may represent one sound and their
performance was very high in the two-to-one constant relations class of words (mean
58 out of 64). Significant differences between frequent words, not-frequent words
and non-words, however, show that first grade children have not yet acquired this
strategy completely. These children seem to be in a transitional stage where they are
beginning to understand that there are more complex phonological rules such as
digraphs and double letters which cannot be read using a one letter for one sound
sequential strategy. These children have great difficulty in reading words and non-
words that involve conditional rules. Overall, their performance was below chance
level in the one-to-one variable relations words. The finding that they performed
above chance level in some groups of frequent and non-frequent words of this class,
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however, is indicative for the use of other than a complex phonological strategy for
the reading of these words. This hypothesis is examined in the next two studies. The
finding that Greek children use a sequential strategy in the first stages of their
reading development is consistent with the results of Porpodas (Porpodas, 1993;
Porpodas et al., 1990).
Second grade children, too, use phonological strategies in their reading although
they are more complex than those used by first graders. Their performance is
significantly better than that of first graders and they performed at almost ceiling
level in both the one-to-one constant relations and the two-to-one constant relations
class of words. These children have acquired a phonological strategy that allows
them to read words that involve digraphs and double letters. The difference between
frequent words, not-frequent words and non-words is rather small (although some
were significant) for the classes of words that involve constant relations between
graphemes and phonemes. Their performance, however, shows that they have not
yet acquired a more complex strategy for the reading of words that involve one-to-
one variable relations between graphemes and phonemes. Their performance on
some groups of not-frequent words and non-words was at chance level. The finding
that these children performed above chance level in the vast majority of words
(frequent or not) shows that either they have started to acquire a more complex
phonological strategy for the reading of these words or that they use other strategies,
such as inferences from the pronunciation of known words or contextual cues. This
hypothesis is examined in the next two studies.
Lastly, third grade children (8 years old) have already acquired both a simple
sequential strategy for the reading of the one-to-one constant relations class of words
and a more complex phonological strategy for the reading of two-to-one constant
relations class of words. This is very clear from the result that there were no
significant differences between frequent words, not-frequent words and non-words.
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These children performed at above chance level in the one-to-one variable relations
class of words indicating that they have started to use a more complex phonological
strategy for the reading of these words. However, significant differences between
frequent words, not-frequent words and non-words show that even third grade
children have not yet completely acquired this strategy and that they might use other
strategies to read these words.
In the present study, the findings of previous researchers are extended in two ways:
one concerning reading development in general and the second concerning reading
development in Greek In previous studies, it was claimed that children at a certain
stage of their reading development use a decoding strategy which allows them to
read words that do not involve conditional rules (Marsh et al. 1981). In Frith's
(1985) theory, during the alphabetic stage children acquire both simple and complex
phonological rules with simple first and complex later. The present study shows that
phonological strategies are developed over a period of time with a simple one letter
for one sound sequential strategy first, a more advanced sequential strategy which
allows for the reading of digraphs and double letters later and an even more complex
phonological strategy which accounts for the reading of words that involve
conditional rules at the end. This view is consistent with Goswami and Bryant's
(1990) argument that children's phonological awareness develops over time and as
children are taught to read and write.
The present study extends our knowledge of reading development in Greek by
examining the phonological structure of the words in greater detail than in previous
studies (Porpodas, 1993; 1990; Porpodas et a!., 1990). In these studies words were
characterised as regular or irregular, requiring either the use of a phonological
strategy or the use of a visual strategy in reading. The present study has shown that
phonological strategies of different complexity can account for the reading of all
Greek words because in Greek there are different classes of regular words but there
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are no irregular words.
Hypothesis 2: Greek children use phonological units bigger than phonemes in
the first stages of their reading development.
This hypothesis was supported by the data although not with respect to all age
groups. Children from the two younger groups performed significantly worse in the
groups of words with complex syllables than in the words with simple syllables.
This result is consistent with Bryant et al.'s (1989, 1990) findings that English
children in the first stages of reading development rely on onset and rime which are
phonological units bigger than phonemes. This result is also consistent with Aidinis
and Nunes' (1997) finding that both phoneme and syllable awareness make
independent contributions to Greek children's reading.
It has to be noted however, that as children get older the effect of the complexity of
the syllable on reading lessens. By grade three the effect of the complexity of the
syllable disappears and children seem to use phonological analysis at the level of
phonemes at this age. This might be because children develop their phonological
skills through their experience of reading and spelling. This view is consistent with
Goswami and Bryant's (1990) argument that phonological awareness develops from
bigger to smaller units through reading and spelling experience.
Hypothesis 3: All conditional rules are not mastered at the same time.
When the data were examined for each of the three conditional rules separately,
quite a different pattern of results emerged. There were significant differences
between children's performance in the three conditional rules for all the age groups
with the two conditional rules that involve vowel clusters being more difficult than
the cu-u combination. It should be mentioned that the former conditional rules are
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taught in the first grade while the latter is not, although children are taught that these
combinations can be pronounced in two different ways.
A possible explanation for this finding is that children right from the beginning are
taught that two vowels when they appear together in a word are pronounced as one
letter. Later on, they learn that these two vowels can be pronounced separately
although they appear together in the word either because the stress mark is on the
first letter of the digraph or because a diacritic mark called dialitika is on the second
letter of the digraph. The results for the two-to-one constant relations class of words
showed that children, even the younger ones, have no difficulty in reading the words
with digraphs. It takes, however, a considerable amount of time for children to
understand the conditional rules involving these vowel clusters.
In the au-eu combination conditional rule, children of all the age groups seem to
know the two possible pronunciations /af-ef or av-v/ 1 . In order to read these words
children must know either the conditional rule or they must memonse the words'
pronunciations. Frequency has no effect on grade three children's performance
which was at ceiling level for both frequent and not-frequent words. There was,
however, a significant difference between words and non-words. If grade three
children knew the rule then such a difference should not exist. Children's
performance in the non-words was above chance level indicating that these children
did not choose one of the two possible pronunciations by chance but they
consciously read the words using one of the pronunciations. These children either
know the conditional rule but have not yet learned it completely or they have
developed other strategies to cope with the reading of these words. Grade two
children performed above chance level for frequent and not-frequent words for this
conditional rule but they performed at chance level on non-words. This result
indicates that these children do not know this rule or that they have a preliminary
1 No child pronounced these combinations as two separate letters i.e. as tail.
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knowledge of it and they use other strategies to compensate for their incomplete
knowledge. Grade one children are at a similar but even less advanced level than
grade two children.
In the vowel cluster dialitika conditional rule there are, also, two possible
pronunciations: either as a digraph representing one phoneme or as two separate
letters representing two phonemes. In contrast to the au-eu combination conditional
rule, if children are confused on the vowel cluster dialitika conditional rule, they
must know both that two letters represent a digraph and the conditional rule. A child
would not be confused if s/he knows that two letters are pronounced as one phoneme
but s/he does not know that these two letters are pronounced separately under certain
conditions. Children seem to learn digraphs quite fast and easily but then only from
grade two onwards do they start to incorporate this conditional rule. We cannot rule
out, however, the possibility that they use other than a simple phonological strategy
in reading these words, such as contextual cues or inferences from the
pronounciation of known words.
Similar difficulties seem to apply for the vowel cluster tonos conditional rule, which
seems to be the most difficult one. In addition to the difficulties that apply for the
vowel cluster dialitika conditional rule, in this rule children must understand that the
stress mark, apart from marking the most stressed syllable in the word, plays a
different role making two letters that are usually pronounced as one, pronounced
separately. It is clear that children only understand this dimension of the stress mark
from grade three onwards. Younger children performed at chance level when they
were asked to read not-frequent words and non-words involving this rule.
2.IV.c. Conclusions and limitations
Study 1 has shown that Greek children develop their reading ability using simple
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phonological strategies first before they use more complex strategies. There was
evidence that children from different age groups used different strategies in their
reading. Six year old children use a simple, one letter for one sound, sequential
strategy although there is evidence that a more complex strategy for the reading of
words that involve digraphs and double letters has also been acquired by these
children, although not completely. Seven year old children are more advanced than
the six year old but they have not yet completely acquired a strategy that would help
them to read words involving conditional rules. Lastly, the eight year old children
seem to be at a more advanced stage in reading than the two previous groups
because they read a substantial number of words involving conditional rules
correctly. However, their development is not yet completed, since they cannot read
correctly not-frequent words and non-words. In conclusion, reading development in
Greek seems to follow a developmental sequence similar to the English language
despite the fact that the former is phonologically more regular (shallow) than the
latter.
Another interesting finding was that Greek children rely on phonological units
bigger than phonemes, namely syllables, at the beginning of their reading
development. Later, in the third grade, as their phonological ability improves, they
concentrate more on the representation of phonemes.
Lastly, we have preliminary evidence that there is no specific age when children
master conditional rules. Some conditional rules may be masterd faster and more
easily than others. However, more research is needed to explore this claim in more
detail.
Although this study has offered a description of Greek children's reading
development it was limited in looking only at children's reading. Other measures
such as phonological awareness both at the level of syllables and phonemes,
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vocabulary knowledge and verbal intelligence in accordance with longitudinal
designs would offer a more detailed description of this development, together with
causal links between reading development and other factors. Such measures would
help us see the effect of different levels of phonological awareness on reading words
of different difficulty, and to understand better the development of children's
phonological ability and the causes of this development.
Another limitation of the present study is that it does not allow for any interpretation
for the strategies that children use for the reading of words that involve conditional
rules. It is clear that children, especially the younger ones, have difficulty with these
words. How do they read them? Even for the older children it is not clear whether
they are able to read these words because they have learned the conditional rules. It
might be that they use other strategies to read these words, such as inferences from
the pronunciation of known words or other contextual cues. It might be that children
have memonsed their pronunciation. It would also be useful, in order to understand
children's reading development, to see how skilled readers read these words. Thus
tasks need to be developed which examine in greater detail children's and adults'
reading of the words that involve conditional rules and the strategies that are used.
This was the aim of the next two studies.
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CHAPTER 3: STUDY 2
HOW DO GREEK CHILDREN READ WORDS THAT INVOLVE
CONDITIONAL RULES?
3.1. Introduction
The purpose of this experiment is to examine the processes that children and adults
use in reading words that involve conditional rules and to replicate the results of the
previous study that different conditional rules are mastered at different times. In the
previous study it was found that Greek children use a simple sequential strategy
when they start to read and then they develop more complex strategies for the
representation of phonemes. It was also found, that the words that involve
conditional rules pose great difficulty for children in reading. Despite the substantial
amount of words and non-words of this class that was read by children, especially
the older ones, there were significant differences both between different word
classes and between frequent words, not-frequent words and non-words indicating
that children have not completely acquired a complex strategy for the reading of
words that involve conditional rules, even at the age of eight. It was also found that
some conditional rules are mastered earlier than others and more easily. The
question that arose from these results was how children read the words that involve
conditional rules.
According to Marsh's theory of reading development (Marsh et al., 1981), children
can use conditional rules when they are reading, only at the final stage of reading
development, c.e. well after the age often. Goswami and Bryant (1990) appeared to
agree with Marsh's view. More specifically, they state that "we think that Marsh's
claim, that children do not learn complex, conditional orthographic rules till quite
late on, is plausible", and they continue that "there is very little evidence on this kind
of learning" (p. 149). In Frith's theory (1985) phonological rules are learned
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during the second phase of reading development although there is a developmental
sequence with simple phonological rules first and more complex later.
It is thus reasonable to try to see how Greek children read words, the reading of
which depends on conditional rules. More specifically the study will examine three
conditional rules: i) the au-cu combinations, where the second letter of the
combination is pronounced differently depending on the following letter; ii) the
vowel cluster tonos, where a digraph is considered as two separate letters because
the stress mark appears on the first letter of the digraph; and iii) the vowel cluster
dialitika, where a digraph is considered as two separate letters because a diacritic
mark, called dialitika, appears on the second letter of the digraph. These rules were
explained in greater detail in a previous chapter.
It has to be mentioned that the rule for the au-cu combinations is not explicitly
taught till the fifth or sixth grade. Children, from the first grade, are taught that the
two letters, when they appear together they are pronounced either as /af-ef/ or as la y
-evl; they also read a lot of words which contain those two combinations without any
explanation for the importance of the following letter. However, the other two rules
are explicitly taught in the first grade and they appear to be less complex and easier
to generalise. It is easier, for example, to learn that when in a digraph the stress is on
the first letter (e.g. at), or there are two dots on the second letter (e.g. al), then the
two letters must be read separately than that a letter of a combination pronounced as
If! if it is followed by a voiceless consonant or as /vl if it is followed by a voiced
consonant or a vowel. Indisputably, the above claim assumes that children already
know how to read digraphs. Evidence from the previous study showed that children,
even first graders have no problem in reading words with digraphs. It was also found
that the vowel cluster tonos conditional rule was more difficult than the other two
and vowel cluster dialitika was more difficult than the au-cu combinations. The aim
of the present study was twofold: first, to replicate the results of the previous study;
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and second, to examine the psychological processes underlie the learning of the
conditional rules.
A possible strategy that children use in reading words which involve conditional
rules is by making inferences or by analogy to the pronunciation of known words.
Although Marsh and Desberg (1983) claimed that young children do not use the
strategy of analogy spontaneously till the last stage of reading development,
Goswami (1986, 1988a, 1988b, 1990a, 1990b) showed that children, as young as
five, can make analogies in order to read unfamiliar words. There is a caution with
the use of the word analogy here. Goswami's work is in fact about fixed
pronunciations of particular letter sequences. Marsh et al. (1981) viewed this as a
hierarchical rule rather than as analogy because it concentrates on phonological units
such as onset and rime that have fixed pronunciations. According to Marsh et al.'s
(1980) definition, children that use analogy "instead of decoding words they search
for an analogue word and pronounce the unfamiliar word by analogy to the known
word" (p. 343-344).
In contrast to Marsh's view, is the claim that children must possess some decoding
ability in order to be able to read words that share an orthographic pattern with a
known word (Ebri and Robbins, 1992; Bruck and Treiman, 1992; Goswami and
Bryant, 1990). According to this claim, children must be able to segment a word at
least into bigger than phonemes phonological units and then to use these
phonological units to make inferences from the pronunciation of a known word. By
using such a strategy children also develop their phonological skills by
understanding further the relations between graphemes and phonemes (Goswanii and
Bryant, 1990). For example, in English it has been found that onset-rime awareness
help children to read unknown words that share either the onset or the rime with a
known word. There is evidence, however, that children do not use this strategy
spontaneously (Muter et al., 1994; Marsh et al., 1981). In all these studies, children
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either had a clue word in front of them or they had been told that the target words
have been produced by changing one letter from a real word.
The results from study 1 showed that Greek children are using phonological
strategies in their reading. By using these strategies Greek children can read words
that have constant relations between graphemes and phonemes. However, they need
more complex strategies for the reading of words that involve higher order
orthographic rules, such as conditional rules, and even by the age of eight they have
not yet acquired these complex strategies. What processes do Greek children use to
learn these rules? How do adults read words that involve conditional rules? Do, both
children and adults, use the strategy of making inferences from the pronunciation of
known words in order to read unknown words? Do they use this strategy
spontaneously and at what age?
According to Marsh et al. (1981) analogy is an optional strategy even for adults and
its use depends on task factors although this strategy is available by stage four of
reading development. Evidence that both children and adults make inferences from
the pronunciation of known words in order to read unknown words that involve
conditional rules have also obtained in Spanish (Sebastian and Vacciano, 1995). In
this study the words and the non-words that were used involved the pronunciation of
the letters C and G, which depends on the following letter. The non-words that they
used were generated from real words, that were not used in the study, by changing
one or two letters. The non-words were divided into two groups, changed and
unchanged. In the former, the change of the letters of the real word did not influence
the pronunciation of the target letter while in the former the change of the letters of
the real word signified a change in the pronunciation of the target letter. They found
that there were more mispronunciations for the changed non-words than the
unchanged ones indicating that both children and adults use the strategy of analogy
in their reading.
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There are three reasons for caution for the interpretation of these results. Firstly, the
participants of the study had not been asked to read the words from which the non-
words were generated. Consequently, it cannot be concluded that the participants
read the non-words by analogy to real words since there is no indication that they
could read the real words. Secondly, they did not ask the children and the adults to
justify their reading of the non-words. Thus the possibility that they read the non-
words because they knew the conditional rule cannot be rejected although the
difference between changed and unchanged non-words indicates that they did not
know the rule. Lastly, there was no group of non-words that were not analogous to
any real word to see how children and adults would read these non-words. Such a
group of non-words could reveal useful information for the strategies that children
use in reading words that involve conditional rules since an analogy strategy at the
level of whole word could not be used for these words.
The hypotheses to be tested in this study are: I) although conditional rules require
children to use a more complex strategy than a simple sequential strategy when they
are reading, it depends on the nature of the conditional rule - how easy or difficult it
is - and the age in which they will acquire it; and ii) children, at least in the second
and third grades (seven and eight years old), and adults are able to use the strategy of
making inferences from the pronunciation of known words in order to read
unfamiliar words. It was expected that the results of the previous study that some
conditional rules are mastered earlier and easier than some others would be
replicated. It was also expected that second and third graders would read by analogy
the ctu-u combination rule but not the other two rules which was expected to be
already known. For the adults it was expected that they would know all the three
conditional rules.
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3.11. Method
3.11.a. Participants
The participants were 138 children and adults, equally divided between four age
groups: 6 years - grade 1 - (mean age: 6 years and 5 months; range: 6 years one
month - 6 years 11 months); 7 years - grade 2 - (mean age: 7 years and 5 months;
range: 7 years 1 month - 7 years 11 months); 8 years - grade 3 - (mean age: 8 years
and 8 months; range: 8 years I month - 9 years); adults (mean age: 29 years and 4
months; range: 23 years - 45 years 5 months); All the children were attending four
different public schools in the city of Katerini, in North Greece. The children were
selected randomly from the register list. The teacher of each class was asked to
exclude from the list the children who had a serious problem with reading. Six
children (all of them in the first grade) were excluded from the study because they
could not even recognise all the letters of the alphabet. The children who
participated in this study were different from those that participated in experiment 1
although from the same schools and classrooms. All the adults who participated in
the study hold a university degree; the vast majority of them were teachers.
3.11.b. Design
In order to test the above hypotheses, words that involve all the three conditional
rules were included in the study. All the words were taken from children's reading
books and were controlled for frequency (all of them were of low frequency). A total
of 45 words were selected, equally divided between the three conditional rules.
Differences in children's performance on these words will allow us to see if children
master the three conditional rules at different times. A second role of the real words
was to assure us that children know how to read the words from which it was
expected to make inferences. Another 10 real words for each of the three conditional
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rules were selected and were used as control words. For the au-cu combinations,
where the second letter represents either the sound If] or the sound /v/ which can
also be represented by single letters, ten control words that have the letters "cp" and
"n" that represent the sounds If! and fyi were included in order to be sure that
children know these letters. For the two conditional rules that involve vowel clusters
which otherwise represent digraphs, words that contain digraphs were used as
control words, in order to be sure that children can read digraphs. In conclusion,
three lists of 25 real words were produced, one for each conditional rule, with 15
experimental words (that involved the rule) and 10 control words (that did not
involve the rule) randomly mixed.
From these lists of real words the analogous and not-analogous non-words were
generated. The analogous non-words were produced by changing one letter from the
real words. The not-analogous non-words were created to look like real Greek
words, i.e. to have the endings, the syllables and the clusters of letters that could be
found in Greek There were no real words that matched the pronunciation and the
appearance of the not analogous non-words. Analogous and not-analogous non-
words were produced for both the experimental and control words. At the end, for
each conditional rule there were three lists: real words, analogous non-words and
not-analogous non-words.
The list with the real words was read always at the end in order to be sure that
children were not prompted to use analogy. The order of presentation for the three
conditional rules and for the analogous and not-analogous non-words was
systematically varied. If there is no difference between children's performance in
analogous non-words and not-analogous non-words - given that they know how to
read the real words - then Greek children do not make inferences from the
pronunciation of known words to read unknown words.
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After the reading of the three lists of words and non-words of each of the conditional
rules, the experimenter asked the participants to justify their reading of some words
and non-words of the lists. This question was intended to give a clearer indication of
whether the participant knew the conditional rule or they made inferences or
analogies in reading the non-words.
Lastly, a group of adults who read the same words and non-words was included in
order to see the difference in strategies, if there are any, that children and adults use
in reading words that involve conditional rules. Moreover, adults' performance in
this task will allow us to define our expectations for children. If adults do not know
the conditional rule it cannot be expected that children know it.
Each participant, was seen in three sessions and had to read a total of 225 words
and non-words, 75 per session. Words, analogous non-words and not-analogous
non-words for the same conditional rule were given in each session. Adults were
seen only in one session. Table 3.1 sunimarises the design. In total there were 18
variables (total scores) the maximum score of which was 15 (for the experimental
words) and 10 (for the control words), and the minimum was zero. Having all these
variables, comparisons between children's and adults' performance in the three
conditional rules, as well as comparisons between analogous non-words, not-
analogous non-words, and words can be made.
3.11.c. Materials and Procedure
All participants were individually interviewed in a separate room within their school
(for the children) or in their home (for the adults). The participants were asked to
read 9 lists of words and non-words each one consisted of 25 words or non-words,
as described above. Before beginning the reading of the words and non-words the
participants (only the children) were told that some of the words are easy to read but
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Table 3.1
Design of Experiment 2
Conditional rule
Words	 Experimental
Control
Analogous	 Experimental
Non-Words	 Control
Not-Analogous Experimental
Control
au-cu
combinations
15*
10
15
10
15
10
vowel
cluster tonos
15
10
15
10
15
10
vowel cluster
dialitika
15
10
15
10
15
10
*Nijmber of words and non-words used for each list
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some of them are really very hard, even for older people. All participants were also
told that some of the words are not real ones and that is why they do not make sense.
There was no stopping rule and all participants read all the 225 words and non-
words.
At the end of each session (e.g. after the three lists of the au-eu combinations) the
experimenter picked up some non-words from the lists and asked the participants
why they decided to read them in that way (e.g. why they read the non-word
"iauót" as /kaftali/ and not as /kavtalil). The participants' answers were written
on a separate sheet of paper.
Words were written in lower case, font size 16 and were presented on A4 paper,
fifteen per page (the list of words that children read is presented in Appendix 2). The
procedure lasted from 20 to 30 minutes for each participant for the three sessions
and all the interviews were tape recorded. During the interview the experimenter had
a different sheet, similar to the one the child had, and marked the mistakes the
participant made, out of the participant's view.
3.111. Results
The results are described in four sections. In the first section the coding procedure
and the participants' overall performance on the tasks are described. The second
section focuses on the question of whether different conditional rules are mastered at
the same time by comparing participants' performance in the three conditional rules.
In the third section the hypothesis that readers, both beginning and skilled, make
inferences from the pronunciation of known words in order to read unknown words
that involve conditional rules is examined by comparing participants' performance in
the real words, the analogous non-words and the not-analogous non-words.
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Participants' performance in the control words and non-words is also examined in
this section. Lastly, in the fourth sections the participants' justifications are
considered in order to get a clearer view of the strategies that they use in reading of
words that involve conditional rules.
3.ffl.a. Descriptive statistics
The reading of each word was coded as correct (1) and as wrong (0). As in
experiment 1, a value of 2 was given when the participant read the word wrongly but
rapidly corrected him/herself. These late values were recoded as 0, 1, and .5. Three
identical analyses were carried out in order to see whether or not there was a
difference in the results. However, all the three analyses produced identical results.
The results which are presented in this chapter are those with the half point.
Cronbach's Alpha for item analysis on additive scales reliability analysis was
performed for all the items in the lists. The analysis revealed, that all the
experimental items were high reliable (Alpha> .98). The vast majority of control
items had no variance and they were excluded from the analysis.
Total scores for each group of words and non-words (not-analogous non-words,
analogous non-words, and words) were computed. The maximum score possible was
15 for the experimental items and 10 for the control items. The differences between
the mean scores were analysed using Anovas with repeated measures across
categories of words and age/grade level as between participants factor. Mean scores,
standard deviations and distributions were examined and are given in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.1 presents the distribution of scores in the three conditional rules for the
children because there was no variation in adults' scores in the two conditional rules
for the vowel clusters and a very small variation in the au-eu combinations. As we
can see from Table 3.2 the mean scores for each of the three conditional rules show
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Table 3.2
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations for all the Variables
Experimental
au-cu
Combinations Control
Experimental
Vowel Cluster
Tonos	 Control
Experimental
Vowel Cluster
Dialitika	 Control
Words
14.37*
(1.31 )* * *
10* *
(0)
11.78
(4.30)
9.97
(.24)
13.04
(3.46)
9.88
(.35)
Non-Words
Analogous Not-Analogous
13.74	 10.78
(1.93)	 (3.13)
9.97	 9.97
(.27)	 (.34)
10.19	 9.25
(5.34)	 (5.32)
9.97	 9.68
(.17)	 (.61)
12.41	 11.32
(4.45)	 (4.45)
9.77	 9.85
(.63)	 (.36)
score = 15
*	 score = 10
***5j	 deviation in brackets
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Grade 1 (6 years old)
12
.10
0-5	 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45
Score
au-eli	 vowel cluster - - - vowel cluster
combination	 tonos	 dialitika
Grade 2 (7 years old)
18
.	 15
1
0
0-5	 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45
Score
au-au	 vowel cluster - - - vowel cluster
combination	 tonoi	 dialitika
Grade 3 (8 years old)
21
18
15
'S..0
'.9
E 3
0
0-5	 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45
Score
au-eu	 v.w.l .luzt.r - - - v.w.l clut.r
c.mbinati.n	 t.n.s	 dialitika
Figure 3.1
Frequency distribution of scores in each conditional rule
N=34 for each grade; Maximum score 45
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that there are differences between them. Differences between analogous and not-
analogous non-words can also be seen while children's and adults' performance in
the control words is almost at ceiling level.
3.ffl.b. Are different conditional rules mastered at different times?
In experiment 1, it was found that some conditional rules are learned faster and more
easily than others. More specifically, it was found that Vowel-Cluster-Tonos words
were more difficult than Vowel-Cluster-Dialitika words, and both were more
difficult than au-eu combination words. The first analysis in this experiment
attempted to replicate these findings. The hypothesis was that there is a difference in
the level of difficulty between the three conditional rules. Our prediction was that
the difficulty will follow the same course as in experiment 1. Only the scores in the
experimental items were subjected to this analysis because the control words did not
involve conditional rules.
The number of correct responses was subjected to an Analysis of Variance in which
the main factors were age (4: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds, 8 year-olds, and adults) and
conditional rule (3: au-cu combination words, Vowel-Cluster-Tonos words, Vowel-
Cluster-Dialitika words) with repeated measures on the last factor. Mean scores for
each age group are presented in Figure 3.2.
The main term of age was significant (F(3,128)=91.02, p<.001). A subsequent
Newman Keuls test established that all the comparisons were significant (p<.001).
The conditional rule term was also significant (F(2,256)=48.12, p<.001). A post hoc
(Newman Keuls) test showed that Vowel-Cluster-Tonos words were significantly
harder than the other two categories (p<.001), and Vowel-Cluster-Dialitika words
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Figure 3.2
Mean number of words read correctly by conditional rule and age group
Maximum score =45
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were significantly harder than au-cu combination words (p<.001) l . The two-way
interaction age by conditional rule was significant (F(6,256)12.70, p<.001).
The means of the participants' correct responses were explored using the
Newman Keuls post-hoc tests and this revealed that there was no significant
difference between au-cu combinations and vowel cluster dialitika conditional rules
for the third graders (p=8 18). Also, there was no significant difference between
vowel cluster dialitika and vowel cluster tonos conditional rules for the adults (p=1).
For this age group the au-cu combinations conditional rule was significantly harder
than the two other conditional rules (p<.Ol). Thus, the difficulty of each of the
conditional rules is different for different ages. This is clearly demonstrated in
Figure 3.2.
The results of the present experiment replicated the findings of the previous study
that different conditional rules pose different difficulty on children's reading. It was
confirmed that vowel cluster tonos is the most difficult rule for children and the au-
cv combinations the easiest one. Possible explanations for these results have already
been discussed in the previous study and will also be discussed in the discussion
section of this chapter. It was also found that as children get older the differences
between the three conditional rules decrease. In the third grade, for example, there is
no significant difference between the au-cu combinations and the vowel cluster
dialitika conditional rules. As children getting older and they read more words they
develop strategies that help them to read these words and to learn the conditional
rules so as to use them effectively in their reading. It is clear from Figure 3.2 that
adults have acquired all the three conditional rules although in the au-cu
combinations - which was the easiest rule for the children - they performed slightly
worse than in the other two conditional rules.
1 Identical results were obtained when the same analysis were carried out separately for not-analogous non-
words, analogous non-words, and real words.
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In brief, the results of experiment 2 were similar to those of experiment 1, as far as
the differences between the three conditional rules are concerned. The strategies that
children use in reading these words are examined in the next analyses.
3.ffl.c. Do Greek children and adults make inferences or analogies from known
words in order to read unknown words that involve conditional rules?
It was hypothesised that Greek children make inferences from the pronunciation of
known words in order to read words that involve conditional rules. It was also
hypothesised that adults can use conditional rules in their reading because they have
already learned them. It was predicted that children's performance in the analogous
non-words would be better than in not-analogous non-words. It was also predicted
that children would perform better or similarly to the analogous non-words in the
real words because it is was expected that they would use these words as the basis
for their inferences. Significant age differences were also predicted.
It was also hypothesised that participants' performance in the control words would
reach ceiling levels showing that children know. firstly, to pronounce the phonemes
If! and fyi; and secondly, to read words that contain digraphs. Although these control
words and non-words were initially included in the study to provide evidence for
this hypothesis, they were also used to test whether children and adults make
inferences from the pronunciation of known words to read unknown words that do
not involve conditional rules. Thus, it was further hypothesised, that for the control
words, there would be no significant differences between analogous non-words and
not-analogous non-words while differences between words and non-words were
expected. All the control words had constant relations between graphemes and
phonemes. In the previous study it was found that Greek children, right from the first
grade, use a sequential strategy for the reading of words and non-words with
constant relations between graphemes and phonemes quite effectively. It was
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predicted, however, that there would be significant age differences.
In order to test the above hypotheses two identical analyses were carried out and are
reported: the first one, for the words and non-words that involve conditional rules;
and a second for the control words and non-words.
Analysis for the words and non-words that involve conditional rules (experimental
words).
A 4 X 2 X 3 X 3 (age (4: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds, 8 year-olds, and Adults), order of
presentation (2: not-analogous - analogous, analogous - not-analogous), conditional
rule (3: au-cu combinations, vowel cluster tonos, and vowel cluster dialitika) and
group of words (not-analogous non-words, analogous non-words, and words)
Analysis of Variance was carried out, with repeated measures on the two last
factors. Figure 3.3 shows the means for the words, analogous non-words, and not-
analogous non-words for each age group. As can be seen from this Figure the older
the participant the more words and non-words that involve conditional rules can be
read. It can also be seen that all the participants performed better in the analogous
non-words than in the not-analogous non-words. Figure 3.3 also shows that the more
words that a participant read correctly the more analogous and not-analogous words
read.
The main term of age was significant (F(3, 128)=91.02, p<.001). Post hoc (Newman
Keuls) test showed that each older age group performed better than the younger ones
(p<.00l) (see Figure 3.3). The order of presentation term was not significant
(F(1,128).76, p=384). The conditional rule term was significant (F(2, 256)48.12,
p<.001). This analysis has already been presented in the previous section. The group
of words term was significant (F(2,256) =454.47, p<.001). A subsequent Newman
Keuls test revealed that participants performed significantly worse in not-analogous
non-words than in analogous non-words (p<.001), and in analogous non-words than
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Figure 3.3
Mean number of correct responses by age and group of words for the experimental
items
Maximum score =45
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words (p<.001). This is also demonstrated in Figure 3.4. The two way interaction
age by conditional rule was significant (F(6,256)12.7, p<.001). This interaction has
already been analysed in the previous section.
The two way interaction age by group of words was also significant
(F(6,256)=45.93, p<.001). The interaction between conditional rule and group of
words was significant (F(4,512)=43.42, p<.001). The three way interaction age by
conditional rule by group of words was significant (F(12,512)3.54, p<.001). Post
hoc (Newman Keuls) tests showed that for the adults there were no significant
differences between words, analogous non-words and not-analogous non-words for
both the vowel cluster rules. No significant difference between words and analogous
non-words for the adults was also found for the ao-u combinations. No other
interaction was significant.
In sunmiary, the results showed that children use the strategy of making inferences
from the pronunciation of known words in order to read unknown words that involve
conditional rules. The results showed that when a non-word is analogous to a real
word that the child knows, then it is easier for the child to read this non-word than it
is when the non-word has no relation to a real word. By using this strategy children
develop their phonological awareness and at the end they learn these complex
orthographic rules. There are, however, some conditional rules that are not learned
and even adults use the inference strategy to read the words that involve these
conditional rules. This is clearly demonstrated from the difference between
analogous and not-analogous non-words for the au-cu combinations while no such
difference was found for the other two conditional rules. Lastly, an interesting
result is that although for children the easiest conditional rule is the au-cu
combinations for adults this is the most difficult, while in the two other conditional
rules adults performed at ceiling level.
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Figure 3.4
Mean number of correct responses by age and group of words for each conditional
rule for the experimental items
Maximum score = 15
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Analysis for the words and non-words that do not involve conditional rules (control
words).
The analysis for the differences between words and non-words of the different
conditional rules and between the analogous non-words, not analogous non-words
and words that was carried out for the experimental items was performed for the
control items. Because order of presentation was not found to be significant in the
analysis of the experimental items it was excluded from the analysis for the control
items.
A 4 X 3 X 3 (age (4: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds, 8 year-olds, and Adults), conditional
rule (3: control words for the au-cu combinations, control words for the vowel
cluster tonos, and control words for the vowel cluster dialitika) and group of words
(not-analogous non-words, analogous non-words, and words) Analysis of Variance
was carried out, with repeated measures on the two last factors. The differences
between participants' performance in the control words for the three conditional
rules are presented in Figure 3.5. As this Figure shows there were no large
differences between children's and adults' performance in the control words of the
three conditional rules. Figure 3.6 shows the means for the words, analogous non-
words, and not-analogous non-words for each age group. As can be seen from this
Figure there are very small differences between the three groups of words for all the
participants.
The main term of age was significant (F(3,132)3.57, p<.O5). A subsequent
Newman Keuls test indicated that first and second graders performed significantly
worse than adults (p<.O5), while there was no significant differences between the
performances of first, second and third graders and between the performances of
third graders and adults (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5
Mean number of correct responses by age and conditional rule for the control items
Maximum score =30
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Figure 3.6
Mean number of correct responses by age and group of words for the control items
Maximum score =30
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The analysis revealed a significant effect for the conditional rule factor
(F(2,264)=19.38, p<.001). A post hoc (Newman Keuls) test showed that this was
because second graders performed significantly better on the au-eu
combination control words and non-words than in the control words and non-words
for the two vowel cluster conditional rules (p<.001) and significantly better in the
vowel cluster tonos than in the vowel cluster dialitika conditional words and non-
words. There was no significant difference between the perfonnance in the control
words and non-words for the other three age groups. This can be seen in Figure
3.7. The two way interaction age by category of words was not significant
(F(6,264)1 .66, p=. 132).
The group of words term was significant (F(2,264)=3.60, p<.O5). A post hoc
(Newman Keuls) test established that the second graders performed significantly
better in the control words than in the control not analogous non-words in the two
vowel cluster conditional rules (p<.O5) while there were no significant differences
between control words, control analogous non-words and control not-analogous non-
words for the other age groups (see Figure 3.7). The interaction between age and
group of words was not significant (F(6,264)=. 67, p=. 672).
The results for the control words and non-words showed that children when they
have to read words that involve constant relations between graphemes and phonemes
do not use the strategy of making inferences from the pronunciation of a known
word in order to read an unknown word. This is demonstrated by the lack of
significant differences between words, analogous non-words and not-analogous non-
words. Even for the second graders for whom significant differences were found,
these differences were very small. In addition there were no significant differences
between the control items for the conditional rules. This demonstrates that Greek
children use a sequential strategy in reading and words with constant relations
between graphemes and phonemes are very easy for them. Again the significant
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differences between the control items of the three conditional rules that were found
for the second graders were quite small and only for some of the groups of words
(i.e. only for the analogous non-words and not-analogous non-words.
3 .ffl.d. Analysis of the Justifications
As has been mentioned in a previous section, after each participant had completed
the reading of the three lists of analogous non-words, not-analogous non-words and
words for each conditional rule, the experimenter picked up some words that
had been read either correctly or wrongly and asked the participant to justify the
reading of these words. The participants had to justify only their reading of
analogous and not-analogous non-words. Because the justifications that had been
found in au-cu combinations are different from those that had been found in the
two conditional rules that involve vowel clusters they are presented in two
different sections.
3.ffl.d. 1. Justifications for au-cu Combinations
Five types of justifications were used by participants in order to justify their reading
of non-words that contain the au-cu combinations:
1. Guessing or no explanation. This justification was given to participants who
either said that they pronounced the target word by guessing the pronunciation or
they did not give any explanation.
e.g. Maria 6 years 5 months (1st grade): "I read it (the word "apiito") as
/chavrito/ and not as /chafrito/ because I know that sometimes the au is read
as /af/ and some times as /av/. So I chose one of them. Is it the right one?"
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Yiannis 8 years 7 months (3rd grade): "I don't know. Sometimes it is read as
/af/ and sometimes as lay!. I always have trouble with this".
2. Guessing/no explanation for some words and Analogy to a known word for
some other. This second type of justification was assigned to the participants who
said that for some words they guessed the pronunciation or they did not give an
explanation while for others they said that thought of another word that they knew in
order to find the correct pronunciation of the target word.
3. Analogy to a known word. The participants that answered that they thought of
another word in order to read the target word were assigned to this justification. The
difference between this justification and the previous one is that in this justification
for every target word the participant thought of a known word while in the previous
one the participant did this only for some of the target words.
e.g. Kostas 7 years 2 months (2nd grade): "I read it (the non-word "auo?ato;")
as /aftolatos/ and not as /avtolatos/ because I know the word "aftomatos"
which is similar".
4. Analogy to a critical segment of a known word. Participants that were assigned
to this justification said that they had thought of a known word but they only
referred to the segment of this word that contained the au-cu combinations.
e.g. Panayiotis 8 years 9 months (3rd grade): "I read it (the non-word /aurd?.iJ)
as !kaftali/ and not as /kavtalil because I know the word "aftos" (a real word
"auto;") so I know that the "aut" is pronounced as /aft/ and not as lavtl".
5. Knowledge of the rule. Lastly, this justification was given to participants who
said that they knew the rule and stated it.
Figure 3.8 shows that only five adults knew the rule for the au-cu combinations. All
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the other participants either guessed the pronunciation of the non-words or used
analogy. For the not analogous non-words only 17 adults, 12 third graders and 3
second graders said that they thought of a segment of a known word in order to find
the correct pronunciation of the not-analogous non-words. In contrast, 17 adults, 7
third graders, and 1 second grader said that they thought of a segment of a real word
in order to find the correct pronunciation of the analogous non-words.
For the not-analogous non-words 12 adults, 22 third graders, 31 second graders and
34 (all) first graders said that they guessed the pronunciation. Conversely, only 1
adult, 9 third graders, 11 second graders and 23 first graders said that they guessed
the pronunciation of the analogous non-words. In the analogous non-words 11
adults, 16 third graders, 18 second graders and 4 first graders said that they thought
of a known word in order to read the non-word. Another 2 third graders, 4 second
graders and 7 first graders said that sometimes they guessed the pronunciation and
some times they thought of a known word. These two last categories did not appear
in the not-analogous non-words because there was not a real word from which they
could analogise the pronunciation of the non-word.
3.ffi.d.2. Justifications for Vowel Cluster Tonos and Vowel Cluster Dialitika
Only two justifications were found for the vowel cluster (tonos and Dialitika)
conditional rules. In this group of words, the participants either knew the rule and
they stated it or they did not know the rule and they read the vowel clusters as
digraphs. It has to be mentioned that some children who knew the rule read some of
the non-words wrongly. When they were asked to justify their reading they corrected
themselves. Similarly, when children who did not know the conditional rule read
some non-words correctly and they were asked to justify their reading they corrected
themselves and read the vowel cluster as a digraph (i.e. wrongly).As Figure 3.9
shows, only 26 first graders, 8 second graders and 3 third graders did not know the
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Number of participants assigned to each justification by age for the vowel cluster
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vowel cluster tonos conditional rule. For the vowel cluster dialitika conditional rule
only 14 first graders and 3 second graders did not know the rule. Even though
such a large number of children knew those conditional rules, these two categories
of words were the most difficult ones for all the age groups but the adults.
3.IV. Discussion and Conclusions
3. IV. a. Summary of the results
1. There were significant age differences between the four age groups. In
general, younger children performed worse than older children and adults, showing a
developmental progression.
2. There were significant differences between the children's and adults' performance
in the three conditional rules. For children, vowel cluster dialitika conditional rule
was the most difficult one and the au-eu combinations the easiest one. For adults,
the latter was the most difficult (only for the not-analogous non-words) while there
was no significant differences between their performance in the two vowel cluster
conditional rules.
3. There were significant differences between analogous and not-analogous non-
words for children in all the three conditional rules. For adults significant
differences between analogous and not-analogous non-words were found only for
the au-eu combinations.
4. All the children and adults performed better in the real words than in the non-
words (both analogous and not-analogous) showing that they did use these words as
the basis for making analogies in order to read the analogous non-words.
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5. In the control words and non-words children's and adults' performance almost
reached ceiling. The small, although significant differences, for the second graders
are not indicative that these children used the strategy of analogy in the reading of
these words and non-words.
6. Children's and adult's justifications showed that the two vowel cluster conditional
rules are learned quite early. Second and third graders clearly stated the grammatical
rule. The au-eu combinations conditional rule was not learned even by adults. Only
five adults stated the grammatical rules. However, both children and adults used
inferences and analogies to read the non-words that involved this conditional rule
and they clearly stated their strategy.
In the next section, these results are discussed in more detail in relation to each of
the hypothesis of the study.
3.IV.b. Discussion of results
Hypothesis 1: All the conditional rules are not mastered at the same time.
As in the previous experiment there were significant differences between children's
and adults' performance in the three conditional rules. The results confirmed the
hypothesis that different conditional rules are mastered at different time. It was also
revealed that children use different strategies in reading words that involve different
conditional rules. The vowel cluster tonos conditional rule was the most difficult one
for children. From the analysis of justifications, however, it was found that from
second grade onwards the vast majority of children know this conditional rule. Only
eight second graders and three third graders did not know the rule. Vowel cluster
dialitika conditional rule is easier than the vowel cluster tonos but harder than the
au-cu combinations. However, only 14 first graders and three second graders did not
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know this rule. Two possible explanations for these results are offered.
Firstly, when Greek children start reading, in the first grade, they are first taught the
sounds of single letters. What they are taught to do is to associate one letter with one
sound. As has been shown in the first experiment a simple sequential strategy, one
sound for one letter, is used during this period quite effectively. After, the teaching
of the single letters, still in the first grade, the children are taught the digraphs and
double letters. This is in contrast to what they have learn so far. When they are
introduced to digraphs and double letters the children realise that a simple sequential
strategy, one sound for one letter, is not enough for reading. A new, more complex,
sequential strategy that takes into account the two-to-one relations between
graphemes and phonemes is developed by children. It has been shown in the
previous study that even first graders have acquired this strategy since they had no
particular problems in reading words and non-word with digraphs and double letters.
After single letters and digraphs the children are taught that there are some words
where the two letters that represent a digraph are not pronounced as one sound but
separately. A phonological strategy that pays attention to two characteristics must be
used for the reading of these words. Firstly, children have to note whether the two
letters are together in the word. Secondly, they have to note whether the stress mark
is on the first letter or a diacritic mark (dialitika) is on the second letter. If neither of
them is true then the two letters represent a digraph. if one of them is true then the
two letters represent two different phonemes. in order for these procedures to take
place children must know that there are two possibilities for the pronunciation of the
two letters when they appear together: either they represent a digraph or two
different letters. If children do not know one of them there is no need to process the
word using this strategy. However, the results show that young children, even if they
know the two possibilities, cannot pay attention to both characteristics. They usually
stop at the first procedure that controls for the digraphs. It is after the third grade that
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children can take into account both the characteristics and can read both words and
non-words that involve these conditional rules. However, when readers develop this
strategy completely they have no difficulty in reading these words. This is clearly
demonstrated by adults' performance.
A second explanation for these results is that the two clusters represent a digraph
more frequently than they represent two separate letters. Children, especially at the
beginning of their reading development, with limited reading experience, are used to
reading these vowel clusters as digraphs and forget to pay attention to the stress
mark or on the dialitika although they know the conditional rule. As children read
more words that involve the two conditional rules, they start to pay attention to both
the stress mark and the dialitika.
It has to be mentioned that when children who knew the conditional rules for the
vowel clusters were asked to justify their reading of a non-word that was read
incorrectly, they corrected their reading and stated the rule. When children who did
not know the conditional rules were asked to justify their reading of a non-word that
has been read correctly, they changed their reading by saying that these two letters
represent a digraph and not two separate letters.
The results showed that there are significant differences between children's
performance in vowel cluster tonos and vowel cluster dialitika conditional rules.
This result can be explained on the basis of the different functions that each of these
marks serve. Stress is a phonemic distinction in Greek, where two identical
sequences of sounds with different stress are different words (e.g. "vópoç" /nomos/
and "vop.o;" /nomos/, mean "law" and "prefecture" respectively). Its main purpose
is to signify the stressed segment of the word (the segment at which the tone of the
voice must be raised). In the vowel clusters when the stress mark is on the first letter
it indicates that the two letters are pronounced separately while when it is on the
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second letter it indicates that the vowel cluster represents a digraph. The diacritic
mark dialitika, however, has only one function: it appears only in some words and it
indicates that the two letters of a vowel cluster are pronounced separately. The
multiple functions that the stress mark serves in contrast to the one function that the
dialitika mark serves might explain the difference between the two conditional rules
that involve vowel cluster tonos.
A second interesting result is that the au-cu combinations are the easiest conditional
rule for children although grammatically it appears to be rather complex. Firstly, it
has to be mentioned that no child knew this conditional rule. Even adults did not
know this conditional rule. Only five out of 34 stated the rule. Secondly, there are
more words that involve those two combinations than the two vowel clusters where
the two letters are pronounced separately. Hence, children right from the beginning
of their reading development have considerable experience with words that involve
the au-cu combinations which does not happen with the other two conditional rules.
Thirdly, this was the most difficult conditional rule for adults and the only one in
which their performance did not reach a ceiling level. Lastly, in the au-co
combinations children right from the beginning are taught that when those two
letters appear together they are pronounced either as /af/ or as lay!. It might be easier
for children to learn this than to learn that two letters sometimes represent a digraph
and at other times two separate phonemes.
The results of the present study have extended the findings of previous researchers
by indicating that different conditional rules are learned at different times or they
might not be learned at all. This is clearly demonstrated by adults' justifications
showing that only a quite small number of them knew the conditional rule for the
au-co combinations. A discrimination between complex and simple conditional rules
might be possible, indicating that conditional rules are not learned similarly.
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Hypothesis 2. Greek children use the strategy of making inferences or analogies
from the pronunciation of known words in order to pronounce unknown words
that involve conditional rules.
This hypothesis was supported by the data although not with respect to all the age
groups and all the conditional rules. Adults did not use analogy in reading the words
that involved the two conditional rules for the vowel clusters. As it was shown from
their justifications, they have learned these conditional rules. For the ao-u
combinations conditional rule adults did make analogies and inferences from the
pronunciation of known words in reading both analogous and not-analogous non-
words. This is shown from the significant differences between their performance in
analogous non-words and not-analogous non-words.
Their justifications showed that analogies that were based on whole words were
used for the reading of analogous non-words while inferences that were based on
critical segments which were shared by the known word and the unknown non-word
were used for the reading of both analogous and not-analogous non-words. This
second strategy indicates that adults have understood that the letter that follows the
combinations is important for their pronunciation. It is an expression of the
conditional rule. Not all the adults however, used this strategy and this explains the
significant difference between analogous non-words and not-analogous non-words.
This is also indicated in their justifications where 12 adults said that they guessed
the pronunciation of the not-analogous non words, while only one gave this
justification for the analogous non-words.
Almost all the third graders knew the vowel cluster tonos and the vowel cluster
dialitika conditional rules. The significant differences between their performance in
words and non-words indicates that they were not yet able to use them effectively
yet. It is not only the knowledge of the conditional rule that improves their reading
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ability. It might be that reading experience also plays a significant role in children's
learning of conditional rules.
It is clear from the results that the third graders can use the strategy of analogy to
known words in order to read the unknown words. The results for the differences
between analogous and not-analogous non-words clearly support this interpretation.
A clearer indication that third grade children spontaneously use the strategy of
analogy offers the examination of their justifications. Almost half the third graders
that participated in the study clearly stated that they thought of a known word in
order to read the non-word. Some third graders also used the strategy of making
inferences to a segment of a known word in order to read the unknown word. As
with adults, by using this strategy third graders show that they have found a way to
express the conditional rule. However, only 25% of the third graders used this
strategy a result showing that this strategy is acquired from the third grade onwards.
The vast majority of the second graders knew the conditional rules for the vowel
cluster tonos and vowel cluster dialitika. As with third graders the knowledge of the
conditional rules does not mean that they can read any word that involve these
conditional rules. The results showed that these children can spontaneously use the
strategy of making analogies to the pronunciation of known words in order to read
unknown words. These children can make analogies to whole words but they cannot
yet make inferences from a segment of a known word in order to read an unknown
word. Only three second graders said that they used this strategy in reading not-
analogous non-words.
Lastly, the findings of the present study, showed that even first graders can
spontaneously use the strategy of making analogies to the pronunciation of known
words in order to read unknown words. The significant differences found between
their performance in analogous non-words and not-analogous non-words is a clear
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evidence for that.
It has to be noted that children of all the three grades use analogies to the
pronunciation of known words in order to read the non-words even if they did not
say that they thought of a known word in order to read the analogous non-words of
the vowel cluster conditional rules. The significant differences between their
performance in analogous non-words and not-analogous non-words support this
observation. No significant differences between analogous and not-analogous non-
words were found for the control items showing that children do not use this strategy
in reading words that can be read by using a sequential strategy.
The results of the present experiment is inconsistent with Marsh et al.'s (1981) claim
that the strategy of analogy is available by stage four of reading development. The
findings of the present study showed that even first grade children can spontaneously
use the strategy of analogy in reading. The findings of the present study do not
support their claim that analogy is an optional strategy even for adults and its use
depends on task factors. The results of the present experiment extended those of
previous researchers by showing that readers do not only use analogies to whole
words or to phonological segments such as syllables or onset-rime. Segments that
include part of one syllable and part of another syllable can also be used in reading.
3.IV.c. Conclusions and limitations
Study 2 has shown that Greek children do not learn all the complex orthographic
conditional rules at the same time. There are conditional rules that are not learned
even by adults. Even conditional rules that are learned by children quite early they
are not used effectively till quite late. It is not only the rule that children have to
learn. The rule is a grammatical statement that can be memonsed. What is important
is the psychological processes that children use in order to learn the rule. Children
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must develop a complex phonological strategy in order to accomplish the rule.
This study provides evidence that readers as young as six years old can make
analogies to whole words in order to read an unknown word. This process in relation
to reading experience helps children to develop a complex strategy necessary for the
reading of words that involve conditional rules. There are, however, conditional
rules for which such a strategy is not developed at all. Although readers do not learn
the grammatical statement for these rules they develop strategies that allow them to
express the rule in their own way. The finding that readers from the third grade
onwards use the strategy of making inferences from a critical segment of a known
word in order to read a non-word supports this claim.
Lastly, this study provides preliminary evidence that children do not use the strategy
of analogy in reading words with constant relations between graphemes and
phonemes. For these words a simple sequential strategy is used by children quite
effectively.
Although this study has offered evidence for the strategies used by readers in reading
words that involve conditional rules it was limited to only children's reading. Other
measures such as phonological awareness, morphological awareness, vocabulary
knowledge and verbal intelligence in accordance with longitudinal designs could
give a clearer picture of how children learn conditional rules. Such a study could
also provide some explanations for the learning of conditional rules and the factors
that influence this learning. Also a study with more control words could provide
stronger evidence that readers use the strategy of analogy only for the reading of
difficult words.
Another limitation of the present study is that it does not rule out the possibility that
readers use strategies other than analogy in reading words that involve conditional
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rules. Thus tasks need to be developed which examine the use of other than a
sequential or an analogy strategy, e.g. the use of contextual rules, for the reading of
words of different difficulty. The next experiment aimed to examine this possibility.
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CHAPTER 4: STUDY 3
WHEN DOES LINGUISTIC CONTEXT IMPROVE CHILDREN'S WORD
READING?
4.!. Introduction
The aim of this experiment is to test whether Greek children use contextual cues in
reading and for which words. Two opposing views exist in the literature about
children's reading. According to the first, children at the beginning of their reading
development use their phonological awareness to decode words and to read them.
There is evidence that the phonological skills of the children are strongly related to
their reading (Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Bryant et a!., 1990; Goswami and Bryant,
1990). According to the second view, what matters in reading is meaning. The
reader uses the semantic information from the text in order to generate hypotheses or
guesses about the text yet to be encountered. Children use contextual cues to infer
the meaning of words which otherwise they cannot decipher (Goodman, 1967, 1982;
Smith, 1979, 1994). As Goodman argues learning to read is a "psycholinguistic
guessing game".
In more recent studies (Tunmer et a!., 1988; Tunmer & Hoover, 1992; Rego &
Bryant, 1993; Tunmer & Chapman, 1995) it has been suggested that language
prediction skills enable children to use contextual cues in combination with
incomplete graphophonemic information in order to identify unfamiliar words.
Tunmer and colleagues hypothesise that linguistic context is most useful for non-
expert readers (beginning and backward readers) who guess rather than read the
word and might not recognise it on its own; expert readers rely less on linguistic
context for word identification. It may be a strategy that plays a lesser part in
reading as children become better readers.
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Tunnier and Chapman (1995, experiment 2) examined the contributions of
phonological recoding ability and language prediction skill to the identification of
unfamiliar exception words in underdetermining sentence context. They gave
children exception words to read (e.g. stomach) presented both in isolation and in
sentence context. They found that year two and year three children performed better
when the words were presented in context rather than in isolation. They also found a
significant effect of frequency. What is implicit in Tunmer and Chapman's study is
that there is no effects of contextual facilitation for regular words. All the words that
were used in this experiment were irregular words. It is possible that the reading of
words that can be characterised as regular but cannot be read on the basis of one-to-
one correspondence rule (e.g. words that involve digraphs and conditional rules)
may also benefit from context.
In the above experiment the sentence context was read to children by the
experimenter because less skilled readers with inefficient word recognition processes
may not use prior sentence context. The target word was always at the end of the
sentence. Thus, words presented in a sentence context were exposed for longer than
words in isolation as the experimenter read the sentence. A list of non-words of
similar difficulty could be used as controls for this longer exposure; gains from
reading words in context had to be significantly above those obtained for the control
non-words.
A more general hypothesis is suggested and is examined in the present experiment:
that the use of context in reading depends both on the skill of the reader and the
difficulty of the word. Young children might not rely on context to improve their
accuracy when reading easier, regular words but might show benefits from context
when the word cannot be read on the basis of simple one-to-one correspondence. In
contrast, expert readers might not depend on context to increase accuracy even when
reading more complex words. Thus it should be possible to observe within-subject
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and between-subject variation in the use of linguistic context for word reading.
In study 1 it was found that Greek children (even six years old) use quite effectively
a sequential strategy in reading. There are, however, some words that cannot be read
on the basis of a simple sequential strategy and children even at the age of eight have
not yet developed a complex phonological strategy for the reading of these words.
These words, although they cannot be characterised as irregular (Treiman, 1993),
involve complex contextual rules which violate the one letter for one sound rule.
Therefore, if the hypothesis that the use of contextual cues in reading depends on
both the skill of the reader and the difficulty of the word, the reading of regular
words with one-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes, which
poses the least difficulty for beginning readers, should show significantly less
benefit from presentation in context than the reading of words which involve
complex contextual rules.
4.11. Method
4.11. a. Participants
102 children were participated in this study. The children were equally divided
between three age groups: 6 years - grade I - (mean age: 6 years 5 months; range: 6
years one month - 6 years 11 months); 7 years - grade 2- (mean age: 7 years 6
months; range: 7 years 1 month - 7 years 11 months); and 8 years - grade 3 - (mean
age: 8 years 7 months; range: 8 years 1 month - 9 years). All the children were
attending four different public schools in the city of Katerini, in Northern Greece.
Children were selected randomly from the register. The children who participated in
this study were different from those that participated in the first two studies,
although they were from the same schools and the same classrooms. The teacher of
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each class was asked to exclude from the list the children who had serious problems
with reading. Six children were excluded from the study (all of them from the first
grade) because they could not even recognise all the letters of the alphabet. Testing
took place in March and April, that is the end of the second term of the school year.
4.11. b. Design
Children from the three first grades were included in the study. In studies 1 and 2, it
was found that children in these three grade levels differ significantly in their
decoding skills. If the use of context in reading depends on the skill of the reader
then improvement in word reading in context must be higher for each younger
group.
A reading task was developed that comprised 58 words and 58 non-words randomly
mixed in a list. Both words and non-words were presented in isolation and in the
context of a sentence. The words were divided into three classes: a) words with one-
to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes (10); b) words with
two-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes (24); and c) words
with one-to-one variable relations between graphemes and phonemes (24). If the use
of context in reading depends on the difficulty of the word then significant
differences between the three classes of words must be found.
All the words used in the study were selected from the reading books of the four
initial grades of the pnmaly school and were controlled for frequency. Because there
are no frequency counts for Greek, eveiy word from the books was entered in the
computer. Frequency tables for each word were produced for each grade level. Not-
frequent were counted the words that appeared less than twice in the books of each
grade. Because in study 1 it was found that children (even first graders) had no
difficulty in reading words that have one-to-one constant relations between
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graphemes and phonemes only ten words of this class were included in the task
The non-words were distributed, similarly to the words, amongst three classes. They
were created to look like real Greek words, i.e. to have the endings, the syllable
types and the clusters of letters that can be found in Greek. There were no real words
that matched the pronunciation and the appearance of the non-words. Non-words
were included in the study as controls for the length of exposure. Words in context
were exposed longer than words in isolation because the child had to read only the
target word while the rest of the sentence was read by the experimenter. To show
genuine effects of context, improvement in reading words in context must be greater
than that observed for non-words in context: non-words in a sentence benefit from
the same length of exposure but not from linguistic context. Table 4.1 summarises
the design.
The sentences were constructed to give some clue for the target word but without
specifying a particular word. For example, in the sentence "Tom and Mary played
football" where the target word is "football", the meaning of the sentence gives some
clue that the word must be some kind of game but it does not specify which game. In
all sentences the target word or non-word was always at the end of the sentence. In
order to be sure that the sentence contexts were underdetermining ones, the 116
sentences were presented in a different sample of 15 children (five from each age-
group) as an oral close task In this task the experimenter said the sentence to the
child without the target word, and the child had to supply the word that s/he thought
fitted with the meaning of the sentence. The average predictability of the 58 target
words was 7.4% which is below the naturally occurring rate of predictability of 10%
for content words in running text (Gough, 1983).
The order of presentation of the words and non-words in isolation and words and
non-words in sentence context was counterbalanced across children at each grade
Words
Non-Words
1010
2424
2424
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Table 4.1
Design of Experiment 3
One-to-one
constant relations
Two-to-one
constant relations
One-to-one
variable relations
One-to-one
constant relations
Two-to-one
constant relations
One-to-one
constant relations
word reading
10*
24
24
word in sentence
Context
10
24
24
* Number of words used for each variable
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level. Using this procedure any effects of prior exposure to the same words can be
controlled, although Adams and Huggins (1985) found that the effects of prior
exposure on children's reading were small.
4.11.c. Materials and Procedure
All children were individually interviewed in a separate room in their school in two
sessions. Each session consisted of reading 116 words and non-words presented
either in a sentence context or in isolation and lasted 5 to 15 minutes. All the
children read both the words and the sentences. The second session occurred one
week after the first session.
One-to-one constant relations words. Words that have one-to-one constant relations
between graphemes and phonemes were included in this class of words. The words
of this class were equally distributed between two groups: a) those that have simple
syllabic structure; and b) those that contain complex syllables.
Two-to-one constant relations words. Words that involve digraphs and double letters
were included in this class of words and were equally distributed between three
groups: a) those that have a digraph; b) those that have a consonant digraph followed
by a single consonant and because of that have a complex syllable; and c) those that
have a double letter.
One-to-one variable relations words. Words that involve conditional rules were
included in this class of words and were equally divided into three groups: a) words
that involve the au-cu combinations conditional rule; b) words that involve the
vowel cluster tonos conditional rule; and c) words that involve the vowel cluster
tonos dialitika conditional rule. The three conditional rules have been explained in
previous chapters.
Non-words were created so that to present all the variations applied to the real
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words.
When the children were asked to read the words and non-words in isolation the
following instruction was used: "Today, I want you to read some words. Some of
them are easy to read but some of them are really hard, even for older people. Some
of them are not real words that's why they do not make sense. Try your best to work
out what the word is". There was no stopping rule and all the children read all the
words and non-words.
When the words and non-words were presented in the context of a sentence the
children were told: "Here are some sentences. I want you to read silently along with
me as I read the sentence to you. In each sentence there is going to be one word that
I am going to point to and ask you to read". Then the procedure was exactly the
same as for the words in isolation.
Words in isolation and words in sentence context were presented in lower case, in
font size 16 on A4 paper, fifteen per page (the list of the words and non-words that
children read is presented in Appendix 3). All interviews were tape recorded. During
the interview the experimenter had a different sheet, similar to the one the child had,
and he marked the mistakes that the child made, out of the child's sight.
4.111. Results
The results are presented in three sections. In the first section the coding procedure
and children's overall performance are presented. The second section concentrates
on replicating the results of Experiment 1 that the three classes of words and non-
words pose different difficulty on children's reading requiring the use of different
strategies by comparing children's performance in the classes of words and non-
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words. In the last section the hypothesis that the use of context depends on both the
reading ability of the reader and the difficulty of the word is examined by comparing
children's performance in the words and non-words read in isolation and in the
context of a sentence.
4.ffl.a. Descriptive Statistics
The data that have been obtained were coded as correct (1) and as wrong (0). As
with the previous experiments (1 and 2), a value of 2 was given to the children that
corrected themselves straight after their first attempt at reading the target word / non-
word. These 2 values were recoded as 0, 1, and .5. The three identical analyses that
were carried out produced similar results. Hence, the decision was to present here
the results of the analysis in which the 2 values were recoded as .5.
Cronbach's Alpha for item analysis on additive scales reliability analysis was carried
out for the items in the list. The analysis showed that all the items - except words
and non-words with constant relations between graphemes and phonemes which had
no variance - were high reliable (Alpha >. 97).
Total scores for each group of words and non-words presented both in context and in
isolation were computed. The maximum score possible was 24 for the two-to-one
constant and one-to-one variable relations words and non-words and 10 for the one-
to-one constant relations words and non-words; adjusted scores were used in the
analyses in which these variables were included). The differences between the mean
scores were analysed using Anovas with repeated measures across categories of
words, and age as between factor. Mean scores, standard deviations and distributions
were examined. Mean scores and standard deviations are given in Table 4.2. As it
can be seen from this Table children's performance in the one-to-one constant and
two-to-one constant relations words and non-words was quite high both when the
One-to-one
Constant Relations
Two-to-one
Constant Relations
One-to-One
Variable Relations
One-to-one
Constant Relations
Two-to-one
Constant Relations
One-to-One
Variable Relations
Words
Non-
Words
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Table 4.2
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations for all the Variables
word reading
9.82***
Total	 (.41)
50.42	 23.35**
(7. 12)* (.88)
Total	 17.24**
93.36	 (6.37)
(13.70)	 9.62***
Total	 (.65)
42.94	 22.42**
(7.31)	 (1.66)
10.91**
(5.92)
word in sentence context
9.89***
Total (.31)
53.33 23.56**
(5.07) (.83)
Total	 19.88**
96.23	 (4.40)
(11.94)	 9.60***
Total (.68)
42.90 22.25**
(7.63) (1.88)
1 1.05**
(5.97)
* Standard Deviation in Brackets
** Maximum Score =24
Maximum Score = 10
Maximum total score for words and non-words = 58
Maximum total score for word reading and word in sentence context = 116
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words and non-words were presented in isolation and in the context of a sentence.
For the one-to-one variable relations words and non-words children performed
worse than the other two classes. Context seems to improve children's reading of
this class of words while the difference between words presented in isolation and
words presented in context is not large for the other two classes. Figure 4.1 present
the distribution of scores in the task As can be seen from this Figure the distribution
of scores is approximately normal and this indicates that a good level of
discrimination was obtained.
4.ffl.b. Are words that require simple sequential strategies mastered earlier than
words that require more complex phonological strategies?
The analysis presented in this section was carried out in order to replicate the results
of study 1. In this study it was found that Greek children acquire first a simple
sequential strategy and later on they develop more complex strategies. This
conclusion was based on the significant differences between children's performance
in the reading of words of different classes. The prediction is that children's
performance will follow a similar pattern in this experiment showing significant
differences between children's performance in the one-to-one constant, two-to-one
constant and one-to-one variable relations classes of words.
A 3 X 3 X 2 (age (3: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds & 8 year-olds), class of words (3:
one-to-one constant relations, two-to-one constant relations & one-to-one
variable relations) and type of words (2: words and non-words) Analysis of Variance
was carried out, with repeated measures on the last two factors. Mean scores are
presented in Figure 4.2. As can be seen from this Figure children performed better in
words with constant relations than in words with variable relations between
graphemes and phonemes. It can also be seen that children's performance improved
with age.
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Figure 4.1
Frequency distribution of scores by condition for each age group
N=34. Maximumscore=116
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Figure 4.2
Mean number of correct responses by grade and class of words
Maximum score =96
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The main term of age was significant (F(2,99)44.11, p<.001). Post hoc (Newman
Keuls) test revealed that all the comparisons were significant (p<.0O1). The class of
words factor was also significant (F(2,198)=5 11.46, p<.001). A subsequent Newman
Keuls test showed that one-to-one variable relations words were significantly harder
than the other two categories of words (p<.O01), and two-to-one constant relations
words were significantly harder than one-to-one constant relations words (p<.001).
This is also illustrated in Figure 4.3. The two-way interaction age by category of
words was also significant (F(4,198)40.81, p<.00l). The analysis showed that non-
words were significantly harder than words (F(1,99)=555.87, p<.001). Figure 4.3
demonstrates this result. The class by type of words interaction was significant
(F(2,99)=15.40, p<.00l). The two way interaction between class of word and type of
words was also significant (F(2,198)=507.31, p<.00I). Lastly, the three way
interaction age by class of word and by type of words was significant
(F(4,198)=94.83, p<.001). Post hoc (Newman Keuls) test showed that there was no
significant difference between one-to-one constant relations words and non-words
for the third graders (p=.056).
The results of the present experiment replicated those of experiment 1 for the
differences between the different classes of words. These results showed that Greek
children, by age three, have completely acquired a sequential strategy that allows
them to read words and non-words with constant relations between graphemes and
phonemes. However, even grade three children have not yet acquired completely a
complex phonological strategy that would allow them to read words and non-words
that involve conditional rules. Children's development shows a developmental
progression. This is clearly demonstrated by the significant age differences. As
children develop, their decoding skills (as they can be seen in children's
performance in non-words) they use more complex strategies for their reading. A
developmental sequence from simple to complex rules is evidenced from the
significant differences between children's performance in the different classes of
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Mean number of correct responses by class of words and condition for each age
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words and non-words.
4.ffl.c. Does the effect of context in reading depend on the skill of the reader and the
difficulty of the word?
It was hypothesised that Greek children use contextual cues in reading but the effect
of context in reading depends both on the skill of the reader and the difficulty of the
word. It was expected that younger children would benefit more from context than
older children. It was also expected that the effect of context would be larger for
more difficult words (e.g. for two-to-one constant relations and one-to-one variable
relations words). A significant interaction between word class and readers' age was
also predicted. It was also predicted that improvement in reading words in context
would be greater than that observed for non-words in context.
Mean numbers of correct responses were subjected to a mixed Analysis of Variance
in which the age (3: 6 year-olds, 7 year-olds, 8 year-olds) was the between subjects
factor and class of words (3: one-to-one constant, two-to-one constant and one-to-
one variable), condition (2: words in isolation, words in context) and type of words
(2: words, non-words) were the within subjects factors. Mean score are presented in
Figure 4.4. This Figure shows that children performed better when the words were
presented in the context of a sentence than when in isolation. For the non-words
there are small differences between non-words in isolation and non-words in a
sentence context with children performing better in the former than in the latter.
The main term of age was significant (F(2,99)=44. 11, p<.00l). A subsequent post
hoc (Newman Keuls) test established that all the comparisons were significant (see
Figure 4.4). The class of words term was significant (F(2,198)511.46, p<.001) and
the two way interaction age by class of words was also significant (F(4,198)40.81,
p<.001). This analysis has been presented in more detail in the previous section. The
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words
non-words
Figure 4.4
Mean number of words read correctly by age and condition for words and non-
words
Maximum score = 58
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analysis showed that words presented in isolation were significantly harder than
words presented in sentence context (F(1,99)=555.87, p<.001). The age by condition
interaction was significant (F(2,99)=15.40, p<.001). This can also be seen in Figure
4.4. Children performed significantly better in words than in non-words
(F(1,99)=36.68, p<.001). The two way interactions age by type of words and class
of words by type of words were significant (F(2,99)=1 1.37, p<.001 and
F(2,198)=45.55, p<.00l). The three way interaction age by class of words by type of
words was also significant (F(4,198)=5.32, p<.001). The differences between
children's performance in the three classes of words and between words and non-
words were explored in the previous section.
The two way interactions, class of words by condition and type of words by
condition were significant (F(2,198)=507, p<.001 and F(1,99)75.95, p<.00l,
respectively); the three way interaction class of words by type of words by condition
was significant (F(2,198)=41.40, p<.001). These interactions were explored using
post hoc (Neuman Keuls) tests. The results showed that there were no significant
differences between words in isolation and words in sentences for the one-to-one
constant relations class of words. However, significant differences between words in
isolation and words in sentence context were found for the two-to-one constant and
one-to-one variable relations classes of the words (p<.O5 and p<.001 respectively).
The results also showed that there were no significant differences between non-
words presented in context and non-words presented in isolation for any of the three
classes of words (p=. 707 for the one-to-one constant relations non-words; p=. 186 for
the two-to-one constant relations non-words; and p=561 for the one-to-one variable
relations non-words). These interactions are presented in Figure 4.5.
The three way interactions age by class of words by condition and age by word type
by condition were significant (F(4,l98)47.4l,p<.00l and F(2,99)17.28, p<.001)
respectively). Post hoc (Newman Keuls) tests showed that there were no significant
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Figure 4.
Mean nwnber of words read correctly by condition for the three classes of words
and non-words
Maximum score =24
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differences between non-words in isolation and non-words in sentences for any of
the three age groups in any of the three classes of words. Post hoc tests also showed
that for the first and second graders only in the one-to-one variable relations class of
words there were significant differences between words presented in isolation and in
sentence context (p<.001 and p<.O05 respectively). For the first graders there were
no significant differences between words in context and words in isolation for the
one-to-one constant relations class of words (p—.O56) but there were significant
differences for the two-to-one constant relations and one-to-one variable relations
classes of words (p<.01 and p<.00l respectively). Figure 4.6 presents these
interactions.
Lastly, the four way interaction age by class of words by condition by type of words
was significant (F(4,198)2l .51, p<.001).
In summary, the results showed that in reading words with constant relations
between graphemes and phonemes children do not use contextual cues. These words
can be easily read by a simple sequential strategy. However, when the decoding
skills required for the reading of a word surpass those available to the reader, as in
the one-to-one variable relations words, children use contextual cues in reading. The
significant interaction between age and condition showed that younger children
benefited more from context than older children. Lastly, a genuine effect of context
on word reading was demonstrated since there were no significant differences
between non-words in isolation and non-words in sentences.
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Figure 4.6
Mean number of words read correctly by condition and age for the three classes of
words
Maximum score =24
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4.IV. Discussion and Conclusions
4.JV.a. Summary of the results
1. Words and non-words with one-to-one constant relations between graphemes and
phonemes were easier than words with two-to-one constant relations and words with
one-to-one variable relations. The latter class of words was the most difficult one for
children of all the grade levels. Children's performance in all the grade levels was
quite high in the classes of words and non-words that involve constant relations
between graphemes and phonemes but not in the class of words and non-words
that involve conditional rules. There was no significant difference between words
and non-words for the first graders in the one-to-one constant relations class of
words. Significant age differences were found.
2. In general children performed better when the words were presented in a sentence
context than in isolation.
3. There was no-significant difference between words with one-to-one constant
relations presented in isolation and in context for all the age groups.
4. There were significant differences between words with two-to-one constant
relations presented in isolation and in context for the first graders but not for the two
older age groups.
5. Younger children benefited more from context. The effect of context was greater
for more difficult words than for easier words with a significant interaction between
age, class of words and context.
6. Lastly, there were no significant differences between non-words presented in
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context and in isolation.
In the next section these results are discussed in more detail in relation to each of the
hypotheses of the study.
4.IV.b. Discussion of the results
Hypothesis 1: Reading acquisition in Greek shows a developmental progression
from simple to complex rules.
The hypothesis was supported from the data. As in study 1, Greek children right
from the beginning of schooling use a simple sequential strategy in reading. Words
that have constant relations between graphemes and phonemes and can be read on
the basis of the one letter for one sound rule are the easiest one for children.
Children's decoding skills continue to develop and a more complex phonological
strategy is adopted for the reading of words that have digraphs and double letters.
Although in these words there are constant relations between graphemes and
phonemes the one letter for one sound rule is not applicable since two letters
represent one sound. By third grade children have almost completely acquired this
more complex phonological strategy.
Children's decoding skills do not seem to have reached the point at which words that
involve more complex conditional rules can be read. Even third graders had great
difficulty in reading words and non-words of this class. However, grade three
children are more advanced than the two younger age groups. These results are
consistent with Goswami and Bryant's view that phonological awareness develops
through reading and spelling experience. These results replicated the results of study
1.
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Hypothesis 2: The effects of context in reading depends both on the skills of the
reader and the difficulty of the words.
The results supported the hypothesis of an interaction between word reading ability
and the difficulty of the word on the use of context for accuracy of word
recognition. Children's reading improved significantly as a function of context only
when difficult words were presented and this effect was strongest with the younger
children.
Context had no effect on the reading of words with invariant spelling patterns even
for the six year olds. Greek children right from the beginning of schooling have
developed their decoding skills so as to be able to read almost all the words with
one-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes. However, first
graders' decoding skills have not yet been developed to a point that words with two-
to-one constant or one-to-one variable relations between graphemes and phonemes
can be read. Context has an effect on the reading of these words although not
similar: the effect of context is greater on the reading of the latter words than of the
former.
Seven and eight year old children have developed their decoding skills even more
than six year olds. These children can decode words that involve one-to-one and
two-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes. Context has no
effect on children's reading of these words. However, context has an effect on their
reading of words with variable but predictable spelling patterns. The effect of
context in reading these words is greater for the seven year old than for the eight
year old children, showing that the decoding skills of the latter age group have
developed even further.
The results of the present experiment are consistent with Tunnier and Chapman's
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(1995) results that linguistic context is most useful for non expert readers (beginning
or backward readers) who guess rather than read the word and might not recognise it
on its own. The results are also consistent with Rego and Bryant's (1993) view that
both children's phonological skills and their sensitivity to the context have an effect
on their progress in reading.
In the present study, the findings of previous researchers are extended by showing
that context has an effect not only on words with variant unpredictable spelling
patterns but also on words with invariant and variant but predictable spelling
patterns. In the previous studies the effect of context in word recognition was shown
by using only irregular words. In the present study no irregular words were used
because there are no irregular words in Greek Instead regular words that involve
different relations between graphemes and phonemes were used and it was found
that context has an effect on regular words with variable but predictable spelling
patterns. In the present study it was also shown that the effect of context in word
reading cannot be attributed to the longer exposure of the word when it was
presented in context than in isolation. There were no significant differences between
non-words presented in context and in isolation.
4.IV.c. Conclusions and limitations
Study 3 replicated and extended the results of study 1. In study 1, significant
differences between the reading of words of different classes were found. However,
the tasks of study 1 did not allow for an examination of the use of an alternative to a
phonological strategy by children for the reading of words that were found to pose
great difficulty in reading. The significant differences between words presented in
isolation and words presented in sentence context observed in the present study
show that children when encountering words that they cannot decode do use other
than phonological strategies which results in an improvement of their reading. In this
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study it was shown that the greater the level of the complexity in the graphical
representation of phonological sequences, the greater the skill required from the
reader. When the decoding skills required surpass those available to the reader,
partial decoding can be supported by the use of linguistic context.
Although the present study has offered a good description of reading development in
Greek and of the strategies that children use in reading it was limited in looking only
at children's reading. Although, children's decoding skills can be observed by
looking at their performance in non-words, measures of phonological and linguistic
awareness might help us to understand the relation between phonological and
linguistic skills and reading better.
In this and in the previous studies the development of reading in Greek has been
examined. Reading Greek has been found to be easier than spelling (Porpodas,
1990), because in spelling there are one to many correspondences between
phonemes and graphemes. Spelling is not always predictable from phonology but it
becomes more predictable when conditional rules based on morphology are
considered, though some difficulties still remain. The predictability of pronunciation
from print suggests that morphology may play a minimal role in reading although
spelling might be a different matter. The use of phonological and morphological
strategies in spelling Greek are examined in the next study.
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CHAPTER 5: STUDY 4
MORPHOLOGICAL STRATEGIES IN SPELLING
5.!. Introduction
In this chapter the processes involved in the acquisition of morphological spellings
are examined. It is proposed that morphological spelling strategies are necessary for
spelling in Greek In spelling, similar to reading, children use first simple strategies
and later add more sophisticated strategies (Nunes et al., 1997; Bryant et aL, 1997).
According to theories of literacy development children go through an alphabetic
stage where they learn the basic relationships between letters and sounds and later
they reach a more advanced orthographic stage where the higher order, more
sophisticated aspects of the nature of the written language are learned (Marsh et al.,
1981; Frith, 1985).
Evidence for the existence of an alphabetic stage in spelling comes from the work of
Read (1986) and Treiman (1993). In these studies of children's invented spelling it
was shown that children concentrate on alphabetic rules when they begin to spell
and they tend to represent the sounds of words phonetically. But learning to spell is
not just a matter of representing sounds by letters. Although important, this is only a
part of becoming literate. Another fundamental part in learning to spell is the link
between morphology and script (Bryant et al., 1997; Nunes et a!., 1997). In many
alphabetic scripts it is impossible to learn to read and spell without taking into
account another kind of building block used to form words, the morphemes.
There is a great deal more evidence for the role of morphemes in adult reading than
in children's reading or spelling (Morton, 1982; Murel and Morton, 1974, Taft,
1991; Caramazza et al., 1988). According to the multi-level model of processing
proposed by Taft (1991), words are visually processed passing through other smaller
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units such as syllables and morphemes. According to Nunes and Biyant (1998) a
lexical route that works in this way is important for reading and spelling acquisition
because it allows children to read or spell novel words which cannot be processed in
a lexical route that operates at the level of whole words because in this case every
word must have its own representation acquired through specific past experience. In
contrast, in a lexical route that operates at the level of morphemes a child who
knows that the word "play" is a verb and encounters the word "played", for example,
for the first time can recognise the word because the child would have the lexical
representation for "play" and a lexical representation for "ed" which is an
inflectional morpheme for past verbs (Caramazza et al., 1988).
In recent years some studies have shown how important it is for children to
understand the connection between grammar and spelling (Nunes et al., I 997a, b,
and c; Bryant et a!., 1997a, and b; Totereau et al., 1997). These studies also revealed
that this acquisition is not simple and happens over an extended period of time.
Nunes et al. (1997), for example, have examined English children's use of the
grammatical morpheme "ed" in their spelling. They found that children's acquisition
of "ed" follows a developmental sequence which was described in a five stage
developmental model in which the five stages were: pre-phonetic, phonetic, a third
stage in which children overgeneralised the "ed" ending to non-verbs; a fourth stage
in which children generalised the "ed" ending to irregular past verbs, and a last stage
in which children wrote "ed" only on the past tense regular verbs.
Bryant et al (1997) have proposed that there are three kinds of link between
morphology and writing: (a) deciding between two or more acceptable spelling
sequences (e.g. in English, the ending /ks/ can be spelled either as "x" if the word is
a singular noun or "cks" if the word is a plural noun); (b) spelling silent morphemes
(e.g. in French "maison and maisons" are pronounced the same but are spelled
differently because the second case is a plural noun while the first case is a singular
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noun); and (c) conventional spellings for morphemes which flout letter-sound
correspondence rules (e.g. the "ed" morpheme for the past tense regular verbs is
always spelled the same but it is pronounced as It!, Id!, or lid! in different verbs).
In Greek, morphology is the key to deciding between alternative spellings for word
endings. For example, many words end in the sound hi and this ending can be
spelled in one of four ways - with single letters "ii, t" or with digraphs "oi, &t".
Feminine singular nouns and adjectives take the first of these spellings (e.g. 11),
neuter singular nouns the second (e.g. t), masculine plural nouns and adjectives the
third (e.g. ot), and third person singular active verbs in one conjugation take the
fourth (e.g. .t). These morphemes at the ending of the words convey meaning and
also have a grammatical function. Thus, for the reasons that I have just given, it is
quite impossible to spell Greek words just on the basis of a thorough knowledge of
letter-sound relationships. One needs to use morphological as well as phonological
strategies in spelling.
Four questions are investigated in the experiment reported in this chapter. The first
question is: where there are alternative spellings of the same sound, do young
children start by adopting mostly one of these spelling patterns? In Greek there are
instances where there are two or more spellings for the same sound and the
grammatical status of the word determines which spelling sequence it should
contain. Do young children adopt all the possible spelling patterns either
appropriately or inappropriately or do they start by using just one of the alternative
spelling patterns and later adopt the others? My hypothesis is that at first, children
tend to show a marked preference for one of the alternative spellings. Later on, as
they have more experience with reading and writing, they adopt and use the
alternative spelling patterns as well.
The second question follows from the first: When Greek children add the alternative
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spellings to their repertoire, do they assign the right spellings to the right
grammatical categories or, as in English and French (Nunes et al, 1997; Totereau et
al, 1997), do they generalise the newly adopted spelling pattern or patterns to
inappropriate grammatical categories? My hypothesis is that children do not assign
the alternative spellings to the right types of words. Children start by using the
newly adopted spelling pattern or patterns without making the necessaly
morphological connection. They apply the new pattern to inappropriate words as
well as to appropriate ones. It is after this intermediary stage, where children learn
the alternative spellings but they do not understand the morphological basis for these
different spellings, that children start to assign the spelling patterns to the right types
of words.
The third question is whether children learn these spelling patterns by rote or make
the syntactic and morphological distinctions involved in learning the use of the
different spelling patterns. The hypothesis is that children do not learn these spelling
patterns by rote. If this hypothesis is correct then the same developmental
improvement, as the one observed for the real words, must be found for non-words.
The last question is whether Greek children realise that they can use the spelling of
the article to make a choice between different possible endings for nouns and
adjectives. Words usually are encountered in sentences, which contain articles. In
Greek articles are spelled as 'o', 'if, 'ot', 'vo', "ra' etc. and in many cases they are
in agreement with the ending of the noun or the adjective (verbs do not take an
article). My hypothesis is that children use information from the article in order to
spell the endings of words instead of using morphological strategies. If this
hypothesis is correct then significant differences should be found between tasks
where children have to spell both the article and the noun or the adjective and those
tasks where the article is provided and the children spell only the noun or the
adjective.
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5.11. Method
5.11.a. Participants
875 children participated in the study, comprising four age groups: 213 children 7
years old (mean 7;1 range 6;7-7.6), 216 children 8 years old (mean 8;1 range 7;6-
8;7), 225 children 9 years old (mean 9;1 range 8;8-9;6) and 221 children 10 years
old (mean 10;1 range 9;7-10;6). The four groups were in grades two, three, four and
five respectively. The children were sampled from nine different public schools in
the city of Katerini in Northern Greece. The intake to these schools varied
considerably in socio-economic terms and as a result the sample covered a wide
range of socio-economic backgrounds. All the children who participated in the study
had learned Greek as their first language.
The study took place in October and November, that is the two last months of the
first trimester of the school year. Children were given a spelling task and were seen
in one session. Because formal instruction of reading and spelling starts in first grade
it was decided not to include first graders in the sample because they could not know
all the letters of the alphabet after just one month of reading and spelling instruction.
The teaching of grammar and morphology in Greek is part of Greek language
teaching. In children's reading books (of all grade levels) there are exercises aimed
at pointing out the differences between the different grammatical classes of words
and the different spelling patterns with which each word ending is spelled depending
on the grammatical categoly to which it belongs. The teaching of grammar or
morphology is not extensive and no special attempt is made to encourage children to
memonse grammatical rules. From the second grade children start learning singular
and plural, verbs, nouns and adjectives and gradually, in the grades following, they
learn about more complex aspects of grammar and morphology such as passive
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voice, compound words, derivatives etc.
5.11.b. Design
A spelling task was developed that comprised 64 words involving three examples of
alternative spellings: the final lol, Ic!, and hi. The first two can be represented in one
or two ways whereas the latter has four alternative spellings. The level of difficulty
of these alternative spellings varies because in some cases the phoneme is
represented by one letter whereas in others it is represented by a digraph. Eight
words for each final spelling were included in the task Because in Greek most
nouns and adjectives are preceded by a definite article that in most cases is spelled
similarly to the ending of the word (e.g. i iópti, /i kori/, daughter) children's
spelling might be influenced by the presence of the article. It was decided that
children would spell both the article, which always consisted of one or two letters,
and the word. A group of 214 children (51 second graders, 53 third graders, 55
fourth graders and 55 fifth graders) spelled these words. A second group of 219
children (55, 55, 53, and 56 in second, third, fourth and fifth grades respectively)
spelled the same words but the article was already written for them on the paper. If
the presence of the article influences children's spelling then significant differences
between the two groups of children must be found. By examining children's spelling
of word endings their development of morphological spelling strategies can be
observed.
A second list of 64 non-words was created. The non-words were included in the
study in order to examine whether children use their grammatical knowledge for the
correct spelling of word ending or they learn these spelling patterns through rote
learning. A parallel development between words and non-words would be evidence
that children do make the syntactic and morphological distinctions involved in
learning the endings of the words. The non-words were created to resemble real
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Greek words, i.e. to have the syllable types and the clusters of letters that can be
found in Greek, and the endings of all of them involved the same three examples of
alternative spellings as the real words. Half the group of children spelled both the
article and the non-words [221 (53, 55, 58, and 55 in second, third, fourth and fifth
grades respectively) children were included in this group]. The second half spelled
the same non-words but the article was already written on their paper [221 children
were included in this group (54, 53, 59, and 55 in second, third, fourth and fifth
grades respectively)].
5.11.c. Materials and Procedure
The spelling task consisted of 64 words. All the words were of low frequency as
measured by their appearance in children's reading books. The words were divided
into three groups ending in /0/, /e/, and lu respectively.
Words ending with the sound lot. Eight of the words were neuter nouns and
therefore their last vowel sound was spelled as '0': eight were verbs and so their
final vowel was spelled as 'o'.
Words ending with the sound k/. Eight words were verbs in the first person plural
of the present tense in the active voice whose final vowel was spelled ' s' : eight
words were verbs in the third person singular of the present tense in the passive
voice and so their last vowel was spelled as 'at'.
Words ending with the sound hi. Eight words were feminine nouns and adjectives
in the singular nominative and therefore their last sound was spelled as 'ii': eight
were neuter nouns in the singular nominative and so their final vowel was spelled
as 't': eight were masculine nouns and adjectives in the plural nominative whose
final vowel was spelled as 'ot': eight were verbs in the third singular person of the
words with articles
words without
article
non-words with
articles
non-words without
article
Spelling
Tasks
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Table 5.1
Number of children by Grade and Task
Grade (age-range 7-10)
2	 3	 4	 5
51	 53	 55	 55
55	 55	 53	 56
53
	
55	 58	 55
54
	
53	 59	 55
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present tense in the active voice and so their final sound was spelled as 'et'.
The method that was adopted with each word was to say the word, then to say
a sentence which contained the word, and finally to repeat the word on its own
("?pthv 0 1a1; ?pthvct Thoa 'va poixa too: ?pthvt"): the child had
the sentence in front of him/her with a blank where the target word was. The child
was asked to write the missing word. The reason for including the sentence was to
make sure that the child understood the meaning that was given to the word. The
testing took place in the classroom and both the classroom teacher and the
experimenter made sure that all the children had finished the spelling of one word
before going on to the next. The 64 words were presented in random order.
The list of the non-words was presented to the children using the same method as the
real words. Non-words were included in the same sentences that were used for the
real words and they were constructed so as to represent a verb, a noun, or an
adjective ("iathv 0 4iai; athvt e3ioct 'ra poa too: iathvt"). Table 5.2
presents some examples of the words, the non-words and the sentences used in this
task. All the words, the non-words and the sentences used in this task are presented
in Appendix 4.
5.111. Results
The results are presented in five sections. In the first section univariate statistics are
described. In the second section the question of whether children start spelling by
adopting mostly one of the alternative spellings is examined through the analysis of
children's performance in the spelling of the real words task In the third section the
question of whether children assign the right spellings to the right grammatical
categories when they add alternative spellings to their repertoire is examined by
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Table 5.2
Sample words, non-words and sentences from the spelling task
Real words
1.H 'rciri pou tpir1a.
I've worn a hole in my pocket
2. H Ka'rthlio11 tou inryIou iCs.ç
Our freezer was broken.
Non-words
1.H ?thpap pou tpir1a.
I've worn a hole in my lafari.
2. H a'rôall rou 141uy Ot) tCLç xaa.
Our atosi was broken.
3. To	 vi irav iro?	 yd?o.	 3. To icpãpt av ico)	 ydo.
The funnel was very big.	 The pefari was very big.
4. To XcLVrãKI. TcV ivo)i3 LOt.	 4. To pciôrt tlrav 7co	 J?a0O.
The ditch was very deep.	 The fekoti was very deep.
5. Oi. 8td8popo1. rOu vo6ocioo r'rav	 5. Oi. ?ópoi. rou CVO6OXC1OD
7co) .tEyâ.?OL	 frrav ico?5 .EyOt
The corridors in the hotel were very long. The ion in the hotel were
very long.
6. Oi. KOICO1. riç Mapiaç aVraP.EPOI1KcLV.
Maria's hard work was rewarded.
7. od.uxt ó'rav aarpãqrct.
I am afraid of lightening.
8. 0 I'tcöpyoç lcaptardvEt 'ro 6ãa1ct?o.
George takes off the teacher.
6. Ot pcptao #r MapIaç
av'rapOflKav.
Maria's fenisi was rewarded.
7. cIof3dtat órav ?opet
I am afraid of lorizi.
8. 0 rtthpyoç ara?vct ro
6ãaKct?O.
George staleni the teacher.
9. To 3ouiyrO airo riv 'r1côpaa11 i.tz
cvo?oi3ac.
The buzzing from the television was
annoying.
10. Auró ro ircpto8u<ó fyctivct KdO
That magazine comes out every week.
9. To dKa?O airó rnlv
rt1)cópaa11 .tE cvoxola.
The vakalo from the television
was annoying.
10. Au'ró vp Kópoao f3yavci.
i<dOc c&o.td6ct.
That koroso comes out every
week.
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looking at children's spelling of the ending sound of the real words. In the next
section the question of whether children learn these spelling patterns by rote or they
make the syntactic and morphological distinctions involved in learning the use of the
different spelling patterns is addressed by examining children's performance in the
non-words and by comparing children's performance in real words and non-words.
In the last section the effect of the presence of an article on children's performance
is examined by comparing children's performance in the four different types of
spelling task
5.ffl.a. Descriptive statistics.
The Means and Standard Deviations for each group of children are presented in
Table 5.3. When the mean and standard deviations were plotted, a clear linear
relationship between these two statistics was obtained (r = .87). This linearity
suggests that a logarithmic transformation might be useful. Frequency distribution of
the transformed data is presented in Figure 5.1. The distribution of scores is
negatively skewed because of the older children's high performance in the task
5.ffl.b. Where there are alternative spellings of the same sound, do young children
start by adopting mostly one of these patterns?
At the core of this question is the investigation of the existence of a phonetic level in
children's spelling development where children are attempting to represent sounds
and rely predominantly on one-to-one correspondence rules. It was hypothesised that
where there are alternative spellings for the same sound young children at first tend
to show a marked preference for one of the alternative spellings. Three examples of
alternative spellings were examined. The final Io/, let and hi. The first two can be
represented in one of two ways whereas the latter has four alternative spellings.
The level of difficulty of these alternative spellings varies because in some cases the
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Table 5.3
Means and Standard Deviations (in brackets) for the spelling task by grade and
condition
Grade
Second
	
Third	 Fourth	 Fifth
Words
Words / article
Condition provided
Non-words
Non-words /
article provided
30.57
(7.67)
36.87
(10.95)
32.13
(7.72)
36.35
(8.28)
43.34
(10.23)
51.36
(9.19)
44.91
(10.86)
41.79
(8.31)
53.67
(9.46)
53.92
(9.97)
48.14
(10.15)
50.37
(8.39)
57.55
(7.8)
59.38
(7.38)
49.47
(9.84)
51.58
(10.48)
Note: Maximum score = 64
rV0
z
0
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L-13	 151-155	 1.56-16	 L61-L	 166-17	 171-L'?S	 L'-L8	 1.S1-L
Figure 5.1
Frequency Distribution of transformed scores in the spelling task
N=875
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phoneme is represented by one letter whereas in others it is represented by a
digraph. It was expected that in all three sounds there will be some children -
especially the younger ones - who will use consistently only one of the alternative
spellings. In this section only the performance of the 433 children that spelled the
real words was examined.
With respect to the final /0/ sound, where both alternatives are single letters and
there are only two possibilities, [co "omega" and o "omicron"], the criterion used to
identify single-letter users was to have spelled 15 out of the 16 words which had
been dictated to them with the same letter. This criterion of a maximum of one word
spelled with the alternative of the preferred letter (i.e. "co") was set because
children's use of the preferred letter should be significantly different from chance. It
was also reasoned that isolated instances of the alternative spelling might be
observed simply from rote memory. It was found that 7.6% of the children in the
study were single letter users and spelled the endings of words consistently with
omicron "o". As can be seen from Table 5.4, 26.5% of the second graders were
classified as single letter users. Only 3% of the third graders and 2% of the fourth
graders spelled 15 out of the 16 words ending with /o/ sound with o "omicron". No
fifth grader was classified as a single letter user. The percentage of single letter users
significantly decreased with age (x 2(2) = 39.45, p<.0001).
For the final Ie/ sound where there are two alternative spellings and one of them is a
single letter and the other a digraph [c "epsilon" and cu "alfa yiota"], the number of
children who spelled the endings using only one alternative (c) (by the same 15 out
of 16 criterion) was greater (20%), probably because one spelling uses a single letter
and the alternative is a digraph. As can be seen from Table 5.4, 55% of the second
graders, 16% of the third graders, 10% of the fourth graders and 2% of the fifth
graders were classified as single letter users. The percentage of single letter users
significantly decreased with age (X2(3) = 83.73, p<.0001).
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Table 5.4
Percentage of children who used only one spelling pattern by grade and ending
sound
Grade
Second
	
Third
	
Fourth
	
Fifth
	
/0/ sound	 26.5%	 3%
	
2%
	
Ending sound tel sound	 55%	 16%
	
10%
	
2%
	
lit sound	 16%	 3%	 3%
	
1%
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The case of the final hi sound, which can be spelled in four different ways [t "yiota",
r "ita", ot "onukron yiota" and ct "epsilon yiota"] two of which are single letters and
the other two are digraphs, was also considered. Here, the criterion used for a
marked preference used was the use of a single spelling in 80% of the words, that is
26 out of the 32 words with the same letter (either 1. or ri). This criterion was used
because there were four alternative spellings and not two as in the previous two
examples. Either of the two spellings that use a single letter was counted as a
preferred spelling because both of them are learned quite early and are used
extensively in the first year of schooling. According to this criterion, 6% of the
children in the study were still ignoring alternative spellings, although there were
three other possibilities. As can be seen in Table 5.4, 15% of the second graders,
3% of the third graders, 3% of the fourth graders and 1% of the fifth graders were
classified as single letter users for the hi sound. The percentage of single letter users
significantly decreased with age (X2(3) = 24.83, p<.0001).
In conclusion, the analysis of the performance of those children that spelled the real
words produced preliminary evidence that, where there are alternative spelling
patterns for the same sound and at least one of them is the conventional spelling for
a morpheme, some beginning spellers adopt one spelling pattern and ignore
alternatives, thus failing in many cases to take account of morphology in their
spelling. The evidence is stronger for the tel sound where more than half of the
second graders who participated in the study used only one of the alternative
spellings, probably because one of the alternatives was a digraph and the other a
single letter. It has to be emphasised, however, that these children were in the second
grade and they already had one year of instruction of reading and spelling. The
percentage of single letter users might be bigger amongst first graders.
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5.ffl.c. When children add the alternative spellings to their repertoire. do they assign
the right spelling to the right grammatical categories?
It was hypothesised that when children add alternative spellings to their repertoire,
they do not immediately assign the alternative spellings to the right grammatical
categories. It was expected that children would start by using the newly adopted
spelling pattern or patterns without making the necessaiy morphological connection.
They apply the new pattern to inappropriate words as well as to appropriate ones. It
was further hypothesised that it is after this intermediary stage, where children learn
the alternative spellings but they do not understand the morphological basis for these
different spellings, that children start to assign the spelling patterns to the right types
of words. Each end sound will be examined separately to investigate replicability of
the phenomenon.
The // sound
For the /0/ sound the children (mean age = 7 years 4 months) who wrote exclusively
or almost exclusively "o" for the /0/ endings were, as a group, correct 99.6% of the
time they spelled "o" endings and 96% wrong when spelling the words ending in
"co". A second group of slightly older children (mean age = 8 years 1 month) was
defined. The criteria for inclusion in this group were that a single spelling pattern
should not be used more than 80% of the time and that the children should still be
making many generalisation errors. These children, who started to adopt the "of'
spelling as well as the "o" significantly increased the probability of writing "of'
word endings correctly (53% correct spellings, a percentage that does not differ from
chance level) but also decreased the probability of spelling "o" endings correctly:
they were now correct in only 93% of the words ending in "o". Although this may
appear a small difference, a t-test for the significance of the difference between
independent means showed that the mean number of correct responses for the
younger group was significantly higher than that of the older group (t3. 15;
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d.f.=187; p<.0O5).
In order to examine whether young children start by using only one of the two
alternatives for the spelling of the words ending with the /0/ sound, the percentage of
second graders who spelled all the words with one letter and the percentage of
second graders who used both spellings but made overgeneralisations was examined.
A chi square test showed that the percentage of second graders that used both
alternative spellings and made overgeneralisations was significantly higher than the
percentage of second grade single letter users (X2(1) = 8.78, p<.O05). This result is in
accordance with a previous observation that for the /o/ sound an even younger group
of children might be needed in order to be more confident that beginning spellers
start by using a preferred letter for spelling the word endings.
This result gives some evidence, though not very strong, for the existence of an older
group of children who overgeneralised the newly adopted spelling pattern to the
incorrect category of words. A third group of even older children (mean age = 9
years 1 month) spelled both "o" and "o" endings correctly. The criterion of spelling
both categories of words systematically correctly (80% of the time or more) was
used for inclusion in this group. Figure 5.2 presents the percentage of single letter
users, the percentage of children who used both alternative spellings inappropriately
and the percentage of children that used both alternative spellings appropriately for
the /o/ sound. The percentage of children who used both alternative spellings but
made a lot of generalisations significantly decreased with age (X2(3) = 31.64,
p<.0001), although there was no significant difference between second and third
graders. The percentage of children who spelled both categories correctly increased
significantly with age (X2(3) = 50.49, p<.000l).
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grade2	 grade3	 grade4	 gradeS
• ingIe letter iers	 U both alternative	 0 both alternative
spellings -	 spellings appropriately
overgeneralisalioris
Figure 5.2
Percentage of single letter users, users of both alternative spellings inappropriately
and users of both alternative spelling appropriately by age for the Io/ sound
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The /e/ sound
The same analyses were carried out in order to see whether a similar trend would be
observed with words that end in lel. The criteria used for inclusion in each group
were the same as in the /0/ sound. Younger children (mean age = 7 years 7 months)
used the "e" spelling for almost all of these word endings and were 99% correct in
"c" words and 97% wrong when the words ended in the digraph "at". The
intermediary group of children (mean age = 8 years 7 months), who use two
spellings, spelled the words ending in "s" correctly 83% of the time and those
ending in the digraph "at" 57% of the time. Their improvement is significant in the
latter group of words (although it is not above chance level) but is also notable the
fall in the percentage of correct spelling of "c" words (t=6.38; d.f.3l8; p<.001).
This result is stronger evidence, than the result for the /o/ sound words, for the
existence of a group of children that adopted the second alternative spelling pattern
but overgeneralised it to inappropriate words.
The percentage of second graders who used a single letter in spelling the words
ending with /e/ was significantly higher than the percentage of second graders that
used both alternative spellings but overgeneralised the newly adopted spelling to
inappropriate words (x2( ' ) = 64.8, p<.0001). This result shows that where there are
alternative spellings for the same sound young children start spelling by using only
one of the alternatives. Some possible reasons for the difference between this
result and the result obtained for the // sound will be discussed in the conclusions.
As with the /o/ sound the percentage of single letter users for the /e/ sound might be
even higher if younger children (first graders) were to be tested.
Again there is a third group of older children (mean age = 9 years 5 months) who
spelled words with both endings systematically correctly. Figure 5.3 presents the
percentage of children in each type of performance for the /e/ sound. Overall there
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overgeneralisations
Figure 5.3
Percentage of single letter users, users of both alternative spellings inappropriately
and users of both alternative spellings appropriately by age for the /e/ sound
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were no significant differences between the percentages of children of the different
grade levels that used both alternative spellings but made overgeneralisations (%2(3) =
6.24, p=. 10). However, the percentage of third graders making overgeneralisations
was significantly higher than the percentage of second graders. This is because there
is a high percentage (5 5%) of second graders that used only one of the alternatives in
spelling the words ending with /e/. After the third grade the percentage of children
who overgeneralised the newly adopted spelling pattern decreased with age. The
percentage of children that spelled both the categories of words correctly
significantly increased with age (x2(2) = 20.19, p<.0001).
The hi sound
For the hi sound that can be spelled in four different ways this intermediary stage
takes longer and has several levels. A group of younger children (mean age = 7 years
7 months) used only one way of spelling the ending of the words, one of the two
single letters that represent the iii sound "t" or "ri" with a preference to the "t".
These children were approximately 93% correct in the words ending with their
preferred letter and 91% wrong in the words ending in the other three letters.
A second group of children (mean age = 7 years 11 months) use two or more letters
for spelling the hi! sound but they use them in both appropriate and inappropriate
word endings. The criteria used for inclusion in this group was that a single spelling
pattern should not be used more than 80% of the time and that the children should
still be making many generalisation errors. Children in this group still have a
preferred letter for the hi sound ("t" or "ri") and they use this letter 50% of the time.
They are approximately 70% correct in spelling these words but there is also an
improvement in their performance (approximately 36% correct) of the other words.
Their improvement is significant in the latter group of words but so is also the fall in
the percentage of correct spelling of the words ending with their preferred letter
(t=4.29; d.f.=159; p<.001). As in the ie/ sound the evidence for overgeneralisation
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here is strong confirming the results obtained for the other two sounds; when
children add new alternative spellings to their repertoire they use them both
appropriately and inappropriately. The percentage of children who added alternative
spellings to their repertoire, but made overgeneralisations decreased significantly
with age (%2(3) = 60.5, p<.0001).
The percentage of second graders that used more than one of the alternative spelling
patterns but made a lot of overgeneralisations was significantly higher than the
percentage of second graders that used only one letter for the spelling of the ending
of the words ending with /11 (X2(') = 89.5, p<.0001). This result is similar to the one
observed for the lot sound. Although for the lit sound there are four alternative
spelling patterns two of which are single letters which are commonly used in a
number of Greek words as in the case of the lot sound. The percentage of single
letter users might be higher if younger children (first graders) were to be added to
the sample.
A third group of children (mean age = 8 years 8 months) use all the possible letters
for the tit sound but only spell systematically correctly (80% of the time or more)
two categories of words. The next group of children (mean age = 8 years 6 months)
again use all the possible letters for the lit sound but get three of the four categories
of words correct. Lastly, an older group of children (mean age = 9 years 5 months)
spelled systematically correctly all the four groups of words. The percentage of
children who spelled all the categories of words correctly significantly increased
with age (%2(3) = 88.9, p<.0001). The percentage of children in each type of
performance is presented in Figure 5.4.
In conclusion, when children adopt new alternative spelling patterns they do not at
first, assign the new spellings only to the right type of words. They appear to go
through an intermediary stage in which they use these patterns without
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Figure 5.4
Percentage of children falling in each group of spellers by age for the Iii sound
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understanding their grammatical significance. They eventually restrict the new
patterns to the right type of words.
5.ffl.d. Do children learn alternative spelling patterns by rote or do they make the
syntactic and morphological distinctions involved in learning the use of the different
spelling patterns?
It was hypothesised that children do not learn alternative spelling patterns by rote
but they make the syntactic and morphological distinctions involved in learning the
use of the different spelling patterns. It was predicted that the same
developmental improvement as the one observed for the real words, would be found
for the non-words.
The analyses that follow concentrate on the number of alternative spelling patterns
that children used in spelling the ending sounds of non-words and whether they
assigned these spelling patterns to the correct grammatical category. The analyses
were carried out independently for each of the final sounds to study the replicability
of the pattern across examples.
5.ffl.d.i. Do young children use one letter only in representing the final morpheme of
pseudowords?
The first question that I proposed to answer was whether young children would spell
pseudowords with one of the alternative spelling patterns as they do with real words.
With respect to the final /0/ sound, where both alternatives are single letters and
there are only two possibilities, "o" and "o", the criterion used to identify single
letter users was, as with the real words, the spelling of 15 out of the 16 non-words
with the same letter. Approximately 24% of the second graders who spelled the non-
words ending with /0/ were single letter users. As can be seen from Table 5.5 the
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Table 5.5
Percentage of children who used only one spelling pattern by grade and ending
sound
Grade
Second
	
Third
	 Fourth
	
Fifth
	
/0/ sound
	
24%
	
6.5%
	 1%	 2.5%
	Ending sound /e/ sound
	
72%
	
24%
	
14%
	
9%
	lu sound
	
15%
	
2%
	
2.5%
	
2%
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percentage of single letter users decreased with age (X2(3) = 42.5, p<.0001). The
percentage of single letter users found for the non-words ending with the lot sound
(8.4%) is similar to that observed for the real words ending with the /0/ sound
(7.6%) (x2 = .23, p=.633).
For the final let sound, the number of children who spelled the ending using one
alternative (by the same 15 of 16 criterion) was even greater, probably because one
spelling uses a single letter and the alternative is a digraph. As can be seen from
Table 5.5, approximately 72% of the second graders who were given the non-words
spelled the final tel sound with "&' only. Although the percentage of single letter
users significantly decreased with age (X2(3) = 86.9, p<.000l), the percentage remains
high even for older children. The percentage of single letter users found for the non-
words ending with the tel sound (29.2%) is significantly higher than that observed
for the real words (20.3%) (x2(1) = 7.75, p<.Ol).
When the final lit sound, which can be spelled in four different ways, was
considered again a group of single letter users was found. The criterion used for a
marked preference was, as in the real words, the use of a single spelling in 80% of
the non-words (at 26 out of 32). According to this criterion approximately 15% of
the second graders in the study were still ignoring alternative spellings, although
there were three other possibilities. There is no significant difference between the
percentage of single letter users for words (5.3%) and non-words (5.2%) (x2(1) = . 0,
p=1). As Table 5.5 shows, the percentage of single letter users was significantly
decreased with age (X2(') = 24.48, p<.000l).
So the answer to the first question is simple. Young children tend to show a marked
preference for one of the alternative spellings. This is true for both words and non-
words and it was confirmed for all the three examples of ending sounds that were
examined although the evidence for the let sound was stronger probably because one
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of the alternatives was a single letter while the other was a digraph which is used to
mark the passive voice of a verb which is a complex grammatical concept. It might
be that with a sample of even younger children (first graders) the percentage of
single letter users would be even higher for all the three sounds.
5.ffi.d.ii. When children add the alternative spellings to their repertoire, do they
assign the right spelling to the ri ght grammatical categories?
The second question is concerned with the older children who are beginning to use
the alternative spellings. Do they straightaway put these spellings at the ends of the
grammatically appropriate words?
The /0/ sound
For the /0/ sound the group of children (mean age = 7 years 7 months) who wrote
exclusively or almost exclusively "o" for the non-words ending with /0/ were, as a
group, correct 99% of the time they spelled "o" ending words and 97% wrong when
spelling the words ending in "co". A second group of children (mean age = 8 years 4
months) who used both "0)" and "o" spellings significantly increased the probability
of writing "co" non-word endings correctly (58.4% correct spellings, a percentage
that does not differ from chance level) but also decreased the probability of spelling
correctly "o" endings: they were now correct only 90% of the non-words ending
with "o". A t-test for the significance of the difference between independent means
showed that the mean number of correct responses for the younger group was
significantly higher than that for the older group (t = 4.14; d.f. = 239; p<.001). As
with real words the percentage of second graders that used both alternatives but
made overgeneralisations was significantly higher than the percentage of single letter
users (X2(1) = 12.81, p<.0005). A sample of even younger children (first graders) is
needed in order to examine whether young children start by using only one letter
when there is more than one alternative for the spelling of the same sound.
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Lastly, there is a third group of older children (mean age = 8 years 11 months) who
spelled both "o" and "o" endings correctly. The percentage of children that fall into
each of the three groups by age for each condition is presented in Figure 5.5. Overall
the percentage of children that used both alternative spellings but made
overgeneralisations did not significantly decrease with age (%2(3) = 6.94, p=.O74).
However, the percentage of fifth graders that used both alternative spellings both
appropriately and inappropriately was significantly lower than the percentage in the
other three grades. The percentage of children that spelled both the categories of
non-words correctly significantly increased with age (X2(3) = 30.74, p<.000l).
The percentage of children who used both alternative spelling patterns but made
overgeneralisations was higher for non-words than for real words (x2(1) = 6.4,
p<.05). Correspondingly, the percentage of children that spelled both categories
correctly was higher for real words than for non-words (x2(1) = 4.16, p<.O5). These
results show that the developmental pattern is similar for both words and non-words
but there is a decrease in the percentage of older children that spelled the non-words
using both alternative spellings systematically and an increase in their percentage
of using both alternative spellings inappropriately.
The let sound
For the non-words that end in let, a group of younger children (mean age = 7 years 9
months) used the "&' spelling for almost all of these non-word endings and are 99%
correct in "&' non-words and 97% wrong when the non-words end in the digraph
"Cu.". The intennediary group of children (mean age = 8 years 9 months), who use
two spellings, spell the non-words ending in "&' 85% of the time correctly and those
ending in the digraph "at" 53% of the time. Their improvement is significant in the
latter group of non-words but also notable is the fall in the percentage of correct
spellings of "s" non-words (t = 7.5; d.f. = 104; p<.001). The percentage of second
graders who used only one letter in spelling the endings of all the words was
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grade2	 grade3	 grade4	 gradeS
I single letter users	 U both alternative	 U both alternative
spellings -	 spellings appropriately
overgeneralisations
Figure 5.5
Percentage of single letter users, users of both alternative spellings inappropriately
and users of both alternative spelling appropriately by age for the /0/ sound
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significantly higher than the percentage of children who used both alternative
spellings and made overgeneralisations (x2(1) = 21.74, p<.0001).
Again, there is a third group of older children (mean age = 9 years 5 months) who
spell non-words using both alternative spellings systematically correctly. Figure 5.6
shows the percentage of children in each type of performance. The percentage of
second graders that used the two alternative spellings both appropriately and
inappropriately was significantly lower than the percentage of the other three age
groups (X2(3) = 22.36, p<.0005). Although the percentage of children that used the
two alternative spellings both appropriately and inappropriately decreased with age
these differences were not significant from the third grade onwards. The percentage
of children that spelled both categories of non-words correctly significantly
increased with age (X2(3) = 44.53, p<.0001).
There was no significant difference between the percentage of children that used the
two alternative spellings inappropriately in non words and in words (x2(1) = . 136,
p=.713) but the percentage of children that used the two spelling patterns
appropriately is significantly higher in words than in non-words (X2(1) = 8.6, p<.00S).
The developmental path is similar for words and non-words, as was found for the /0/
sound.
The final hi
Lastly, with respect to the final hi sound that can be spelled in four different
ways development takes longer and several steps are observed.
A group of younger children (mean age = 7 years 8 months) use only one spelling
for the ending of the non-words, one of the two single letters that represent the
sound hi, "t" or "11". These children are approximately 96.5% correct in the non-
words ending with their preferred letter, and 93% wrong in the non-words ending in
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grade2	 grad.3	 grade4	 gradeS
• single letter users	 U both alternative	 • both alternative
spellings -	 spellings appropriately
overgeneralisations
Figure 5.6
Percentage of single letter users, users of both alternative spellings inappropriately
and users of both alternative spelling appropriately by age for the /e/ sound
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the other three letters.
A second group of children (mean age = 8 years 3 months) used two or more letters
for spelling the hi sound but they use them in both appropriate and inappropriate
non-word endings. Children still have a preferred letter for the hi sound and they use
it 46.5% of the time. They are approximately 75% correct in spelling these non-
words but there is also an increase in their correct spelling of the non-words ending
in the other sounds (36%). Their improvement in the latter group of non-words is
significant but so is their fall in the former group of non-words (t = 4.65; d.f. = 236;
p<.001).
A third group of children (mean age = 8 years 8 months) used three or more of the
possible letters for the hi! sound but only spelled systematically correctly two
categories of non-words.
The next group of children (mean age = 9 years 1 month) used all the possible letters
for the lit sound but only get correct three of the four categories of non-words.
Lastly, an older group of children (mean age = 9 years 4 months) spelled
systematically correctly all the four categories of non-words. Figure 5.7 presents the
percentage of children that fall into each group by age. The percentage of children
that use more than one of the alternative spelling patterns but made
overgeneralisations significantly decreased with age (X2(3) = 18.88, p<.000S).
Conversely, the percentage of children that spelled all the word endings correctly
significantly increased with age (%2(3) = 16.67, p<.00I). The percentage of second
graders who used only one of the alternative spellings was lower than the percentage
of second graders who used more than one of the alternative spellings but made
overgeneralisations (%2() = 40.89, p<.000l).
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The percentage of children who made overgeneralisations was higher for non-words
than for words (%2(J) = 16.07, p<.0005). Consistently with this, the percentage of
children that spelled all the endings correctly was higher for real words than for non-
words (x2(1) = 88.05, p<.0001).
The developmental pattern is similar for words and non-words but there are also
significant differences in the frequency data for older children. The percentage of
older children who spelled all the endings systematically correctly is higher for real
words than for non-words. The percentage of children who spelled only three
categories of words systematically correctly is higher in non-words than in words.
In conclusion, when there is more than one alternative spelling pattern for the same
sound young children use only one of them. Older children, those who have two
years of experience with reading and spelling add new spellings to their repertoire
but they do not assign the newly adopted spellings only to the right type of words.
They appear to go through an intermediaiy stage in which they use these patterns
without understanding their grammatical significance. They eventually restrict the
new patterns to the right type of words. This developmental path is replicated across
end sounds and with words and non-words, supporting the hypothesis that children
do not learn these spelling patterns by rote but they make the syntactic and
morphological distinctions involved in learning the different spelling patterns. These
results show that there is considerable development between the ages of 7 and 10
years in learning about the conventional spellings of the word endings.
5.ffl.e. Do children use information from the article in order to spell the ending of
the words or non-words?
It was hypothesised that children can use information from the article that precedes
the words in order to find the correct spelling pattern for the ending of the words.
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Words are usually encountered in sentences. In Greek, nouns and adjectives are
often preceded by an article which in many cases is the same or ends with the same
letter or digraph as content word. There were four different conditions for the
spelling task: (a) children spelled both the word and the article for the nouns and
adjectives; (b) children spelled only the target word; the article was provided; (c)
children spelled the non-word and the article when the non-word represented a noun
or an adjective; and (d) children spelled only the non-word; the article was provided.
if the hypothesis that children use information from the article in order to spell the
ending of the word is correct then it is expected that the children that spelled the
words or non-words for which the article was provided would perform better than
the children that had to spell both the words or non-words and the article.
From the 64 words or non-words that the children had to spell 32 were verbs and
consequently do not take an article. From the 32 nouns and adjectives that can be
spelled with an article eight nouns were preceded by an article that did not have the
same ending as the word or non-word. The ending of the article in these words
represents a different sound from the ending of the words so there is no possibility
of giving a negative clue for the spelling of the final morpheme in the words. Four
adjectives were not preceded by an article. Thus there were three different groups of
words and non-words: a) those preceded by an article (11, oi, to) which was the same
or ended with the same letter as the ending of the word (20); b) those preceded by an
article which did not provide a clue for the spelling of the ending of the word (8); in
the same group were assigned the adjectives which were not preceded by an article
(4); and c) words that are not spelled with an article (32). The Mean score and
Standard deviation for each group of words by age and condition are presented in
Table 5.6. The logarithmic transformations of the scores were used in the analysis
that follows. Scores have been adjusted to the score of the verbs because the
maximum score was different for each of the three groups of words.
Nouns /
adjectives	 words
preceded
by an
article
(without	 non-words
clue for the
spelling)*
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Table 5.6
Mean words spelled correctly and standard deviations (in brackets) by word group,
age and condition
Grade
Word group	 Condition	 Second	 Third	 Fourth	 Fifth
Nouns /	 words
adjectives
preceded
by an
article*	 non-words
words
Verbs
non-words
article not
provided
article
provided
article not
provided
article
provided
article not
provided
article
provided
article not
provided
article
provided
article not
provided
article
provided
article not
provided
article
provided
17
(4.39)
20.25
(6.38)
17.18
(4.08)
20.21
(5.41)
19.87
(6.32)
21.19
(8.83)
19.42
(6.33)
21.58
(5.89)
12.49
(4.38)
16.27
(6.1)
14.11
(5.43)
15.63
(5.37)
23.85
(5.97)
27.37
(4.88)
23.45
(5.41)
24.39
(5.21)
22.94
(6.94)
26.37
(5.84)
22.16
(6.92)
19.17
(7.17)
19.83
(5.33)
24.36
(5.3)
21.95
(6.32)
19.36
(4.57)
27.93
(4.9)
28.47
(5.3)
25.3
(5.49)
26.87
(5.02)
28.07
(5.15)
28.02
(4.98)
24
(5.51)
24.4
(6.18)
25.69
(5.73)
25.62
(5.85)
23.33
(6.28)
24.42
(5.26)
29.44
(3.93)
30.4
(3.91)
25.4
(4.83)
27
(5.57)
29.57
(5.19
30.19
(4.01)
23.56
(5.8)
24.97
(4.98)
28.05
(4.48)
29.05
(4.06)
24.76
(5.66)
25.35
(6.19)
* adjusted scores
Maximum score = 32
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The number of correct spellings was subjected to a mixed model Analysis of
Variance, in which age (4: 7 year-olds, 8 year-olds, 9 year-olds and 10 year
olds), word-type (2: words, non-words) and the condition (2: article provided, article
not provided) were the between subjects factors, and the word group (3: nouns -
adjectives that had to be spelled with an article, nouns - adjectives that had to be
spelled without an article and verbs) was the within subjects factor.
The main term of age was significant (F(3,857)=168.65, p<.00l). Post-hoc
(Newman Keuls) tests showed that all the comparisons were significant (p<.001).
Children performed significantly better on words than on non-words
(F(1,857)=33.04, p<.00l). The interaction between age and word-type was
significant (F(3,857)=7.38, p<.001). Post-hoc comparisons showed that third, fourth
and fifth graders performed significantly better in words than in non-words (p<.005).
There was no significant difference between words and non-words for the first
graders (p=.736). Children performed significantly better in the condition where the
article was provided than in the condition where the article was not provided
(F(1,857)=13.64, p<.001). Neither the interaction between condition and age nor the
interaction between word-type and condition were significant (F(3,857)2. 10,
p=.099 and F(1 ,857)=3. 14, p=.077 respectively). The three way interaction age by
word-type by condition was significant (F(3.857)=5. 18, p<.005).
The group of words factor was significant (F(2,1714)109.65, p<.00l). Post hoc
(Newman-Keuls) comparisons showed that children performed significantly better in
the nouns and adjectives which were preceded by an article than in the other two
groups (p<.O5) and significantly better in nouns and adjectives which were preceded
by an article which did not give a clue for the spelling of the word than in the verbs
(p<.05). The group of words by age interaction was significant (F(6,1714)29.87,
p<.001). The group of words by word-type and the group of words by condition
interactions were significant (F(2,1714)=7.20, p<.O05 and F(2,1714)5.52, p<.001
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respectively). None of the three way interactions (age by word-type by group of
words, age by condition by group of words and word-type by condition by group of
words) was significant. The four way interaction age by word-type by condition by
group of words was significant (F(6,1714)=2.43, p<.O5). This interaction is
presented in Figure 5.8.
When this interaction was analysed using post hoc tests it was shown that for fifth
graders words were easier than non-words in all the three groups of words
independently of condition. For the fourth graders words were easier than non-words
independently of condition for the nouns and adjectives but not for the verbs where
no significant differences were found. The presence of the article had no significant
effect on these children's performance. Third graders, in the nouns/adjectives
preceded by an article, performed better in the condition where the article was
provided in the real words than in words where the article was not provided and
non-words independently of whether the article was provided. In the
nouns/adjectives which were preceded by an article which did not give any clue of
the spelling, third graders performed significantly worse in the non-words article
provided condition than in the other three conditions and significantly better in the
words article provided condition than in the words article not provided condition. In
verbs, third graders performed significantly better in the words article provided
condition than in the other three conditions. Lastly, second graders in the
nouns/adjectives that were preceded by an article performed significantly better in
words and non-words for which the article was provided than in words or non-words
for which the article was not provided. There were no significant differences for the
nouns/adjectives which are preceded by an article which did not provide any clue for
spelling. For verbs, second graders performed significantly better in words or non-
words for which the article was provided than in words for which the article was not
provided.
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Nouns/adjectives spelled with article
16	 words article
14	 provided
ii	 words a. article
10	 - - - •a.-w.rds article
a	 provided
6	 - - - •o.-words •o
4	 article
2
0	 I
second	 third	 fourth	 fifth
Grade
Nouns/adjectives spelled without article
16	 words article
14	 provided
12	 words ao article
10	 - - aoa-words article
S	 provided
6	 - — aoa-words •o
4 •	 article
0	 I	 I
second	 third	 fourth	 fifth
G ra d e
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Figure 5.8
Mean score of words spelled correctly by age, word-type and condition
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In summary, the older children performed better than the younger ones. Older
children (fourth and fifth graders) performed significantly better in words than in
non-words showing that as children get older they rely on both their grammatical
awareness and rote learning Lastly, the presence of the article improved only
younger children's performance. However, this conclusion is not strongly supported
by the data because significant differences between the conditions were found for
verbs or for nouns and adjectives which were preceded by an article which did not
give any clue for spelling It might be that children in some conditions performed
better than children in other conditions because they were better spellers and the
presence of the article had no effect on their performance.
5.IV. Discussion and Conclusions
5.IV.a. Summary of the results
1. There is a sharp increase with age in schoolchildren's success in writing the
ending sound of nouns, adjectives and verbs.
2. When there are alternative spelling patterns for the same sound which are the
conventional spellings for different morphemes, young children start by using
consistently only one of these alternative spellings, irrespective of which morpheme
is being spelled.
3. When children add new spelling patterns to their repertoire, they do not at first
understand their grammatical significance. They use these newly adopted spelling
patterns both appropriately and inappropriately. Children make a number of
generalisations by using the endings of neuter nouns, for example, when spelling
feminine nouns or adjectives.
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4. The developmental sequence (using one letter only for the spelling of all the
endings; using more than one spelling pattern inappropriately; restrict the use of
each spelling pattern to the right type of words) was found for both words and non-
words. The performance of the group of children who spelled the real words was
superior to the performance of children who spelled the non-words but this
developmental sequence showed a similar pattern in both words and non-words.
5. The presence of the article has no effect on older children's performance. For
younger children the article had an effect on their performance but this conclusion is
not strongly supported by the data since the children assigned to this condition
performed better than the children in the condition where the article is not provided
even in words that were not spelled with an article, such as verbs.
In the next section, these results are discussed in more detail in relation to each of
the hypotheses of the study.
5.IV.b. Discussion of the results
Hypothesis 1: Where there are alternative speffings for the same sound, children
at first tend to show a marked preference for one of the alternative speffings.
The hypothesis was supported by the data For all the ending sounds that have been
examined, for which there are two or more alternative spellings and the grammatical
status of each word involved decides which spelling sequence it should contain,
there was a group of younger children who preferred only one of the alternative
spellings. When one of the alternative spellings was a digraph the percentage of
users of only one of the alternative spellings was even bigger. Even when there were
four alternative spellings there was a percentage of beginning spellers that used only
one of the four alternatives.
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The difference between the words ending with /0/ and the words ending with /e/
might be explained by two facts: a) for the lot sound both alternatives are single
letters while for the latter one of the alternatives is a single letter and the other is a
digraph; and b) for the lot sound the two alternative spellings are used in two classes
of words that are quite distinct (nouns and verbs) while in the /e/ sound both
alternatives are used in verbs, one of them (the single letter) denoting the active
voice and the second (the digraph) the passive voice, a discrimination much more
difficult than the one between nouns and verbs.
This result is consistent with Nunes et al.'s (1997) finding that English children start
spelling the final morpheme of regular past verbs phonetically avoiding the correct
"ed" ending for these words. This result is also consistent with Bryant et al. 'S (1997)
finding that English children do not use the apostrophe even after four years of
experience with reading and spelling, and with Totereau et al. 's (1997) finding that
French children in the first years of schooling spell the plural nouns and verbs by
representing the sounds of the words and without using the conventional "s" and
"nt" spellings.
In the present study the results of previous researchers are extended by showing that
even when the spelling of the ending morpheme does not depart from a
representation of phonology but there are still alternative phonologically acceptable
spelling patterns, children initially tend to ignore the granmiatical basis of these
spellings. The present study also provides evidence that children's ignorance of the
connections between morphology and spelling is not particular to only one language
but is a phenomenon common to many different languages with alphabetic scripts.
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Hypothesis 2: When children add alternative spellings to their repertoire, they
do not assign the alternative spelling to the right grammatical categories but
they apply them to inappropriate words as well as to appropriate ones.
The hypothesis was supported by the data Apart from the group of children that
spelled all the endings of all the words with the same letter, there was a group of
older children that used all the alternative spellings but they used these added
spelling patterns both appropriately and inappropriately. These children, after one
year or more of experience with reading and writing learn that there are alternative
spellings for the endings of the words but they do not yet understand the connection
between morphology and spelling.
The generalisations that children make result in a significant improvement in their
correct spelling of the words which are spelled with their non-preferred spelling
pattern but also in a significant decrease in their correct spelling of the words that
are spelled with their preferred spelling. This intermediate stage of children's
development of morphological spelling is quite lengthy. It is only at the fourth and
more completely at the fifth year of schooling that children start to understand the
morphological basis for these different spellings. When there are more than two
alternative spelling patterns for the same sound this intermediary stage is longer. It is
only a third group of even older children who spelled the endings of all the words
correctly.
These results are consistent with Nunes et al. (1997) finding that when English
children start to use the 'ed' morpheme for the regular past verbs, they use it both for
regular and irregular verbs and for non-verbs. They also found that older children
restrict the "ed" ending only to verbs, both regular and irregular, and finally they
only use it in the regular past verbs. The results are also consistent with Bryant et al.
(1997) finding that when English children start using the apostrophe they use it
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without understanding its grammatical basis (this understudying comes later), and
with Totereau et al (1997) who found that when French children start to use the 's'
spelling for plural nouns they also use it for plural verbs incorrectly although they
seem to have a partial understanding of the connection between the "s" spelling
pattern and plural because they do not use it for singular nouns.
Hypothesis 3: Children do not learn alternative spelling patterns simply by rote;
they also make the syntactic and morphological distinctions involved in learning
the use of the different speffing patterns.
On all three ending sounds children who spelled the real words and children who
spelled the non-words showed the same developmental sequence. This result
supports the hypothesis that children's use of morphological spelling strategies
follows a developmental progression. Children who spelled the non-words had no
other way of spelling them right but to make the syntactic and morphological
distinctions involved in learning the use of the different spelling patterns.
This result does not rule out the possibility that children learn some word endings by
rote. The performance of the children who had been given the real words was
superior to the performance of children who had been given the non-words.
However, the two groups differed only in the percentage of children that fall in the
intermediary and in the final stages of development (more children from the real
words group spelled correctly all the word endings and more children from the non-
words group used all the alternative spelling patterns both appropriately and
inappropriately) showing that children use both their previous experience with
spelling and their grammatical awareness.
The results of the present study also confirmed the previous observation that there is
a considerable development between the ages of 7 to 10 years in learning the
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conventional spellings of the conventional final morpheme in verbs, nouns and
adjectives.
These findings are consistent with Nunes et al.'s (1997) finding that English
children's learning of the "ed" morpheme for the regular past verbs which is a
grammatically based spelling pattern is influenced by the children's knowledge of
grammatical distinctions. In their study they used pseudoverbs and they found that
both children's grammatical awareness and their phonological awareness made
independent contributions to their growing understanding of the "ed" spelling.
Hypothesis 4 : Children use information from the article in order to spell the
ending of words or non-words.
The hypothesis was not confirmed by the data. There was no effect of the presence
of the article on the performance of older children. The significant effect that was
found on younger children's performance is not strong evidence because it was not
confined to the words that were preceded by an article but also found for verbs,
nouns and adjectives that were no preceded by an article. It might be that the group
of young children assigned to this condition performed better than the children
assigned to the condition where the article was not provided. In conclusion, the
presence of the article has no effect on children's spelling of the ending of the words
which depend on morphology.
5.IV.a. Conclusions and limitations
Study 4 has shown that Greek children start spelling by using a simple phonological
strategy before they adopt a more complex morphological strategy. In studies 1, 2
and 3 it was also found that in Greek, reading develops from simple phonological
rules to more complex ones, such as conditional rules.
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In this study, it has been demonstrated that there is considerable development
between the ages of 7 to 10 years in the use of morphological spelling strategies. The
acquisition of morphological strategies by children is not accomplished in a single
step but develops over at least 3 years from the time that children start to learn to
read and write. Children concentrate initially on mastering phonological aspects of
spelling and only after they have conquered these to a reasonable extent do they
incorporate morphological strategies into their repertoire. When children start to use
morphemes as spelling units, they do not seem, at first, to understand their function
but later come to understand when to use morphemes as spelling units.
A limitation of the present study is that it provides only cross-sectional data
examining children's spelling only on one occasion. Longitudinal data would be
needed to find out whether individual children progress through the stages of the
development of morphological spelling and even younger children (first graders)
would be needed in order to confirm the observation that young children start by
using only one letter in spelling the ending sound of nouns, adjectives and verbs.
More instances of spelling patterns which depend on morphology should be
investigated in order to see whether the model accounts for the development of
children's morphological spelling in general and not just the specific instances of the
final morpheme of the some nouns, adjectives or verbs. The role of phonological
awareness in the development of spelling also needs to be examined in relation to
morphological awareness. Lastly, the present study has shown that there is a pattern
in the development of morphological spelling strategies without showing whether
there is a basis for this development. It might be that children's use of morphological
spelling strategies is based on their morphological awareness. This hypothesis is
examined in the next study.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDY 5
IS THERE A BASIS FOR LEARNING MORPHOLOGICAL SPELLINGS?
6.!. Introduction
In the previous chapter it was found that there is a pattern in the development of
morphological spelling strategies. In this chapter the processes involved in the
acquisition of morphological spellings are examined. It is proposed that
morphological spelling strategies are necessary for spelling in Greek and that their
acquisition is based on children's awareness of grammar.
In recent years some studies have shown how important it is for children to
understand the connection between grammar and spelling (Nunes et al., 1 997a, b,
and c; Bryant et a!., 1997a, and b; Totereau et al., 1997). These studies also revealed
that this acquisition is not simple and happens over an extended period of time.
Nunes et a!. (1997), for example, showed that children's progression from a phonetic
to a morphological strategy in spelling the past tense morpheme in English is linked
to their developing grammatical awareness.
The question that this chapter examines is related to the processes in the
development of spelling: is there a basis for learning the conventional spellings of
morphemes when children use these spellings appropriately? If children cannot
learn the spelling of the final morphemes on the basis of phonology how they can
learn it? The hypothesis is that children ground their understanding of when to use
the newly adopted spelling patterns on their developing awareness of grammar. If
this hypothesis is correct there should be correlations between the spelling patterns
examined and children's grammatical awareness. It has to be mentioned that the
present study is cross-sectional and the results have to be interpreted with caution
about the possible predictions. This study can be only a first step in looking at causal
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connections between grammatical awareness and spelling and longitudinal studies
are needed in order to analyse the direction of the relation.
6.11. Method
6.11.a. Participants
The 214 children who had been asked to spell the words and the article (first
condition) in the previous study, participated in this study, divided into four age
groups: 51 children 7 years old (mean 7;1 range 6;7-7.6), 53 children 8 years old
(mean 8;1 range 7;8-8;7), 55 children 9 years old (mean 9;1 range 8;8-9;6) and 55
children 10 years old (mean 10;1 range 9;9-10;7). The four groups were in grades
two, three, four and five respectively. The children were sampled from four different
public schools in the city of Katerim in North Greece. The intake of these schools
varied considerably in socio-economic terms and as a result the sample covered a
wide range of socio-economic backgrounds. All the children who participated in the
study had learned Greek as their first language.
6.11.b. Materials and procedure
In addition to completing the spelling task described in the previous chapter, the
children answered three tasks designed to measure awareness of grammar, adapted
from the same paradigm developed by Nunes et al. (1997): a word analogy test, a
sentence analogy test and a productive morphology test. The decision to ask children
to spell both the word and the article was made in order to avoid any effect from the
presence of the article on children's spelling although this effect was not strongly
supported by the results of the previous study. The three morphological awareness
tasks were designed to measure whether children were aware of the distinctions
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between different parts of speech e.g. verbs, adjectives, singular and plural, passive
and active voice, and different persons of verbs. All three tasks were entirely oral:
they involved no written material. The three morphological awareness tasks were
given to children in the second session.
Two of the tasks involved explicit awareness of grammar. The third task involved
implicit awareness of grammar. The two first tasks were based on the analogy
paradigm, where the children must identify a relationship between one pair of
stimuli and apply the same relationship to complete the second pair, following the
model a:b::c:d (Piaget, Montangero and Billeter, 1977; Sternberg, 1977). In the third
task children had to transform non-words by adding the appropriate morpheme based
on Berko's well known pseudoword task (Berko 1958). These tasks were used in
order to ascertain whether the children were aware of the distinctions between
different categories of words and whether they could manipulate inflectional and
denvational morphemes.
Sentence analogies There were fourteen trials, and the tasks were presented with the
support of two puppets. In each trial the first puppet "said" a sentence and then the
second puppet "repeated" it but with a change to the tense of the verb (e.g. "Tom
helps Maiy" and "Tom helped Mary"). Then the first puppet "said" a second, quite
similar, sentence (e.g. "George phones Tony"); the child was asked to play the role
of the second puppet and to make the same change to this sentence as the puppet had
to make to the first. The changes, which were made to one verb and which the child
had to make to the other, were from present to past tense and vice versa, from
present to future and vice versa and from active to passive voice and vice versa. By
using this task it could be demonstrated whether the child could make the same
change in the tenses as the experimenter had. Examples are given in Table 6.1.
Word analogies There was another analogy task, but this time the analogies were
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Table 6.1
Sample questions from the three morphosyntactic tasks
The Sentence Analogy Task
1. 0 I'tthpyoç oiiOd v Evr1.	 H Mapft ithi o yd?a rT1c.
0 r' thpoç 3órtOiicc v Evij.
George helps Helen.	 Maria drinks her milk.
George helped Helen.
2. 0 Nfi<o; iragct .ird2a. 	 H ytcrytd p643t ta iroa.
0 Nii<oç Oa itaIt .ticda.
Nikos plays footbalL	 The grandmother stitches a blouse.
Nikos will play footbalL
The Word Analogy Task
1. Oj.topq	 opopptd	 vóat11
beautiful (she) beauty	 tasty (she)
2. 2vco	 fthpco
untie	 untied	 paint
The Productive Morphology Task
L Au	 fvat j.tia OKftt. Tdpa uthp&t aKOJ.ta pia OKia. Kora wrdpoov
&o. Eivw. &5o -------. (?ocicç)
This is a lokia. Now there is another lokia. Look there two of them. There
are two lokies
2. Auri civat pita i<opia icou pct va 1raKCi6L Tthpa KdvCi. ro i8i.o pC1 JJ.E
va qOo 'rç. Ti. ithvouv 'rthpa i<cu oi. &o; Kw. oi. &o -____
(7raK&iouv)
This a lady who knows how to pakevi. Now she is doing the same thing
with her friend. What are they both doing? They pakevoun.
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between words (vo-é.?uoa tie-tied, Jd 
-4.13a''a paint-painted). Otherwise the
task was exactly like the sentence analogy task except that there were sixteen trials
including transfonnations from present tense to past tense, from active voice to
passive voice, from adjective to noun, from verb to noun, from verb to adjective,
from first person singular to second person plural, and from adverb to verb. The
range of grammatical transfonnations used in this task was even greater. Examples
are given in Table 6.1.
Productive morphology task An adaptation of Berko's (1958) task was used. The
children were given pictures and in describing these pictures pseudo-words were
used: then children were asked questions which required them to transform these
pseudowords by adding a morpheme (e.g. This is a lokia. Now there is another lokia.
Look there are two of them. There are two lokies). Four trials dealt with singular to
plural transformations. In three trials, transformation involved present and past
tenses and in another three present and future tenses. Three trials dealt with third
singular person to third plural person transformations. The last six trials involved
possessive and derived agentives. Examples are given in Table 6.1.
The three grammatical awareness tasks are Fully presented in Appendix 5.
Standardised test.
Children were also given two verbal sub-tests (vocabulary and lexical analogies) of
the Athina test which is a test for measuring children's general abilities
(Paraskevopoulos et al., 1996). It was used as a control measure of verbal ability in
statistical analyses.
The vocabulary subtest consists of 35 words, arranged in ascending order of
difficulty. The child is asked to explain what each word means, with the question
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"what is a ......" or "what does .......mean". Each response is scored 0, 1 or 2,
according to the degree of understanding of the word shown by the child's response.
The lexical analogies subtest consists of 24 questions. For each question there are
two sentences with the last word of the second sentence missing. The child has to
supply the missing word of the second sentence which is analogous to the first one
(e.g. animals have legs, cars have ........(wheels). These analogies were not
morphological.
6.111. Results
The results are presented in two sections. In the first section univariate statistics for
each task that the children carried out are described. In the second section children's
understanding of the grammatical basis for the conventional spelling of morphemes
when they use these spellings appropriately is examined by analysing the relations
between the spelling patterns and children's grammatical awareness.
6.ffi.a Descriptive statistics.
6.ffl.ai . Spelling task
One point was given for each correct spelling of the ending of the words (maximum
possible score 64). The mean score was 46.6 and the Standard Deviation 13.62.
Because there was a linear relationship between these two statistics (r-. 88) a
logarithmic transfonnation of the data was performed. Frequency distribution of the
transformed data is presented in Figure 6.1. A One-Way Analysis of Variance
showed significant differences between the four age groups (3,210)98. 15,
p<.000l). Post hoc (Newman-Keuls) tests showed that all the comparisons were
Li
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Figure 6.1
Frequency Distribution of scores in the spelling task
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significant.
6.ffl.a.ii. The three grammatical awareness tasks
One point was given for each correct answer in these tasks.
Sentence analogies Figure 6.2 shows the frequency distribution of the transformed
into logarithms (with 10 base) scores in the task The maximum possible score of the
original data was 14 and the mean score was 8.9 (SD 4.44). The majority of scores
lay at the higher end of the distribution. Nine and ten year old children performed
quite well in the task. The mean scores ascended by Grade but no age group
performed at ceiling level. A One-Way Analysis of Variance showed significant
differences between the four age groups (F(3,210)72.18, p<.0001). Post hoc
(Newman-Keuls) tests showed that each older age group performed significantly
better than the younger ones.
Word analogies The frequency distribution of the transformed into logarithms scores
in this task is presented in Figure 6.3. The maximum possible score of the original
data was 16, and the mean score was 10.75 (SD 3.74). The distribution was skewed
towards the higher scores. When the mean of the four age groups were compared, it
was found that each older age group performed significantly better than the younger
ones (F(3,210)=105.3, p<.000I).
Productive morphology The maximum possible score in the task was 21 and the
mean score was 14.56 (SD 3.75). The frequency distribution of scores is presented
in Figure 6.4. The distribution of scores was approximately normal. Significant
differences between the performance of the four age groups were found
(F(3,210)=35.25, p<.0001). Post-hoc (Newman-Keuls) tests showed that all the
comparisons were significant and each older age group performed better than the
45
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younger ones.
6.ffl.a.iii. The Verbal ability test
Raw scores ranged from 28 to 87. The maximum possible score was 94 and the
mean 61.74 (SD 14.24; N=214). Frequency distribution of scores is presented in
Figure 6.5.
6.ffl.b. Is there a basis for learning the conventional spellings of morphemes when
these are used appropriately by children?
At the core of this question is the investigation of processes in the development of
spelling. The hypothesis is that children ground their understanding of when to use
these new spelling patterns on their developing awareness of grammar (the
term "grammar" here is used in a broad sense, to include both syntax and
morphology, because morphology is not independent of syntax). If this hypothesis is
correct there should be correlations between these spelling patterns and children's
grammatical awareness.
Table 6.2 gives the correlation coefficients between the total scores in the different
spelling patterns and the grammatical awareness tasks. As can be seen from Table
6.2 the correlations between the different spelling patterns and the grammatical
awareness tasks were quite high. These strong relationships between the three
different spelling patterns which depend on morphology, show that the children in
the study were using a morphologically based spelling strategy.
The set of analyses that follows was concerned with the relations between children's
spelling of the endings of the words and their grammatical awareness. Because
children's scores in the three spelling patterns are significantly related, the total
30
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Table 6.2
Correlations coefficients between correct scores in the different spelling tasks and
grammatical awareness tasks
lot sound
correct
tel sound
correct
lit sound
correct
word
analogy
sentence
analogy
productive
morphology
N=214
let sound	 lit sound
correct	 correct
.54	 .84
p=.000	 p=.000
-	 .56
p=.000
word	 sentence	 productive
analogy analogy morphology
	
.69	 .71	 .54
p=.000	 p=.000	 p=.000
	
.51	 .50	 .44
p=.000	 p=.000	 p=:.000
	
.71	 .77	 .57
p=.000	 p=.000	 p=.000
-	 .87	 .67
	
p=.000	 p.00O
-	
-	 .66
p=. 000
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score was used in the regression analyses that follow. However, the same regression
analyses were also carried out separately for each spelling pattern and are presented
in Appendix 8. The total score was calculated by transforming the scores in
each spelling pattern into standardised (z) scores and adding them in order to avoid
giving more weight to one of the spelling patterns.
Three fixed order multiple regressions were carried out in order to test the
hypothesis that the extent of children's grammatical awareness determines the
progress of their spelling. In all the regressions the outcome variable was the
children's total score in the three spelling patterns and the two first steps were
always age and verbal ability. The third step in each regression was the score in each
of the three grammatical awareness tasks. Table 6.3 summarises the results of these
regressions.
All the three grammatical awareness tasks significantly predicted the correct spelling
of the ending of the words after controlling for age and verbal ability. Sentence
analogy was the strongest predictor of the correct spelling of the word endings.
In summary, children's understanding of morphological spellings show significant
and specific relationships to their grammatical awareness even after controlling for
age and verbal ability.
6.IV. Discussion and Conclusions
6.IV.a. Summary of the results
1. Children's success in spelling one of the ending sounds is closely related to their
success in spelling the other ending sounds correctly.
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Table 6.3
Results for three Fixed Order Multiple Regressions with correct spelling of the
endings of all the words as the outcome Variable
Outcome variable: correct spelling of all the words
B	 SEB beta r2	 F
change change
Step
Steps common to all 6 multiple regressions
1.Age	 .021	 .001	 .719	 .518	 228.07***
2. Verbal ability	 .013	 .002	 .476	 .104	 57.82***
The third step in each of the three multiple regressions
3a. sentence analogy	 601 .095	 .413	 .060
	 397* * *
3b. word analogy	 .610 .157	 .285	 .025
	 15.05***
3c. productive morphology	 017 .006	 .155	 .014
	 8 . 04* * *
* p<.O5; ** p<.Ol; *** p<.00l
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2. Fixed order multiple regressions showed that there are strong relationships
between children's grammatical awareness and their spelling of ending sounds even
after controlling for age and verbal ability.
In the next section, these results are discussed in more detail in relation to the
hypothesis of the study.
6.IV.b. Discussion of results
Hypothesis : There is a basis in learning the conventional speffing of morphemes
and this is children's developing awareness of grammar.
This hypothesis was supported by the data. Children's ability to use morphological
spelling strategies for the ending morphemes of nouns, adjectives and verbs changes
dramatically between the ages of 7 and 10 years.
The relation between children's use of morphological spelling strategies and their
developing awareness of grammar was confinned by two kinds of evidence. Firstly,
there were significant correlations between different spelling patterns the spelling of
which depends on morphology. These strong relationships between the different
spelling patterns which depend on morphology show that when children start to use
a morphological spelling strategy they do so wherever this is required and not
selectively. In this sense these children can be characterised as morphological
spellers.
The second evidence is the strong and specific relationships between children's
spelling and their score in the grammatical awareness tasks even after controlling for
age and verbal ability. All three grammatical awareness tasks, and especially the
sentence analogy task, predicted children's scores in the spelling task These results
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clearly show that children's awareness of grammar helps them to adopt the
conventional spelling for morphemes.
These results are consistent with Nunes et al. (1997) finding that there is a
significant and specific relationship between the use of different types of
morphological spelling patterns and also between the understanding and the use of
morphological spelling patterns and grammatical awareness. They also found that
children in the later stages grasp the reason for these spellings and their mastery is
founded on the children's grammatical awareness.
6.TV. c. Conclusions and limitations
The results of the present study reinforced the conclusions from the previous studies
by showing that the relationship between children's use of morphological spelling
strategies and their developing awareness of grammar is not specific to the English
language but also exists in other languages. In the previous studies this relationship
was established for the third type of connection between morphology and writing
(where the conventional spellings for morphemes flout letter-sound correspondence
rules). In the present study this relationship was established for the first type of
connection between morphology and writing (where the speller has to decide
between two or more acceptable spelling sequences).
A limitation of the present study is that it provides only cross-sectional data.
Longitudinal data would be needed to find out whether individual children progress
through stages of development of morphological spelling, and how this progress is
related to their developing grammatical awareness in oral language. The role of
phonological awareness in the development of spelling also needs to be examined in
relation to morphological awareness in order to see the role of these two important
abilities in literacy acquisition. Lastly, more instances of spelling patterns the
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spelling of which depends on morphology should be investigated in order to see
whether the phenomenon found in this study accounts for the development of
children's morphological spelling in general and not just the specific instances of the
final morpheme of nouns, adjectives or verbs.
In Chapter seven, two new instances of morphological spellings are examined in
order to see whether there is a more general level of knowledge which allows for
learning different instances of morphological spellings.
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CHAPTER 7: STUDY 6
IS THERE A MORE GENERAL LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE THAT HELPS
CHILDREN CREATE A NEW FRAMEWORK OF THINKING ABOUT
LANGUAGE?
7.1. Introduction
In the previous chapters it was found that Greek children's spelling of the final
morpheme in words where there are alternative spelling patterns follows a
developmental progression. The high correlations that were observed between the
three different instances of morphological spelling examined in the previous study
suggest the possibility that the relations between spelling and morphological
awareness might be limited to the spelling of the ending of nouns, adjectives and
verbs. The examination of new spelling patterns, totally different from those
examined in the previous study could offer more strength to this relation and also to
the hypothesis that there is a more general level of knowledge that helps children to
create a new framework for thinking about language (Nunes, 1998).
Nunes et al. (as in Nunes, 1998) have examined a new instance of morphological
spelling, the consistency in the use of the stem. In this task children were asked to
spell a real word on one day and on another day they asked to spell the same stem in
a combination with a real affix but the resultant combined word was a pseudoword.
It was found that children's morphological awareness was significantly related to the
children's consistency in the spelling of stems even after the effects of age and their
general verbal ability were partialled out.
In Greek, morphemes are the key to deciding between alternative spellings for word
endings. However, when the phoneme hi, for example, is in the stem (which is a
morpheme that conveys only meaning but does not have grammatical function) it can
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be spelled in one of six ways "ii, , u, oi, ei, ot' ". The spelling of the stem of the
word can also be based on morphological strategies. For example, in the words
"J w, /vicho/, I cough and 13iixa; /vichas/, cough" that share the same stem the
phoneme hi is spelled with the letter "i". As Bryant et al. (1997) suggest there is an
advantage in understanding connections between words with the same stem over the
strategy of learning them all in a rote fashion. Thus, for the reasons that I have just
given, it is quite impossible to spell Greek words just on the basis of a thorough
knowledge of letter-sound relationships. One needs to use morphological strategies
in spelling as well as phonological ones.
Morphological awareness is not only related to spelling. Nunes et al. (as in Nunes
1998) have examined whether children's morphological awareness and use of
morphological spelling strategies help children to interpret unknown words.
According to their hypothesis, a child who realises that "bicycle" is a vehicle with
two wheels and "tricycle" is one with three wheels and connects the affix 'bi' with
the meaning of "two of something" then it might be easier for this child to
understand the word "bidirectorial" or "bipedal". In their study they combined real
stems with real affixes in a new combination (e.g. unclimb) and asked children to
say what they thought the words meant. They found significant correlations between
children's ability to interpret these novel words and their morphological spellings
even after the effects of age and general verbal ability were partialled out.
These two new instances of the use of morphological knowledge lead to the more
general hypothesis "that the acquisition of morphological spellings provides children
with a framework for thinking about language" (Nunes, 1998, p. 16). This new
framework applies both to the spelling of the words as well as to the interpretation of
the words. In spelling children realise that the final morpheme is related to the
grammatical category that the words belongs to or that the stem morpheme is spelled
1 The spelling of the phoneme hi with this digraph is very rare and it appears only in very few words.
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consistently in every word. In interpretation children understand that morphemes
(stems, affixes and suffixes) convey meaning and that this meaning is constant
across different words.
Two questions are investigated in this experiment. The first question concentrated on
the stem: do children understand the connections between words with the same
stem? The hypothesis is that children use their understanding of the connections
between words with the same stem and they spell the same stem in different words
consistently.
The second question to be asked in this experiment is whether children's
morphological awareness and morphological spelling help them to interpret novel
words which can be analysed into morphological components. The hypothesis is that
children can use their knowledge that morphemes convey meaning and use
morphemes from known words in order to interpret unknown words. In addition the
hypothesis that there is a more general level of knowledge which allows for learning
different specific instances which depend on morphology is examined.
7.11. Method
7.11.a. Participants
The participant were the same 214 children participated in the previous study.
7.11.b. Materials and Procedure
The same spelling task of the final morpheme, the three morphological awareness
tasks and a measure of verbal ability described in the previous chapter were given to
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children.
In addition a second spelling task was designed to test whether children spell the
stems consistently. It consisted of 20 pairs of words and non-words. The first item of
the pair was always a word. In the first ten pairs the second item was a real word
derived from the first word (e.g. uyviç - cuyvcta, /evyenis - evyenial, polite -
politeness). In the other ten pairs the first item was a compound word always
composed of two stems. The second item for these words was always a non-word
which was generated by taking one of the stems of the real word (the first item of the
pair) and adding a second real stem but the combination of the two stems was not a
real word (e.g. xE i o1wo'rth - X.tpoicpitatcô, chirocroto - chiroperpatol, I hand-clap -
I hand-walk). The stems were chosen so that to involve spelling patterns that can be
spelled at least in two different ways both of them phonologically acceptable (e.g. in
the above example the sound lit is spelled with the digraph "et" but there are 4 more
letters or digraphs which represent the sound liT). This task was given in two
sessions. In the first session the first word of the pairs was given and in the second
the derived words and the non-words (the second item of the pairs) were given.
All the words used in this task were low frequency words taken from children's
reading books. The children were asked to spell the words or non-words on paper
provided by the experimenter. The words and non-words were presented in isolation.
The testing took place in the classroom in two sessions and both the class teacher
and the experimenter made sure that all the children had finished the spelling of one
word before a new word was introduced. Appendix 6 presents the words and non-
words used in this task Table 7.1 gives several examples of this task
Lastly, a task was designed to measure the children's use of morphology in
interpreting novel words. The task consisted of 28 non-words. All the non-words
were created from a real affix (e.g. iovo, tmonol, something that it is only one as in
shipwrecked shipwreck
harass	 harassment
dance	 dancer
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Table 7.1
Sample words from the stem spelling task and from the interpretation task
A. The stem spelling task
real words
1.. vcwctyó;	 vaudyto
2. 'rcaticopth	 ra)cuiccopia
3. ope5co	 xopcuriç
compound words and non-words
1. cvoôov,%ców	 appua'roôk4cOw
2. vevpoxctpotpyoç	 vcvpc$pri
3. KOKKlVOfV11	 KOKKlVP1l
B. The interpretation task
1. araivco	 CCOL1VO)
2. cuOa	 avuOeia
3. Kp63drt	 8tKpëjkO
4. 6a<a?o;	 apxt6ãaKaoc
char - iliworking
neurosurgeon - neurotalor
red-beard - red-hand
heat - unheat
straight line - not a
straight line
bed - bibeded
teacher - leaderteacher
5. cLoio)	 auvai<ot.o	 hear - cohear
7. t8toicriTç	 ovo6toKriç	 owner - monoowner
8. ?oo?o8t	 o?o?otou8oç	 flower - full of flowers
The affixes used in the interpretation task
a-, - : negative
bi-, twice
apxt- : best, leader
auv- : together
.LOVO- : mono-
OO-	 : all
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"monosyllabic" which means with only one syllable) and a real stem but a stem
which is not found in combination with this affix in the Greek dictionary. The words
were presented to the children in sentences. The children were asked to say what
they think the word means.
The non-words used in this task were derived by joining a real stem and a real affix.
Children were individually interviewed in a quiet room in their school. The
experimenter read a sentence with the non-word in it to the child and he asked the
child what s/he thought the word means. The affixes used were: c- negative; a-
pnvative; 6t- bi-, twice; apyt- best, first; auv- con-, with, together; .tovo- mono-,
one; oo- very, quite, all. In another two different sessions children had to spell (a)
the non-words and (b) the real words without the affix. The spelling took place in
the classroom. Examples of this task are given in Table 7.1. The non-words used in
this task are presented in Appendix 7.
7.111. Results
The results are presented in three sections. In the first section univariate statistics for
each task that the children carried out are described. In the second section the
consistency of the stem task is analysed in order to examine whether children
understand the connections between words with the same stem. In the third section
the relation between children's knowledge of morphemes and their ability to
interpret novel words is presented.
7.ffl.a. Descriptive statistics.
Children's overall performance in the spelling of the words' endings task, in the
three grammatical awareness task and in the verbal ability test was presented in
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Chapter 6.
7.ffl.a.i. The stem spelling task
One point was given for the consistent spelling of the stem in both sessions
independently of whether it was spelled correctly or wrong. The frequency
distributions of the scores for the consistency of stem is presented in Figure 7.1. The
maximum possible score was 20 and the mean score was 14.8 (SD 3.03). Children
from each younger group performed significantly worse than children from the older
groups (F(3,210)=1021.62, p<.0001). Post-hoc tests showed that there were no
significant differences between second and third graders in the consistency of stem.
7.ffl.a.ii. The interpretation task
For each interpretation the children were given one point if they had used
information from both the stem and the affix in order to produce the definition.
Frequency distribution of scores is given in Figure 7.2. The distribution of scores is
skewed towards the higher scores. The maximum possible score was 28 and the
mean score was 20.94 (SD 7.02). A one-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of
grade on the interpretation of non-words (F(3,210)44.85, p<.0001).
7.ffl.b. Do children understand the connections between words with the same stem?
It was hypothesised that children use their understanding of the connections between
words with the same stem and they spell the same stem consistently in different
words because it is easier to learn that the same stem is spelled consistently than to
learn the spelling of each word by rote. All the word pairs in this task included
spelling patterns that can be spelled with at least more than one, phonologically
acceptable, alternative spelling. Significant positive correlations were thus expected
between measure of children's consistent spelling of the stem and their grammatical
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awareness scores. These relationships were expected to remain significant after the
effects of age and verbal ability were partialled out.
Relationships between consistent spelling of the stem and grammatical awareness It
was predicted that there are specific and significant correlations between children's
consistent spelling of the stem and their awareness of granimar. Two types of
analyses were carried out. First, correlations across children's consistent spelling of
the stem and grammatical tasks were obtained. Correlations coefficients of .58, .58
and .52 between consistent spelling of the stem and sentence analogy, word analogy
and productive morphology respectively, were observed. All the correlations were
significant.
The second analysis was a series of fixed order multiple regressions, where the
children's score in the consistent spelling of the stem was predicted from their
grammatical awareness scores controlling for age and verbal ability. The three last
steps were scores in the sentence analogy, word analogy and productive morphology
tasks. There were three analyses in all. Table 7.2 summarises the results of the three
regression analyses. All the three grammatical awareness tasks significantly
predicted children's consistent spelling of the stem even after controlling for age and
verbal ability.
So the answer to the question this section examined is that children do understand
the connections between the words with the same stem and they tend to spell it
consistently. In summary, the results of this task corroborate those obtained in the
previous studies that children's understanding of morphological spellings shows
significant and specific relationships to their grammatical awareness.
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Table 7.2
Results for three Fixed Order Multiple Regression with score in the consistent
spelling of stem task as the outcome Variable
Outcome variable: score in the consistent spelling of the stem task
B	 SEB beta r2	 F
change change
Step
Steps common to all four multiple regressions
1.Age	 .118	 .013	 .538	 .290	 86.47***
2. Verbal ability	 .079	 .017	 .371	 .063	 20.65***
The third step in each of the three multiple regressions
3a. sentence analogy	 .203 .063	 .298	 .031
	 10.40**
3b. word analogy	 221 .089	 .272	 .019
	 6.23*
3c. productive morphology	 191 .057	 .236	 .032
	 1 1.09**
* p<.OS; ** p<.Ol; *** p<.00l
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7.ffl.iii.c. Do children's learning about morphological spellings hel p them to
interpret novel words which can be analysed into morphological components?
This section examines the connection between children's morphological spellings
and their ability to interpret novel words that can be analysed into morphological
components. The hypothesis is that children's morphological spellings are related
with their ability to interpret novel words. This hypothesis leads to the prediction
that there will be significant positive correlations between (a) different instances of
children's use of morphological spellings and their ability to interpret novel
words; (b) their morphological awareness and their ability to interpret novel words.
These correlations are expected to remain significant after the effects of age and
verbal ability are partialled out, if there is a specific relation between morphological
spellings and the interpretation of novel words.
Two measures of children's morphological spellings (spelling the final morpheme
and consistent spelling of the stem) and the three measures of their grammatical
awareness (sentence analogy, word analogy and productive morphology) were used
as predictors of the children's ability to interpret novel words. Because there were
high correlations between the scores of the spelling of the three final sounds (/ol, /e/,
and lit) the total score in this task (using the z scores as explained in the previous
chapter) was used. The correlation coefficients are presented in Table 7.3. All the
correlations were high and significant.
Five multiple regressions, one for each of the measures described above, were
carried out to discover whether the correlations between the measures of
morphological spellings and grammatical awareness and interpretation of novel
words remained significant when age and verbal ability were controlled for. In all
these regressions the outcome measure was correct interpretation of the novel words.
Age and verbal ability were the first two steps and each of the measures used as
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predictors of children's ability to interpret novel words was the third step in each
regression. Table 7.4 summarises the results of the five regression analyses.
The relationship between children's ability to interpret novel words and their
morphological spellings as measured by their performance in the different spelling
tasks which require morphological strategies is significant, even after the effects of
age and verbal ability have been partialled out. As was expected, there is a strong
and consistent connection between using the morphological spelling strategy and the
ability to interpret novel words. From the three grammatical awareness tasks,
only sentence analogy is significant in predicting the interpretation of novel words
score even after controlling for age and verbal ability.
In summary, these results support the idea that children's morphological spellings is
significantly related to their ability to interpret novel words which can be analysed
into morphological components. When children start to use a morphologically based
spelling strategy, they use it successfully with different spelling patterns which
depend on morphology and they also acquire a new way of thinking about language.
This new way of thinking about language or this more general level of knowledge
allows for learning of different morphological instances.
7.IV. Discussion and Conclusions
7.IV.a. Summary of the results
1. Children's understanding of the connections between words with the same stem
was closely related to their grammatical awareness even after the effects of age and
verbal ability were partialled out.
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Table 7.4
Results for five Fixed Order Multiple Regression with score in the interpretation task
as the outcome Variable
Outcome variable: score in the interpretation task
B	 SEB beta r2	 F
change change
Step
Steps common to all five multiple regressions
1.Age	 .312	 .028	 .612	 .375	 126.94***
2. Verbal ability	 .330	 .033	 .669	 .205	 102.79***
The third and final step in each of the five multiple regressions
3 a. spelling the final morpheme	 451 .181	 .181	 .012
	 6.25*
3b. consistent spelling of stem	 324	 .127	 .140	 .013
	 6.51 *
3c. word analogy	 .265 .166	 .141	 .005
	
2.54
3d. sentence analogy	 235 .120	 .149	 .008
	 3.86*
3e. productive morphology	 .121 .110 .065	 .002	 1.22
* p<.OS; ** p<.Ol; *** p<.001
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2. Children's ability to interpret novel words which can be analysed into
morphological components was significantly related to their spelling of the ending
/0/ and hi sounds, to their consistent spelling of the stem morpheme and to one
measure of their grammatical awareness namely sentence analogy.
In the next section, these results are discussed in more detail in relation to each of
the hypotheses of the study.
7.TV.b. Discussion of the results
Hypothesis 1: Children use their understanding of the connections between
words with the same stem and they spell consistently the same stem in different
words.
This hypothesis was supported by the data. All the correlations between the spelling
consistency task and the grammatical awareness tasks were significant even after
controlling for age and verbal ability. All the three grammatical awareness tasks
predicted consistent spelling of stem morphemes in related words, even after
controlling for age and verbal ability, confirming the relation between reflection on
morphology in oral language and its use in written language.
The results of the present study confirm the findings of previous researchers in
showing that when children start to use a morphologically based spelling strategy
they use it whenever this is required and not only in some instances of
morphological spelling. This strategy is used for both the root morphemes (stems)
and the inflectional morphemes such as the endings of the verbs, nouns and
adjectives.
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Hypothesis 2: Children's morphological spellings are related to their ability to
interpret novel words which can be analysed into morphological components.
This hypothesis was supported by the data, although not with respect to all the
measures. As expected, there were significant correlations between all the measures
of children's morphological spelling and grammatical awareness and their ability to
interpret novel words. However, the relationship between children's ability to
interpret novel words and their score in the word analogy and productive
morphology tasks was not significant after controlling for age and verbal ability. All
the measures of morphological spelling and the sentence analogy task significantly
predicted children's score in the interpretation task even after the same controls have
been introduced.
These results show that children who start to adopt a morphologically based spelling
strategy also start to develop another way for thinking about their language. This
new way of thinking allows them to use their knowledge of morphology in
interpreting words that otherwise might not be understood by breaking down these
words into morphemes already known. In this way, unknown words in difficult
texts, such as scientific texts, can be more easily understood.
These results are consistent with the results of Nunes et al. (1998) who found high
correlations between spelling tasks which were based on morphology and children's
ability to interpret novel words, even after controlling for age and verbal ability. In
their study they also found that the acquisition of morphological spellings provides
children with a framework for thinking about language.
7.IV.a. Conclusions and limitations
Study 6 has shown that when children are learning to spell morphologically they can
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use this knowledge in different tasks which depend on morphology. There were
strong and specific relationships between children's scores on different tasks that
depend on morphology. This is vely important for the Greek language because
morphology is the only way for spelling correctly not only the final morphemes but
also the root morphemes. As was found, children's morphological awareness, as it
was measured by the three grammatical awareness tasks, predicted their consistent
spelling of the stem morpheme, even after controls for age and verbal ability were
taken into account.
Another interesting finding is that children's learning of morphology helps them to
create a new framework of thinking about language. Once children have understood
that morphemes convey the same meaning wherever they are found they are able to
decompose novel words into their morphemes and to interpret them based on their
previous knowledge. Their ability to interpret novel words is strongly related to their
use of a morphologically based strategy in spelling and to their morphological
awareness. These relations remain strong even after controlling for age and verbal
ability.
A limitation of the present study is that it provides only cross-sectional data
examining children's spelling only in one occasion. Longitudinal data would be
needed to find out how individual children progress through the development of
morphological spelling, and how this progress is related to their developing
grammatical awareness in oral language. More instances of spelling patterns the
spelling of which depends on morphology would need to be investigated in order to
see whether there is a model of the development of children's morphological
spelling. Lastly, the role of phonological awareness in the development of spelling
also need to be examined in relation to morphological awareness.
In Chapter eight, the conclusions, limitations, and theoretical and educational
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implications of the research reported in this thesis will be discussed, and suggestions
for further research will be made.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION
8.1. Conclusions
The major question that this thesis examined was whether literacy acquisition in
Greek follows a developmental progression from simple to complex rules (Marsh et
al., 1981; Frith, 1985, Goswami and Bryant, 1990, Nunes et al., 1997). The results
supported the hypothesis that although Greek is a shallow orthography, a stage
model from simple to complex still counts for the development of both reading and
spelling. An attempt to describe literacy development in Greek can be made based
on the results of this thesis.
In reading, first graders, after just six months of reading and spelling instruction,
performed almost at ceiling level in words that involve invariant spelling patterns.
This strategy is completely acquired by the first graders as it was shown by their
performance in not-frequent words and non-words where they performed at ceiling
level. Greek children at the onset of their literacy development use a simple
sequential strategy according to which one letter corresponds to one sound. A small
problem with words that involve complex syllables was found for the first graders in
not-frequent words and non-words. The complexity of the syllable has an effect on
young children's reading.
Grade one children's decoding skills develop rapidly. Apart from the one letter for
one sound strategy they have also acquired a more complex sequential strategy for
the reading of words in which two letters represent one sound. This violation of the
one-to-one correspondence has a small effect on first grade children's reading. This
effect is limited to not-frequent words and non-words which contain digraphs in
complex syllables. First graders performed at ceiling level in words and non-words
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that involve digraphs and double letters but they performed slightly worse in the not-
frequent words and the non-words with digraphs included in complex syllables.
These children sort out the difficulties that they have with not-frequent words with
two-to-one constant relations between graphemes and phonemes with context. Their
performance is improved when they read these words in sentence context than when
they read them in isolation. However, their difficulties with non-words remain.
Second grade children have acquired this strategy completely. They performed at
ceiling level in words and non-words which have constant two-to-one relations
between graphemes and phonemes and context had no effect on their reading of
these words.
Words that involve variable but predictable spelling patterns pose the most difficulty
in reading. A complex phonological strategy is needed for the reading of these words
because the pronunciation of a letter varies in relation to the presence of specific
letters or markers in the word. Children of all age groups performed significantly
worse in this category of words. Children sort out their difficulties with words that
involve variant but predictable spelling patterns with context. When these words
were presented in a sentence context children's performance improved significantly.
Third graders performed almost at ceiling levels and first graders performed above
chance level and benefited more from context than the older age groups.
Conditional rules are not mastered at the same time. Some of them are mastered
early; some others are mastered later. In the au-eu combinations conditional rule all
the children performed at ceiling level in the frequent words. Second and third grade
children performed at ceiling level in not-frequent words too. In non-words all the
children performed very low. Even adults had difficulty in reading non-words which
involved this conditional rule. More importantly, no child and only five adults knew
the grammatical statement for this conditional rule.
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Conversely, all the third and second graders and more than half the first graders
knew the grammatical statement for the vowel cluster dialitika conditional rule but
they did not read correctly all the words and non-words which involved this
conditional rule. Similar results were found for the vowel cluster tonos conditional
rule although children performed even worse on this conditional rule. Adults read all
the words and non words that involved these two conditional rules correctly. Third
graders performance shows that by the age of eight years children can read the vast
majority of words that involve conditional rules. It might be that in the next two
grades these two conditional rules are learned completely with vowel cluster
dialitika first and vowel cluster tonos later.
These results show that even if children know the grammatical statement of a rule it
does not mean that they have developed the psychological processes which underlie
the learning of the rule. The vast majority of second and third graders in the present
study knew the grammatical statement for the vowel cluster tonos conditional rule
but they could not use it in their reading. It was the most difficult conditional rule
for children. The knowledge of the grammatical statement without a complex
phonological strategy does not allow for the reading of words with conditional rules.
This does not mean that a complex phonological strategy by itself allows for the
reading of words with conditional rules. Adults had problems in reading non-words
that involved the au-eu combinations conditional rule for which they did not know
the grammatical statement. Hence, both the knowledge of the grammatical statement
and the use of a complex phonological strategy are important in reading words that
involve variant but predictable spelling patterns.
The finding that conditional rules pose a great difficulty on children's reading is
consistent with previous research (Marsh et al., 1981). The claim made by Marsh et
al. (1981) and by Goswami and Bryant (1990), that children do not learn these rules
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till quite late is not supported by the present thesis. This is true for some of the rules.
Some others, however, are mastered very early.
In learning conditional rules children use analogy to whole words. Even first graders
performed better when they had to read analogous non-words than not-analogous
non-words. This strategy, however, is limited because it does not allow for the
reading of words that do not share a sequence of letters with another word, and there
are a lot of such words. An even more advanced strategy is used for the reading of
these words. When children process a word, a segment of which poses great
difficulty in decoding, they search for the same segment in a known word and work
out its pronunciation. The target segment might not coincide with a phonological
segment, for example a syllable, but it may include part of one syllable and part of
another syllable. This strategy is used for conditional rules for which the
grammatical statement is not available to the reader. Thus readers find their own
way of learning these conditional rules. This is a strategy which can be used for
conditional rules that have a very complex grammatical statement e.g. the au-eu
combinations. The present thesis provides evidence that children from the eight
years of age onwards use this strategy. Children's decoding skills are very important
for this strategy since the words must be decoded into syllables and even into
phonemes in order for the inferences to be made. This explains the finding that this
strategy is used by eight years old children who have a good level of decoding skills.
This strategy is extensively used by adults who do not know the grammatical
statement for the conditional rule.
In spelling Greek, too, a similar developmental sequence from simple to complex
can be observed. Young children use a phonological strategy in spelling. A great
number of second graders used only one letter - the most common one - for spelling
the ending of the words ignoring alternative spelling patterns. Older children realise
that this strategy cannot be used for the correct spelling of the majority of the words
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because there are alternative correct spellings for the same phonemes and grammar
decides for the spelling of the word. By grade five children use morphological
strategies in spelling the final morpheme of words the spelling of which depends on
morphology. Children's use of morphological spelling strategies is highly related
with their morphological awareness even after the effects of age and verbal ability
were partialled out. Morphological awareness is significantly related with children's
use of morphological strategies in spelling.
The use of morphology is not limited to the spelling of the final morpheme. A
significant relation between children's consistent spelling of the stem and their
grammatical awareness even after controlling for age and verbal ability was found.
High relations between children's morphological spelling, their morphological
awareness and their ability to interpret novel words which can be analysed into
morphological components were found. These high relations between different
instances of the use of morphology show that children at some stage acquire a more
general level of morphological knowledge which helps them to overcome any
difficulties with literacy.
8.11. Discussion
Taken together, all these findings provide some evidence that a dual route model can
explain literacy development in Greek The sublexical route of this model, which
works at the level of phonemes and syllables can explain both reading and spelling.
In reading young children rely on bigger than phonemes phonological units, such as
syllables, when they are reading. Thus, when the syllable has a complex structure,
these children have more difficulty in reading. It might be that children process the
words by analysing them into syllables first, and then into phonemes. However, their
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decoding skills at the level of phonemes have not yet been developed completely.
This possibility is supported by the method of instruction. First graders are taught to
analyse words both into syllables and into phonemes. This is also consistent with
findings from other researchers that (a) phonological awareness develops from
bigger to smaller units as children are exposed more to reading and writing (Bryant
et a!., 1989; Goswanii and Bryant, 1990); (b) that phonological awareness is not a
homogenous phenomenon (Hoein et a!., 1990; Stanovich, 1992; Goswami and
Bryant, 1990; Aidinis and Nunes, 1997); and (c) that syllable awareness is more
accessible to young children than phoneme awareness when the syllable is formed
by at least two phonemes (Carraher and Rego, 1984; Libennan et al., 1974; Aidinis
and Nunes, 1997). Contextual cues and analogy to segments of known words are
used by children in order to read words that surpass their decoding skills.
For spelling, the sublexical route is not enough. The lexical route is essential for
spelling in Greek because of the one to many correspondences between phonemes
and graphemes. However, this route need not operate on the level of whole words
but it must involve smaller units such as morphemes. Morphological awareness is
very important for correct spelling in Greek and it is the basis for learning
morphological spellings.
The results of the present thesis support the idea that there is a more general level of
knowledge that allows children to form a new framework of thinking about language
(Nunes, 1998). It could be characterised as a framework of thinking
morphologically. This new framework of thinking about language allows children
not only to spell various words correctly but also to interpret words that can be
analysed into morphemes and otherwise might be very difficult, if not impossible,
for them to interpret.
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Although the present thesis was not designed to compare reading and spelling it
seems that spelling in Greek is more difficult than reading. Words with digraphs, for
example, were veiy easy to be read even by first grade children while 75% of second
graders did not use the digraph which was the correct spelling of the ending of some
words. This thesis cannot provide any answer for this difference but it could be used
as the basis for future research.
8.111. Limitations and suggestions for further research
The studies presented in this thesis were entirely cross sectional. This is the most
important limitation. Studies with longitudinal designs as well as training studies are
needed in order to provide evidence for the development of reading and spelling.
Such studies would also establish causal connection between factors such as
phonological and morphological awareness and the development of reading and
spelling.
Longitudinal studies that take into account both phonological and morphological
awareness would be helpful in order to clarify the effects of these two important
abilities on children's reading and spelling. Studies that compare reading and
spelling would also be useful in order to clarify what sort of abilities are engaged in
what aspects of the mastery of reading and spelling and the relations between these
two skills.
A stronger morphological analysis with more instances of morphological spellings
would also be useful in order for the connection between morphology and spelling to
be clarified.
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8.IV. Educational implications
Together, these findings set important questions for educational research. The
present thesis confinned the results of previous researchers that decoding skills are
very important for reading and spelling acquisition. There are instances, however,
where decoding skills are not enough. What else can we do for children? How can
we teach conditional rules?
Morphological awareness is important for spelling. Do we have to teach
morphological awareness in order to improve spelling or do we have to teach
spelling or both? Training studies which employ both morphological awareness and
spelling would give an answer to this question.
Lastly, the present thesis provides a basis for the construction of reading and spelling
tests currently not available for the Greek language.
In conclusion, the evidence so far supports the hypothesis that literacy develops
from basic simple rules to more complex ones. Different strategies are used by
children at different stages of this development. These strategies may differ for
reading and spelling but this cannot yet be concluded with certainty. More detailed
research is needed to clarify what strategies are used in what aspects of the mastery
of reading and writing in Greek More importantly, studies with longitudinal designs
and training studies are needed in order to provide evidence of what causes the
development of reading and spelling.
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Appendix 1
The words and non-words used in Study 1
320
one-to-one constant relations words
Simple syllable sort words (1-3 syllables)
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
XO)	 O8O	 KÔXU)
cpa;	 o?6a	 avó?ct
KdVO)	 8O1<aVO
ã6u<oç	 (pãpoç	 ófkAo
p.t?th	 itapo	 óac
coy,n
Simple syllable long words (3 syllables and above)
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
ycLthVO)	 aVcLrnlKthVu)	 J3aopdi<o
c(pcOvgc)	 67cvr0%kZ	 voptró?oç
&KdptKO	 icaOaptó'rrira	 arcpaO.(poc
KcOcpo;	 avTroç	 Ef3CrO%CO
aya7cTlp.vo;	 6twpopertKó;	 cOopcpOi
1rapaKcLcö	 7rovoKëpa?o;	 7OpthpUKO
1rEPtp.VCO	 KCXd11Ô11PIX	 rCKdOpa
Complex syllable
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
t5irvoç	 apóa
óJ.Lop(poç	 y)arpa	 KOf3aorpo
pop'rovo;	 aK?dfo
	
vtp'rã)t
irpdwcz	 aKpopt	 7cpoKdrOc
dcY7cpo	 1dpaxog
P6XCL)	 7rcLGK?4WL
l4zpcLoI	 yxpooc	 )KpcoJ.La
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apa;
KUVU)
d8u<o;
'Jdpt
E.o8oç
8OKVo
pdpoç
icapo
KadO1.
.tEycthVCO
eqxovgo)
&KcptKO
Ka13'rcpo;
ayairiivog
7rapaKcL?d)
7ccptvco
avaaTp<thvc)
cict'nxia
KaOcLptón1'rct
avc1o;
6twpOpctKó
1rOVoKCCpa?Oç
ÔpOp(pO
poprcivoç
icpãwa
daicpoç
•rpxco
Kpaai
dpux
y)darpa
aKd3O
(yala	 milk)
(ccho	 have)
(aEras	 wind)
(kano	 do)
(a8ikos	 unjust)
(milo	 talk)
(psari	 fish)
(vichas	 cough)
(exo8os	 exit)
(voli6a	 bullet)
(8okano	 trap)
(faros	 lighthouse)
(parochi	 supply)
(kalaOi	 basket)
(mcyalono grow up)
(xcfonizo	 shout)
(dEkariko	 ten drachmas coin)
(kalitros	 better)
(ayapimEnos beloved)
(parakalo	 please)
(pErimno	 wait)
(anasikono	 raise slightly)
(cpitichia	 success)
(kaOariotita	 cleanliness)
(anleitos	 pitiless)
(8iaforctikos different)
(ponokcfalos headache)
(klIdima	 chirp)
(ipnos	 sleep)
(omorfos	 beautiful)
(fortomnos laden)
(prayma	 thing)
(aspros	 white)
(trccho	 run)
(krasi	 wine)
(arma	 chariot)
(ylastra	 flower-pot)
(sklavos	 slave)
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czpüyrpt
13ã'rpaxo;
YxPo)P.oc
(akrotiri
(vatrachos
(6xartima
(cychromos
cape)
frog)
accessory)
coloured)
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two-to-one constant relations words
Digraph words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
picopth	 arapia
aiotco	 7rOUKd.UGO	 vwpL6a
a&tdçco	 8ctyKthVu	 (ptyl<O
cziOouact	 xwpai&x
icat8i	 opcd	 apoto
a1poat	 avxo	 act?48a
ovrã	 raóqt	 poraipt
Digraph plus consonant words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
dvrpaç	 avrftt	 acpó6a
o7cp2%xL	 ãvrpa	 13oyKpOi1
yKpgo;	 EMyKpa
aUyKOVg(.O	 VUPOc
&V'rpO	 at3yKpOuarl	 OYK?3 Vii
vrpoirii	 pdpicpixa	 KaVrpOc
Double letter words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
taoppoicth
icaicicOt	 tiricó'rllc	 yopiaaa
Od),aaoa	 KrlpOaao)	 ayóu
pEyydpi.
KôK1(tVO	 lcEpvrtó
au?oyil
	
a1roKO,.tLa	 pappóa
cnvvcpo	 at5ppaii	 i6cvrpo
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.L1COpO)
KOtU)
a8ctdco
icat6I
xaipoPat
KOV'rd
j.tica'rapft
1rOuKaptaO
6ayKthvo)
atOouacz
opctf3drTlg
aVrgU)
raó(p?t
dvtpaç
o.t7cpa
yKpgO
?cqiirpó;
&v'rpO
v'rpoir1
avrLa
.Lcvrpa
tE?iyKpa
aUyKXoVgU)
at5yKpouaq
(pdp7tptKa
od?ii?,oc
icaicirot;
Oóaaaa
pyycpt
KOKKtVO
au?Xoyi
OtVVC(O
taoppoirth
K11P1OGU)
(boro
(akouo
(adiazo
(kagclo
(pe8i
(cheromc
(koda
(bataria
(poukamiso
(ôagono
(eOousa
(orivatis
(adccho
(tsofli
(adras
(obrcla
(grizos
(blouza
(labros
(8edro
(dropi
(adlia
(madra
(mcligra
(sibicyma
(siglonizo
(sigrousi
(fabrika
(ipalilos
(papous
(Oalasa
(fcgari
(kokinos
(siloyi
(sincfo
(isoropo
(ipotis
(kiriso
can)
hear)
pour out)
rail)
child)
be glad)
near)
battery)
shirt)
bite)
classroom)
climber)
stand)
shell)
man)
umbrella)
grey)
blouse)
bright)
tree)
shyness)
air-pump)
walled garden)
greenfly)
cluster)
shock)
crash)
factory)
employee)
grandfather)
sea)
moon)
red)
collection)
cloud)
balance)
knight)
declare)
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itcpvrróç
alcoKop4La
atppaT1
(mctalo
(peritos
(apokoma
(siraxi
metal)
unnecessary)
scrap)
brawl)
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one-to-one variable relations words
av-ev combination words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
Oaup.ãatoç	 a#raopoc
atyroKV11ro	 COCO&d	 UPcXUXOc
aurócvroç	 acuOOpt
yctcL	 yapoç
cututhç	 i<a.t3Ouva	 aupó?cL
auacpto	 'rcoicórTç
Ocptc&o	 raatco
Vowel cluster (stress) words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
po?Ot	 tho;	 yo?Ôtpo
yat&,poc	 oot8toç	 crthpi
OpótaI.cL	 iropiiu<og
i<opotôo	 KOJ.t1tO?Ôt	 vopthKo
vcpth8a	 ãwtvoç	 opdupo;
Mtho	 8pttvoç	 wpótvr)
rath	 WapolcthKO	 icoptu<o;
Vowel cluster (dialitika) words
Words	 Non-Words
Frequent	 Not-Frequent	 Not-Analogous
1(atKt	 lcpOIoV	 8UtPO
ai6co	 paJoto
KOpOi8c 'ko	 icpoUiróOaii	 iccxó.to
irat8t	 vairoU6Y
(pat	 yatoj.ux
ic?avóç	 xata?1	 pct&a
aatra	 6uVoKoc	 ?o8oióç
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awroKiV11ro
t1?CI.0)
(pF.5yU)
curuxthc
rQt8C)
ayr
Ocwpdatoç
uo8td
aoróta'roç
yetta
Karc3Ouva1
izauacpto
Ocptc
po?oi.
yth&xpoç
i<opót8o
vcp6t8a
Mtho;
'ath
thoç
o2ót6toç
Opôiaj.ta
KOt1tO?ót
ãwtvo;
8ptvoç
JapOKth1(O
1'atKl.
xc(t6ct@
Kopoi&o)
(pat
7catvóç
aatra
lCpOl.ÔV
XaKO;
lcpoi3lcôOEaIl
(avli
(aftokinito
(zilavo
(favyo
(aftichos
(taxidavo
(afti
(Oavmasios
(cvoôia
(aftomatos
(ycvma
(katafOinsi
(kafsaErio
(Ocriavo
(roloi
(ylôaros
(p11
(koroi8o
(ncrl8a
(MIos
(tsl
(lbs
(oloi6ios
(Oroisma
(koboloi
(Ipnos
(6riinos
(psaroklko
(klki
(chl&vo
(koroiôcvo
(mlmou
(f I
(pllnos
(slta
(proion
(llkos
(proipoOcsi
yard)
car)
envy)
leave)
hapilly)
travel)
ear)
marvellous)
fragrance)
automatic)
lunch)
direction)
exhaust-gas)
flare up)
watch)
donkey)
near)
dupe)
fairy)
May)
tea)
immaterial)
same as)
rustle)
chaplet)
sleepness)
oak)
fish boat)
caique)
caress)
ridicule)
monkey)
food)
adjacent)
arrow)
product)
popular)
condition)
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rib)
muscular)
charm)
favourable)
icat8i.
J.LUIKO
xc4taM
CUvOKO
(pIôi
(iniikos
(chlmali
(cvnoikos
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Appendix 2
The words and non-words used in Study 2
cuyOcta
au'ró?co;
cuOóa
7rauxtLat
au?óa
vaupapia
c?cpct5vrat
cupO?wpoç
8atpo
airaarcco
ictsuOt5vco
cpo?oç
fcLqYro
Kã(p VT
Ku(p?4wya
8op'ra
Kãfrytap,a
i<ctac43poxOo
politeness)
automatic)
straight)
boast)
curtain)
naval battle)
education)
exploration)
spacious)
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au-cu combination
Non- Words	 Analogous Non- Words	 Words
Kau'rat
dpauo;
ciyapoç
c3aapoç
Ka'ratopo
cti6oaoç
acuOópi.
ircucôpoç
xcu5pn'ro
xc(iipo
auió?%a
rcuKÔr11c
ct3oii
'ctKc1311
a13pio
1cwpópT
8o(ppdvo
pdaopa
po1&?ii
aoprI6a
i<o1ó6a
Jyapóat
cuyvcta
awróp.a'roç
cuOcIa
Kautcp.cu.
au?aa
vau,LaxicL
6K7cw&urnl
ccpc3viiaTi
cuptixcopoc
(cvycnia
(aftomatos
(efOia
(kafchicmc
(avica
(navmachia
(ckpc8efsi
(cxcrcvnisi
(cvrichoros
cuyvcta
auróp.aro;
cuOcia
i<auXtEat
au?cua
vaup.axia
6K1ra8cUG11
ccpciviiai
cupt3upoç
avai<arct5o
&.uOtvo
yupcóo)
pca
vaCrrTlc
qo6o;
6dpvii
vE(ppó
tu(p?óLuya
o3qra
ydfrytapa
Ka'rc43pO%Ogu)
af3&?a
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avaKcLrcu)
&EuOt3vco
yupctco
vatiic
thpo8oç
fUrgU)
8thpvri
vE(ppó
ru(p?ôJ.u)ycL
xo3qra
ydfrytapa
Karc43poxOco
arãoç
(mavro	 black)
(anakatvo mix)
(diefOino	 manage)
(yircvo	 ask for)
(rcvma	 power)
(naftis	 sailor)
(gfo8os	 assault)
(vaftizo	 baptize)
(6afni	 laurel)
(ncfro	 kidney)
(tiflomiya blind man's buff)
(chufta	 palm)
(yavyisma barking)
(katavrochOizo swallow)
(av8cla	 leech)
(stavios	 stable)
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Vowel cluster tonos
Non- Words	 Analogous Non- Words	 Words
wpo tVT
Ko)at1ro
Yo2'ot(po
VOPXLKO
acpovóoc
thpoç
icop5u<oç
ythpa
icovãuôii
cCrthPll
?opdupo;
apthyo
vot(po
yOtKO
vat5cpoç
(pcupaO
ayrao
%Otd8a
'ropcL.toIa
avcua
OICOL&Oç
(p7Lth
dupo;
vOt
thirpoç
p3tvoç
1(OyKOOt
i<oaOt6o
pOxól
?Kdt
ircu6apo
v&ãt6a
lVcxPOôthKO
1<pôtaLc
^toc
auy
Kaupdi<t
rotpo;
iroit1?a
cth'ouaa
ara
tavrinic
OXOL8LOç
ãuoç
cot
au7rvoç
6pttVOç
<opOt8o
po?ot
tedt
yat&LpO
vcpat&L
VcxpOKth1O
OpOta
Mtho;
auyt
au#ri
?cwpaKt
'rOttO
roxO;
icou1pa
aiOouaa
8uxvrii'nç
OOt8tO
1c)aL
duoç
aói.
duirvo;
8pwo;
KOJ.tlrO?wOt
K0p0L60
(oloi6ios
(P1T
(lbs
(soi
(Ipnos
(8riinos
(koboloi
(koroi6o
same as)
near)
immaterial)
descent)
sleepness)
oak)
chaplet)
dupe)
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poXót
radt
yth8apoç
vcpth6a
jJapoxthKo
Opôtaia
Mthoç
auyi
)aupdKt
roio;
lcoLI1p.a
cuOouaa
pzacxio
aI.tcz
(roloi	 watch)
(tsl	 tea)
(yl8aros donkey)
(ncrl8a	 fairy)
(psaroklko fish-boat)
(Oroisma	 rustle)
(mlos	 May)
(avyi	 dawn)
(afti	 ear)
(lavraki	 bassfish)
(etimos	 ready)
(tichos	 wall)
(puma	 poem)
(cOousa	 classroom)
(mcscos middle)
(cma	 blood)
(dititis	 referee)
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Vowel cluster dialitika
Non- Words	 Analogous Non- Words	 Words
6aIpo
wotpoc
oi}rãpo;
KcL?aipoç
pc43oTho
¶cLpu8ó;
yotpi.
'raipyu
va7co361
p8ftL
irapuOóç
)o8o4tóç
Xa(pcLtpcL
pcup.óvi.
a?aipo
6ovydpo
yo3(po).oç
aj.tovotg?th
cvaiira
taiKo
Lopoi8ctco
?at6t
aatt3a
Oati<i.
pat
irpavo;
xaIyc(.o
aaiKóç
cuo1Koç
?uI1<óç
irpotóOcaii
ypoióv
dictoç
JOUiK(o
(poupãpo
ExotPoc
yOtdO)
a1ro8cLtpcth
vatp.óç
iciavra
Kopoi8ct5co
irat6t
1
aavra
KatKl.
qat
kaó
cuvoIKôç
icpoi3iróOcrni
irpoov
xaI,a
I3ougco
(pouydpo
rotJ.Loç
.LOtów
utóç
t8tatrcpoç
aicoatpc'rth
8iavra
Kopot&1o)
icatôt
aatra
KXtKt
(pat
icXaivóç
XcLt8C5O)
(mlmou
(koroi&vo
(pIöi
(slta
(klki
(f I
(pllnos
(chl&vo
monkey)
ridicule)
rib)
arrow)
caique)
food)
adjacent)
caress)
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atKoc
CUVOIKO;
1.WiKO
7rpoi3lcóOcrnl
7cpoIoV
d&tog
Ci&'lall
f3ougco
(OYypO
,.tota
utó;
t8taIrcpog
a7roXatpEcL)
(llkos
(cvnoikos
(miikos
(proipoOcsi
(proion
(chlmali
(aôios
(iôisi
(vouizo
(fouyaro
(Ctimos
(miazo
(ios
(i8icteros
(apochErCto
(lcmos
popular)
favourable)
muscular)
condition)
product)
charm)
empty)
a piece of news)
buzz)
chimney)
ready)
resemble)
son)
private)
see off)
neck)
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Appendix 3
The words and non-words used in Study 3
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one-to-one constant relations
Words	 Non-Words
mple	 Simple Complex	 Simple	 Simple Complex
l Sort Syll. Long Syll.	 Syll. Sort Syll. Long Syll.
a	 (p11Epi8a	 aKpOô.t11c	 GO	 K&O?11J.tfL ICCKpiVa
'ôç	 cirvruIa	 7rEptorpi.	 xcPóO)	 (WpU8drO itvo
KaOaptarT)ra a1ctdxTpa 	 6qva	 ?op.apL8c;	 rca'rpOqn
a;
ydXa
cpij.upi6a
aKpo1ar11c
ayó;
clrvruxia
irptapi.
thp4.Lo
iaOaptó'riyra
aKtaXrpa
apa;
(yala
(cfimcri8a
(akrovatis
(layos
(pitichia
(peristcri
(orimo
(kaOariotita
(skiachtro
(acras
milk)
newspaper)
acrobat)
rabbit)
success)
pigeon)
mature)
cleanliness)
scarecrows)
air)
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Two-to-one constant relations
Words	 Non-Words
igraph	 Digraph	 Double	 Digraph	 Digraph	 Double
plus consonant Letter	 plus consonant Letter
aipe'rth yKpgO
	 CKK?11OftL	 1cpirt	 .tir?oy8t	 avviif3ii
ydpo	 qa	 8oupdyetg iccvrpO?o	 irppoç
i<dttao	 r?o3ça
	
aOvvpa	 KaOctOto Ka.L1rpd6a 	 t2i11
tiipto	 xtIvcnac iE.taaa	 pa.tirKt	 Y14ZPTIOO	 actppog
T1	 dvpcL	 cyyopt	 ?cyKot5&L pcvr?ãat	 (p6KK&ro
n5j.titiiacx yKpi:Vtct 	 Ka'raKOlcKtVo; vt4.topoc	 (pOVpCVa
dvra	 avia	 Ka#rappdK#rllc vcvrath 	 padvij.ta 'rcaaã)a
yKov11c auyi<Ovtac Ko.td'rt	 Oa?aipto 'rayi<óxt	 ycicict5po
rxicoatpc'th
yKpgo
CK1(?i1atcL
(pouydpo
O.t1CpX
1cOuKdttaO
aVV(pcL
CtGVfl:iptO
%?4Livrptoc
j.tEtaaa
1co11La
dvpa;
ayyotpt
aottiriiac
yKpiVta
KaraKoKKtVO;
pdvra
avrXIa
KarcLppa1T)ç
rGtyKotVTic
auyi<óvtac
Kota'rt
(apoxcrcto
(grizo
(cklisia
(fouyaro
(obrela
(fila
(poukamiso
(blouza
(sincf a
(isitirio
(chlimidrisc
(mclisa
(puma
(adras
(agouri
(akoubisa
(grinia
(katakokinos
(vcrada
(adlia
(kataraktis
(tsigounis
(siglonisc
(komati
see off)
grey)
church)
chimney)
umbrela)
leafs)
shirt)
blouze)
clouds)
ticket)
neighed)
bee)
poem)
man)
cucumber)
touched)
grizzing)
deep red)
verandah)
pump)
waterfall)
miser)
shock)
piece)
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one-to-one variable relations
Words	 Non-Words
av-ev	 Vowel ci. Vowel ci	 au-eu	 Vowel ci. Vowel ci
nbination Stress	 Dialitikp	 Combination Stress	 Dialitika
rycopa	 o?ot8toç	 WpótvT)	 &tIpó
aapta	 duirvoç	 iopoi&ico	 dpcwxoc	 Kadt1CO	 pa1oto
)Ouvvf(ç	 6pthva	 aatcç	 1carcL5opoç yo?ótqo	 otSrdpo;
v'reu	 KoJ.iro?ót	 pat	 acuOópt	 ducpoç
po?ói.	 xai8co	 rcuKó;	 iroptto	 'rcpui8o
'dyto	 rath	 1CCU(OpO	 fpUXot)wa	 vcicoi56n
)'6OU& vcpth&i	 lrpoIOv	 ctyapoç	 crdtpii	 yatXoux
pa	 1apo1<thKo icpo(Sitavriaoup. au.tóXa 	 apthyo	 o8oij.tó
a7cóycuta	 (apoycvma	 afternoon)
oôt8toç	 (oloiôios	 same as)
(mlmou	 monkey)
auaapta	 (kafsaria	 exhaust-gas)
ãuicvo;	 (Ipnos	 sleepness)
KOpO66U)	 (koroi&vo	 ridicule)
6tuOuv'rfç	 (difOintis	 director)
8pOtva	 (6riina	 oak)
aatrcç	 (sltcs	 arrows)
(sincdcfxi	 interview)
KO.L1rOOt	 (koboloi	 chaplet)
pcLt	 (f I	 food)
(cfchi	 wish)
po?ót	 (roloi	 watch)
ai&3w	 (chldcvo	 caress)
vaudyto	 (navayio	 shipwreck)
'rath	 (tsl	 tee)
JLOK11	 (miiki	 muscular)
itpoYrcOouaa	 (protvousa capital city)
vcpthôa	 (n6rI8a	 fairy)
lcpoióv	 (proion	 product)
aat5pa	 (savra	 lizard)
l4JapOKdtl<O	 (psaroklko	 fish-boat)
irpoav'rtaoup& (proipadisoum meet)
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Sentences
one-to-one constant relations words
Simple syllable sort words
o iraiciroiç invct yd?a.
Grandfather drinks milk.
'Eva ypflyopo tho civai. o ?ayOç.
Hare is an animal that runs fast.
Auró 'ro cppoCro vat thpi.po.
This fruit is ripe.
rp.cpa i<avc iro?	 pto Kai. cIc apa.
Today it was very cold and windy.
Simple syllable long words
o irapa; 6tc4dct rita	 tEpi8a.
The father is reading his newspaper.
To rapru c& citvroJct.
The party was a success.
Lro ao?cfo atipzpa cpç cfj.taarc ojthôa KaOapi.O'rlyraç.
Today, we were on cleaning duty at schooL
Complex syllable words
ro raipi<o Ei6apE o?o; aKpof3drc.
We saw a lot of acrobats in the circus.
Eiro .L7ca?Kóvt paç tpO at KdOtaE va airpo 1rcptarcpL
A white dove came and sat on our balcony.
Ot yc@pyo 3douv ara xcopthpta rouç aKtdrpa.
Farmers use scarecrows on their land.
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one-to-one constant relations non-words
Simple syllable sort non-words
iriiv cK6po.t11 jia; eyth Oc& irãpu ro ao.
On the school trip I' 11 bring the
'Orav irtvth yepOw.
When I am hungry I herozo.
H pO xou irpaa airO ro airirt iat inpe rii 8rva.
My friend came around and took the dma.
o Tdaoç civat Xcioç.
Tasos is lazekos.
Simple syllable long non-words
XOe; iriya ai. ciôa vo K&i1pa.
Yesterday I went and saw the kazolima.
'Orxv icriycdvo aro xo)ptô vtthOo KWpOôaro.
When I go to the village I feel kafidatos.
H yuxytd pou xOé; wxPcwc Xoj.uzpi8cç.
Yesterday my grandmother cooked lomarides.
Complex syllable non-words
Aurd rct .tictaicOa xoov irpiva
These buscuits contain pekrina.
,r11 ycvrovtd iiou uthpci. va ttvo a7rirL
In my neighbourhood there is an ichlino house.
EUrUXth icou &v aicaac 'ro 'rca'rpóqn.
Luckily the testrofi did not break.
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two-to-one constant relations words
Digraph words
llptv qnyw yta #ro ao?cio airoatperth v ctp.d tou.
Before I go to school I say goodbye to my mum.
To cpyoardato &it?a aç ct va J.tEydO pouyãpo.
The factory close to us has a big chimney.
Tpa ic1yapc artiv ayop Kai. ayópaaa va lrouKó4uao.
Today we went to the market and got a shirt.
'O'rav i.iravtc ao copopeio, irthpvctç va ctavr1pto.
When you get on the bus, you need to get a ticket.
Lr1i ytoprr rou ao?ou ira ia Eyth irota.
I had a poem to read out for the school presentation.
Kói<a xó)tç ai4 ot5.t1rTlaa rii aoira.
I burned myself on the radiator.
To Kc(?OKctip1. rpth.w arii 1cpdva.
In the summer we have lunch on the veranda.
o 11tpoç rpdct icdvra ra ?pã ou, ytari cvat ico)3 ratyKot5vnc.
Petros is always counting his money, he is very light.
Digraph plus consonant words
o yth8apóç pa; EIvat yKpgo.
Our donkey is grey.
H a&ppi p.ou, pou i<avc 6thpo pta opicpa.
My sister gave me an umbrella for a present
H papa pou ayopaa pia icatvot5pta pirXot5a.
My mum bought a new blouse.
To â.oyo rnll<thOTpczc ara &5o irtatvã icóôta Kat tpiv'rptc.
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The horse stoob on his back legs and neighed.
Tiv 8aaiôa j.*.a; rpOc i<ai. vv irTp o ãvrpaç riic	 'ro auroidviyro.
My teacher's husband came around to pick up her in his car.
To popó pea; civai. óo y14pivta.
Our baby cries all the time.
Lo xcop pt p.aç yO1ou vcpO p.s riv avr?a.
We use a pump to get water for our land.
H c8T1aTl rou Oavó.rou rou, p.c crnyK?OVtac.
News of his death, shook me.
Double letter words
KdOc Kuptaic icpco 	 yaivu ariiv cK11aia.
I go to church every Sunday.
To pOtvóicopo irqoov ra póX)a.
The leaves fall in the autumn.
1p.cpa 0 oupavOç cva ycp.dro; avvcpa.
Today the sky is full of clouds.
Maa aro 'rptav'rthpu?io icou ci<oi.va irav Ua ptaaa.
I cut a rose and there was a be in it.
XO; airó 'ro ircptf3o?i. p.aç i<oija va ayyotpL
Yesterday I cut a cucumber from our garden.
'O'rav iragco p.irda yivop.ai. Ka'ra1(O(KtVO.
When I play football I get very hot.
fliyap.c a'rriv 'Eôcaaa yta va 8op.s 'rouç Ka'rappdK'rcc.
We went to Edessa to see the waterfalls.
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AirO ro KtK riig ajth; j.tou, paya 'ro	 acpo xotpfrrt
I had the biggest piece of my mum's cake.
two-to-one constant relations non-words
Digraph non-words
Mc 'rOirac a'ro Kc$?t p.c 'ro iccpcirt.
He hit me on the head with a periti.
M,icco; irpirct va 8oupdyctç vcopi;
Should you douragis early?
To qayrô irou p.aç ap3tpav ictv KaOai?.to.
The food they served was kathelio.
p.cpa ci8a p.cpu<ç coroypaqcç aitó ro pap.ricL
Today I saw some pictures from the rabeki.
øa popao 'ro l4zatvotipto p.ou irouthp.tao p.c 'ru CyKOt58a.
I am going to wear my new shirt with the legouda.
Au'róç o Kt3ptoç cvat vrp.opoc.
This man is demoros.
uviOco; aro aoXcio va'rath.
At school usually natso.
I'tct Va f3ô.iiico E43&a iro?	 J.tlroytd KW. Oa?aipto.
I used a lot of paint and thalerio to do the painting.
Digraph plus consonant non-words
To f3pd6u icou ct uaux1c& ai<otç 'ro p.ir).oyd8t
In the evening when it is all quiet, you can hear the blogadi.
'ro itdpKo 0 (O p.00 p1iKc va 7rEv'rpó?to.
My friend found a pendrolio in the park.
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Mc 'roy 7ra'rpa p.00 tdap.c tiv Kcqt7cpd8a.
We made the kabrada with my daddy.
iro ôpópo E3&av 14atvot5pto ãyKpflOO.
They placed a new agritho down our road.
To airóycop.a Oa qpoov ow airitt p.a; to pcvrXãat.
In the afternoon they' 11 bring us the rentlasi.
H p.cq.0 p.00 p.c a'rct?c o'ro tavd3il Va ayopdao) qov'rpva.
My mum sent me to the grocer's to get some fodrena.
'O?oi. yE.aaav j.tz to pa dv'rip.d too.
They all had a good laugh with his ramadlima.
Ma t.c 'riv cqt.cpi8a 8tvav Kat vct 'rayi<ói.
They were giving away a taglochi with each newspaper.
Double letter mon-words
Acv Oco va avcL1rdo) o'rllv avv111.
I don't want to go to the anivi again.
Moo apact va rpthco to iioU ou j.t.c irppoç.
I like eating bread with peros.
Mc 'rriv .tirdct .too airaaa 'rrv ircoi'rii.
I broke the poleti with my football.
Av ira; ow xcopto, va irdpct; to aap.ppoç p.a o0U.
If you go to the village, you must take the sameros with you.
o yd'ro; p.aç cvat p.atpo; Kcu. (pCKKdtO.
Our cat is black and fekatos.
H j.tap.d p.00 cpol3d'rat 'rrlv	 oAtkt.
My mum is scared of megoliva.
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T)V cK8pO	 I3prKap.c .Ua rCcNcTdL.
We found a tesala on the school trip.
tiv apKoti8a apact ico	 ro ycicir5po.
Bear likes very much gepiro.
one-to-one variable relations words
au-cu Combination words
Oa icdco f3o)'ra ari Ocia p.ou 'ro airôycupa.
I' m going to my aunty's in the afternoon.
H iro? .ta; &vcrat i<aOii.wptvã airó ra Kauaapcta.
Our town is full of pollution from the car fumes.
rlptv airó riv irpoacu1, .La; ,.tOiiac o 6tcuOuvriç.
The headmaster gave a speech before morning prayer.
Mc aat6.rrac jua Kupia aro 6póo ai. j.tou irpc auvvrCu11.
A lady stopped me down the road and interviewed me.
Hdvrorc artç Kdprc; ypthpctç ta cui.
We always write wishes in cards.
H 'r1cópaafl 8ctc ctKoVcç aicô ro vaudyto.
We saw pictures of the sunken ship on TV.
o iccptaaó'rcpo; Kóap.oç ct av 7rpUrrct500aa.
Most people live in the capital city.
o rtdvvç ictaac p.ta aatipa.
Gianis got a lizard.
Vowel cluster (stress) words
o Hérpoç at o rtawç civat 68uj.tot ai. civai. o?ôt&ot
Petros and Gianis are twins and therefore they are identicaL
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o Ktha'rct; &v icpOacc aT.tzpa oro thOip.a, ytc&rf tIrav duirvoç.
Kostas was not attendive during class today, because he was stayed up
late.
c o?iot; avOpthicouç apaouv 'c 8pttva irtic?a.
Many people like ak furniture.
'EKaVa 6thpo arov iraictot5 p.ou va KoJ.t7co?OL
I gave my grandad a rosary for a present.
H a&pq p.ou ayópaac 'ro irpthro trç poOL
My sister bought her first watch.
'O'rcLv ctat Kpucovoç, irivo 'rath.
I have t only when I am feeling ill.
Toy fltvóKto roy irpoarcvrctci. r KcL?.11 vcpth&x.
Pinokio is protected by a fairy.
®a irdic f&vrct. p.c ro iapoithuco 'roD Ociou pou.
We' 11 go for a boat ride with my uncle's fishboat.
Vowel cluster (dialitika) words
Yiro U)OOytKO KI7CO cpcpav piX pKi4tOt.
They just brought a monkey to the zoo.
Av &v pctç to p.dOTp.a, ó?oi. ac KOpO8C5OUV.
When you don' t know the lesson, others make fun of you.
ira?td xpovta iro?c.totaav p.c aat'rcç.
In ancient times people fought with bows of arrows.
H ytaytã p.ou p.ayctpcct 'ro irto vOa'rtj.to ict.
My grandmother' s cooking is the best.
Mou apact va a8c&o 'ru y'ra p.aç.
I like stroking our cat.
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I'tu vu arp<thactç auri ¶rlv 1rrpa, xictãcc J.LEydI J.w1K11 &ivai.
You need a lot of muscular strength to lift this rock.
H irardru civcu. ycopyu<ó irpotôv.
Potatoe is agricultural product.
'HpOE i Ocia iou uirO v Ayy?ia Kut 7r1rycq.tE aro apo8pó.u.o vu riv
1cpOi37cavr1aOUJ.tE.
My aunt From England came and we went to the airport to meet her.
one-to-one variable relations non-words
cw-u Combination non-words
Acv .tiropth vu pOo ai aou, yturi Oa icdco aro KuordL
I can't come with you because I' 11 go to the kaftali.
o	 7COU cryópaaa ivcu dpcwoç.
The juice that I bought is arafchos.
To KuXoKaipt 0 Kutpo; tvat Kcrrut5opoc.
In the summer the weather is katavoros.
H ytaytd ir?c	 va EoOOpi.
Grandmother knitted a sefthori.
To eicdyyc?a rou icurpa j.tou gIvui. rcuKo'rr.
My dad works as a tefkotis.
'O?oi. ara aithtu 'rouç xouv vav 7rEuthpo.
Everyone has a pevzoro at home.
o Krl 0; 'ro KcL?oKcLLpt civat ct5yupo;
The garden in the summer is evgaros.
Oi. dvOponrot u 7ta?td xpóvtu rai8cuav iiz riiv uuj.t&u.
People travelled by avmola in old times.
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Vowel cluster (stress) non-words
'Ef&a r1l pooypwpia irv ov wpótvrI.
I put the photo on the afoini.
8a ithvco a6ta i<oduro.
I' 11 draw with a kolaipo.
To KLVOtPLO LO. G7Vt civat yo?ot(O.
Our new house is golaifo.
KdOc çopd irou ?iro #ro I'tãvv civat ãuqoç.
Everytime I see Gianis he is aifos.
Ta ou)ot8ta yta va p.cyathaouv xpetó.ovat icopt5u<o.
Flowers need poriiko to grow.
'Eiccaa icat p.c icová.ct ii puói.Xd pou.
I fell and my vrichoila hurts me.
itcpa aro aXocio irflpa rTv atvopta p.ou crthpii.
I took my new zetairi to school today.
O No; orypdptac va apthyo.
Nikos drew a xaraigo.
Vowel cluster (dialitika) non-words
c ?IyT thpa Oa apiact ro &xipO.
In a few minutes the dairo will start.
Oi. irto iro)ioi vat5rcç éxouv a'ra oirIrta couç pa3oTho.
Most sailors have a ravoilo at home.
ro Kapvafdt Oa vruOth oi'rdpo.
I' 11 dress up as a xoitaros for the carnival.
O Ocoç rpariiç j.ta; xapgct irci&ra.
My uncle Stratis gives us peichata.
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Epcç &v avaicctgou.tc pa aaç 'rapuiôó.
We' 11 not play tarlido with you again.
H Mapiva eivcu. rucpr irou Xct i<ovrd aro aiciri. rii; .Ua vairoi&.
Marina is lucky because she has a napoidi near her house.
EKCI lrOt.) tcapz j.Ua .L7rã?a 1<Tac paa a'ro yaThop.a.
While we were playing a ball rolled into the gailoma.
Hiiya arii ?ctIKT Kat ayopaaa vc& Xo8otjiô.
I went to the market and bought a lodoimo.
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Appendix 4
The words and non-words used in the first spelling task of Study 4
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1. Feminine Nouns and Adjectives -Singular Nominative ending with -Tj
LiL
11 rairT
fl 1(cLrdJu11
11
il aicoOiii
11 á.ra'ri1
11 aviau
T) O1COT)
i j.tapp.dptvfl
pocket
freezer
advertisement
store-room
naughty
worried
marvellous
marble
non-words
11 d(PLP11
11 aróaii
T KcLp.tóx11
ii 800i.ticii
T) ra?4i<ii
11 (fO8pÔ.U1
i vraptai
11 icpo?ii
H rairii p.ou ptirflac.
I've worn a hole in my pocket.
H i<a'rthsuii 'roo joygCou .taç daac.
Our freezer was broken.
Mou dpeac Ti 6twpij.ttrn yta ra ircttvi8ta.
I liked the advertisement for toys.
H a7coOTpc1 i.tac Oct KaOdpta.La.
Our store-room has to be cleaned.
H Mapft irav d'ra'rfl aro ocio.
Maria was naughty at school.
H pTtpa frrav avirn.
The mother was worried.
H pcii<apovd&a rii; ipaç j.tou rav u7rpoy).
My mother's pasta was marvellous.
Yidpci. .tta .LapJthptvT aKó)a ao airit rii; ytaytç .tou.
There is a marble staircase in my grandmother's house.
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2. Neuter Nouns - Singular Nominative ending with -t /1/
to IkLyóvt	 wagon (railway)	 to taa?óii.
to atadt	 steel	 to ayKó(pl.
to pcx38i	 stick	 to ?oicpi
to povoirãtt	 path	 to j.ta?opopt
to iiov	 chin	 to ?ooi
to XO)Vi
	
funnel	 to lr6pdpt
to xavdi'zt	 ditch	 to (pCKOtt
to aavi8i.	 floor board	 to pathci.
To I3ayóvi. jt.aç itcLv to vot.tEpo 25.
Our wagon was number 25.
To atad?t ivat va ai<iipó pta?io.
Steel is a very hard metaL
To pa35 tç pdytaaaç airaac.
The witch's stick was broken.
Auto to povothtt cvat 61ru<Ivôuvo.
That path is dangerous.
To iciiyotvt too 11tpou itav fpth.ttio.
Petros's chin was dirty.
To %O)vi Itav toA .wyã?o.
The funnel was very big.
To %aVtãKt fltav ito)X 3aOt.
The ditch was very deep.
To aav8t airaac.
This floor board broken.
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3. Masculine Nouns and Adjectives - Plural, Nominative ending with -oi. Li!
01. ?oarpó.tot	 boatswain	 01. Kpop&o1.
oi. youpot	 unripe	 01. KdOUp01.
01. cirtidv6uvot	 dangerous	 oi. e?Xurot
oi. 3td6poj.tot	 corridors	 01. ÔpOt
01. 1<ÔlCOt	 hard work	 01. (CP1.Coi
01. Ocptvoi	 summer	 ot aa'rócpot
01. 'rO)4tIlpOi	 mettlesome	 oi aptvo
ot .uOoi.	 myths	 01. J.LdlCOt
Ot ?orpoj.tot civat ito?O Xpiatio
The boatswains do a good job.
Ot 6.youpoi. avavd&ç 6cv cvat vóartpo.
Green pineapples are not tasty.
Oi. C7rtKiV&)VO1. ?i1a'r.ç pótaav rii ycvrovtd pcLç.
People in our neighbourhood are afraid of the dangerous thieves.
Oi. ôtd8poj.tot rou cvo8ociou iav iro?O pcy6.?ot
The corridors in the hotel were very long.
Oi. i<óirot -ru; Mcipftt; aV-rcq.LpO11KaV.
Maria's hard work was rewarded.
'OXot Ot Ocptvoi Ktv1a-royp&.qot i<Xctaav.
All the open-air cinemas closed down.
Ot -roXiipof urtpa'r; av31114 av a-ro ucXofo.
The mettlesome pirates got on the boat.
Ot j.u500i. -rou Atathirou ou apaouv iroXt.
I like Aesop's_myths very much.
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4.Verbs - Active Voice, Third Singular Person ending with -Ct hi
	
VEt
	 dirty	 KCGth VEt
avrxct	 stand up	 PEt
Ocpgei.	 reap	 IrCaWpEt
aarpaqrct	 lighten	 XOpgEt
lccLpta'ravet	 take off	 a'ra?vCt
8topOthvct	 correct	 apgct
ra14'ro1cotEi
	
tidy up	 axôthvct
	
tVECt	 praise
o LdK11; ?CpthVCi. Et5KO?cL ra pot)cL
Sakis often dirties his clothes.
H apKot36a aVr%Ct GO Kpt5O.
The bear stands up to the cold weather.
o aypóriç ecpgEt ro xo thin
The farmer reaps his land.
I of3d .tat órav aa'pthprEL
I am afraid of lightening.
o Ftthpyo; lrapta'rdVCt #ro 8daKao.
Giorgos takes off the teacher.
o 8ãai<cOo &opOthvci. ra 6tayviactra.
The teacher corrects our papers.
H .nyrpa aioico	 ro airirt.
The mother tidies up the house.
o 8daK&Oç iratv5t rouç KcAotç paOirc.
The teacher praises the good students.
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5. Neuter Nouns - Singular Nominative ending with -o /0/
¶0 qotYyãpo
ro c?Azripto
¶0 7CÔ.t0O
to f3ouri'ró
¶0 .tzpoKó4.La'ro
ro lceptO6tKó
¶0 6OXCiO
¶0 J.UXVO
chimney
spring
door handle
clamour
a day's work
magazine
vessel
oracle
¶0 ME)/r0
¶0 XdPO
¶0 paar1ró
¶0 k&i<X?0
¶0 lr6aapcto
¶0 KOpoao
¶0 GXL130
¶0 (PtlPtO
To qouydpo ¶00 epyoaaaiou pthvcrai. airO ¶0 airtrt .L0o.
I can see the factory's chimney from my house.
To c?arrpto 'roo pooytot5 pou xdaac.
The spring of my wach broken down.
To icôt&o 'rfl; tóp'rct; EIvat cirixpuao.
The door handle is golden.
To J3ootrcó aicó ¶T1V ¶11)WCOPcXG11 j cvoota.
The buzzing from the television was annoying.
o irctrcpaç Ct órt ¶0 tEp0Kdp.tar0 &V qYrdVCl.
The father says that a day's work is not enough.
A yró o iccptoôuó Wyaiv i. ithOc 6f360J.UX&Z.
That magazine comes out every week.
To 8ocio iirav ydvo pz ?..d&
The vessel was full of oil.
Ta icat6td iragoov ¶0 .WLVVE0.
Children play the oracle.
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6. Verbs - Active Voice, First Singular Person ending with -a lot
1?%thV(L)
otczaxgw
1cuK?oqopd)
ptcthvo)
KEt8thvco
o(pWo)
caraivu)
lcpo'rcivu)
grow taller
cross
walk
uproot
lock
owe
warm
suggest
Kapo&io)
palrcL6thvo)
papaao
'topólr,ro)
1calrcLpo8th
paqpthvo
a6ath
KdOe póvo y1thvu) ó?o iat icptaaOpo.
Every year I grow up a bit..
I'ta vu irdu a'ro aocio &aaio va p.cyá.o 6pópo.
On my way to school I cross a big road.
uviOuç ôcv KoK?o(popth 'ro fpã8u.
r usually do not walk in the streets at night.
Eyth cptthvo 'ru xopa rou icrirou j.ta;.
I uproot the greens of our garden.
'Oruv (pct5yco airó r0 airin, K?.Ct&ôVO) w aup'rdpt p.ou.
When I leave home, I lock my drawer.
OpcIco 100 8payç ariiv aôcppii .tou.
I QWC 100 drahmas to my sister.
ZcaraIvco 'ru xpta p.ou ari aO.tica.
I warm my nands at the stove.
rIporciv.o vu 7rd.tE oro yYiir8o irc o Ktha'raç.
Let's (I suggest to) go to the football ground Kostas said
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7. Verbs - Active Voice, First Plural Person ending with -c Ic!
poprthvou
cLpatthvou.tz
VOKt&OUpE
alcpcôXvouI.LE
KaGVp(pOU.LC
1coudI.t
avuicojxovoti.Lz
a(ptEpthvoutE
load
water down
rent
push
destroy
sale
look forward to
dedicate
a'rthvou
opapottz
KcL?ct8gou.tE
7CO%pOOJ.LE
aaKapgOOpE
cqLopotE
%oKapthvouz
KaJ.Llcoaã(pou).LE
Ep.c1ç qoprthvouji.c 'rci. j.t1ci a'vo au'roicivtyro.
We load the apples to the truck.
Toy au.icuKvcovo xu,.tó rov apcuthvoup.c .tc vcpó.
We watered down the concentrated juice.
Eç voutdou	 va 8tap.iptaa.
We rnt a flat.
KdOc icpo airpthvoupc ro aU'rOKV1yrO yta vc CKtV1(aCt.
Every morning we push our car in order to start.
To iratvI& arov i<rpro 6cv ccvrpircrat ytari aaarppouj.tE ra
?ou?oi58ta rii; jtcq.d;.
We are not allowed to play in the garden becasue we destroy mother's
plants.
iro cyc
	
a; 2roo?dp.c xcAtd.
In our store we a1e carpets.
Avooj.tovoip,c va pOouv ot 6lcKo1r.
We look forward to the holidays (to come).
Aptcpthvouic	 viKT) a; aro aoco .ag, ctirav 'ra icat6td.
We dedicate our victory to our school, children said.
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8. Verbs - Passive Voice, Third Singular Person ending with -at Ic!
Ka'rdyc'rat
1cLpa6cXc'rat
'rcOat7ru)pct'rat
p.c'ra&8c'rat
ovctpctc'rat
hang
come from
admit
burned
have trouble
lighten
spread
dream
6poKd?c'rw.
oaapxc'rat
oydvc 'rat
t3ouKaci'rat
To po?ót ippc'rat a'rov 'roo.
The clock is hanging on the walL
o 6&aKa?ó; j.tct; Ka'rdyc'rat aicó 'rriv MaKC6OVIcL.
Our teacher comes from Macedonia.
O Ftcöpyoç irapa&c'rat iro; KUVC ?dOoç.
Giorgos accepts he has made a mistake.
To aici'rt 'rou I'tdvvil iaIyc'rat.
Giannis' house is burned.
o ica'rpct; p.ou 'rcAaticupci'rat KdOc pa p.c 'rT aUyKotvO)vU.
My father has troubles every day with the transport
To 8o 6.'rto qw'rf1c'rat tc p.ia ?ãxica.
The room is lit by one lamp.
H avcj.toJoytd .c'ra8i8c'rat cto?a.
Chicken pox spreads easily.
o flrpo; ovctpct5c'rcu. va yivct yta'rpóç.
Petros is dreaming to became a doctor.
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Appendix 5
The three morphological awareness tasks of Study 5
paint
write
tie
run
happy
smiling
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A.Word Analogy Task.
Practice trials:
1. jáqxo
ypd(0)
2. 6vcü
rpxw
3. xapo5voc
xaoyccza'róc
1dwtii0
ypth1ttjo
6caa
xapd
cqxóyco
painting
writing
tied
ran
happiness
smile
opopcpi	 opoppux	 beautiful (she)	 beauty
voartptd	 tasty (she)	 taste
untie	 untied
C')
	 vainted
say	 said
icatc	 Kar43flKa	 come down	 went down
Kovr62w	 KOirUyJ.La	 look	 look, glance
taUKfO)	 vadKtaa	 shatter	 shattering
tayctpet5o	 cook	 cook
stitch	 tailor
i<dvco	 ava	 do	 done
cpxO,.Lat	 TpOcx	 come	 came
j.taycco	 .taycivoç	 bewitch	 bewitched
1<oup&o	 KoUp8tapvo	 wind (up)	 winded (up)
viiiac	 vtK1ir1c	 won	 winner
icjc	 envied	 envious
aKoyop.at	 hear	 be heared
Kparth	 KpartE.cLt	 hold	 be held
'rOL11po	 mettlesome (they) mettle
!auxot	 T)auXftt	 quiet (they)	 quiet
8tadco	 6tc4dct	 read	 reads
Oco	 6Et	 want	 wants
rat8cto	 ra8t	 travel	 travel
it6thvco	 lock	 key
1rCtpóC*)	 7ttpó1crc	 tease (I)	 tease (you plur.)
pov6rc	 ask (I)	 ask (you plural)
a8u<ia	 d8u<o;	 injustice	 unjust
KaK{a	 wickedness	 wicked
aovã	 auxvdco	 frequently	 go somewhere
frequently
aVrtKpu	 aVrtKpgo)	 facing (adv.)	 face
ytarpó;	 ytarpit6	 doctor	 cured
builder	 built
The cat eats fish.
The cat ate fish.
Giorgos hoes the garden.
Giorgos hoed the garden.
I wash the car.
I will wash the car.
I read newspaper.
I will read newspaper.
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B. Sentence Analogy Task.
Practice trials
1. H ydra rptht idpta.
H yãra payc iiãpta.
o Ftthpyoç aKdt36t rov icriiro.
o Fto)pyoç a1'za14J6 OV KT7C0.
2. Eyth it?vw ro atrroKiviiro.
Eyth Oa ir).Ovco ro auroKivtro.
Eyth &taI3ô2co	 1.tEpi&t.
Eyth Oc& 8tc4daco ctEpi6a.
0 I'tthpyoç oiiOã v EvTi.	 George he1p Helen.
0 I'tthpyoç óiiOiia 'rTIv E?v11.	 George he1p Helen.
H MapicL 7civci. ro yd?ct 'rrj; 	 Maria drinks her milk.
H	 ro	 Maria drank her milk.
o Mãpto pIXTa pz -ro 8oaKa?o.	 Marios talked to teacher.
o Mdpto J.u?6.Ei j ro 8dai<a?o.	 Marios talks to teacher.
H Ka'rcpva dO) ra pot5a.
	
Katerina hung out the washing.
H KarcpIva pithvgi. ra potxc&.	 Katerina hangs out the washing.
o No; icaft i.icô.?c*..	 Nikos plays footbalL
o NfKoç Oa iraict cá.?.a.	 Nikos will play football.
H ytaytd pdct ta iro3a.	 The grandmother stitches a blouse.
H ytaytã Oc pthict iva jLirox.	 The grandmother will stitch a blouse.
o 1rcEpaç thpct ro &drio.	 The father paints the room.
o irc rpaç t43aiic ro 6upfrcto.	 The father painted the room.
Eyth Ou vcpó.	 I want water.
I wanted water.
To ircu& ypaJc opOoypwpftt.	 The child wrote his spellings.
To lcat& ypdçct opOoypcupict. 	 The child writes his spellings.
Eyth icpa ro 8pOp.o.	 I knew the road.
Eyth pu ro 8pó.o.	 I know the road.
Eats Oojthaat ro KaOKaipL	 You remember the summer.
Eats Oop1OIKcç ro Ka?oKaipt. 	 You remembered the summer.
Eats crrp<côvcaat artç 7.	 You wake up at 7.
Ea G11KthOTKCc art; 7.	 You woke up at 7.
Eiç Kot.tT)OflKcq.LE vcopi; 	 We slept early.
Efç icottótaar6 vopi;	 We sleep early.
Ei; ptKa iro?.	 We were very happy.
Efç ctpópaar irot).	 We	 very hppy.
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Aoroi Oc oypwpouv va otin.	 They will draw a house.
Auroi	 va aicn.	 They thaw a house.
Oi. yairovg p..aç Oa JrLaouv 000f3?4Kta. Our neighbours will grill souviakia.
Oi. yerovç p..aç inivouv aouthcta.	 Our neighbours grill souviakia.
H	 ro y?UKO.	 The mother hides the jam.
H	 I1L 'rO AUKÔ.	 The mother will hide the
O Xpiaro; airav 'rtg cpcia.	 Christos answers the questions.
o Xpiato; Oa airavrtat rtç poriact. Christos will answer the questions.
Epç Oa a1<otcoup.E ro rpayo3&	 We will listen the song.
ro rpayoti&	 We listen the son
Epci; Op 8ot5p.E rii?ópaari. 	 We will watch television.
Epcç t.rouj.tz	 ópaafl.	 We watch television.
KcOc icpcoi ?vc to icpóaotó j.ou.	 Every morning I wash my face.
KdOc icpcI ir?vopat. (passive voice)	 Every morning I wash my face.
Eyth xrcvIco ta pa?td jxou.	 I brush my hair.
Eyth rgvgopat (passive voice)	 I hriih my hair.
O ycopyóç opythvci. to 	 The farmer ploughs the field.
To opthpt opythvcrai. alto 'roy ycopyó. The field is ploughed by the farmer.
o apa; cptthvct 'to &v'rpo.	 The wind uproots the tree.
To &v'rpo gptthvg'rat airO 'toy cthpa.	 The tree is uprooted by the wind.
o Ktharaç upc'rat	 Kostas shaves himself.
o Ktha'ra upgct ta yvta 'too.	 Kostas shaves his beard.
H Mapa ?otE'rat.	 Maria gives herself a shampoo.
H Mapia ot5ct ta pa?td 'rr)ç.	 Maria shampoos her hair.
To airi'rt yKpt'rat alto 'toy cpyd'r.	 The house is demolished by the worker.
o cpyã'rrlc yi<pcj.Wct 'to airi'r.	 The worker demolish the house.
To 'tpairt crotp.6)c'rat airó 'ru pfl'rEpa. The dinner is prepared by the mother.
H ti'rpa roijthi 'to 'tpairgi.. 	 The mother prepares the dinner.
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C. Productive Morphology task.
I. Singular - Plural
1. Atyr	 vat j.Ua ?oi<ict. Tthpa oicdpct aKÔ.UX .Ua ?OKftt. Koi'ra
othpxouv &o. Eivat &o -------. ()oidcç)
This is a lokia. Now there is another lokia. Look there two of them.
There are two lokie&
2. Auró civai. va l4zaqxzro. Tthpa uicpct al4zój.ta va <wpdro. Koct
oicpouv &o. Eivat &o	 . (i<capó.ra)
This is a kafato. Now there is another kafato. Look there two of them.
There are two kafata
3.Aurô; 6ivcu. eva; aóvo. Tthpcz uthpci aKÔpa va; aóvo. KoIra
ulcfLpXouv &o. Eivat &3o --____	 . (aOvot)
This is an achonos. Now there is another achonos. Look there two of
them. There are two achoni.
4.Atyró civat va ?tpthpt Tcôpa uicdpci. aKÔIux va ?tpdqn. Kora
uicdpxouv &5o. Eivat &o -------. (?tpthpta)
This is a lirafi. Now there is another lirafi. Look there two of them.
There are two lirafia.
II. Present - Past
1. A yróç cvat vaç i<iptoç irou pt va %a8thvcL Tthpa xa6thv. ExO;
ave 'ro i8to irpãypa. Ti. i<avc ?otiróv cxO; EOç _______
(d&oa)
This is a man who knows how to chadoni. Now he chadoni. He did the
same thing yesterday. What did he do yesterday? Yesterday he chadose
2 Atróç cvat eva; KtptO irou pt va i.c&vgct. Tthpa p.avgEi.. ExOc
1cctv6 ro i8to irpãyj.i.a. Ti. i<ave otiróv c%O; EO; ______
Qthvi.a)
This is a man who knows how to manizi. Now he manizi. He did the
same thing yesterday. What did he do yesterday? Yesterday he manise.
3. Aurr cIvai. .ttcz <upa irou pct va apovâ.. Tthpa apovó.. ExOc KVC
ro i&o irpdy.w.i. Ti. i<av )ouróv x O ; ExO c -------
(apthviiac)
This is a lady who knows how to arona. Now she arona. She did the same
thing yesterday. What did she do yesterday? Yesterday she aronise.
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III. Present - Future
1.Aucó; civctt vaç ict5ptog icou pt vct icapcôvci.. Tcôpct i<ctpcôvct Aiipto
Oct Kdvt 'ro 18to irpdypa. Tt Oct i<dvci. ouróv atpto; At5pto
-_______ .... (Oct ictpthat)
This is a man who knows how to karoni. Now he karoni. He will do the
same thing tomorrow. What will he do tomorrow? Tomorrow he will
karosi
2. Atyróç eIvctt vctç Ktptoç irou pct vct vrpct[tt. Tthpa vrpafct.
AtSpto Oct i<dvEt to {&o irpãya. Tt Oct KdVEt ?otiróv ctt5pto; At5pto
--. (Oct v'rpctf3ioct)
This is a man who knows how to dravizi. Now he dravizi. He will do the
same thing tomorrow. What will he do tomorrow? Tomorrow he will
dra vizi
3. Atyri givcu. pict icupftt irou pct va ?ctvctpcI. Tthpct ?ctvap6i. At5pi.o Oct
ldvct 'ro fôto irpdypa. Ti. Oct icãvci. ?ourOv ctpto; ACpto
--. (Oct ?ctvapiact)
This is a lady who knows how to lanari. Now she lanari. She will do the
same thing tomorrow. What will she do tomorrow? Tomorrow she will
lanari.
IV. Third singular person - Third plural person
L Atyrt civctt JUct KUpict 7COlJ pct Vct 7CctKEtCL Tthpct ithvci. 'ro iôio j.ct
p vct qio 'r; Ti. ithvouv rthpct i<ctt oi. &o; Kat oi. &io -____
(lrctKet500v)
This a lady who knows how to pakevi. Now she is doing the same thing
with her friend. What are they both doing? They pakevoun.
2. Au'ri evctt J.LtCt KUpiCt 1tOi.) pCt VCt KCLCLi:VeL Tthpct KdVCt to 8tO
p .ua (piAT -ri; Ti. ithvouv rthpct Kctt ot &o; Kai. 01. &)O -----
(KctXctivoov)
This a lady who knows how to kaleni. Now she is doing the same thing
with her friend. What are they both doing? They kalenoun.
3. Au	 vctt .ua Kopf a irou pct vct papaxct. Tthpct KdVCJ. 'ro 16to ta
j.ua pr 'rtic. Ti. ithvouv 'rcôpa KCIt 01. &o; Kat 01. &5o	 ____
(pctpaot5v)
This a lady who knows how to farachi. Now she is doing the same thing
with her friend. What are they both doing? They farachoun.
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V. Possessive (singular and plural)
1. Aur, ivat 11 3o<opa icou Eci. j.Ua oirpE?a. flotavr; civai. 1
oj.ticpEa; H oj.tirpE?a cvat ________	 . ('rfl; 130 KoCpa;)
This is a vokoura who owns an umbrella. Whose umbrella is it? The
umbrella is vokoura 's.
2. Au'ró; {vat o apoOpo; irou Ect Eva avrouvr; llotavoó cvat 'ro
advrouvr; To avrouvr; vat --____	 . ('rou apopou)
This is an aroufo who owns a shandwich. Whose shandwich is it? The
shandwich is aroufo 's
3. Au'ró; civai. o iraxar1; irou Eei Eva Ka1rE?O. llotavot vat ro
icairE)o; To Ka7CE?O civat ------. (rou iraa) Tthpa Eivat 8t3o
icaxwrE; Kai. ot &o Exouv Ka7tE?a. Hotavthv vat #ra Ka7rEa; Ta
iaicE?a civat -----. (ruv iraa'rthv)
This is a pachatis who owns a hat Whose hat is it? The hat is pachatis
Now there are two pachates. They both own hats. Whose hats are they?
The hats are paehatises
VI. Derived agentives
1. Au'ri etvai. pita i<upfa irou Ept va Xoi<gct. Hco; Oa E.ye; Kdirota
irou 8ou?ctd ri; civat va ?OKgC14 -------. (?OKiarpta)
This is a lady who knows how to lokizi. What would you call a lady
whose job is to lokizi? lokistria
2. Aoró; cvat Eva; Kt3pto; irou Epct va Ka?4J3cL 11og Oa Ecyc;
ãirotov irou 6outd rou civat va Kaã13ct-------
-(Kadq;)
This is a man who knows how to kalavi. What would you call a man
whose job is to kalavi? kalaftis
3. AvrO; civat Eva; i<5pto; irou Epci. va apthvct. rico; Oa E?cyc;
Kdlrotov irou 8ouctd rou cvat va apthvct
(xapctm;)
This is a man who knows how to charoni. What would you call a man
whose job is to charoni? charotis
4. Atyro; civat Eva; Kt3pto; irou Epct va pagct rico; Oa E?cyc;
dirotov irou 6ouctd #rou civcu. va patcI-------. (patoriç)
This is a man who knows how to falizi. What would you call a man
whose job is to falizi? falistis
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Appendix 6
The words and non-words used in the stem spelling task of Study 6
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a) Real Words
vauayóç
'va?aticcopth
XOPE3O)
OtKO$VLa
1(a)XtEpyth
7rapayc)vco
dppoaoç
KOpOi&tU)
cyctpgco
8tuOt5vo
vauôyto
¶a)cwrcopia
opctri;
oticoycvctakó;
irapayyc?ia
apptha'rEta
KOpÔt8O
shipwrecked
harass
dance
family
cultivate
order
ill
ridicule
operate
shipwreck
harassement
dancer
family (adj.)
cultivation
order (noun)
illness
fool
operation
b) Non-Words.
%ClpOKpOrth
Ittto ,róA 'ic
&VO 80t46L50J
vevpcctpopyoç
KOKKlVPIFV11
crpalo7cTy1
2r&vKo8aaoç
aavpo vai5ri
ivaoo KaIKO
%cipop1ra#rth
iratxvt8othA7i
appcoaro SovA6Ocu
v&vppd(pfl
KoKKzVc7)p11;
,rcrp&azof3ouvó
2r&vKoXthpWpo
?ij.tvo va(mic
6DtVO Ka1KO
gullible
clap
bookseller
char
neurosurgeon
red-beard
oil-well
pine-forest
astronaut
fishin g boat
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Appendix 7
The words and non-words used in the interpretation task of Study 6
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Practice trials:
apthvw
fLauxoc
'rpOxo;
p.ãaropa;
Oai
KtVOtLO
carpthvo
avtauog
8irpoo
apxt,tha'opa;
auaOiiri;
iovoOato
o)oKaivoupI.o
settle (down)
quiet
wheel
foreman
pupil
seat
new
a-, c-
Guy-
p.ovo-
o?o-
negative
bi-, twice
best
together
mono-
all
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Sentences.
KdOe popd irou 'roy 3ivco appoarthvo.
Every time I see him I unfall ill
'O'rav KVU) 1rdvto cca'raivoj.tat.
When I take a shower I unkold.
Eyth cKopoI&tco 'roy
 I'tthpyo irou ircoc.
Iunmake fun with Giorgow who is fallen down.
To ao?cio c3pc43ct5c i. 'rou; aot; p.aOr)'r.
School unawards bad students.
H KarEpva ivai. avcuxapt	 'vT) p 'rou; kzOj.to; 'rllc.
Katerina is unpleased with her grades.
ZaXfG'rllKcL, yta'ri o 6po.toç iyrav avcuOcfrx,.
I felt dizzy because the road was unstraight.
Ta &.CUKa 6óv'rta civat dai.ta.
The unwhite teeth are ugly.
Acv auj.tiraOth 'roy
 I'tdvvll yta'rI vat avcp1vu<O;.
I do not like Gianni because he is unpeaceful.
Au'ró 'ro atyroKiVllrO civat 8vrtovo.
That car is biwheeled.
To &ojth'rto irou voIKtaaa civat 8u<p4a'ro.
The room I rent is two-bed.
To air'rt M.ac civat 8iroto.
Our house is biwalled.
'EXO va 8iKO411CO lrODKdp.tOO.
I have a bibuttoned shirt.
o apxt8aaKa?oc rpOc a'rlv 'rdii.
The headteacher came to our class.
o aptirai'rrg 'rou HAOK Orac a'rlv 'ricópaar1.
PAOK's headplayer spoke on television.
p3t'rOpo; rav r apt8ou?tã pou.
Waiter was my first work.
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H AOiva civai. TI apxtiró11 'nI; E?d&L;
Athens is the headcity of Greece.
o I'tthpyo; cvcu aupp.dyctpac Ji.E 'nov Ktha'na.
Giorgos is co-cook with Costas.
uvaKoo pa&óqxovO pc 'nrv a8cpqn pou.
I co-listen to the radio with my sister.
KOc airóycupa auv6tadçco pc 'nov a6cpipó pou.
Every afternoon I co-read with my brother.
o plrcqMca; pou auyopcict p 'niv papa pou.
My dad co-dances with my mum.
To airfni. 'r; ytayu; pou civai. povOirop'no.
My grandmother's house is monodoored.
E&L vav Kt5pto irou 1'ncLv povOau'roç.
I saw a man who was monoear.
o Oco; pou cvat ovoI&oicnfrnii; au'no3 'nou airvrto.
My uncle is the monoowner of this house.
To icou?thi. irou ci8ap Tl'rav ovo8d'ro)o.
The little bird we saw was monofigered.
o rI'rpo; yt5ptac a'no aini'nt ooJpthptKoç.
Petros came home all-dirty.
rlivu) 'no yda pou o?óçca'no.
I drink my milk all-hot.
To icooithptao 2t0U ayopaact civcu. O?O1Ô1<KtVO.
The shirt I bought is all-red.
Tiv dvoTl 0 K17CO D4 civat 000tou80.
In spring our garden is all-flowered.
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Appendix 8
Statistical Analyses
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Results for 6 Fixed Order Multiple Regression with correct spelling of /0/
sound as the outcome Variable
Outcome variable: correct spelling of words ending with /0/
B	 SEB beta r2	 F
change change
Step
Steps common to all 6 multiple regressions
1.Age	 .134	 .010	 .660	 .436	 163.86***
2.Verbalability	 .075	 .014	 .383	 .067	 28.56***
The third, fourth and fifth steps in each of the six multiple regressions
3a. sentence analogy 	 .259 .049	 .413	 .059	 28.07***
4a.i. word analogy	 .151 .086	 .203	 .006	 3.69
5a.i. productive morphology	 .042 .048	 .056	 .002	 .76
4a.ii. productive morphology	 .056 .047 .076	 .003	 1.43
5a.ii. word analogy	 .135 .088	 .182	 .005	 2.38
3b. word analogy
4b.i. sentence analogy
5b.i. productive morphology
4b.ii. productive morphology
5b.ii. sentence analogy
3c. productive morphology
4c.i. sentence analogy
5c.i. word analogy
	
.315	 .069	 .425	 .045
	
.191	 .062	 .305	 .019
	
.042 .048	 .056	 .002
	
063 .048	 .085	 .004
	
182 .063	 .292	 .017
	
128 .046	 .173
	 017
	
238 .052	 .381	 .044
135	 .088	 .183	 .005
21.15***
9. 42* *
.76
1.70
8.41**
7.58**
21.25***
2.38
4c.ii. word analogy	 .282 .073 .380	 .032	 14.83***
5c.ii. sentence analogy
	
.183 .063	 .292	 .017	 8.41**
* p<.O5; ** p<.Ol; *** p<.00I
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Results for 6 Fixed Order Multiple Regression with correct spelling of/el
sound as the outcome Variable
Outcome variable: correct spelling of words ending with /e/
B	 SEB beta r2	 F
change change
Step
Steps common to all 6 multiple regressions
l.Age	 .129	 .013	 .571	 .326	 102.36***
2. Verbal ability	 .086	 .017	 .395	 ..072	 25.07***
The third, fourth and fifth steps in each of the six multiple regressions
3a. sentence analogy	 .092 .064	 .132	 .006	 2.09
4a.i. word analogy	 200 .112	 .241	 .009	 3.19
5a.i. productive morphology	 099 .062 .119	 .007	 2.54
3.66
2.08
534*
.001
2.54
2.51
.047
5.25*
.55
2.08
4a.ii. productive morphology
5a.ii. word analogy
3b. word analogy
4b.i. sentence analogy
5b.i. productive morphology
4b.ii. productive morphology
5b.ii. sentence analogy
3c. productive morphology
4c.i. sentence analogy
5c.i. word analogy
	
.116	 .061	 .141	 .010
	
.164	 .114	 .198	 .006
	
.202 .087	 .244	 .015
	
.002 .081	 .003	 .000
	
.099 .062	 .119	 .007
	
.097 .061	 .117	 .007
-.018	 .082	 -.025	 .000
	
.131	 .057	 .159	 .015
	
.050 .067	 .071	 .002
	
.164	 .114	 .198	 .006
4c.ii. word analogy 	 .150 .093 .181	 .007	 2.59
5c.ii. sentence analogy
	
-.018 .082 -.025	 .000	 .05
* p<.O5; ** p<.Ol; 	 p<.001
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Results for 6 Fixed Order Multiple Regression with correct spelling of/i/ sound
as the outcome Variable
Outcome variable: correct spelling of words ending with /i/
B	 SEB beta r2	 F
change change
Step
Steps common to all 6 multiple regressions
1.Age	 .465	 .031	 .712	 .507	 218.06***
2.Verbalability	 .302	 .040	 .480	 .106	 57•5Ø***
The third, fourth and fifth steps in each of the six multiple regressions
3a. sentence analogy 	 .864 .136	 .427	 .063	 4Ø•43***
4a.i. word analogy	 .133	 .241	 .056	 .001	 .31
5a.i. productive morphology	 .138 .134	 .058	 .002	 1.08
4a.ii. productive morphology
5a.ii. word analogy
3b. word analogy
4b.i. sentence analogy
5b.i. productive morphology
4b.ii. productive morphology
5b.ii. sentence analogy
3c. productive morphology
4c.i. sentence analogy
5c.i. word analogy
.148	 .131	 .062	 .002
	
.082 .246	 .034	 .000
	
.827 .197	 .345	 .030
	
.804 .174	 .397	 .033
	
.139	 .134	 .058	 .002
	
.228	 .138	 .095	 .005
	
.776 .176	 .383	 .030
	
.391	 .131	 .163	 .016
	
.810	 .144	 .401	 .049
	
.082 .246	 .034	 .000
1.28
.11
17.58***
21.33***
1.08
2.74
19.43***
8.77***
31.72***
.112
4c.ii. word analogy	 .704 .210 .294	 .019	 1 1.26***
5c.ii.sentenceanalogy	 .776 .176	 .384	 .030	 19.44***
* p<.OS; ** p<.Ol; *** p<.00l
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Results for 6 Fixed Order Multiple Regression with correct spelling (z score) of
the endings of all the words as the outcome Variable
Outcome variable: correct spelling of all the words
B	 SEB beta r2	 F
change change
Step
Steps common to all 6 multiple regressions
1.Age	 .137	 .009	 .715	 .512	 222.19***
2.Verbalability	 .085	 .012	 .463	 .098	 53.15***
The third, fourth and fifth steps in each of the six multiple regressions
3a. sentence analogy
4a.i. word analogy
5a.i. productive morphology
4a.ii. productive morphology
5a.ii. word analogy
3b. word analogy
4b.i. sentence analogy
5b.i. productive morphology
4b.ii. productive morphology
5b.ii. sentence analogy
3c. productive morphology
4c.i. sentence analogy
5c.i. word analogy
3.726	 .640 .393	 .054
.835 1.260	 .060	 .001
.046	 .039 .065	 .002
.049	 .039 .069	 .003
.586	 1.277 .042	 .000
	
4.061 1.042 .291	 .026
	
3.402 .805	 .359	 .027
	
.046 .039	 .065	 .002
	
.071	 .040	 .101	 .005
	
3.251	 .815	 .343	 .025
	
.111	 .039	 .158	 .015
3.461	 .672 .365	 .042
	
.586 1.277 .042	 .000
3394* * *
.44
1.34
1.58
.21
15.20***
17.87***
1.34
3.11
15.92***
8.12**
26.5 1***
.21
4c.ii. word analogy	 3.452 1.092 .247	 .017	 9•99**
5c.ii. sentence analogy	 3.251	 .815 .343	 .025	 15.92***
* p<.05; ** p<.0l; *** p<.001
7'-
